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Abstract 

Telework, as a swift developing business, has attracted great attention from government, 
company and organisation due to its large benefits for our society. A study was 
accordingly conducted to investigate its application in the IT industry. Results show that 
teleworking is widely accepted by and plays an important role in software industry. With 
the rapid development in computer and telecommunications technology, telework has 
become increasingly popular and can not be avoided in IT industry. The benefits and 
problems brought by teleworking in IT industry are then reported in the study. It is found 
that the big obstruction for telework development in software engineering is still product 
quality problems. 
As many researchers have revealed, our society has entered the information society. The 
demand for more and more software products with better and better quality is increasing. 
However, problems of software quality hinder the development of the IT industry. The 
recognised reason for this is the inability to manage the software process. Hence, many 
software process assessment and improvement models have been developed and used 
successfully in the management of software development in order to acquire 
improvements in software quality. However, the problem considered here is whether they 
are suitable for telework software development. 

To build the necessary ground knowledge for carrying out this project, an extensive 
analysis of the fundamental methodology and principles of existing software process 
assessment and improvement models was conducted. The strengths and weaknesses of 
these models are derived from the analysis. The applicability and adaptability of the 
models for teleworking environments are also explored. It is found that the existing 
models are designed for centralised software development. They are not fully suitable but 
the same functions are applicable for teleworking environments. The results of above 
discussion lead to the selection and recommendation of SPICE to be used as a baseline for 
the development of a process approach which meets the need of teleworking software 
environments. 
To lay a solid foundation for the development of such approach, two surveys were carried 
out. Their aims are investigate the current state of telework in IT industry and the 
applicability of the present models in teleworking environments, and to identify the 
specific issues which arise in telework. It can be observed from the survey that there are 
significant differences in software process and management methodologies between 
telework and conventional single-site work. Special technologies are needed to support 
telework software development. 

To provide valuable input in the development of such approach, an in-depth analysis of the 
specific requirements identified from the survey results in the creation of a set of processes 
and base practices, which are particularly required by teleworking environments. The 
SPITE approach, which is a SPICE extension model, is therefore developed as a major 
contribution to the software industry that fills a important gap in the software process 
modelling. Good comments have been obtained from a small range of organisations. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Teleworking in the IT industry is becoming increasingly popular and important due to the 

enormous improvement in information and telecommunication technology over the last 

few years. The development of Teleworking software development environments and 
distributed software projects is forming an unavoidable trend in the software industry. The 

aim of this study is to achieve a high level of software quality in distributed software 

development environments. The objectives are to investigate the possibility of applying 

current software process assessment and improvement methods, which were designed for 

conventional centralised development environments, into newly-developed teleworking 

environments, in order to find out how teleworking software development environments 

differ from single-site software development environments, as far as quality processes are 

concerned and to design a suitable model to apply quality processes successfully in those 

distributed contexts. The resulting new process approach will play an important role for 

the software industry and enable this industry to be more effective and competitive in the 

twenty-first century. 

1.1 Background to the project 

1.1.1 Teleworking and the geographically distributed software 
development environments 

As the third millennium is beginning, a revolutionary transition is under the way from the 

world's industrial society into the information society. This revolution has increasingly 

brought with it major changes in the daily lives of much of the world's population - 

affecting how they work, learn, entertain, communicate, and interact in social groups at all 

levels. At the same time, economic and technological forces have also converged to create 

an entirely new form of business competition. The new competition which is driven by 

information encompasses a global economy -a revolution of doing business [Crandall, 

1998]. The advent of the information society can be seen as reducing the impact of 
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economic, cultural, social and physical differences. In brief, the world is steadily 

undergoing changes in almost every aspect due to information revolution, for example: 

o With the rapid development of the global electronic information exchange systems 
(commonly called the communication technology) like telephones, mobile phones, 

email, video/audio conferencing, the world-wide interconnected network systems 

(commonly known as the Internet or the Web) and Personal Computer (PC), combined 

with continually falling prices, enable people to keep in touch with each other 

regularly and speedily wherever they are and can access information resources easily 

and without limit from any world-wide region. The distance boundary between home, 

organisation, and country is becoming less and less important. Today, people can not 

only do business, shopping and communicate with each other over the Internet, also 

they can transmit their work product, especially software, through time and space via 

networks, instead of people actually having to travel or go to work. 

Q The ubiquitous, low-cost nature of the Internet has not only created a paradigm shift in 

the business world, but also provided organisations with new and extensive 

opportunities to develop an additional channel for doing business. Putting business 

"on-line" opens up a whole new world of possibilities such as enhanced service levels, 

increased efficiency, reduced costs, improved corporate-wide communication, shorter 

time-to-market and wider market reach. Information and communication technology 

provides businesses with the new opportunity to speed products and services to the 

customer on request with global range. For instance, the Internet is creating a faster 

and easier product delivery channels for software and music products. The worldwide 

range of customers and services promote, therefore, the global distribution of software 

projects and the use globally of skilled software professionals. 

QA number of new kinds of organisation like the virtual company [Crandall, 1998], or 

virtual software corporations [Boldyreff, 1996] have appeared in the IT industry. 

Q Following the Information Revolution, many people will work with information rather 

than with physical objects. These people are becoming the nation of knowledge 

workers. No longer will they be forced to travel to a factory or city-centre office to 

work. Modern communication networks are capable of carrying that information to 

2 
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wherever they are -- wherever they want to work, creating circumstances that make it 

possible for them to work in new ways. Teleworking, a new format of working with 
great advantages, is therefore being generated and continues to rapidly develop as a 
normal way of working. According to new figures published by the European 
Commission [Skyrme, 1999], telework became a significant part of the wider changes 
to work taking place in the Information Society, and the number of teleworkers in 
Europe doubled from two million to four million between 1997-1998. It is also 
indicated in [Observer, 2000], the number of teleworkers this year will hit 10 million 
in Europe and by 2005 figure will exceed 16 million - more than 10% of European 

workforce. It is allowing groups from different locations to come together as a global 

software development team, more and more companies are now finding it 

economically attractive to have some of their employees working remotely in full or 

part time. The software project is therefore increasingly developed in a geographically 
distributed environments. 

Due to the ability of remote access to information across organisational and national 
boundaries, people are now moving into a period of dramatic change in the workplace. 
Information technology has changed the way work is done between physical locations. No 

longer is it necessary for all people to work at a common site. Now work traverses time 

and space [Crandall, 1998]. Clearly, this kind of change is creating a software industry 

with a particular convenience in the development of global distributed software projects. 
To survive in this global competition, organisations will have to keep pace with the rate of 
technology change and to produce software products meets more of customers' particular 

need - faster and cheaper with better quality. 

As the technology develops, software projects get continually larger and more complicated 
because of the specific needs of their users being able to span increasingly heterogeneous 

hardware configurations [Belady, 1991]. Combining with the demand for more software 

products, it is generating the need for more and more software developers. In other words, 

the demand for software is increasing much faster than supply. However, the knowledge 

and skills required in a large project often cannot be found in one location, therefore 

necessitating the appearance of global distribution of software projects. Software is now a 
huge global industry faced with ä great challenge in attracting and retaining highly skilled, 

3 
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talented and experienced software professionals in the global business competition. A 

natural response to these challenges is the creation of new concepts - the Teleworking 

(distributed) software development environment (the software projects is developed in a 

global distributed locations), the Teleworking software engineer (TSE), and the 

Teleworking Software Organisations (TSO) (the organizations developing software 
involve some of the software engineers working from distance as teleworkers). All of 

which represents a new working pattern and novel forms of organisation. 

A characteristic of this new form of distributed development environments is the intensive 

use of IT to provide support for interactions between its member corporations which are 

operating in geographically distributed locations. A number of software development 

companies benefit from the competitive edge offered by the distribution of project. It 

provides not only a modern approach to economies of scale but also it brings together 

scarce competencies and resources to meet development requirements. 

From other point of view, the quality of software ultimately depends on the professional 

competence of the software developer because software development and the product are 

human creations. The crucial initial step for quality product is thus to get the best people 

available. The better and more experienced the programmers are the better the chance of 

producing first-class products [Boehm, 1981]. Unfortunately, there are never enough 

competent people available. With the increasing demand for software by the information 

society, both in quantity and quality, the demand for high-level software professionals in 

software industry is correspondingly increasing more than ever before. The development 

of Teleworking employment has brought a possible ideal solution for this shortage in 

software industry. It provides software industry with a great opportunity to exploit highly 

competent human resources all around the world, who otherwise would not be available to 

them. 

Teleworking, as a new method of working which is based upon or enabled by network 

technologies and telecommunication technologies, is growing at incredible speed over the 

last few years in IT industry [Telework, 1999]. Except for above reasons, a common desire 

to maximise software industry beneficial impact on world's competitiveness, productivity 

and working conditions is also a basic promotion force. 

4 
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1.1.2 Software product quality and quality management systems 

"The world is changing and software is at the forefront of many of these changes. Business 

success increasingly depends on software, and the single most important software need in 

most organisations is getting control of software costs, schedules, and quality. " 
[Humphrey, 1999]. 

o The Importance and Problem of Software Quality 

As the computerisation of our society continues, software is ubiquitous since it is now the 

major enabling force for all system operating. The importance of software quality and 

productivity has become increasingly critical for all major businesses, because software 

either as standalone software packages or embedded software products, has been spreading 
into every field of science, technology and everyday life. A greater challenge to companies 

and individuals has been posed than ever before, for example, in the global network 

connected business market, the force in business competition between companies is 

increasing, making it much harder for companies to keep in front of the business, 

especially for software industry. To do this, software companies must be more productive 

and their products must be of good quality, which is a vital for their reputation. 

However, the problems caused by the software products that do not work well or do not 
fulfil the requirement are still serious for companies. There are many examples of disasters 

caused by software quality problems, ranging from expensive missile aborts to enormous 
financial losses. In order to stay in business and keep a competitive edge in the global 

market, the quality of the software product is undoubtedly the most important factor for 

business survival. 

Although there have been tremendous improvements in software engineering over the last 

two decades, basic problems still remain such as; software development is expensive and 

time consuming, the work is still too often late, over budget and poor quality. These 

problems are aggravated by the fact that software projects get continually larger and more 

complicated. Software companies are now faced with constant changes and increased 

demands for improvements to cycle time, costs, and quality. Among them, the quality of 

software products, at the moment, is one of the critical factors for business success. In fact, 

software quality problems are obstructing the development of software industry. 

5 
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However, ensuring and assessing software quality is fraught with difficulties since not 
only is the final product - the executable code - intangible, but as many authors have 

pointed out (e. g. [Kitchenham, 1987], [Humphrey, 1989], [Khurana, 1996]) quality of 

software itself is hard to define and almost impossible to measure directly. One of the 

reasons for this is probably that software engineering is different from other engineering 
fields. For example, there are many mature criteria and tools in mechanical engineering to 

measure and ensure quality of products due to the long history of mechanical engineering. 
Many factors make software engineering different from other engineering fields, for 

instance: 

" Software is generally more complex than other engineering products. 

" Software engineering is relatively new, there are not yet many managers or senior 

professionals with sufficient experience to appreciate the benefits of an effective 

process [Humphrey, 1989]. 

" The software discipline is not grounded in natural science. As an artefact of human 

ingenuity, software does not rest on a stable foundation of physical principles. 

" Software is often viewed as a black box by non-software practitioners. This causes 

many managers to back away and not to use their management instincts to solve 

software problems [Thayer, 2000]. 

For two decades the software development industry has placed its hope for improved 

software quality on better computer languages, design methodologies, and tools. Although 

no one will argue with the importance of improving software engineering technology, 

methodology and practice, evaluative data indicate that improvements resulting from the 

introduction of these advances have been disappointing [Curtis, 1990]. It took the software 

community two decades to realise that the fundamental problem affecting the quality of 

software product is the inability to manage the software process [Humphrey, 1989]. It 

became clear that the methodologies and technologies alone can not be the solution for 

software quality and productivity. Continuous improvement on software product quality 

can only occur through focused and sustained effort towards building a process 

infrastructure of software engineering and management practices. 

6 
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Q Quality Management Systems - ISO 9000 

Chapter 1 

Based on the above understanding, a family of international standard quality management 

and assurance system, the ISO 9000 series, has gradually become the most widely used 
techniques and guidelines in ensuring quality product. The ISO 9000 series are process- 

oriented standards developed by ISO TC176 in 1987, which is responsible for standards 
for quality management systems. It is a set of documents dealing with quality systems that 

can be used for external quality assurance purposes. They specify quality system 

requirements for use where a contract between two parties requires the demonstration of 

supplier's capability to design and supply a product. The two parties could be an external 

client and a supplier, or both could be internal, such as the marketing and engineering 

groups within the same company. 

ISO 9000 series consists of. 

" ISO 9000, "Quality Management and Quality Assurance Standards -- Guidelines for 

Selection and Use, " clarifies the distinctions and interrelationships between quality 

concepts and provides guidelines for the selection and use of a series of international 

standards on quality systems for internal quality management (ISO 9004) and external 

quality assurance (ISO 9001,9002, and 9003). 

" ISO 9001 [ISO, 1994], "Quality Systems -- Model for Quality Assurance In 

Design/Development, Production, Installation, and Servicing, " specifies the 

requirements for the quality system of an organisation that covers the entire product 

life-cycle including design, development, production, installation and servicing. The 

standard applies to a large set of products. It is the standard that is pertinent to software 

development and maintenance and has become the main reference for the software 

industry. 

" ISO 9000-3 [ISO, 1991a], "Quality Management and Quality Assurance Standards - 
Part 3: Guidelines for the Application of ISO 9001 to the Development, Supply, and 

Maintenance of Software", is additionally a guideline dedicated to software product, 

which is provided to help applying the ISO 9001 requirement to a software 

organisation. 

7 
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TickIT: In addition to the ISO 9000 standards which refer to quality management systems 
in general, in the United Kingdom, the Development of Trade and Industry (DTI) have 

formulated the TickIT standards [Tick IT, 1992] to give an interpretation of ISO 9000. The 

TickIT standard applies specifically to software development [Hughes, 1999]. It is simply 

another way of repackaging software development stages i. e. analysis, design and 
implementation. It is principally a certification scheme but this is not its only purpose. The 

main objectives are to stimulate developers to think about what quality really is and how it 

may be achieved. 

Essentially, the ISO 9000 standards for quality and the associated registration systems are 

a set of internationally recognised check points with a pass/fail results, and is often used as 

a prerequisite for doing business. The set of minimal requirements specified for a general 

quality management system provides the basis in ruling the relationship between the 

purchaser and the supplier within a contractual agreement. It has been successfully 

accepted and supported worldwide for around about two decades. 

Q Problem with the Quality Systems for Software 

On the other hand, there are also a number of problems in existence. ISO 9001 can be 

exceedingly complex for any organisation to implement, especially if that organisation 

lacks the rigour and discipline required by the quality model for easy compliance with the 

standard [EI Emam et al. 1998]. Not only can compliance appear to be out of reach of both 

an organisation's budget and resources, but also often the requirements can appear to bear 

no resemblance to the manner in which work is being performed. 

Originally targeted at manufacturers, ISO 9001 is intended to fit any type of industry and 

any size of company, it was not precisely designed for the software product. Thus it has an 

industry-wide scope and treats software development processes the same as mass 

production systems. Some special characteristics of software development are not 

addressed [Wang, et al., 1997]. Even when IS09000-3 and TickiT give very useful 

guidance as how to approach ISO9001, many companies find it difficult to relate their 

work to the Standard [Ana, 1997]. The rationale underlying ISO 9001's lack of industry 

focus is because to specify such detail would deviate from the standard's need for 

applicability to all industry sectors. 

8 
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While many organisations justifiably claim benefits such as improvements in efficiency 
after achieving an ISO 9001 certificate, as far as the author is aware, no one has 
demonstrated a significant correlation between the possession of an ISO 9001 certificate 

and the quality of the products and services produced by the organisation that has it. It is 

also claimed in [Fairclough, 2000], possession of an ISO 9001 certificate only proves that 

an organisation does everything required of it by the standard, but does not indicate how 

well or how badly it does it. 

An indication was made that ISO 9001 provides only a high level minimum set of 

requirements for the quality system, lacks a stepped capability determination system 

[Wang, et al., 1997]. Any organisation above the threshold holds the same certification, 

the maturity differences may therefore be lost among the ISO 9001 certified organisations 

and, the important concept of continuous process capability improvement may hardly be 

reflected in the ISO 9000 approach. Even though it encourages continuous improvement 

the quality system, but does not explicitly provide the software organisation with a clear 

and directed path toward such improvement [EI Emam et al. 1998]. 

As such, ISO 9001 is not a sufficient guarantee of software quality. There is a true need for 

a method to accomplish ISO9000 requirements in an appropriate manner, specifically 

taking into account the software development problems and emphasise to continually 

improve the management of software process and the process capability, so that quality 

product produced from the process can be ensured. 

1.1.3 Software process assessment and improvement models 

Software process assessment and improvement methodologies have come to the forefront 

of discussion throughout the software industry since the Software Engineering Institute 

(SEI) published its maturity model for software process capability determination in 1987 

[Humphrey, 1987]. Since then a number of software process assessment and improvement 

models have been developed and successfully used in the software industry. 

It was because of the special characteristic of software product, problems existing in 

control software product quality and the deficiency of using ISO 9000 in software quality 

assurance, reliance has to be placed on managing and improving the quality of the 
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software production process as a means of achieving product quality. The concept is 

adduced from believing that a defined, repeatable and measurable software process would 
lead to the production of repeatable and predictable quality products. This means that 

software organisations can significantly improve the quality of their output if they follow a 
defined and well-managed software process system, together with the appropriate 

techniques and tools to measure its effectiveness. In fact, without a defined process it is 

impossible to measure success or focus on how development capability is enhanced by 

organisations [Coleman, 1998]. 

A software process is a set of empirical practices in software development, organisation 

and management. It can be defined as a set of activities, methods, practices, and 

transformations that people use to develop, maintain software and the associated products, 

whilst the objectives of software process management are to produce products according 

to plan while simultaneously improving the organisation's capability to produce better 

products. 

Software process assessment has a wide variety of definitions in the literature. ISO 

documentation defines process assessment as ̀ the disciplined examination of the processes 

used by an organisation against a set of criteria to determine the capability of those 

processes to perform within quality, cost, and schedule goals'. The goal of software 

process assessment has been defined as `to characterise current practice, identifying 

strengths and weaknesses and the ability of the process to control or avoid significant 

causes of poor quality, cost, and schedule performance (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7,1992). 

More specifically, an assessment enables organisation to find out the true state of the 

effectiveness of the software process infrastructure and environment. A famous quote 

made by Watts Humphrey, the pioneer of the software process movement, stresses the 

need for assessment: ̀If you do not know where you are, a map will not help' [Humphrey, 

1989]. Process assessment provides a baseline of the current status of the prevailing 

software practices in the organisation. It is used as the road map to guide the process 

improvement. 

It has been accepted that a mature software process system together with a mature 

management system will be helpful for producing quality products, the next step is how to 
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develop a corresponding process method. The assumption for this method is that the 
quality of a software product is largely determined by the quality of the software 
development and maintenance processes used to build it [Paulk, 1995a]. Based on this 

principle, a considerable number of software process assessment and improvement models 
have been developed and actively promoted in software industry for more than a decade. 

The three most well-known process models, CMM together with a subset model named 
PSP which is considered as much more important for teleworking, Bootstrap, SPICE, are 
briefly introduced below while detailed analysis is provided in Chapter 3 and 4: 

" CMM - Capability Maturity Model developed by the Software Engineering Institute 

in US in 1993 [Paulk et al., 1993a, b], which was evolved from Software Process 

Maturity Framework developed in 1987 [Humphrey, 1989]. It is a five level staged 

process improvement model and is the first process model in the entire software 

community. CMM provides a common sense application of software process 

management and quality improvement concepts, which laid a basis and established a 

direction for the development of Software Process Improvement (SPI). 

The application domain of CMM was targeted to manage the development of large 

software systems in the US Department of Defence (DoD). The development of CMM 

has its roots in the work of pioneers in quality improvement such as W. Edwards 

Deming [Deming, 1982] and Joseph Juran [Juran, 1989]. In particular, Deming had a 

significant influence on the re-industrialisation of Japan. Through his efforts, and the 

earlier influence of Walter Shewart (described in [Deming, 1982]), many Japanese 

companies adopted statistical process control as a mechanism to improve product 

quality. However, Deming's philosophy also placed significant importance on human 

and organisation factors in the drive to improve quality. He identified fourteen points 

that management should follow if it is to be competitive through emphasising quality. 

The fifth of Deming's 14 points focuses on continuous improvement to decrease costs: 

Improve constantly and forever the system of production and service, to improve 

quality and productivity, and hence constantly decrease costs. It was this point 

provides a basis for incremental and continuous software process improvement as 

prescribed by the Capability Maturity Model. More detailed description about the 
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background and methodology of CMM can be found in the section 3.2.1 and 3.2 of this 
thesis. 

" PSP - the Personal Software Process (PSP) model developed based on CMM by the 
Software Engineering Institute in 1995 [Humphrey, 1995]. It is a subset model of 
CMM, which defines a set of self-improvement processes that, provides software 

engineers a way to improve the quality, predictability, and productivity of their work. 
PSP is designed to address the improvement needs of individual engineers and small 

software organisations. Section 3.3 present more information about the background 

and its principle. 

" BOOTSTRAP - the European process assessment and improvement methodology 

initially developed by a European consortium partially funded by the European 

Commission within the ESPRIT program (ESPRIT Project 5441) from 1989 to 1993 

and further developed by BOOTSTRAP Institute [Kuvaja, et al., 1994]. The project 

team formed from a consortium of industrial companies and research institutes from 

Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, and Italy. 

The BOOTSTRAP methodology was developed by applying the common, 

conventional approaches of the SEI maturity model [Humphrey, 1989] as the main 

background, extended with features of a set of quality standards including ISO 9000 

series, and ISO 9001 and ISO 9000-3 in particular. The extensions were made in order 

to fit the methodology into the European context, and to attain more detailed capability 

profiles in addition to maturity levels, separately for both organisations and projects. 

Apart from that, the Bootstrap methodology also adopted the principle of continuous 

improvement from the Total Quality Management movement. The latest development 

of Bootstrap has taken into account of SPICE to conform to the emerging international 

standard ISO/IEC 15504. The application domain of BOOTSTRAP was focused on 

small to medium software organisation - including sectors like banking, insurance, 

administration and, with European favour. In-depth discussion of the BOOTSTRAP is 

presented in section 4.1. 

" SPICE - Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination, a continuous 

process improvement model and also the emerging international standard (ISOIIEC 
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15504) for software process assessment and improvement developed by the SPICE 

project, an international project established by the Joint Technical Committee 1/Sub- 

Committee 7 (JTC1/SC7) of the International Organisation for Standards and the 

International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) [EI Emam et al. 1998]. The 

project was closely aligned with the Working Group 10 (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7/WG10) 

and an international project manager - supported by five Regional Technical Centre 

Managers - coordinates contribution from several experts in 20 countries representing 

industry, government and universities [Zahran, 1998]. It is a worldwide cooperative 

project, and approximately 40 countries are actively contributing resources to this 

effort [Kitson, 1996]. 

The aim of the SPICE project is to harmonise the numerous efforts around the world to 

manage and improve the software process. ISO/IEC TR 15504 is the name the current 

version of SPICE, and is build upon the best attributes of each existing standards and 

software process assessment methods, most notably ISO9001, ISO 12207, CMM, 

Bootstrap, Trillium, and The Software Technology Diagnostic [Dorling, 1993]. 

Software process domains to be assessed are acquisition, supply, development, 

operation, maintenance, supporting processes and service support. The overall goals of 

the SPICE standard [ISO, 1993c] are to encourage predictable quality products, 

encourage maximum productivity, promote a repeatable software process, not be used 

for trade restraint, and be subject to continuous improvement through periodic reviews 

to maintain consistency with current good practice. It is applicable for every kind of 

software development organisation of variety size. More detailed exploration of SPICE 

are presented in section 4.2. 

These methods represented the state-of-the-art practice for software engineering. They 

provide a set of defined basic practices that must be followed by organisations developing 

software. The models are based on assessments that identify whether certain good 

practices are used or not, and present a staged or continued sequence of process 

improvements. The recommended process improvement provides the good practices not 

currently being adopted. 
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Over the years, the existing models have being successfully introduced in software 

organisations as useful tools in supporting software quality management and improvement 

and satisfactory results have been achieved [Stevens, 1991]. The process movement has 

had a visible effect on the software industry [Khajenoori, 1994], [Humphrey, et at., 1989], 

[Herbsleb, et al., 1994], [SPICE, 1998]. The models have also contributed efficiently to a 

fundamental awareness of the concepts and the importance of adopting a disciplined 

structured software process and management system, both at organisational and individual 

level in software industry. 

In summary, the distributed software development environment is a new business 

paradigm that organisations are adopting to meet their business challenges and achieve a 

competitive advantage. Teleworking enables this by greatly expanding the pool of 

available workers. On the other hand, teleworking is also a source of significant 

challenges. The use of teleworking software engineers results in a geographically 

distributed team leading to a number of key questions such as; how to manage the people 

you cannot see, how to control the quality of software produced in a distributed 

environment, and whether or not the current software process assessment and 

improvement models can be applied. 

To date, a large number of software process assessment and improvement models have 

been developed and implemented successfully to control and improve software product 

quality. Experience in the software industry has shown that an effective means of 

improving a company's software products is improving its process of producing software 

[Stevens, 1991]. However, it is important to recognise that the existing process assessment 

improvement models are primarily targeted at the traditional single-site software company, 

little attention has been paid to the specific support of process management and quality 

improvement required for large geographically distributed projects and its development 

environments in the current software process modelling community. The issues 

specifically related to teleworking environment are not catered for and thus the 

applicability of existing techniques is questionable in this distributed situation of software 

engineering. These issues have gained significant interest by concerned parties and 

therefore appropriate resolution will be of importance to the software industry, hence the 

focus of this research project. 
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1.2 Research Aims and the development of objectives 

Chapter 1 

Software has become the key element that governs competition at the threshold to the 21st 

century. Software development project being carried out in Teleworking or geographically 
distributed environments is forming a trend in software industry. To keep pace in the 

accelerating business, the distributed software and software processes have to be taken into 

account and to be improved continuously. 

This research work is to address the practical need in the software industry to achieve and 

maintain a high level of software quality in the new developing environment. The primary 

aim of the research is to adapt the existing software process assessment and improvement 

methods to take account of the circumstances surrounding teleworking software 

development environment. 

o The Original Objectives 

The original objectives of this projects were to create a new process model or synthetical 

model for process improvement providing a road map for companies wishing to use 

Teleworking in the IT industry. Considering the initial problems and experience due to 

lack of teleworking experience, it was initially hoped that the model would help to provide 

techniques and guidelines that enable better management of distributed development 

projects. 

To achieve the objective and provide a solution for problems of managing and assuring 

software quality developed in teleworking environments, a series of studies needed to be 

conducted, as listed below: 

1. Literature Review -A initial study to gain the basic knowledge in software 

engineering with major focus on software development methodology, quality control 

and management issues, as well as problems existing and arising in software industry. 

2. Study of Teleworking - To: explore the fundamental concept of Teleworking; and its 

current development; together with investigation of the relationship between 

teleworking and software engineering; the problems brought about in teleworking 

condition and the distributed software environment. 
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3. Study of Existing SPI Models - To understand the methodology of Software Process 

Assessment and Improvement Models, with emphasis on identifying the differences, 

and the strengths and weaknesses of the most popular and important SPI models. 

4. Surveys - To: investigate the true situation of Teleworking development in the IT 

industry; the application of quality assurance techniques; the applicability of SPI 

models in teleworking environment; and the experience of using Teleworking with 

major concern in gaining the best practices in quality management and identifying the 

problems encountered in teleworking software development in software engineering. 

5. Further Analysis of Teleworking and SPI Models - To deeply analyse of the two 

issues with particular interest in their inter-relationship: Teleworking and SPI models, 

an analysis of applicability and adaptability of current SPI models, with particular 

relevance to the teleworking environment. This needs to be conducted in order to 

make a development strategy for creating a suitable model to meet the objectives. 

6. Development of New Model - To: construct initial framework for the new model; 

conduct evaluation/validation at conference / industry; be modified towards final 

version based on the feedback; and hopefully collect some positive feedback again 

from experts/companies after reviewing the final version. 

Q The Evolved Objectives 

As the result of the project, a process assessment approach called SPITE (Software 

Process assessment and Improvement approach for Teleworking Environment) is 

developed, as a major contribution to the software industry. It is believed that the result of 

this research project is filling an important gap in the software engineering and the 

software process modelling community. The evolved objectives of the research are: 

1) To investigate the state-of-the-art of teleworking and current quality practice in the 

software industry 

2) To identify the particular requirements and specific issues of successful software 

development associated with the teleworking software development environments 
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3) To examine the fundamental methodology of the existing software process assessment 

and improvement method in order to provide the necessary foundation for the 

development of the new process approach 

4) To explore the possibility of applying the current process models into Teleworking 

software environments through a comparative analysis of the relationship between the 

current process models with respect to identification of the key features of each model, 

in relating to the characteristics of the distributed environment. A suitable framework 

for the new model can be therefore derived. 

5) To establish the definitions for the set of processes and the coherent set of base 

practices associated with each process that are identified as particular necessary to the 

teleworking software environments 

6) To develop a software process improvement approach for teleworking environments, 

which is expected to be used for supporting process establishment, management, 

assessment and improvement by the software organisation involving teleworkers 

7) To demonstrate the applicability of the new approach, a compatibility analysis of the 

newly developed approach with the requirements of ISO/IEC TR 15504 is provided, 

and a number of comments will be provided by experienced experts from both 

software industry and academia 

It has been realised that a well-defined and managed software process is crucial as an 

underpinning for software quality. The software process modelling methodology and 

technology must also take the evolution of distributed software development into account. 

This means that the process assessment and improvement models should not only be 

definable for single-site development, but also for a distributed project. This demand 

increases the necessity and importance of this research work, which is believed as the first 

attempt to apply software process assessment and improvement methods into the newly 

developed teleworking software environments. However, because of this kind of software 

development project and team members spans extensive distances and may involve a 

number of countries of varying culture, there are significant differences and problems in 

process management and quality assurance in contrast to the conventional single-site. 
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This study examined the specific problems facing the distributed software project and its 

development environment. The main contribution of the study to knowledge is a new 

software process assessment approach for teleworking software environment. A number of 

key issues of successful software development in the Teleworking environments are 

identified and used as valuable support in developing the new model (chapter 7). These 

issues were developed from: the theoretical study into management methodology of 

teleworking (Chapter 2); and the methodology of software quality management (chapters 

3,4,6, and 7); the practical experience obtained from software industry via world-wide 

surveys; and interviews identifying the difference between distributed and traditional 

centralised development environments (Chapter 5). 

1.3 Contents of the Thesis 

There are 9 Chapter in this thesis. They are: 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter provided an overview of the research background. From the current software 

engineering and teleworking development environment analysis, the problems are 

revealed. Therefore, the objectives of the research are formed and described. 

Chapter 2 Telework development in IT industry 

Telework, a new concept, appeared due to development of information technology is 

explained in this chapter. The investigation of the situation of teleworking reveals the 

benefits brought by teleworking and the problems arisen by teleworking. The basic 

information about teleworking obtained here will give a support to continue the study how 

to apply the software process assessment methods in teleworking software environment. 

Chapter 3 and 4 Analysis of current Software Process Assessment 

and Improvement models 

It has been accepted that a software quality assurance and improvement system will be 

helpful for producing quality products hence many software process models are developed 

for centralised software process environment. Although there are differences between 

distributed and centralised software development process, the study of current existing 
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models will provide useful information for new process assessment model development, 

which will be used for teleworking environments. Through analysis of current existing 

software process methods, a brief, clear structure and illustration of these models is 

contributed. The fundamental methodology of these models is also explored. 

Chapter 5 Empirical Studies of Teleworking and Software Quality Practice in the 

Software Industry 

The two empirical studies on teleworking and software quality practices are presented in 

this Chapter to investigate the current practice of software quality assurance and 

improvement method in IT industry and to gather practical information about the 

differences of the software process between normal (centralised) software development 

and telework (distributed) software development in 1T industry as well as identify the 

critical issues of successful software development in Teleworking software environments. 

Chapter 6 Comparative analysis of current process assessment schemes and 

Recommended scheme for teleworking environments 

This chapter provides a comparative analysis of the key features of the current process 

models, together with the similarities and differences between the two development 

environments. The relationship between the current process models and teleworking 

environments are discussed. The strengths and weaknesses of current software process and 

improvement methods are drawn out through a comparison between these models. The 

adaptability and compatibility of existing software process assessment models to 

teleworking environments are also investigated. Such discussion results in a judgement of 

whether the current process model can be used in the distributed environments leading to a 

selection of a suitable model to be used as a foundation in developing a process model for 

telelworking environments. 

Chapter 7 Specific Issues of Teleworking Software Environment 

Moving on from the survey results obtained, chapter six provides more detailed 

investigation of the specific issues identified as particular importance to the distributed 

software development environments. The definitions for the set of processes and base 
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practices that are specific in software teleworking environments are derived from the 

argument between telework and normal work condition. 

Chapter 8 Development of Software Process Improvement approach for Teleworking 

Environment (SPITE) 

As a major result of this research, the framework and the methodology of the new model 

are described in this chapter, together with the definitions for the set of processes and the 

coherent set of base practices associated with each process that are identified as particular 

necessary to the teleworking software environments. A compatibility analysis of the 

SPITE approach with the requirements of ISO/IEC TR 15504 is also provided. 

Chapter 9 Conclusions and recommendations 

Finally, the findings of this research are summarised in this Chapter. Recommendations 

for future research are also provided. 

1.4 Project development processes 

In order to provide the reader with a easy way to fully understand the content and progress 

of this research work, the time series of the events carried out during the project is shown 

in Appendix D. 

Beginning in October 1997, the study started investigating both areas in parallel: 

Teleworking (Chapter 2) and Software engineering with an emphasis on software quality 

(Chapter 3 and 4). 

It was found that there are a number of techniques in existence to control quality of 

software products, such as testing tools, measurement techniques, international quality 

management systems and standards and, SPI models. However none is completely in 

solving the problem of software quality. Even though it has been commonly recognised 

that the success of software developing organisations heavily depends on the quality of 

their software products which is intrinsically related to the quality of the software 

development processes defined in the existing process models [Beitz, 1999]; the SPI 

model has been considered as the most successful and efficient tools in ensuring software 

quality; and the international standard organisation is enthusiastically and actively 
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developing a SPI model as the ISO standard for software engineering; but they are still 
immature and in the development stage. 

Research projects in teleworking have been numerous over the last few years; most of 

them are supported by governments with major concerns in environment economic, 

political and law spheres. A great number of projects and publications can be found in 

public. However, it has been revealed that no research has been conducted concerning 

teleworking development in software engineering, although the trend towards the 

formation of teleworking software environments and the distributed software projects is 

inevitable. 

A problem proposed by author is whether the existing SPI models can be directly applied 

in teleworking development environments. Because these models were developed for 

conventional centralised software organisations. No evidence can be found in the literature 

regarding this application. It is therefore concluded that the current SPI models are only 

suitable for normal single-site software development. A new process model that has the 

same intention as existing SPI model but particularly designed for distributed environment 

is needed to meet the future development demand of software engineering. 

In an attempt to provide practical information for the establishment of teleworking 

software process, two surveys were conducted world wide in earlyl998 and early1999. 

The aim was to investigate the basic requirement and key issues of teleworking software 

development (Chapter 5). The survey results proved the findings from theoretical study in 

the literature, and indicated that there are significant differences between the two kind of 

environments, a number of special issues were identified. This led to two papers being 

successfully published in refereed international conference proceedings [Guo, et al., 1998, 

1999a]. 

At the same time, three of the most widely used SPI models, CMM, BOOTSTRAP, 

SPICE, together with PSP was also studied extensively in order to provide a foundation for 

the development of new model (Chapter 3 and 4). Four proposals, that are listed and 

discussed in detail in section 6.1.3, were considered as possible options for the 

development approach of new model. The discussion (Chapter 6) resulted in the decision 

to go for extension of an existing model rather than others, i. e. complete new model. In 
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fact, it would be unlikely to be very useful to the benefit of software industry if a 

completely new academic model was created due to the difficulty of judging its soundness. 
At this stage, it was possible to eliminate CMM since it is claimed only suitable for large 

software system development and targeted in Defence application. SPICE and 
BOOTSTRAP were both considered as possible models with particular relevant to 

teleworking, in which BOOTSTRAP was considered preferentially due to there is wide 

understanding and experience in how to customise and tailor BOOTSTRAP to fit into 

different usage. The strengths and weaknesses of each model were explored. 
Characteristics and special issues raising in Teleworking were also investigated during the 

period. The applicability and adaptability of these models in relating to teleworking 

environment were also conducted. It was decided that there is urgent need to develop a 

process model that meets the demand of the distributed environment since none of existing 

models fully cover this aspect. It is decided to develop a model as extension/modification 

of a current model. This led to another three papers published at refereed international 

conference proceedings [Guo, et al., 1999b, 2000a, and 2000b]. 

However, the information gathered at the conferences via interviews and discussions with 

experienced representatives and experts come from both software industry and academia, 

indicated that SPICE is more suitable than BOOTSTRAP. Not only because the SPICE 

model was international initiative initially for every kind of organisations regardless size 

and application domain, but also possesses many more advantages, i. e. great potential to 

be widely used, international soundness, etc. due to becoming an international standard 

software process model in software engineering. Whilst BOOTSTRAP is only designed 

with European flavour and focused on small to medium sized organisations. 

Further to the above knowledge, considerable comparative analysis was made for the four 

selected models (PSP, CMM, Bootstrap, SPICE) relating to teleworking environment 

(Chapter 6). The analysis focused on a number of issues (i. e. adaptability, modularity and 

extendibility, usability and so on) considered to be important in making the final 

recommendation of which of the existing models would be most suitable for use as the 

base-model for the development of new model. The conclusion is made though a scientific 

score system (see section 6.3). The SPICE model is eventually identified and used as the 

base-model for the new model to be constructed and extended upon. Based on the above 
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study, an in-depth discussion into software engineering and teleworking environment were 

conducted afterwards to establish the specific processes and base practices required by 

teleworking software development as additional items to SPICE (Chapter 7). One more 

paper were therefore published to present the initial structure of the new model, which is 

named as SPITE currently [Guo, et al, 2000c], but the detailed framework of the new 

model (Chapter 8) were presented at conference presentations, i. e. SPICE 2000. 

As shown in Appendix D, the SPITE model was created by using an iterative development 

approach. The key requirements, specific issues and best practices concerning teleworking 

environment were identified and accumulated from literature review in software 

engineering, teleworking investigation, results of surveys. The accumulated information 

served as major input and supported the initial development of the model. The information 

and feedback collected from discussions and interviews conducted with experienced 

experts at a number of conferences severed as a major basis in refining the model. The 

framework of the SPITE model explained in Chapter 8 was reviewed and validated by a 

number of experts from international standard bodies such as the SPICE community, and 

software organisations. These evaluations are presented in chapter 9. The development 

processes of this project are illustrated in Appendix D. 
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CHAPTER 2 Telework development in IT industry 

With the accelerating rate of technological development, computers and 

telecommunications have become widespread and affordable, particularly in the developed 

world. The international telecommunications network, the world's largest and most 

complex `machine', has over 500 million telephone lines connected together world-wide 

[Gray, 1993]. The bandwidth of digital communication links continues to increase. 

Information can be transmitted more quickly from one place to another. At the same time, 

the cost of telecommunications is falling. Information in transit is in effect weightless, in 

contrast to the weight and cost of transporting paper or people. The use of personal 

computers is also increasing rapidly, while costs are falling. More and more homes have a 

computer, so a physical barrier has been removed for decentralisation. 

With development of information technology, new competition also arises that is the 

change of relationship between. people and machines. Work has transformed from 

physically manipulating things to managing the flow of paced machines creating products 

or performing services, in other words, physical work has transitioned to knowledge or 

skilled work [Crandall, 1998]. As a knowledge worker, no longer is it necessary for all 

people to work at a common site. Work now traverses time and space, therefore, telework 

appears and becomes more and more popular and important in this world. Telework, as the 

new work arrangements, will be a trend and will thrive in the next century. 

Technology change that opens up opportunities for new working methods can be seen in 

three main ways [Telework, 1999]: 

1. Technology enables existing activities to be done more quickly, more consistently and 

at a lower cost: this means more achievement can be obtained for the same expenditure 

in time, effort and cost, or the same result can be achieved for lower effort and cost. 

2. Technology enables activities to be undertaken at a distance, which previously had to 

be performed at a particular place. 
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3. Technology enables new activities to be undertaken, which previously were impractical 

because of either the cost or the effort required. 

The emphasis of both technology development and its application to work is on the second 

and third factors, while continuing to look for cost reduction or performance improvement. 

For example, the development of computer software and hardware, with new products 

appearing on the market almost daily, are making telecommuting easier and faster. 

Widespread use of the Internet has created a focus on the role of technologies in "the death 

of distance". The continued appearance of new technology is now allowing new types of 

organisations to be born -- organisations that base their operations around the distance - 
independent nature of telework. 

2.1 Definition of Telework 

The development of computer and telecommunications technology over the past twenty 

years has opened up the possibility for many types of workers to spend at least part of their 

working life based at home or a place remote from their organisation's normal place of 

work (e. g., Telecentres and Telecottages). This type of remote working, which relies on 

information technology for its effectiveness, has become known as telework. However, 

there are many definitions of telework. The common element across all aspects of telework 

is " the use of computers and telecommunications to change the accepted geography of 

work. " [Telework, 1999]. According to this definition, it is clear that telework is a kind of 

knowledge and skilled work armed with computers and telecommunications technology. 

The most commonly encountered terms as telework and its work place are explained as 

below. 

Q Teleworker, Telecommuter 

A Telecommuter is a worker with an arrangement to avoid commuting by working at home 

or remote place, all or part of the time. A teleworker is someone who uses computers and 

telecommunications in order to overcome constraints in place or time of work, thus 

becoming more flexible in the location of work [Telework, 1998b]. 
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o Telecentres 

These are shared office facilities that provides a range of office services, often for 

employees of several companies, or different departments of the same company. It means 

that employees can use the office that is most convenient to them, rather than specific 

office space owned by their company or department [Telework, 1999]. 

o Telecottages 

A special class of telecentre, named because of its origins in rural villages. There are now 

estimated to be over 500 telecottages across Europe. Telecottages perform multiple roles 

including offering training in teleworking technology and relevant skills, attracting work 

that uses these skills and hence being a stimulus to local economic development. They also 

provide local organisations and businesses access to more expensive office and hi-tech 

equipment [Telework, 1999]. 

Q Nomadic (peripatetic) Telework 

These teleworkers have no obvious single location where more work takes place than any 

other does. Armed with mobile telephone and/or portable computer, their office is where 

the nearest phone plug is (or anywhere if they are on battery power and radio 

communications). Their work is location independent [Telework, 1998]. 

o Remote Office Telework 

This occurs at a location physically distant from the main office, where one or more 

workers work (e. g., telecenter and telecottage). Such work may be individual work (e. g. a 

member of a team who has not relocated to be physically close to the rest of their team, or 

a whole `back-office' team), and typically armed with `remote access' to computer 

systems at the main office [Telework, 1999]. 

Q Telecooperation 

Telecooperation is the application of information and communications technologies by 

individuals and organisations. People working collaboratively over a network as part of a 

team are an example of telecooperation. Telecooperation creates a network of dispersed 

individuals who come together to cooperate for a shared purpose [Telework, 1998]. 
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In order to give a clear idea who are teleworkers, Table 2.1 lists main job titles suitable for 

telework. In fact, there are many more possibilities of telework existing, this table shows 

only part of them. According to estimates from European Telework Development (ETD) in 

1999, there are up to 60 million jobs already "teleworkable" and the proportion of 

teleworkable jobs is set to grow rapidly in future years [Skyrme, 1999]. Teleworking has 

never been easier - at least from the technological viewpoint. It was also indicated in 

[Skyrme, 1999], as with the Internet, higher areas of wealth creation will be found in 

software and value added services. 

The telework used and discussed in this study is constrained to software engineers who 

work as teleworker in IT industry. It may be full or part time based, temporarily or 

permanently employed by software companies who provide equipment so that employee 

can work in a comfortable home based working environment. The software development 

project is therefore carried out in a geographically distributed environment, which is 

defined as Teleworking software development environments. 

Table 2.1 jobs suitable for telework [Nilles, 1998 

Job Title Full -Time 
Home-Based 

Part - Time 
Home - Based 

Full - Time 
Satellite or Center 

Part - Time 
Satellite or Center 

Author � � � � 
Applications 
Programmer 

� � � � 

Computer Scientist � � � 
Financial Analyst � � � � 
Personnel Manager � � � 
Design Engineer � � � 
System Engineer � � � 
Software Engineer � � � � 
System Programmer � � � 
Maintenance Technician � � � 
Telephone Operator � � � � 

In fact, it is commonly recognised by the most of present researches in teleworking, 

software engineering is one of the most suitable profession as the telework because of the 

specific characteristics of the products [Felstead, 1999], [Web, 1999]. For example, 

according to telework expert Ursula Huws, new information technologies are bringing 

about major upheavals in the global distribution of employment in software industry: `A 

modern corporation might source software development from India or Russia,.... 

Countries with a good supply of software specialists and with comparatively low wages are 
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strong in the market as destination countries for software development (e. g. Russia, 

Bulgaria, Romania, Philippines, China, Indonesia and Brazil).... And such work can 

always be kept moving, to find the cheapest source of labour. ' [Huws, 1999]. The reason 
for studying teleworkers in software engineering will be discussed below. 

2.2 Benefits of Teleworking 

The potential to telework is transforming the working environment [Telework, 1997]. 

According to the direct benefits and opportunities it provides, teleworking is not an 

objective in itself, but a means of achieving a wide variety of ends [Telework, 1998b]. 

2.2.1 Reduce commuting and improve environment 

One of the strongest drivers for the introduction of telework has been its expected 

environmental benefits. Most European governments are committed to the view that 

telework offers a solution to problems of traffic congestion and environmental pollution. 

Surveys of teleworkers and their managers regularly show that the desire to reduce the 

stress of commuting and save the time which would otherwise be wasted on travelling to 

work are major motivators for taking up telework [Telework 1998]. 

Travel to work is becoming increasingly unattractive for many commuters. Roads are 

congested and recent announcements suggest a reduction rather than an increase in road 

building [Telework, 1998b]. Public transport is very variable in standards and rail services 

have come under increasing criticism for overcrowding, late running and cancelled 

services. The government is expected to introduce some road pricing measures and 

possibly workplace car parking taxes. All these factors will increase attention to telework 

as an alternative to commuting and other business travel. Teleworking has become an 

increasingly acceptable alternative to the slog into work through commuter traffic. It has 

also a positive benefit for the environment - reducing pollution. The daily travel of 

millions of people into central work locations wastes time, money and energy and causes 

pollution on an enormous scale. In Britain, the average commuter, living just over 7 miles 

from work, uses 525 litres of petrol travelling to work each year, producing nearly 1.2 

tonnes of carbon dioxide -- the main `greenhouse effect' gas -- in the process [Gray, 1993]. 
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2.2.2 Business efficiency 

Although the benefits of teleworking at the societal and individual level are very 
important, it is the business benefits, which are most likely to drive its future development. 

Unless a clear business case can make for teleworking, employers will be understandably 

reluctant to adopt it. In fact there are a range of different benefits which accrue to 

employers who adopt teleworking. They are: [Telework, 1998b] [Cooke, 1995] 

" Increased efficiency and motivation of nomadic staff 

" Higher productivity 

" The ability to form, and re-form 'virtual teams' at short notice 

" The ability to form Tele-mediated alliances or outsourcing relationships with other 

organisations regardless of distance 

" Savings on office overheads 

" Savings on travel costs 

" Flexibility -- of staff working patterns, of ability to respond to new competitive 

challenges 

" Resilience -- against extreme weather conditions, terrorist activity, and public 

transportation system breakdowns 

Teleworking makes it possible for companies to develop their skills and offer their 

products and services regardless of location, so it has received a great deal of international 

attention. 

2.2.3 Improve quality of life 

Because teleworking typically involves, or rapidly leads to, a non-centralised workplace, 

the individual needs to take more responsibility for both work tasks and processes, and 

thereby is able to exert greater control over the total work situation. In the best of cases, 

this leads to significant enhancement of personal freedom in relation to where, when and 

how work is performed. This is particularly the case through the direct personal link forged 

with the quality of work outcomes. Herein also lies a potent source of greater satisfaction 

and commitment. Moreover, telework can extend the individual's job market, both in 

terms of content and geography. All these factors can enhance the quality of life for the 
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individual, as they directly contribute to improved personal enrichment and life style 

choices. Whilst it is clearly the case that, at the level of the individual, teleworking 

definitely contributes to a sense that the quality of life has improved and that less time is 

wasted as a result of avoiding the daily commute to work [Telework, 1998]. 

Many individuals now incorporate telework in their daily lives in order to increase their 

own control of work and to achieve a better fit between work, family and personal life 

[Telework, 1998a]. The advantage telework delivers are catalysing changes across all 

aspects of working life, so that what we call telework today will simply be called work in 

the near future. This leisure benefit contributes to the finding that 68% of employed 

teleworker do not want to return to central office working [Gray, 1993]. 

By minimising the number of real-time interruptions, the teleworker can enjoy the benefits 

of longer uninterrupted periods of concentration so he can achieve result more easy and 

spend less time in work. 

Individual teleworkers are also likely to benefit from the following: 

" Reduced commuting, leading to: saving money, saving time, and less stress 

" Flexibility: the teleworker is able to arrange working hours to suit personal needs 

" Greater autonomy: people suitable for teleworking are likely to be self-reliant and 

enjoy the extra autonomy and responsibility that teleworking gives them 

" Freedom: in many small ways such as, wearing comfortable but informal clothes, do 

not need to sit next to someone you dislike, the ability to control your own working 

environment. 

2.2.4 Enlarge employment market 

The one of principal reasons for companies to employ teleworkers in IT industry is the 

growing disparity between the high demand for skilled employees and the local supply of 

people with the necessary skills [Nilles, 1999]. Global competition has forced companies 

to employ talented people in order to remain competitive. In fact, attracting and retaining 

talented and experienced software professionals is a familiar challenge for IT companies in 

the global business environment. There are never enough competent people for companies 

to select so teleworking has brought a possible solution for IT industry. The attractions of 
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teleworking are being able to tap into the large pool of highly skilled staff who would 

otherwise be unavailable. Using telework, the company can retain its investment in skilled 

staff who would leave due to personal problem such as favourite city or country or weather 

etc. 

The absence of skilled and talented people is always baffled software companies for their 

large projects because recruitment of new staff cannot be found in one location. How to 

attract and retain highly skilled software professionals is becoming a great challenge for 

software industry. Teleworking software engineer, who forms a large skills employment 

market due to non-constraints of geography, provides a solution for software company. 

Therefore, telework is become more and more important in IT industry. However, 

appearance of telework not only brings benefit for IT industry but also creates problems. 

Following will study which problems will arise for telework. 

2.3 Problems in telework development 

Telework has a lot of advantages so that it develops rapidly in IT industry, but there are 

still some problems obstructing its development. They are discussed as following. 

2.3.1 Laws and Legislation 

Serious consideration of employment law has to be made by companies who employ 

teleworkers. Investigation showed that some believe telework should evolve naturally, but 

others arguing that new legislation are needed to protect teleworkers. It is concluded that 

there are some fundamental business issues that must be resolved when international 

telework arrangements are developed [Nilles, 1998]. For example, what taxes need to be 

paid - and to whom - on salaries of people who work for companies but live in another 

country? What duties is due on equipment or software that company's ship to their foreign 

teleworkers - or when they ship it backs to companies? Under what circumstances should 

teleworkers be employees or independent contractors - and what are the tax and benefit 

(particularly health care benefit) implications of each option? 

Inappropriate employment legislation and regulations are still widespread. For example, in 

the past, many UK companies have attempted to bypass their legal rights on teleworking 

by encouraging employees to leave the employ of the company and work as contractors for 
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them [SC, 1998]. Since 1997, however, the existing range of Health and Safety legislation, 

which originally applied to contractors in the workplace, was extended to include 

contractors working offsite, and included home workers. The current labour government in 

the UK claims that it is committed to protection the rights of employees working from 

home, but the constant battle the British government has with its counterpart in Brussels 

means that legislation within the current term of office is unlikely [SC, 1998]. 

Although appropriate law or legislation is important for telework development, it is outside 

of the scope of this study. 

2.3.2 Security 

One of the main concerns of organisation about distributed work, like telework, is that 

company-private information may somehow get into the wrong hands or otherwise be 

compromised [Nilles, 1998]. The sensitive company information is easy to protect from 

outside intruders if it is kept securely locked in the company's vaulted, while main office 

computers can have no access allowed from the outside. However, it is not possible to 

totally exclude outside access to the data while operating in teleworking environments. 

Teleworkers could be restricted to using only non-sensitive data while they are teleworking 

but that would ultimately restrict the amount of teleworking - and its benefits - available 

to employees. 

Teleworking is obstructed by Security problem, because present security measurements 

and security system is not useful to them. It is hard for IT managers to exercise discipline 

on their remote workers. However, this problem may be solve through use of suitable 

management model or software process assessment model and utilising of correct 

telecommunication tool such as: the security advantages of private Intranets through the 

use of VPN (Virtual Private Network) technology that uses Internet carriers but isolates the 

company's communications traffic from the Internet. 

2.3.3 Management of telework 

Telework is seen as a real threat to management in companies, and the greatest reluctance 

comes from managers because they feel that they cannot control the teleworker [Telework, 

1999]. Many managers find it very difficult to "let go", not just in relation to telework but 
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with all the new forms of work like team work. Telework also highlights what it is 

individuals actually do in personal work in terms of what teleworker produce, teleworker 

productivity, how this can be measured, etc. Management becomes far more complex. 

How do managers manage people they rarely meet face to face? 

The aim of this study is to identify the differences of management between telework and 

normal work, and then develop a software process model for teleworking software 

environments in the software industry, based on existing software process assessment and 

improvement models. 

2.3.3.1 Setting performance criteria 

The core of teleworking management is the set of performance criteria and assessment 

techniques that interconnect management and employees [Nilles, 1999]. The management 

of telework differs from the management of normal work. The former focus on software 

product and process, relationship between manager and teleworker as well as detailed 

requirement. The latter focus on to monitor the performance of employees. 

" Focusing on products and process 

Telework manager should be able to give employees a set of requirements for what they 

are to produce, establish the level of quality required, the cost in time and resources, the 

timing and rate at which the results are to appear [Daniels , 2000]. The employees skip 

back to their work places, produce the results as specified, and they all live happily ever 

after. Ideal organisations really do work like that. The ideal is the goal toward which we 

are striving [Nilles, 1998]. 

If there is a management model like this, it will be good, because it is a situation in which 

there is minimum conflict, a minimum of working at cross-purpose, a maximum of all the 

pieces fitting well together, extremely low hassle for the manager and the employees. 

Everyone knows their job, is competent and eager to produce results, and is able to adapt 

to the occasional schedule or cost or resource scarcity pressures that come along. 

However, in fact, a traditional management model for normal work or non-telework is not 

like this. It does not matter if we don't specify the desired product adequately, or the 
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employees don't have the skill, knowledge, or training to produce the results, or they didn't 

fully understand the specification, or the needed resources just weren't available, or it took 

more effort than everyone thought. The manager stands over the employees. He/She can 

solve every problem in time. 

Therefore, it is a challenge for a telework manager whose job is to provide specific, 

measurable, and attainable standards for the teleworker to meet so that employee knows 

what must be done, why it must be done, and when and how well it must be done. A 

suitable software process model for teleworking environments in the software industry will 

guide telework manager to produce satisfactory specification for the employees. 

" The relationship between managers and teleworkers 

Teleworking relies much more heavily on the understanding or trust relationship simply 

because it is not practical for manager to monitor for people who are somewhere else. The 

job for a manager is as coach and mentor, not an overseer [Daniels , 2000]. Therefore, a 

special item differs from present software process model is that whether or not a good 

relationship has set up between manager and teleworkers. The trust is based on that most 

people basically want to do good work. Good relationship provides a level of motivation 

that is more intense and consistent than any non-violent sort of ruler-subject relationship. 

" Special requirement 

Management for telework requires providing much more than non-telework such as: 

training, handholding through some new task, encouragement, accesses to scarce 

resources, special hardware and software, etc. Whatever it is, manager must make sure 

employees understand who is responsible for what [Daniels, 2000]. Do this with an 

agreement session as part of the initiation process for each new teleworker, before he or 

she actually starts teleworking. 

Appropriate training is very important for teleworkers, because different perspectives 

reflect very wide variations in understanding and use of technology, both by organisations 

and by individuals. As an illustration of this, take email, the most important tool used by 

teleworkers, as an example. Two users have the same tool and service. The first has taken 

the time to understand and use all the facilities. Incoming mail is pre-sorted into the 
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appropriate topics and priorities. Mail from selected people (e. g., manager or colleague) is 

highlighted for priority attention. Notices and discussion messages from lists are stored for 

later review. Junk mail is automatically deleted on arrival. This user knows what today's 

technology can do and what it cannot do. He or she is getting all the benefits of timesaving 

and improved communications and is actively seeking further improvements. The second 

user's situation is very different. All arriving mail comes into a single packet and is 

presented as same importance. If both users may get the same volume of mail; one is 

highly satisfied and actively extending the use of email and "online outreach", the other is 

overwhelmed by "too much email" and "too much junk". It is clear that the second user is 

not a good teleworker because he spends lot of time to deal with his personal matter. This 

is only an example to reveal the importance of training for teleworker. Of course training 

for normal workers is also important but is more important for telework because latter is 

somewhere else. 

A schedule face-to-face meeting is another vital matter for telework management [Nilles, 

1999]. It is important that make sure those meetings are productive because face-to-face 

meetings are more difficult to arrange for teleworkers. A meeting needs travel time; it's no 

longer the time it takes to walk from the office to the conference room. Meetings have to 

be scheduled, people have to show up and the formal content of each meeting must be 

dispatched expeditiously. Hence, a meeting for teleworkers must be planned well ahead of 

time such as: what decisions have to be taken? who should contribute? are there 

alternatives if they can't make it? how much time should be spent discussing each item? 

what extent are digressions permissible? Get the agenda together (including a statement of 

objectives), distribute it to the attendees in time for them to get prepared, and stick to it at 

the meeting. This is what makes meetings shorter and more productive. It is helpful that 

teleworkers use electronic mail or fax transmissions to exchange information, including 

progress reports, before the meeting. If all the basic information flow has already occurred 

then the meeting itself can concentrate on the decision process rather than the information 

exchange that all to often makes up a large part of "normal" meetings. 

As a manager of teleworkers, it is also required to let relative colleagues, clients and upper 

managers know about the new working arrangements [Nilles, 1998]. It is important to get 
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their feedback in order to tune teleworking operations successfully. Many employees - at 

all levels and in all locations - believe they don't get enough feedback about how they're 

doing; this is a special problem, though, for teleworkers who don't have as many 

opportunities to bump into the boss and get that feedback. It is extreme importance to let 

the non-teleworkers know that the teleworkers are also a vital part of the organisation and 

are contributing at least as much as before to its progress. 

Telework is new phenomena driven by innovation in information technology. It extends 

the talent market for software engineering thus promotes the development of IT industry 

[TW-online, 1999]. It is a trend that more software teleworkers will be employed by 

software companies in order to keep them in the front edge of competition. However, there 

are still many management problems existing as discussed above. These problems must be 

solved in software process and improvement model so quality products can be produced by 

software companies. 

2.3.3.2 Social isolation 

Surveys of teleworkers and their managers have fairly consistently shown that social 

isolation can be a major disadvantage of remote working, and a deterrent to adopting it 

[Telework, 1998]. This is only the case where workers spend all of their working time 

away from colleagues. Good practice in teleworking supplies opportunities for social 

contact in the form, for example, of a minimum number of days spent in the office, strong 

identification with the organisation, a supportive company culture, etc., can help 

teleworkers feeling non-isolated. 

The social isolation of teleworker can also solved through correct management such as 

mention teleworkers' birthdays, engagements, new babies, and other personal details. This 

ensures that the teleworkers still feel they are important to both the company and their 

fellow workers, who may be other teleworkers or their office counterparts. 

2.3.4 Others 

Other obstacles for telework development are [Shaw, 1996]: 

1. Some teleworker may find it difficult to motivate himself. 

2. Teleworker may find that it's hard to stop working at the end of the day. 
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3. Management doesn't believe in supervising in absentia. 

4. Teams break down when members are scattered. 

Chapter 2 

Teleworking is forcing managers to adjust their styles of management [Shaw, 1996]. 

Rather than evaluating an employee's performance based on attendance, they'll have to 

look purely at the results. Results of the work are all that can be observed and all that really 

matter. As such, appropriating new technologies to create new business management 

models and ways of working may require an alignment that involves a whole turnaround in 

thinking. 

Managers who work with teleworkers not only learn to manage these employees better but 

also improve their supervision of employees back at the office [Shaw, 1996]. It's difficult 

to manage in two totally different styles: by presence for in-house employees, and by 

results with teleworkers. To do this, as the successful experience at IBM shown in 

[Vernon, 1999], managers need training in supervising and coaching remote workers, 

while employees need time management and use of technology training [Crandall, 1998]. 

Communication methods also need to be refined to ensure that employees have the 

organisational support they need to serve the customer. So for teleworking to work in an 

organisation, two vital ingredients should be ensured: an effective system of management 

and a strong support system to keep teleworkers in touch. 

2.4 Technology and tools used by telework 

As the definition of telework hints, computers and telecommunication equipment are the 

tools used by teleworkers. Like the telecommunications infrastructure, the appropriate 

hardware and software are necessary prerequisites for successful teleworking. A lot of new 

products have become available in recent years. Technology improvements make it 

possible that teleworking become an effective option. For example, with Open Source 

Software (OSS), which the source code is distributed or accessible via the Internet without 

change or limitation on modifications and future distribution by third parties [Cubranic, 

1999], developing such as Apache, Linux, Perl and others, teleworkers enter a more easier 

working environment [Telework, 1999]. In terms of producing program code, there are few 
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differences between the normal programmers working in an office environment and 
teleworkers working at home-based office or any other places. 

It is often claimed that Telecommunications networks for telework can now range from the 

familiar ubiquitous public switched telephone network and all its generally available 

services (call forwarding, conference calling, call waiting, voice mail, paging, caller 

identification), plus various forms of mobile telecommunications; through the all-digital 

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) system or switched digital services 

interconnecting both individuals and arrays of LANs (Local Area Networks); to the next 

step: ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) and ATM (Asynchronous Transfer 

Mode). The mode of telecommunications can be as simple as voice only, or escalate 

through voice-and-graphics, and various forms of synchronous and asynchronous 

teleconferencing [Nilles, 1998]. 

2.5 Status of telework 

The independent survey [SC, 1998], which was funded by Olstrn Corporation of Melville, 

New York, discovered that a third of the respondents were using telework to attract 

potential employees, rather than relying on conventional office staffers to fill their posts. 

Most companies using telework said that they were satisfied with their programme, and 75 

per cent said that they intended to widen their programmes in the near future. 

The 1TA's (International Telework Association) findings were confirmed late 1997 by a 

survey carried out by Peat Marwick's US operations, which also discovered that, the larger 

the company, the more likely it was to have employees who regularly teleworked. The 

survey showed that 53 per cent of those companies with teleworking programmes found 

increased productivity and job satisfaction among the employees who teleworked. Around 

30 per cent of the companies with teleworking programmes also reported lower office 

overhead costs and reduced employee turnover [SC, 1998]. 

The ECaTT' data show that, in 1999, there are from 6 to over 9 million Europeans engaged 

in new working practices directly involving the use of networked technologies. The 

I The ECaTT project (Electronic Commerce and Telework Trends: Benchmarking Progress on Electronic Commerce and New Methods 
of Work) is co-funded by the ESPRIT-Programme and the ACTS-Programme of the European Commission. 
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difference between the two figures depends upon the degree to which telework methods 

are being used. Over 6 million Europeans are teleworking in ways that significantly affect 
their working lives and the organisational arrangements adopted. These data are 

comparable to the ad hoc survey data collected by the European Telework Development 

(ETD)2 project for 1998/99, which show about 6.7 million Europeans substantially using 

the techniques of telework. In addition to this general level of teleworking, however, the 

ECaTT data show that another 3 million Europeans have also started to employ 

teleworking techniques in practice, but in ways which may not yet be significant, although 

all evidence shows that once people start to telework the vast majority continue to do so 

and, indeed, rapidly increase their use of these methods. Furthermore, the ECaTT survey 

shows that a further 60% of workers not yet teleworking are interested in doing so in the 

future. Thus, future growth potential is great [Telework, 1999]. With today's sophisticated 

information and communications technology it is possible to undertake a lot of work at 

home. 

It is observed that Teleworking is transforming the working environment [Telework, 

1997]. George Bush (President of USA 1990) said `Flexible workplace policies will allow 

you to find and keep the best talent'. Steven Norris (Minister for Transport in London 

1993) also said 'teleworking can provide many benefits to companies with greater output 

of work, more flexible employment opportunities, cleaner air and fewer traffic jams' 

[Gray, 1993]. Therefore, many organisations now see teleworking as a direct means of 

increasing productivity and flexibility; many governments [Telework, 1999] or 

development agencies now use teleworking as a tool in job creation; and many individuals 

now incorporate teleworking in their daily lives in order to increase their own control of 

work and to achieve a better fit between work, family and personal life. Most governments 

are committed to the view that teleworking offers a solution to problems of traffic 

congestion and environmental pollution [Telework, 1998b]. It is clear that the desire to 

reduce the stress of commuting and save the time which would otherwise be wasted on 

travelling to work are the motivators for taking up teleworking. 

2 The ETD project is co-funded by the ACTS-Programme of the European Commission. 
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In brief, this study is to investigate the situation of teleworking, identify the problems 

raised by teleworking. Nevertheless, although the problems to telework discussed here are 

for teleworkers as a whole, they are also applicable for telework in IT industry. The next 

step of study will focus on analysing applicability of present software process assessment 

models in software teleworking environment and then develop a software process model to 

be used for teleworking software environments in the software industry. 
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CHAPTER 3 Analysis of current Software Process 

Assessment and Improvement models 

- US models 

As the application domain of software production is spreading while the proportion of 

critical functions implemented in software increasing, the need for quality product of 

software is ever growing in the Information Society. Underpinning all successful 

engineering innovations is the notion of measurement - we can objectively assess if a tool 

or technique is effective. However, software product is different. It is accepted that there is 

no measure that comprehensively represents programming quality. A common recognition 

is that measurement as practised in other engineering disciplines is impossible for software 

engineering. 

As an alternative to measuring and improving the quality of software products, a number 

of software process assessment and improvement models and standards has been 

developed and used successfully over the last decade to provide a means of process 

improvement based product quality improvement. To provide a necessary ground- 

knowledge in carrying out this project, the three most well-known and important software 

process assessment and improvement models, together with the Personal Software Process 

(PSP) model which is also considered as important to the study, are analysed in this 

chapter. The analysis of these assessment schemes covers high-level descriptions for each 

of the approaches and elaborates on specific aspects, such as evolution of the approach, 

scope, application domain, mode of execution, and the maturity of the assessment scheme. 

For each assessment scheme the underlying process model is presented. Aspects crucial 

for performing assessments are discussed, like assessment instruments, rating and scoring 

mechanisms, the kind and presentation of assessment results and findings, and the 

usability of the assessment approach. The different inherent concepts that the investigated 

assessment schemes are based upon are also revealed. 
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3.1 Introduction to Software Process Assessment and Improvement 

Process assessment and improvement methodologies have come to the forefront of 
discussion throughout the software industry since the Software Engineering Institute 

published its maturity model for software process capability determination in 1987 

[Humphrey, 1987]. Since then a number of software process assessment and improvement 

models have been developed. 

A software process assessment is an appraisal or review of an organisation's software 

process [Zahran 1998]. The primary drive for software process assessment has come not 

from the software development industry, but rather from acquirers of large, critical, 

software-intensive systems - notably in the defence and telecommunications sectors. 

Defence organisations have pioneered initiatives and methods for software process 

improvement, for example the US Department of Defence, the UK Ministry of Defence 

and the German Federal Armed Forces. On the telecommunications side, pioneering 

organisations include Bell Canada and British Telecom. 

Taking the lead in software process movement was Watts Humphrey [Humphrey, 1989, 

1995,1996,1997], [Humphrey, et al., 1991] and the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) 

of Carnegie Mellon University. The software process movement came as a response to the 

increasing rate of failure of software projects. Focus on process started through 

sponsorship by the US Department of Defence (DoD) which funded the SEI to come up 

with a method for assessing the capability of the Department's software subcontractors. 

Watts Humphrey, the pioneer of the software process movement, first joined the SEI in an 

undefined position and in a couple of months was named director of the Process Program. 

A basic principle set out early by him is the need `to treat the entire software task as a 

process that can be controlled, measured, and improved' [Humphrey, 1989]. Since that 

time the process message coming out of the SEI has gone from strength to strength to 

influence the whole software industry, and the software process movement has been 

gaining momentum and increasing popularity worldwide. 

Software Process Assessment enables organisation to find out the true state of the 

effectiveness of the software process infrastructure and environment. Watts Humphrey's 

famous quote stresses the need for assessment: ̀If you do not know where you are, a map 
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will not help' [Humphrey, 1989]. Process assessment provides a baseline of the current 

status of the prevailing software practices in the organisation. It is used as the basis for 

improvement. The assessment usually acts as a catalyst for an improvement action plan. 
However, it should be remembered that the assessment is not an end in itself, it is a tool to 

help in an overall software process improvement effort. 

Generally there are three different types of assessment depending on who plays the main 

role in an assessment: 

" First-party assessment: Also known as Self-assessment. This refers primarily to a 

situation where the assessment is performed internally inside the software development 

organisation, mainly by its own personnel. The main objective is to identify the 

organisation's own software process capability and initiate an action plan for software 

process improvement. First-party assessment can also be performed as guided first- 

party assessment where external assessors act as assessment methodology facilitators 

and coaches for the internal assessment team. 

" Second-party assessment: Also known as internal capability determination. This is an 

assessment where external assessors are used to perform the assessment. The main 

objective is to evaluate the organisation's capability to fulfil specific contract 

requirements. 

" Third-party assessment: Also known as external capability determination. This is 

performed by an independent third-party organisation. The main objective is to verify 

the organisation's ability to enter contracts or produce software products, and 

sometimes to provide the fulfilment of certification according to a selected standard. 

The main objectives of a software process assessment can be summarised as follows: 

1. To understand and determine the organisation's current software engineering practices, 

and to learn how the whole organisation works. 

2. To identify strengths, major weaknesses and key areas for software process 

improvement. 

3. To facilitate the initiation of process improvement activities, and enrol opinion leaders 

in the change process. 
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4. To provide a framework for process improvement actions (usually based on a process 

model that defines an improvement roadmap). 

5. To help obtain sponsorship and support for action through following a participative 

approach to the assessment. 

If truthful software process assessment is achieved, the second step should be software 

process improvement so that quality products can be obtained. The cycle of software 

process improvement has the following six steps: 

1) Understand the current status of your development process (perform process 

assessment). 

2) Develop a vision of the desired process (in support of the business vision). 

3) Establish a list of required process improvement actions, in order of priority (based on 

the result of process assessment). 

4) Produce a plan to accomplish the required actions (prepare the process improvement 

plan). 

5) Commit the resource to execute the plan (implement the plan). 

6) Restart the cycle (continuously improve). 

There are a number of international standards and initiatives for the software process 

assessment and improvement. Some of these are well known in the public domain such as 

the CMM [Paulk et al., 1993a, b], SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504) [ISO/IEC, 1999], ISO 9001 

[ISO, 1994], and BOOTSTRAP [Kuvaja, et al., 1994]. Some of the other initiatives are 

local either to a specific organisation or to a specific industry, such as Trillium [Bell, 

1994], a model developed by Bell Canada, Northern Telecom and Bell-Northern Research 

for enhancing the capability of Telecom software product, and SPRM model -a unified 

framework for the software engineering process developed by Southampton Institute 

[Wang, 1996a] [King, et al., 2000]. 

3.2 CMMsW - Capability Maturity Model for Software 

Capability Maturity Model for Software (CMMSW) is a common-sense application of 

process management and quality improvement concepts to software development and 

maintenance. It describes how software organisations mature as they improve their 
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software process. The CMMS' was developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), 

a Federally Funded Research and Development Centre (FFRDC), at Carnegie Mellon 

University. 

The CMM includes process assessment methods, software capability evaluation methods, 

and a maturity questionnaire. It is a five-level software process capability maturity model. 
The staged five-level structure of the CMM describes the principles and practices 

underlying software process maturity and is intended to help organisations improve the 

maturity of their software processes through an evolutionary path from ad hoc, chaotic to 

mature, disciplined. It may also be used by an organisation's customers to identify the 

strengths, weaknesses, and risks associated with their software suppliers [Paulk, 1994]. It 

provides organisations with guidance for measuring software process maturity and 

establishing process improvement programs [Paulk, 1995a]. 

3.2.1 Background of CMM 

A project that does not have a clear understanding of the processes through which it 

develops its software is likely to produce an inferior product. This is particularly so for 

large projects having many people and producing large, complex software systems 

[Christie 1995]. It was because of the consistent failure to successfully manage the 

development of such large software systems that the Capability Maturity Model was 

developed. The CMM provides a framework for establishing effective processes for 

software development and does so in a manner that prioritises the implementation of the 

practices necessary to build effective processes. 

The US government, more specifically, the Department of Defence (DoD), has always 

been a major software purchaser and has contended with poor software, missed schedules, 

and high costs. An unpublished review of 17 major DoD software contracts found that the 

average 28 month schedule was missed by 20 months, one four-year project was not 

delivered for seven years, and no project was on time [Humphrey, 1993]. 
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Table 3.2.1 Selected events - SEI software process technical focus area [Kitson, 19961. 
Year Event 
1986 - SEI tasked by USAF to provide a method for determining software competency of bidders 

-Process Program initiated 

1987 - First SEI-assisted assessment conducted 
- Software Process Feasibility Project initiated 

- Publication of `maturity questionnaire' [Humphrey and Sweet, 1987] 
- Software Process Assessment project initiated 

- Contractor Software Engineering Capability Assessment project initiated 

1988 - Self-assessment training offered 
- 1st Software Engineering Process Group workshop 

1989 - Publication of initial report on assessment results [Humphrey, et al., 19891 and Managing the 
Software Process [Humphrey, 1989] 

1990 - Commercialisation program (for software process assessment) initiated 

- Field studies of Japanese software process maturity [Humphrey, et al., 1991a] 

- Initial delivery of assessment training to vendors 

1991 - Publication of Capability Maturity Model for Software V1.0 

- Ist International Conference on the Software Process 

1992 - Publication of second SEI report on analysis of assessment results [Kitson, et a11992 ] 

1993 - Capability Maturity Model for Software V 1.1 [Paulk, et al., 1995a] 

- SPA Alpha 2 field exercises conducted 

1994 - CBA-IPI field exercises conducted 
- Lead Assessor program launched 

- Publication of initial report on benefits of CMM-based software process improvement 
[Herbsleb, et al., 1994] 

- Publication of upgraded ̀ maturity questionnaire' [Zubrow, et al., 1994]. 

- Disciplined Software Engineering (PSP) training offered 

1995 - Publication of A Discipline for Software Engineering [Humphrey, 1995], 

- CMM Appraisal Framework [Masters and Bothwell, 1995] 

- Report on impact of CMM- based software process improvement [Goldenson, et al., 1995] 

In 1984, the SEI was established to address the DoD's need for improved software. Data 

collected by SEI indicated that most US software-development organisations do not 

possess or use a defined, shared development model [Krasner et al. 1992]. It was also 

indicated in [DoD, 1987] as: "after two decades of unfulfilled promises about productivity 

and quality gains from applying new software methodologies and technologies, industry 

and government organisations are realising that their fundamental problem is the inability 

to manage the software process". As a result, the software process maturity framework 

[Humphrey, 1987], which is based on the Deming's principles of product quality, and the 

preliminary maturity questionnaire [Humphrey and Sweet, 1987] was developed by SEI 

with assistance from the Mitre Corporation, for DoD and industrial-software organisations, 

to provide the federal government with a method for assessing the capability of their 
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software contractors. The Maturity Framework established a project management and 

engineering foundation for quantitative control of the software process, which is the basis 

for continuous process improvement 

After five years of experience with the Software Process Maturity Framework and the 

maturity questionnaire, the SEI evolved the Maturity Framework into the Capability 

Maturity Model (CMM) version 1.1 that was released in 1993 [Paulk et al., 1993c]. The 

CMM is based on the knowledge acquired from studies using the Maturity Framework and 

specifies recommended practices in the particular areas that have been shown to enhance 

software development and maintenance capability [Coleman, 1998]. Currently, a revision 

of CMM is being undertaken. Table 3.2.1 summarises key events and milestones as well as 

identifying additional products and service relating to the SEI's work in the area of 

software process assessment [Kitson, 1996]. 

3.2.2 Architecture and Components of CMM 

The Capability Maturity Model for Software provides software organisations with 

guidance on how to gain control of their processes for developing and maintaining 

software and how to evolve toward a culture of software engineering and management 

excellence. The CMM was designed to guide software organisations in selecting process 

improvement strategies by determining current process maturity and identifying the few 

issues most critical to software quality and process improvement. By focusing on limited 

set of activities and working aggressively to achieve them, an organisation can steadily 

improve its organisation-wide software process to enable continuous and lasting gains in 

software process capability [Paulk et al., 1993a]. 

The CMM and the associated questionnaire have two major uses: assessments and 

evaluations [Humphrey, 1993]. With assessments, organisations use the maturity model to 

study their own operations and identify the highest priority areas for improvement. Results 

form the basis for an organisation's self-improvement action plan. Acquisition agencies 

use the maturity model to identify qualified bidders and monitor existing contracts. Results 

help develop a risk profile that augments the traditional criteria used to select the most 

responsive and capable vendors [Saiedian, 1995]. 
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3.2.2.1 Structure of the CMM 

C'hapirr 3 

The structure of the CMM as Figure 3.2.1 shows, it is organised into five levels. Fxcept 

for level 1, each level has a set of key process areas that an organisation should focus on to 

improve its software process. Key process areas identify the issues that must he addressed 

to achieve a maturity level. Each key process area comprises a set of key practices that 

indicate if the implementation and institutionalisation of that area is effective, repeatable, 

and lasting [Paulk, 19941. For convenience, the key practices in each key process area are 

organised by the five common features. The common features specify the key practices 

that when collectively addressed, accomplish the goals of the key process area. 

3.2.2.2 Components of the CMM 

" Maturity levels -- The five maturity levels provide the top-level structure of the CMM. 
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level) distinguishes an organisation's software process capability [Saiedian, 1995]. The 

general characteristics of the five maturity levels of the CMM are summarised in figure 

3.2.2. 

Continuously 
improving 

process 

Disciplined 
process 

proces 

Standard, 
consistent 

process 
Predictable 

Level 5: Optimizing 
Continuous process improvement is 
enabled by quantitative feedback 
from the process and form piloting 
innovative ideas and technologies. 

Level 4: Managed 
Detailed measures of the software process 
and product quality are collected. Both the 
software process and products are quantit- 
atively understood and controlled. 

Level 3: Defined 
The software process for both engineering and 
management is documented, standardized, and 
integrated into a standard software process for 
the organization. All projects use an approved 
version of the organization's standard software 
process for developing and maintaining software 

Level 2: Repeatable 
Basic project management processes are 
established to track cost, schedule, and 
functionality. The necessary process dis- 
cipline is in place to repeat earlier succe- 
sses on projects with similar applications. 

J 

Level 1: Initial 
The software process is characterized 
as ad hoc and occasionally even chaotic. 
Few processes are defined and 

Lsuccess depends on individual efforts. 

Figure 3.2.2 The five levels of the CMM Model [Christie 19951 

The five CMM levels have been abbreviated as initial, repeatable, defined, managed, and 

optimising. These levels have been selected [Humphrey, 1993] by the SEI because they: 

" reasonably represent historical phases of evolutionary improvement, 
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" provide achievable improvement steps in reasonable sequence, 

" suggest interim improvement goals and progress measures, and 

" provide immediate improvement priorities once an organisation's status in this 
framework is known. 

At level 1 (Initial): While there are many degrees of management control, the first step is to 

roughly predict schedules and costs. This level has been described with many 
different catchy phrases such as "ad hoc, " and "chaotic. " Bollinger and 
MoGowan refer to it as "really not even a level at all, but the logical equivalent 

of an F-a failing grade. " Until the process is under management control, orderly 

progress in process improvement is not possible [Bollinger, 1991]. 

At Level 2 (Repeatable), there is a strong focus on developing effective management 

practices within projects. The organisation has achieved a stable process with a 

repeatable management control level by initiating rigorous project management 

of commitments, costs, schedules, and changes. 

At Level 3 (Defined)), standard processes are defined across the whole organisation and 

tailored for use within individual projects. The organisation has defined the 

process as a basis for consistent implementation and better understanding. At 

this point, the risk of introducing advanced technology is greatly reduced. 

At Level 4 (Managed), then sets quantitative quality goals for both processes and products, 

making extensive use of quantitative quality goals for both processes and 

products, making extensive use of metrics to achieve this objective. The 

organisation has initiated comprehensive process measurements and analysis. 

This is when the most significant quality improvements begin [Saiedian, 1995]. 

At Level 5 (Optimising): The organisation now has a foundation for continuously 

improving and optimising the process. The emphasis is on continuous process 

improvement through technology innovation and quantitative cost-benefit 

analysis on alternative processes [Christie, 1995]. 

The software process maturity framework orders these stages so that improvements at each 

stage provide the foundation on which to build improvements undertaken at the next stage. 
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Thus, an improvement strategy drawn from a software process maturity framework 

provides a roadmap for continuous process improvement. It guides advancement and 
identifies deficiencies in the organisation. 

Before a particular level can be achieved by an organisation, all the requirements of the 

lower maturity levels must be met. Each level is composed of a set of Key Process Areas 

(KPAs), and each KPA is in turn composed of a set of specific practices. 

" Key Process Areas (KPAs) -- The key process areas have been defined to reside at a 

single maturity level. Each key process area identifies a cluster of related activities 

that, when performed collectively, achieve a set of goals considered important for 

establishing process capability at that maturity level [Paulk et al., 1993a]. 

" Goals -- The goals signify the scope, boundaries and intent of each key process area. 

The goals summarise the key practices of a key process area and can be used to 

determine whether an organisation or project has effectively implemented the key 

process area [Paulk et al., 1993a]. 

There are total of 18 key process areas defined in CMM as shown in Table 3.2.2. They are 

the requirements for achieving a maturity level. To achieve a maturity level, the key 

process areas for that level must be satisfied. To satisfy a key process area, each of the 

goals for the key process area must be satisfied. When the goals of a key process area 

accomplished on a continuing basis across projects, the organisation can be said to have 

institutionalised the process capability characterised by the key process area. The key 

process areas of the CMM represent one way of describing how organisations mature. 

" Common features -- The common features are attributes that indicate whether the 

implementation and institutionalisation of a key process area are effective, repeatable, 

and lasting. Each key process area is organised into five common features. The key 

practices are divided among five common feature sections [Paulk et al., 1993a]: 

1) Commitment to perform; 

2) Ability to perform, 

3) Activities performed; 

4) Measurement and Analysis; 

5) Verifying Implementation 
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Satisfying a key process area depends on both implementing and institutionalising the 

process. Implementation is described in the Activities Performed common feature, 

institutionalisation is described by the other common features. 

" Key practices -- The key practices describe the infrastructure and activities that 

contribute most to the effective implementation and institutionalisation of the key 

process area. Each key process area is described in terms of key practices that, when 
implemented, help to satisfy the goals of that key process area. 

Table 3.2.2 The 18 key process areas by maturity level [Emam & Madhavji, 1999]. 

Level Focus Key Process Areas 
5 Continual Defect Prevention 

Optimising process Technology Change Management 
improvement Process Change Management 

4 Product and Quantitative Process Management 
Managed process quality Software Quality Management 

3 Engineering Organisation Process Focus 
Defined processes and Organisation Process Definition 

organisational Training Program 
support Integrated Software Management 

Software Product Engineering 
Intergroup Coordination 
Peer Reviews 

2 Project Requirement Management 
Repeatable management Software Project Planning 

processes Software Project Tracking & Oversight 
Software Subcontract Management 
Software Quality Assurance 
Software Configuration Management 

1 Competent people and heroics 
Initial 

These key practices state the fundamental policies, procedures, and activities for the key 

process area. There are 150 key practices defined in CMM I. I. They are the basic 

activities in software development processes and used for assessing a maturity level of 

software process and the capability. The key practices describe "what" is to be done, but 

they should not be interpreted as mandating "how" the goals should be achieved [Paulk et 

al., 1993a]. 

The staged structure of the CMM describes how software organisations mature as they 

improve their software process. Continuous process improvement is based on many small, 

evolutionary steps rather than revolutionary innovations [Imai, 1986]. The CMM provides 
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framework for organising these evolutionary steps into five maturity levels that lay 

successive foundations for continuous process improvement. These five maturity levels 

define an ordinal scale for measuring the maturity of an organisation's software process 

and for evaluating its software process capability. The levels also help an organisation 

prioritise its improvement efforts [Paulk et al., 1993a]. 

3.2.3 Maturity Questionnaire and Rating Scheme in CMM 

The SEI process-maturity questionnaire associated with CMM is used as a tool to provide 

organisations with a way to characterise the maturity of their software processes. The 

questionnaire consists of 101 yes/no questions, on a variety of software engineering and 

process issues, which could translate the questionnaire responses into a maturity level 

rating [Masters and Bothwell, 1995]. The questionnaire also addresses implementation of 

statistical methods, definition of standards, and implementation of technology significantly 

[Saiedian, 19951. It can be viewed as a tool for introducing a variety of important 

management, process, and technical issues that are of undisputed importance to developing 

an efficient software-development organisation. 
Table 3.2.3 The Software Engineering Institute questionnaire has 101 questions in three 

parts [Bamford and Deibler II, 1993] 
Section Title Number of questions 

1 Organisation and resource management (17 in total) 
1.1 Organisation structure 7 
1.2 Resources, personnel, and training 5 
1.3 Technology management 5 

2 Software engineering process and its management (68 in total) 
2.1 Documented standards and procedures 18 
2.2 Process metrics 19 
2.3 Data management and analysis 9 
2.4 Process control 22 

3 Tools and technology 16 

Each question in the SEI questionnaire is considered independently, and is allocated to a 

certain level. In addition to classifying items by level, the SEI rating scheme also 

distinguishes between critical and non-critical questions. To reach a given level, a software 
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engineering organisation must be able to answer yes to 90 percent of the critical questions 
for that level and yes to 80 percent of the non-critical questions for that level. An 

organisation cannot advance to a higher level until it has satisfied the requirements for its 

current level. 

Table 3.2.3 summarises the three sections of the SEI questionnaire. The answers to the 85 

questions in Sections 1 and 2 define the software engineering process maturity level of the 

software development organisation. The rest of 16 questions directly address the subject of 

tools and technology and another five out of the 85 questions deal with how new 

technologies should be acquired, managed, and introduced. These 21 technology questions 

provide a base for allowing a process assessment to focus strongly on the need for tools to 

help automate and streamline the software process. 

Each maturity level requires a minimum number of yes answers, which must be backed by 

documented evidence. In the full SEI assessment or evaluation process, the questionnaire 

represents actually about 10-20 percent of collected information, it plays only a small part; 

structured interviews and other methods are used to gather the remaining information 

jSaiedian, 1995]. 

Q Data collection 

In performing assessment or evaluation process, firstly, the assessing team uses the 

questionnaire to help select representative practices for a detailed examination. 

Representatives from the participating organisation are asked to fill out the 101-item, 

yes/no questionnaire about how they currently develop software. The questionnaire is used 

as a common checklist from which the data used to determine the critically important 

process-maturity grade is mechanically extracted. The questionnaire provides a starting 

point for later more detailed discussions that quickly focus on more specific issues that are 

unique to the organisation. 

Secondly, an on-site investigation is followed by the assessing team to investigate 

processes used in the organisation's current projects. The performance of key practices and 

implementation of key process areas of the CMM are used as the basic checkpoints. The 

examination consists mostly of interviewing and guided group discussion with the 

organisation's personnel, recording responses, and reviewing the organisation's software- 
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development-related documentation that specify how work is accomplished as well as 

evidence that the records or products of the work is consistently performed. 

At the end of the on-site period, the team produces a list of findings that identifies the 

strengths and weaknesses of the organisation's software process. In a software process 

assessment, the findings become the basis for recommendations for process improvement; 

in a software capability evaluation, the findings become part of the risk analysis performed 

by the acquisition agency. 

Q Rating scheme 

Based on the data collected during the assessing process, the assessment team builds up a 

profile of the key process area and develops maturity level rating for the organisation. 

Three components, goals, KPAs, and Maturity level can be rated. Four rating values are 

provided for goals and KPAs: satisfied, unsatisfied, not applicable, and not rated [Masters 

and Bothwell, 1995]. In order to satisfy the key process area, the goals associated with the 

KPA must be accomplished [Comer and Chard, 1993]. The satisfaction of the set of goals 

in turn depends on whether a set of KPs associated with the KPA is collectively 

performed. This means if all of the goals for a KPA are determined to be satisfied, then the 

KPA are implemented. Maturity level ratings of an organisation depend on KPA rating. A 

maturity level is achieved only if all the KPAs within the level and each lower level are 

satisfied. 

A report is produced which highlights the specific weaknesses within each key process 

areas in terms of maturity levels. The results of the assessment are two-tiered; for key 

process areas the result is a level of conformance, for the organisation the result is a level 

of maturity. 

3.2.4 Process Assessment, improvement and evaluation in CMM 

Process assessment and capability evaluation are the two methods of using CMM to assess 

the maturity of an organisation's execution of the software process. 

Software Process Assessment (SPA) is initiated by an organisation to assess an 

organisation's general maturity and help improve its software development practices. The 

purpose of the assessment is to determine the state of an organisation's current software 
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process, to identify the high-priority software process-related issues facing an 

organisation, and to obtain the organisational support for software process improvement 

[Paulk et al., 1993a]. 

The assessment is generally conducted by six to eight of the organisation's senior 

software-development professionals and by one or two coaches from the SEI or from a 

SEI-licensed assessment vendor. The assessment is typically conducted in six phases 

[Humphrey, 1993]: 

1. In the team selection phase, the organisation is identified as an assessment candidate, 

and the qualified assessing organisation conducts an executive-level briefing. 

2. In the commitment phase, the organisation commits to the full assessment process when 

a senior executive signs an assessment agreement. 

3. In the preparation phase, the organisation's assessment team receives training, and the 

on-site assessment process is fully planned. All assessment participants are identified 

and briefed. The maturity questionnaire is filled out at this time. 

4. In the assessment phase, the on-site assessment is conducted in about one week. Then 

the assessment team meets to formulate preliminary recommendations. 

5. In the report phase, the entire assessment team helps prepare the final report and present 

it to assessment participants and senior management. The report includes team findings 

and recommendations for actions. 

6. In the assessment follow-up phase, the assessed organisation's team, with guidance 

from the assessment organisation, formulates an action plan. After approximately 18 

months, the organisation should do a reassessment to assess progress and sustain the 

software process improvement cycle 

The assessment represents a major resource commitment by the organisation and can be 

accomplished only with senior management's honest commitment and involvement. The 

assessing organisation treats the assessment and its results as confidential information. The 

organisation being assessed controls the assessment information and its exposure. 

Software Capability Evaluation (SCE), in contrast to the voluntary, confidential 

assessment process described above, is typically conducted by an outside organisation 

such as the government or a software contractor and evaluate an organisation's ability to 
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perform the specific tasks required for fulfilling a contract. The purpose of the evaluation 
is to identify contractors who are qualified to perform the software work or to monitor the 

state of the software process used on an existing software effort. 

The CMM establishes a common frame of reference for performing software process 

assessments and software capability evaluations. Although the two methods differ in 

purpose as described above, the methods use the CMM as a foundation for assessing 

software process maturity. Common steps are used in performing assessments and 

evaluations activities [Paulk et al., 1993a]. 

In summary, the software process assessment and software capability evaluation methods 
both [Paulk et al., 1993a]: 

" use the maturity questionnaire as a springboard for the on-site visit, 

" use the CMM as a map that guides the on-site investigation, 

" develop findings that identify software process strengths and weaknesses in terms of the 

key process areas in the CMM, 

" derive a profile based on an analysis of the satisfaction of the goals within the key 

process area 

" present their results, to the appropriate audience, in terms of findings and a key process 

area profile. 

In spite of these similarities, the results of a software process assessment or software 

capability evaluation may legitimately differ, even on successive applications of the same 

method. As summarised in Table 3.2.4, software process assessment and software 

capability evaluation differ in motivations, objectives, and results ownership. These in turn 

lead to differences in the information collected and outcomes formulated. For instance, 

while software process assessments are performed in an open, collaborative environment, 

software capability evaluation are performed in a more audit-oriented environment, and 

objectives are tied to monetary considerations because team recommendations help select 

contractors. 

Software process assessments focus on identifying improvement priorities within an 

organisation's own software process. Assessment teams use the CMM to guide them in 

identifying and prioritising finding. These findings, along with guidance provided by the 
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key practices in the CMM, are used to plan an improvement strategy for the organisation. 
The improvement associated with CMM means from current maturity level to the next 
higher-level. 

Table 3.2.4 Comparison between software process assessments and software capability 
evaluations [Saiedian, 1995]. 

Software process assessments Software capability evaluations 
Used by organisation to improve 
software process. 
Results to organisation only. 
Assess current practice. 
Act as catalyst for process improvement. 
Provide input to improvement, action 
plan. 
Collaborative: organisation members on 
team. 
Apply to overall organisation, not 
individual. 

Used by acquisition organisation for 
source selection and Contract monitoring. 
Results to organisation and acquirer. 
Substantiate current practice. 
Assess commitment to improve. 
Analyse contract performance potential. 

Independent evaluation: no organisation 
members on team. 
Apply to performance for particular 
contract. 

Software capability evaluations focus on identifying the risks associated with a particular 

project or contract for building high-quality software on schedule and within budget. It is 

intended to help the acquisition agency understand the management and engineering 

processes used by a bidder. During the acquisition process, a software capability 

evaluation is performed on bidders. The findings of the evaluation, as structured by the 

CMM, become the basis to identify the risks in selecting a particular contractor. 

Evaluations may also be performed on existing contracts to monitor their process 

performance, with the intent of identifying potential improvements in the software process 

of the contractor. 

3.2.5 The continuing evolution of the CMMSI 

The CMMSW is a living document; Version 2 is currently under development. A number of 

major changes were proposed for SW-CMM [Paulk et al., 1996]. The V2 focuses on the 

vital few issues that enable process improvement with its staged architecture. 

The success of the Software CMM has inspired the development of a number of other 

capability maturity models [Konrad et al., 1996], addressing topics such as systems 

engineering (SE-CMM) [Bate et al., 1995], people issues (P-CMM) [Curtis, et al., 1995], 
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software acquisition (SA-CMM) [Ferguson, 1996], and integrated product development 

(IPD-CMM). Integrating these models effectively and efficiently during appraisals and for 

process improvement can be challenging. SW-CMM V2 will satisfy a set of CMM 

integration criteria released in 1999. The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI- 

SE/SW) project is currently working to align itself with ISO 15504 so that its users will 
have the option of conducting ISO 15504-conformant assessments using either a 

continuous or staged representation. 

3.3 PSP - Personal Software Process model 

The personal software process (PSP) has been developed by the Software Engineering 

Institute (SEI). It is a self-improvement process model that provides software engineers a 

way to improve the quality, predictability, and productivity of their work. It is designed to 

address the improvement needs of individual engineers and small software organisations 

[Humphrey, 1995]. However, the productivity improvement is not the key concern of the 

PSP. The principal focus is on improving the predictability and quality of the work. 

While the PSP uses various standard software engineering methods, its principal objective 

is to show engineers how a defined and measured process can help them to improve their 

personal performance [Humphrey, 1997]. By providing immediate and explicit process 

feedback, engineers have the data to see what methods are most effective for them. This 

helps them to more consistently follow sound engineering practices. 

The PSP model provides a defined sequence of process improvement steps coupled with 

performance feedback at each step. It consists of a family of seven pre-defined personal 

processes that progressively introduce data and analysis techniques. The engineers then 

use these data to determine their own performance and to measure the effectiveness of the 

methods they use. 

A graduate level PSP course has been taught at six universities and the PSP is being used 

experimentally in three industrial software organisations [Humphrey, 1994b]. Early data 

show average improvements of over ten times in the numbers of test defects and average 

productivity improvements of better than 25%. 
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3.3.1 Background of PSP 
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The personal software process (PSP) was developed by the Software Engineering Institute 

(SEI) to address the need for process improvement in small organisations and small project 

teams. This work started from the premise that improved personal process discipline can 
help to increase the effectiveness of individual engineers [Humphrey, 1994b]. It was also 
felt that as the individual engineers performance improves, the performance of their teams 

and projects will also be more likely to improve. 

The PSP approach is based on the following principles [Humphrey, 1995]: 

" By defining, measuring, and tracking their work, software professionals will better 

understand what they do. 

" This understanding will enable the engineers to better recognise what methods work 

best for them and to see how they can more consistently apply them. 

" The engineers will then have a defined process structure and measurable criteria for 

evaluating and learning from their own and others experience. 

. With this knowledge, the engineers can select those methods and practices that best 

suit their particular tasks and abilities. 

By using a customised set of orderly, consistently practised, and high quality personal 

practices, the engineers will be more effective members of their development teams 

and projects. 

Therefore, the PSP approach is to introduce engineers to disciplined process methods 

through a progressively improving personal process. The PSP provides software engineers 

with a defined sequence of upward-compatible personal processes that they can use to 

guide their individual development. Each PSP step introduces an engineering method 

together with a tailored exercise. By measuring their performance on these exercises, the 

engineers get immediate feedback on their performance. Therefore they know what works 

for them and what does not. The measurable goals for process improvement help motivate 

the engineers to use the methods that are most effective and to strive for further 
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Level - Optimizing 
Process change management* 

Technology change management* 
Defect prevention * 

Level 4- Managed 
Quality management* 

Quantitative process management* 

Level 3- Defined 
Peer reviews* 

Intergroup coordination 
Software product engineering* 

Integrated software management* 
Training program 

Software process definition* 
Software process focus* 

Level 2- Repeatable 
Software configuration management 

Software quality assurance 
Software subcontract management 

Software project tracking and oversight* 
Software project planning* 
Requirements management 

i Level 1- Initial 

Figure 3.3.1 The CMM and the PSP [Humphrey, 95] 

improvements. The off-line nature of the PSP exercises permits the engineers to 

experiment with new methods. 

The following is the approach taken by the PSP [Humphrey, 1995]: 

  Identify those large-system software methods and practices that can be used by 

individual. 

  Define the subset of these methods and practices that can be applied while developing 

small programs. 

" Structure these methods and practices so they can be gradually introduced. 

  Provide exercises suitable for practising these methods in an educational setting 
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The PSP has a maturity framework much like that of the CMM. Figure 3.3.1 shows the 
PSP and CMM key process areas, the PSP key process areas are shown in italics noted 

with an asterisk. Some CMM items are excluded for the following reasons [Humphrey, 

1995]. 

o Software subcontract management and Intergroup coordination: these cannot be 

practised at the individual level. 

v Requirement management and software configuration management: these can be 

usefully practised by individuals but their implications are better demonstrated in a 

small-team environment. Which both are critical, they should be addressed 

immediately after the initial PSP steps described in this text. 

o Software quality assurance and Training program: these relate more directly to broader 

organisational issues. While the capabilities learnt with the PSP are relevant to these 

areas, useful exercises to demonstrate them at an individual level are difficult or 

impossible to develop. 

The research work on the PSP started in 1989. It resulted in a method that is now being 

taught in several graduate university software engineering and computer science courses 

and experimentally tried at four corporations [Humphrey, 1994a]. A book that introduces 

the PSP principles -A discipline for Software Engineering was published in 1995 

[Humphrey, 1995]. In this book, Watts Humphrey introduces the disciplined way to do 

software development. He does not want to constrain regimentation but emphasises that 

the rapid and powerful learning comes from a measured and structured working 

environment. By following the step-by-step exercises in his book, software engineers can 

learn how to use these methods. They can then see for themselves where the methods help 

and how they can use them for the greatest personal benefit. While the PSP principles have 

been demonstrated with graduate software engineering students, their effectiveness has not 

yet been measured in industrial practice [Humphrey, 1994b]. 

The current work on the PSP is focused on gaining experience and identifying the most 

effective means for transferring this method into industrial practice. As the PSP methods 

are not complex and can be readily learned through self-study, early indications are that a 

course environment is most effective. 
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The personal software process (PSP) is a self-improvement process (model) designed to 

help programmers control, manage, and improve the way they work. It is a structured 
framework of forms, guidelines, and procedures for developing software [Humphrey, 

1997]. Properly used, the PSP makes the routine elements of the job more predictable and 

more efficient. 

Similar to the architecture of CMM model, the PSP methods have been structured in an 

evolving sequence of upward-compatible personal processes. The evolution of the various 

PSP phases is illustrated in the Figure 3.3.2. There are seven pre-defined process steps 

included in the method. Each process step is defined and used to guide engineers and 

students through a progressive series of process enhancements. 

The professionals start by using the pre-defined PSPO process to measure their current 

practices. This initial process includes basic measures of the time they spend in each PSP 

phase and the defects they find. They then work through the seven PSP versions, adding a 
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Figure 3.3.2 The PSP Evolution [Humphery 97] 
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Planning 

new software engineering method with each step. These processes are used to complete a 

total of ten software development exercises and to gather and analyse data on each project. 

Based on these analyses, the engineers improve their practices for the next exercise. This 

provides them explicit feedback on the effectiveness of each process step. 

After a PSP process, the engineers have learned how to measure their work, they have 

observed the effectiveness of various software engineering methods, and they have defined 

and used a special process for their own use. With this foundation, they are prepared to 

apply the PSP principles to other aspects of their software work IHumphrey, 19941) 1. 

3.3.3 The Personal Software Process (PSP) Evolution 

Following the progression shown in Figure 3.3.2. the PSI' process versions arc dcscrihcd 

in the following paragraphs. 

3.3.3.1 PSPO - The Baseline Personal Process 

The initial step in the PSP is to establish a baseline that includes measurements and it 

reporting format. This provides a consistent basis for measuring progress and it defined 

foundation on which to improve. PSPO is essentially the current process the engineers use 

to write software, enhanced to provide measurements. 
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Its principal objective is to provide the framework for gathering initial process data. By 

gathering data on personal process work, a programmer will build a quantitative 

understanding of each step and will soon see how process methods can help him to 
improve the quality and productivity of his work. 

The PSP process is shown in simplified form in Figure 3.3.3. The scripts guide how to 

progress through the process steps, the logs is helpful for recording process data, and the 

plan summary provides a convenient way to record and report process results. 

The PSPO process provides 

"A convenient structure for doing small-scale tasks, 

"A framework for measuring these tasks, and 

"A foundation for process improvement. 

Following the first programming exercises, PSPO is enhanced to PSPO. 1 by adding a 

coding standard, size measurement, and the process improvement proposal (PIP). The PIP 

provides a structured way to record process problems, experiences, and improvement 

suggestions. PSPO. 1 also enhances program size measurement to separately count methods 

and procedures. 

3.3.3.2 PSP1 - The Personal Planning Process 

PSP1 adds planning steps to PSPO. The initial step adds size and resource estimation and a 

test report. In PSP1.1, schedule planning and status tracking are also introduced. The 

engineers are taught to: 

" understand the relationship between the sizes of the programs they develop and the 

times they take to develop them, 

" learn how to make commitments that they can meet, 

" prepare an orderly plan for doing their work, and 

" establish a basis for tracking their work. 

3.3.3.3 PSP2 - Personal Quality Management 

One PSP objective is to help engineers to deal realistically and objectively with the defects 

they inject. Programmers are often embarrassed about their errors. Beizer calls this "bug 

guilt" [Beizer, 1983]. The fact that most software errors are simple types, oversights, or 
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dumb mistakes generally makes engineers feel they can improve merely by trying harder. 

The problem is that trying harder often makes things worse. Just as in touch typing, sports, 

and the performing arts, the issue is inherent skills and abilities. In PSP2, a broad and 

consistent focus is placed on improving the engineer's ability to produce quality programs. 
The objective is to make quality work more natural and more consistent. 

Significant improvements in engineers' defect rates are not likely unless they know how 

many errors they make and understand their causes and consequences. To manage your 
defects, you must know how many you make. PSP2 add personal design and code reviews 

to PSP1. These reviews help the engineers to find defects earlier in their processes and to 

see the benefits of finding them early. They analyse the defects they find in the early 

programs and use these data to establish review checklists, that are tailored to their 

personal defect experience, and make them own process quality assessments. 

The design process is addressed in PSP2.1. The intent is not to tell engineers how to do 

design but to address the criteria for design completion. In PSP2.1, design completeness 

criteria are established and various design proving and consistency techniques are 

examined. While the design phase is used as an example of completeness criteria, the same 

approach can be used with the other process phases. Examples are requirement 

specification, documentation development, and test development. Phase entry and exit 

criteria are important because without them, it is difficult to do effective phase reviews or 

to crisply define development status. 

3.3.3.4 PSP3 -A Cyclic Personal Process 

The PSP has concentrated on a linear process for building small programs. The PSP3 

process introduces methods for individuals to use when they are developing larger-scale 

programs. It is still focused on the individual, however, and does not deal with the 

communication and co-ordination problems that are an important part of larger-scale 

system development [Humphrey, 1995]. 

In scaling the PSP2 up to larger projects, the approach is to subdivide the personal process 

of developing larger programs into PSP2-sized pieces. These larger programs are then 

designed to be developed in incremental steps. The way this is done by PSP3, the cyclic 

development process, is shown in Figure 3.3.4. The first build is a base module or kernel 
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that is enhanced in iterative cycles. In iteration, a complete PSP2 is used, including design, 

code, compile, and test. Since each enhancement builds on the previously completed 
increments, the PSP3 process is suitable for programs of up to several KLOC. 
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Specify Cycle ýý 
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Design Reviews 
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High level 
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Cyclic 
Development 

Implementation 
and Code Reviews 

Compile 

Postmortem i Test 

Product 

Integration 
System Test 

Use 
0 

0 

Reassess and 
Recycle 

Figure 3.3.4 The PSP3 Process hiumphrey 971 

The cyclic PSP3 process can be an effective element of a large-scale development process 

only if each successive software increment is of high quality. The engineers can then 

concentrate on verifying the quality for the latest increment without being troubled by 

defects in the earlier cycles. If a prior increment has many defects, however, testing will be 

more complex and the scale-up benefits will be largely lost. This is one reason for 

emphasising design and code reviews in the earlier PSP steps. The engineers can also use 

the test report to facilitate rerunning earlier tests to check for regressions. 
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As project size increases beyond several KLOC, there is a point at which team projects are 

more appropriate. The PSP briefly introduces the concepts for coupling individual PSPs 

into large team activities but it does not define team processes or perform team exercises. 

3.3.4 PSP Introduction Strategies and Early Experience 

There are two PSP introduction strategies. One starts by introducing these methods in 

university curricula. This is initially being done at the graduate or senior undergraduate 

level. At a later time, the methods should be introduced with beginning programming 

courses. Such an introduction should, however, be done in concert with basic 

programming methods and techniques. 

Because it will likely take many years to introduce these methods through the educational 

system, the SEI is also exploring means for directly transitioning these methods into 

industrial practice. One of the three industrial organisations currently involved in this work 

is the Digital Equipment Corporation, where several projects are participating in an 

introduction program. The Hewlett Packard Corporation is also using a course format to 

train 20 engineers in PSP methods. While experience data are not yet available from any 

of these organisations, early evidence indicates that the engineers are finding the PSP 

approach useful to them in their work [Humphrey, 1994b]. 

The early work on the PSP indicates that a structured, disciplined, and measured personal 

software process can provide the guidance and feedback needed to help engineers improve 

their personal performance. 

The engineers are more aware of their work and better able to understand areas where 

they can improve. 

The process measures provide them direct and explicit feedback on their performance. 

This rapid feedback reinforces their use of sound engineering practices. A course 

format has been found most effective for introducing the PSP in industrial 

organisations. 
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" Several engineers have attempted to use PSP methods in their regular work. Without 

the rapid feedback provided by the PSP exercises, however, they have been unable to 

sustain the needed process discipline. 

The PSP is not a magic answer to the problems of developing good software. The methods 

take time and effort to learn and they require consistent discipline to use. While the initial 

PSP work concentrates on the design, code, and test phases of software development, the 

PSP principles can be applied to requirements specification, product maintenance, test 

planning, documentation development, or many other aspects of the software process. The 

detailed design, code, and unit test phases were selected because they are important 

development phases and they are most suitable for the small but challenging classroom 

exercises. 

The PSP work does not rely on any special tools or aids. Initially, such standard aids as 

word processors, spreadsheets, and statistical packages provide an adequate base for PSP 

use. An early attempt was made, however, to design a simple tool to assist in time and 

defect recording. It was found that the tool was actually less convenient than pencil and 

paper. It is thus clear that, to be most helpful, PSP support must be integrated into the 

working environment. If done properly, such support would make the PSP methods more 

efficient and easier to use. With CASE facilities to automatically log time, track defects, 

maintain data, and present statistical analyses, the PSP likely would be easier to learn and 

more efficient to use. 
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CHAPTER 4 Analysis of current Software Process 

Assessment and Improvement models - 
International models 

Other groups were working on new software assessment and improvement models. The 

BOOTSTRAP approach was developed by a European team and the SPICE model was 

developed by international team initially based at the European Software Institute. 

4.1 The BOOTSTRAP methodology 

BOOTSTRAP methodology is the most well known European process assessment and 

improvement approach [Jarvinen, 1996]. 

The mission of the BOOTSTRAP project was to study investments in technology upgrades 

and lay the groundwork for European technology transfer standards and common 

practices. The main goal was to speed up the application of software engineering 

technology in the European software industry [Kuvaja et al., 1994]. The BOOTSTRAP 

assessment methodology describes the assessment process developed for determining 

where an organisation stands in terms of process maturity, identifying its strengths and 

weaknesses, and offering improvement guidelines. 

The methodology includes guided assessment process, questionnaires and algorithms for 

maturity and capability determination, guidelines for process improvement, assessor 

training program and licensing policy, computer-based tools and a database that supports 

the consultancy activities. 

Since the end of the project, the methodology has been further developed and marketed by 

the BOOTSTRAP Institute. The latest version of the methodology is version 3.0 and was 

released to conform to ISO/IEC 15504 by BOOTSTRAP Institute in September 1997. The 

BOOTSTRAP Institute maintains a database of assessment results mainly from European 

companies but also from others in the rest of the world. 
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In the most respects, the assessment and improvement process is quite similar to the 
SPICE model. There is one major exception. Assessment is done only by company's 

external to the client organisation (consultant assessors). The BOOTSTRAP methodology 
does not support or offer guidelines for self-assessment activities [Members, 1993]. 

4.1.1 Background of BOOTSTRAP Project 

The methodology of BOOTSTRAP was initially developed by a European consortium 

partially funded by the European Commission within the ESPRIT program (ESPRIT 

Project 5441) [Kuvaja et al., 1994]. This project ran from 1989 to Februaryl993. The 

project consisted of the development of the BOOTSTRAP model and method and about 60 

trials in the industry. The original objective of the BOOTSTRAP project was to act as a 

lead-in and preparation project for the European System and Software Initiative (ESSI 

program) that began in March 1993 [Members, 1993]. ESSI is a technology - transfer 

program proposed for the Commission of European Countries (CEC) to help software 

producers and users introduce new methods and tools for software development and 

maintenance. The project team formed from a consortium of industrial companies and 

research institutes from Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, and Italy. The development 

background of the project described in detail in [Koch, 1993] and [Kuvaja, et al., 1994]. 

The mission statement the BOOTSTRAP project chose at the time of its kick-off in 1989 

was, The BOOTSTRAP project shall fertilise the ground for introducing modern Software 

Technology into industry. The means are through analysis of the current state of software 
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engineering in industry, identification of the potentials of change and motivation for 

accepting new contexts for software engineering' [Bootstrap, 1991]. This general mission 

was accomplished mainly by providing incentives to pilot organisations to adopt software 

process assessment activities in order to raise the awareness of people within the 

organisation. Figure 4.1.1 shows the milestone events in the history of the Bootstrap's 

development and evolution. 

The purpose of the Bootstrap methodology is to provide a European approach for 

assessment based software process improvement. The goal of the improvements is to apply 

good software engineering principles in the software process. The specific goals of the 

project included the following [Kuvaja, et al., 1994]: 

" To develop a software assessment methodology, 

" To validate the assessment methodology by applying it to a number of companies to 

define their capability levels and profiles, 

" To develop an improvement methodology, including setting the targets and generating 

improvement plan, and 

" To validate the improvement methodology by applying it to a number of companies. 

In executing these goals, Bootstrap enhanced and refined the Software Engineering 

Institute's process maturity method and adapted it to the needs of the European software 

industry - including sectors like banking, insurance, and administration. This adaptation 

provided a method that could be applied to a variety of software producing units, small to 

medium software companies or departments that produce software within a large 

company. 

The BOOTSTRAP assessment methodology was developed by applying the common, 

conventional and general approaches of the SEI maturity model [Humphrey, 1989] as the 

main background model, extended with features based on the guidelines from ISO 9000 

quality standards (the ISO 9001 and ISO 9000-3 in particular), and ESA PSS-O1-0 

(European Space Agency) process model standards [Kuvaja, et al., 1994a]. The extensions 

were made in order to fit the methodology into the European context, and to attain more 

detailed capability profiles in addition to maturity levels, separately for both organisations 

and projects. Apart from that, the Bootstrap methodology also adopted the principle of 
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continuous improvement from the Total Quality Management movement. Another 

underlining strategic principle adopted was the Kaizen/Shewhart cyclic approach, which 

includes the following steps: Plan-Do-Check-Act, which known as the Kaizen iterations of 

process improvement. The ISO 9000 quality standards were adopted in the methodology 

of Bootstrap in aim of emphasis with organisation, methodology and technology aspects. 

The Bootstrap project was completed in February 1993. Subsequently, the methodology 

has been managed and further developed by a European Economic Interest Group (EEIG), 

called BOOTSTRAP Institute. The BOOTSTRAP Institute was founded by the project 

members as a non-profit organisation legally established under the European law in 1994 

[Bicego, et al., 1998]. 
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Figure 4.1.2 The BOOTSTRAP Methodology version history [Kuvaja, 1999] 

The Bootstrap Institute is in charge of: 

" To ensure the continuous development of the BOOTSTRAP methodology, and to 

promote, support, manage and control its use; 

" Managing database service for collecting the results of assessments and supporting the 

Bootstrap consultancy by providing information on software process maturity 

according to company size, business area, and so on; 

" Disseminating the results of the research and service activities performed; 
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" Training Bootstrap assessors to guarantee that all assessments will fulfil the same 

standard of quality regardless of the country or organisation of the assessor; and 

" Managing the licensing policy. 

The Bootstrap Institute keeps the methodology up to date, spreads its use as wide as 

possible, manages automatic data collection and database services, and trains the assessors 
in order to guarantee that all the assessments will fulfil the same quality standards. The 

Bootstrap Institute also publishes periodic summaries and trend reports based on statistical 

analyses of the assessment database. 

BOOTSTRAP version 3.0 has been developed through a revision of the BOOTSTRAP 

methodology version 2.3 released by the end of 1995. The result is to ensure full 

conformance to the emerging ISO standard for software process assessment and 

improvement - ISO 15504, and to align to ISO 12207. Figure 4.1.2 illustrates the 

BOOTSTRAP Methodology version history. 

4.1.2 Architecture of BOOTSTRAP 

BOOTSTRAP methodology supports both software process assessment and improvement. 

It makes an assumption that assessment is a part of the improvement process and provides 

assessment results as main input for the improvement action planning and as feedback 

from the improvement activities implemented in the process [Kuvaja, et al., 1994]. 

BOOTSTRAP, as indicated in Version 3.0, `create a single set of best-in-class-practices 

for software engineering utilising existing internationally-recognised process assessment 

methodologies'. It has reflected the improved understanding of software process and is 

oriented more to the practice in software engineering [Wang, et al., 1997]. 

The process assessment part of the methodology includes: 

 A process model for guiding the performance of the assessment, 

  questionnaires and algorithm forming the maturity and capability determination 

instruments, 

  counting and rating principles for producing the assessment results, and computer- 

based tools for supporting the assessment performance, 
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"a database for collecting all the assessment data, and supporting the analysis and 
comparison of the results with overall mean values of the database, 

The improvement part of the methodology includes: 

  general approach for improvement planning (standards for action plan generation), 

 a general approach for the implementation of the improvement actions as small-scale 

projects. 

The Bootstrap methodology takes into account the ISO 9001 concept of a quality system 

as a company-wide organisation. The assessment is therefore performed at two levels: the 

software producing unit (SPU), and its software projects. The SPU level represents the 

whole organisation and addresses the set of policies and procedures for software 
development, while the project level addresses the implementation of these procedures. A 

SPU can be the software development department or group of a company, a software 

house, or a part of the software house. 

There are three dimensions used in version 3.0. In addition to the Process and Capability 

dimension, as same as existed in SPICE, it also contains a Technology dimension. The 

process dimension contains 33 different processes organised in six clusters: Organisation, 

Life Cycle Department, Management, Support, Customer-Supplier, and Process Related. 

The capability dimension are fully adopted from SPICE model, also consists of six 

capability levels and nine process attributes. Technology dimension aims at evaluating 

extent to which the process capability is strengthened with adoption of suitable tools for 

each process. It is indicated in the BOOTSTRAP version 3.0 document: the technology 

rating in an assessment has no influence on the overall maturity or capability [Bootstrap 

V3.0,1997]. 

It is worth noting that, in a BOOTSTRAP assessment, the maturity level to be measured 

and the capability to be determined are assessed for each process, the measurement is 

using the 2-D framework - process performance and capability achievement in terms of the 

accomplishment of process purpose, this is similar with SPICE architecture, but at both 

SPU or project level for BOOTSTRAP method in particular. 

The BOOTSTRAP methodology represents an assessment method and spreads into 

process improvement planning. It can be used within an initiative for software process 
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improvement. BOOTSTRAP not only provides an assessment of the current practices, but 

also provides guidelines for transforming the assessment results into an action plan and 

gives guidance on prioritising the actions. Version 3.0 also supports software process 

improvement driven by the organisation's needs and business goals. It can be interpreted 

as providing a method and the instruments for problem identification, i. e. for precisely 

describing where an organisation stands and what gradual changes are to be recommended 

in the next steps. 

4.1.3 BOOTSTRAP Process Model Architecture 

The BOOTSTRAP process model is used as the basis to perform an assessment. It 

integrates requirements from several internationally recognised standards as shown in 

figure 4.1.2. The process model contains cross-references to the requirements of these 

standards, thus allowing evaluation of the assessed organisation against the selected 

reference standard, while evaluating process capability. The process model is organised 

into three categories as: organisation, methodology and technology (Figure 4.1.3). 

o The organisation aspect refers to the overall 

process organisation and cover the role of 

management and leadership, in particular to 

the quality management and alignment of 

the improvement actions with the strategic 

goals of the SPU. 

o The Methodology aspect covers the way of 

developing software and of conducting 

Organization 
mu 

Methodology 
ýu 

Technology 

Figure 4.1.3 The Organization- 
Methodology-Technology Triad 

projects, and fills the organisational framework with procedures and data leading to 

the SPU targets. 

o The Technology aspect covers development tools used as the means of process 

optimisation or automation and productivity improvement. The technology support 

tunes the methodology with particular tools. 

Introduction of the above aspects into the improvement paradigm is an advantage of 

Bootstrap over other methodologies. It allows for the bounding of opportunistic 

improvements in favour of integrated improvement solutions. 
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The Bootstrap process architecture is structured as a tree that identifies the following 

objects: process categories, process areas, processes and best practices. These are shown at 
both SPU and project levels. Figure 4.1.4 illustrates the Bootstrap process architecture, it 

includes processes and process areas covered by every process categories. One of the 

unique features of the BOOTSTRAP is that Technology support is also addressed in the 

BOOTSTRAP evaluation. 

4.1.4 BOOTSTRAP Capability Scale and Assessment Instruments 

v Capability Scale 

Although the processes defined in the BOOTSTRAP process architecture are different in 

its coverage and focus from the processes defined in the SPICE reference model, version 

3.0 BOOTSTRAP capability scale is aligned with ISO 15504 requirements and adopts the 

same capability measurement method of the SPICE model. Consequently the capability of 

each process is measured based on the same capability levels and process attributes 

defined in the capability dimension of the SPICE. The six maturity levels are: 

Level 0: Incomplete Process - the process fails to achieve its purpose as it is incompletely 

implemented; 

Level 1: Performed Process -a set of practices is performed that allow the process to 

achieve its purpose; 

Level 2: Managed Process - the process delivers work products of acceptable quality 

within defined time-scale and resources; 

Level 3: Established Process - the process is performed based on a recognised 

organisational process definition; 

Level 4: Predictable Process - the established process is performed using defined 

quantitative control limits; 

Level 5: Optimising Process - changes to the definition, management and performance of 

the process are identified and performed in a controlled way to continuously 

improve process performance. 
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BOOTSTRAP Process Architecture 

Organization 
ORG 1 Business engineering 

-. ORG 2 Human Resource 
management 

-. ORG 3 Infrastructure 
management 

i 

Lifecycle Dependent 

-. ENG. 1 System 
requirements analysis 

-. ENG. 2 System 
architecture design 

-. ENG. 3 Software 
requirements analysis 

-. ENG. 4 Software 
architecture design 

-. ENG. 5 Software detailed 
design 

-. ENG. 6 Software 
implementation & testing 

-. ENG. 7 Software 
integration and testing 

-. ENG. 8 System intgration 

and testing 

-. ENG. 9 Maintenance 

-. ENG. 10 Mgration 

-. ENG. 11 Retirement 

1 

1 
Management 

-. MAN. 1 Project 

management 
MAN. 2 Quality 
management 

-. MAN. 3 Risk 
management 
MAN. 4 Subcontr- 
actor management 

Lifecycle Independent 

I 
Methodolo 

a Support 

-. SUP. 1 Documentation 

-. SUP. 2 Configuration 
management 

-. SUP. 3 Quality assurance 
-. SUP. 4 Verification 

-. SUP. 5 Validation 

-. SUP. 6 Joint review 
-. SUP. 7 Audit 

-. SUP. 8 Problem resolution 

Technology 
TEC 1 Technology Innovation 
TEC 2 Technology Support for 
life Cycle Processes 

-. TEC 3 Technology Support for 
life Cycle Independent Processes 

-. Tool Inteeration 

i 
Process related 

-. PRO. I Process definition 

-. PRO. 2 Process Improvement 

V 
Customer Supplier 

-. CUS. 1 Acqusition 

-. CUS. 2 Customer need 
management 

-. CUS. 3 Supply 

-. CUS. 4 Software operation 
-. CUS. 5 Customer support 

Figure 4.1.4 BOOTSTRAP process tree [Bicego, et al. 1998] 
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The above capability levels apply to each process, resulting in a potential improvement 

path form Level 0 to Level 5. 

There are some differences between the BOOTSTRAP scale and SPICE as well as CMM: 

" In BOOTSTRAP only, the process capability is measured between maturity levels on 

the basis of a quartile scale dividing each maturity level into four quartiles. This 

enables the assessment to obtain more detailed and precise results, quartiles make it 

possible to compare different assessment results inside the same capability level. 

" In BOOTSTRAP only, the capability is determined both for the overall SPU and its 

projects, which then can be compared with each other. 

" In BOOTSTRAP the assessment output is expressed as a profile of key attributes 

rather than one aggregated number like CMM. 

" In BOOTSTRAP processes are not confined to one single capability level like CMM, 

but cover several levels same as SPICE. 

o Questionnaire, scoring algorithm and rating scale 

Like CMM, the fundamental instrument for a BOOTSTRAP assessment is the set of 

questionnaires. BOOTSTRAP adopts all questions from the CMM questionnaire published 

by the SEI [Members, 1993] with some additional questions based on ISO 9000-3 

guidelines. 

`Determination of the maturity level from the assessment results should be objective, and 

should always follow the same rules' [Kuvaja, et al., 1994]. To achieve this, 

BOOTSTRAP defines a scoring algorithm to be used by the assessment teams when 

analysing the questionnaire responses. The internal parameters of the algorithm have been 

prepared in such a way that the key attributes are directly represented on the six-level 

maturity scale. The following is a brief description of the main features of the scoring 

algorithm; more details on the scoring method can be found in [Kuvaja, et al., 1994]. 

" The questionnaire is subdivided into sub-checklists. 

" Sub-checklists correspond to key attributes. 

" Each question in a checklist is scored on four-point scale (absent, basic, significant, 

excellent) extended with the `not applicable' option. 
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" The scores correspond to certain numeric equivalents, to enable calculating aggregated 

average scores for the key attributes. 

" Evaluations of the answers give estimates for the critical process characteristics. 

" Further processing is necessary to work out the overall maturity level of an SPU as 

described in [Kuvaja, et al., 1994]. 

" The assessment results can cover the three levels of SPU results, project results and 

industry results. 

There are two types of separate questionnaires included in the BOOTSTRAP 

methodology: 

  Organisational level questionnaire (at the SPU level). This contains general questions 

about the software producing unit (SPU) and about the whole organisation. This 

section of the questionnaire is referred to as the G-questionnaire. 

  Project level questionnaire (at the project level). This contains, for each project, 

questions about the project profile and specific attributes. This section of the 

questionnaire is referred to as the P-questionnaire. 

Bootstrap Questionnaire 
(G-for SPU, P-for Project) 

I 

General Information 
I 

Classification 
of the 

Company/Project 

Company 
Project 
Profile 

SPU 
Profile Organization 

Chapter 4 

Attributes 

Technology Methodology 

Figure 4.1.5 Structure of the Bootstrap questionnaires [Haase et al., 1994]. 

The main areas addressed by the questionnaire are shown in Figure 4.1.5. The figure 

illustrates the coverage of both questionnaires. 

The purpose of the questionnaires is to identify the degree to which an organisation's or 

project's quality attributes satisfy the criterion of a particular maturity level. The 

BOOTSTRAP development team believed that organisation is most important and 
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methodology is more important than technology in determining overall process maturity. 
Thus, the processes of organisation and methodology categories are measured on a 

maturity level scale and evaluate technology through a detailed comparison of 

organisation/methodology maturity and technology satisfaction [Haase et al., 1994]. 

4.1.5 BOOTSTRAP Assessment Process 

BOOTSTRAP assessment has three main phases: assessment preparation, assessment 

execution, and action plan derivation. 

4.1.5.1 Preparation 

There is some start-up activities that have to be understood before the assessment takes 

place. It is mainly concerned with identifying the business context within which the 

assessment is taking place. Aspects include: the motivation behind the assessment 

(external or internal), gaining the management commitment, defining the organisational 

boundaries of the assessment, selecting the target projects, and forming the assessment 

team [Zahran, 1998]. The main steps that form the preparation phase are summarised at 

the left column of figure 4.1.6. 

4.1.5.2 Assessment execution 

The assessment is usually conducted by a joint team with members from the organisation 

1. Preparation Phase 

Selecting the SPU 

u 

Selecting the Project 

u 

Selecting the Staff to 
be interviewed 

11 

Selecting the Assessors 

I 
Confidentiality Agreement 

2. Assessment 

Opening Briefing 

-a 

On - Site Assessment 
u 

Project Assessment 

11 

Assessment Review & 
Debriefing 

11 
On-Site Final Meeting 

3. Action Plan Derivation 

Assessment Result 
Verification & Consolidation 

u 

Target Profile Definition 
21 

Priority Identification 
11 

Improvement Action Definition 

2a 
Scheduling & Planing 

Figure 4.1.6 BOOTSTRAP assessment phases and steps [Zahran, 1998] 

il 
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being assessed plus qualified Bootstrap assessors. It is recommended that assessments 

must be performed with assistance from an external assessor [Bicego, A. 1992]. A typical 

assessment would take less than 12 weeks from project initiation to the final presentation 

(typically 4-6 weeks) [Zahran, 1998]. 

The assessment is conducted at two levels: one at organisation level and another at project 

level. The organisational level assessment is done by interviewing the key personnel and 

by evaluating the existing documents, such as the quality manual or company procedure 

manual. The project level assessment includes evaluation of software processes in 

practices that are applied in the projects. Typical factors of the criteria for the selection 

are: size, duration, actual progress, type of activities (new development, maintenance, re- 

engineering, etc. ) [Kuvaja, et al., 1994a] 

The steps in the assessment are illustrated in Figure 4.1.6 middle column. The core activity 

of an assessment is the actual assessment week (on-site assessment). This is usually 

completed during 3-4 days spent by the assessment team that consist of at least two 

licensed assessors in the organisation undergoing the assessment. 

The activities in a typical assessment week are shown in table 4.1.1. The actual length of 

the assessment week depends on the number of projects to be assessed. The typical 

number is four projects, but it may be more or less depending on the nature of the projects 

the organisation usually undertakes. 

Table 4.1.1 A typical Bootstrap assessment week [Zahran, 1998] 
Day -1 Da -2 Day -3 Da -4 

9.15 -10.00 
Pre-meeting 

8.30 -12.30 
Assessment Project 1 

8.30-12.30 
Assessment Project 3 

8.30-11-00 
Evaluation and 

Review 
10.00- 12.00 

Opening meeting 
11.00 -12.00 
Final meeting 

13.00- 17.00 
Assessment Site 

13.00-17.00 
Assessment Project 2 

13.00-17.00 
Assessment Project 4 

The purpose of the pre-meeting is to brief the local assessment team on the organisation. 

The purpose of the opening meeting is to give a general introduction to the BOOTSTRAP 
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model and assessment procedure, in order for all participants in the assessment to have the 

same starting point [Zahran, 1998]. 

The questionnaires are used as data gathering instruments and that support and guide the 

conduct of the interviews performed during data collection [Kuvaja, et al., 1994a]. 

Existing quality manual and process documentation is reviewed in connection with the 

interviews if deemed necessary. The answers to the questions are derived from the 

interviews by the assessors. The answers are given as one of five values: absent, basic, 

fair, extensive, and non-applicable. 

The site assessment is conducted with the management at the highest possible level in the 

organisation. The project assessments are conducted with the participation development 

projects, normally not more than 4-6 people. This will typically be the project manger, 

those responsible for quality and testing, plus one or two developers [Zahran, 1998]. 

At the final meeting, the preliminary results of the assessment are presented, aimed at 

checking the results produced by the assessors, and obtaining commitment on potential 

improvement activities. 

These results are subsequently analysed and a final report is produced. The final report 

will include [Zahran, 1998]. 

" Process quality performance profile; 

" Analysis of strengths and weaknesses; 

" Identified key areas for improvement suggestions for specific improvement actions. 

The final assessment results are presented as capability profiles of each process assessed. 

The capability profiles are derived from the completed questionnaire, and the capability 

determination is expressed by the overall maturity level of the SPU or the project, 

expressed as quartiles within the levels. It is also expressed by the absolute maturity level 

of all the key attributes forming the strengths and weaknesses profile of the SPU or 

project. 

A capability profile is a graphical expression of the maturity of each process category, 

process areas and processes. It contains absolute maturity levels. These output profiles are 

specific to the BOOTSTRAP methodology. An example of maturity profiles for an SPU 

versus project is shown in Figure 4.1.7. 
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Figure 4.1.7 Example of a 1300TSTRAP SPU versus Project maturity profile 

4.1.5.3 Action plan derivation 

Chapter ýl 

I uu. ii.. n. 

The assessment itself is a means to an end, with the end being the actual software process 

improvement. The assessment findings and recommendations are not normally in it form 

that can directly be transformed into an action plan. Some effort is required to transform 

the assessment findings and recommendations into an action plan. BOOTSTRAP defines a 

procedure to guide the assessment team into the derivation of such an action plan. The 

main steps for the action plan derivation are summarised at the right hand column of 

Figure 4.1.6. 

In this phase, reliability, completeness and consistency of the data collected is checked. 

The target profile for improvement is defined based on the maturity level. The most urgent 

actions are identified and prioritised according to the impact of these actions on the 

existing organisation. 

4.1.6 Process Improvement Guidelines 

The main objective of the BOOTSTRAP assessment is to initiate an action plan generation 

for a SPU's software process improvement. The objective of the improvement procedure is 

to derive an action plan for an SPU assessed according to it well-defined procedure. 

The BOOTSTRAP process model provides an improvement path for each process, but 

does not provide any suggestions on how to prioritise process improvement. Defining 
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priorities is up to each organisation. The BOOTSTRAP methodology provides guidelines 

to identify which processes highly affect achievement of the organisation goals; then 

improvement priorities are assigned to each process. Processes with low capability but 

high impact on the organisation's goals are prioritised the highest [Bicego, et al., 1998]. 

The implementation of the improvement plan in the organisation is outside the scope of 

the BOOTSTRAP assessment and will be the responsibility of the organisation. The 

implementation should, however, be followed by a second assessment. This is necessary in 

order to determine the progress made, to identify the new status, and derive continuous 

improvement actions [Zahran, 1998]. 

4.1.7 Future development of the BOOTSTRAP methodology 

BOOTSTRAP methodology is continuously being developed by the BOOTSTRAP 

Institute. Currently, there is a BOOTSTRAP database where all the assessment data and 

results are stored. Based on the feedback and analysis of results stored in the database, and 

the new development has been made to keeping the methodology consistent, and in line 

with the main international bodies such as ISO 9000, the results of SPICE project, new 

CMM versions and other initiatives. The methodology has been further enhanced with new 

features experimented in the PROFES, TAPISTRY, SPIRE and SPAM projects. The new 

trends introduced are expanding into new specific application areas, comply with new 

quality standards and certification, improve the efficiency of the assessment method, 

enhance focus from process to product and strengthen the improvement monitoring and 

support. To address these areas the new BOOTSTRAP methodology will be released to 

offer new tailored and enhanced assessment reference models and enhanced assessment 

and improvement methods. The new features will facilitate more frequent assessments and 

software measurement based indicators. 
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4.2 SPICE - Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination 

The objective of the SPICE project is to deliver an international standard for software 

process assessment [EI Emam et al. 1998]. 

ISO/IEC TR 15504, the current version of the emerging standard, is a Technical Report 

(Type 2) published under the SPICE project by ISO in 1998. A key feature of the SPICE 

project, that was set up outside normal ISO structures - to carry through a rapid 
development route and to solicit the opinions of world leading experts, has been the 

conduct of user trials (scheduled in three phases) to ensure the emerging standard meets 

the needs of its users. Such an activity is unprecedented in the software engineering 

community [EI Emam et al. 1998]. The first and second phases of user trials were 

completed with a great achievement for the SPICE project and now it is in the third phase 

of user trials. The Working Group of the SPICE project now intends to revise this report 
for acceptance as an International Standard ISO 15504 (planned by 2001). 

The scope of the emerging standard is process assessment, process improvement, and 

capability determination [ISO, 1993c]. Software process domains to be assessed are 

acquisition, supply, development, operation, maintenance, supporting processes and 

service support. The overall goals of the SPICE standard [ISO, 1993c] are to encourage 

predictable quality products, encourage maximum productivity, promote a repeatable 

software process, not be used for trade restraint, and be subject to continuous improvement 

through periodic reviews to maintain consistency with current good practice. 

Organisations can use this emerging standard in one of the following modes [Paulk, et al. 

1995]: 

" Capability determination mode, to help a purchasing organisation determine the 

capability of a potential software supplier, 

" Process improvement mode, to help a software organisation improve its own software 

development and maintenance processes, and 

" Self-assessment mode, to help an organisation determine its ability to undertake a new 

software project. 
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The SPICE vision was on process assessments that would be repeatable, comparable, and 
verifiable. Under SPICE, different assessments of a single organisation, irrespective of the 

approach used, would result in similar outcomes. In addition, the results of assessments of 
different organisations would allow meaningful comparisons of process capability across 

those organisations, permitting comparative evaluations of the risks associated with 

process performance [EI Emam et al. 1998]. 

4.2.1 Background of SPICE 

A prime motivation for developing this prospective standard has been the perceived need 
for an internationally recognised software process assessment framework that pulls 

together the existing public and proprietary models and methods [EI Emam et al. 1998]. 

The effort to create an international standard on software process assessment was sparked 

by an investigative study sponsored by the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) into methods 

for assessing the development capability of software supplies in June 1991. The study 

[Dorling et al., 1991] identified and reviewed two dozen existing methods already in use 

and put forth these findings: 

" there is a general need to supplement reliance of software procurers on ISO 9001; 

" there is a wide support for a software assessment scheme which is in the public 

domain, widely recognised, and preferably backed by an international standard; 

" some organisations using or developing their own assessment schemes have registered 

interest in supporting a public domain, standardised scheme, in preference to their own 

schemes; 

" an initiative to develop such a scheme would be directed toward continuous process 

and quality improvement matched to business needs. The initiative would be focused 

around an international standard on process management which would itself provide a 

framework for a capability assessment scheme supporting both self-improvement for 

software suppliers and capability determination as a means of evaluating contract risk. ' 

Based on the conclusions reached by the MoD study, the British Standards Institute (BSI) 

proposed to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 that software process assessment be considered as an area 

for standardisation and that a three-part approach be used. 
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Table 4.2.1 Selected events in the development of SPICE project 

1991 - UK MOD investigative study report issued 
- ISO/IEC JTCI/SC7 approves study period 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

Chapter 4 

- ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 study period report published 
- SPICE project organisation procedures drafted 

- JTC1 approves new work item proposal 
- First meeting of SPICE 'group' (Dublin) 
- SPICE project organisation formally established 
- Product and requirements specifications baseline 

- Development stage of SPICE project ends 
- Trials stage of SPICE project begins 

- Phase 1 trials conducted; analysis report completed 
- Draft technical reports type 2 released to ISO/IEC JTCI/SC7 for review and balloting 
- Adoption in principle of key changes to SPICE at Kwa Maritane, South Africa meeting 

- New baseline developed to incorporate Kwa Maritane changes 
- Phase 2 trials begin (planned for March) 

- Eight of the nine parts completed the ballot cycle (except part 5), forwarded to ISO for 
acceptance as a Technical Report ISO/IEC TR 15504. 

- Phase 2 SPICE trials using the ISO/IEC PDTR 15504 continue. 
- Adoption of ISO 12207 framework into ISO/IEC PDTR 15504 as its process framework 

- Publication of. SPICE: the theory and practice of software process improvement and capability 
determination. 

- Publication of. Phase 2 Trials Interim Report, Version 1.00 

- Publication of ISO/IEC TR 15504 (Technical Report type 2) by ISO 

- The British Standard BS ISO/IEC TR 15504 (1998) published. 
- Launch of Phase 3 of the SPICE Trials. 

- Phase 3 of the SPICE Trials using ISO/IEC TR 15504 begin, planed period is three years 
- The amendment of extensions in the reference model of ISO/IEC TR 15504 under the SPRITE 

S2 PROBE project proposed. 

The case for an international standard on software process assessment was further 

developed during the ensuing study period (June 1991 - June 1992) by a Study Co- 

ordination Team (sponsored by the UK Ministry of Defence) within JTC1/SC7/WG7 

which drew upon the resources of an UK Technical Experts Group. The study resulted in 

the following conclusions [Dorling et al., 1992]: 

" there is international consensus on the need for a standard for process assessment, 

" the standard should be concerned with the processes used in the procurement, 

development delivery, operation, evolution and related service support of software and 

software-dependent systems, 

" the standard should be applicable by procurers for the evaluation of supplier capability 

and by suppliers for the purpose of self-improvement, 
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" the development of the standard should aim to utilise the proven and best features of 

existing assessment methods, and to draw on existing material wherever relevant, 

" the developers of several existing schemes are supportive of the concepts of the new 

standard and are willing to contribute to its development. 

" there is consensus on the need for a rapid route to development and trailing to provide 

usable output in an acceptable timescale and to ensure that the standard fully meets the 

needs of its users. 

In 1993, ISO/IEC JTC1 approved a new work item proposal [ISO, 1993a][ISO, 1993b], 

thus effectively establishing the SPICE project organisation - WG10. Table 4.2.1 provides 

a summary of key events and milestones in the development cycle of the international 

standardisation effort for software process assessment. 

4.2.2 The Framework Structure and Components of SPICE 

ISO/EEC TR 15504 provides a framework for the assessment of software processes. The 

SPICE standard is required to apply to any size organisation or project in any kind of 

software sector or 

application domain [Paulk, 

1995]. A central concept of 

ISO/IEC 15504 assessment 

is the concept of a 

conformant assessment. 

The intent of conformance 

is to maximise the 

objectivity of the 

assessment process, and 

thereby to ensure the 

repeatability and 

comparability of the 

assessment results. 

Part 7 
Guide for use in 

process 
improvement 

Part 1 
Concepts and 

introductory guide 

Part 8 
Guide for use in 

determining supplier 
process capability 

Part 3 
Performing an 

assessment 

Part 2 
A reference model 
for processes and 
process capability 

Part 9 
Vocabulary 

Part 6 
Guide to qualification 

of assessors 

Part 4 
Guide to performing 

assessments 

Part 5 
An assessment model 

and indicator 
euidence 

i 

Figure 4.2.1 Relationship of the nine parts of ISO/IEC 15504 [ISO 1996] 
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The SPICE model consists of nine parts. Figure 4.2.1 shows a potential roadmap to 
introduce new users to the framework. 

For the development of ISO 15504 conformant assessment methods, Part 2,3,4 and 5 

provide the most relevant information. Part 2 provide the reference model and the 

compatibility requirement for the assessment model to be developed. Part 5 contains a 

detailed list of possible indicators for the performance and capability of the processes to be 

assessed. Part 3 defines the requirements for a conformant assessment method, while Part 

4 provides guidance on performing process assessments. 

Readers with specific interest in either process improvement or supplier capability 

determination should study Part 7 and 8, which are appropriate for detailed guidance on 

such usage. Users with a primary interest in the role of the assessor are directed to Part 6, 

where guidance on the skills and competencies of assessors can be found. An entry point 

into ISO/IEC 15504 is Part 1 which describes the relationship of the nine parts and provide 

guidance for their selection and use, while Part 9 is a consolidated vocabulary of all terms 

defined. 

There are two models, reference model and assessment model, included in ISO/IEC TR 

15504. 

The reference model, which is defined in part two of the documents, provides a 

common basis for performing assessments of software process capability, allowing for 

the reporting of results using a common rating scale. It forms the basis for any model 

to be used for the purpose of process assessment. 

The reference model defines: 

-, a set of universal software engineering processes and activities that are fundamental to 

good software engineering. The processes are defined in terms of their purpose, and 

-. a framework for evaluating the capability of the processes through assessment of process 

attributes structured into capability levels. 

The process purpose statements and attributes represent good practice, but in order to 

make them applicable to all software applications and domains, they are defined as 

abstract, high level concepts without constraining the ways in which they may be 
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implemented [ISO, 1996]. Consequently, these purpose statements and attributes could be 

subject to wide interpretation, which could have an adverse effect on the repeatability and 

reliability of assessment results. 

As such, the reference model alone cannot be used as the basis for conducting reliable and 

consistent assessments of process capability since the level of detail provided is not 

sufficient. In order to reduce the level of subjectivity and variation of interpretation, the 

descriptions of process purpose and process attributes in the reference model are supported 

with comprehensive sets of indicators of process performance related to the process 

purpose, and process capability related to the process attributes. These indicators are 

included in the assessment model. 

" The assessment model, which is defined in part 5 of the documents, has been created to 

be a complete model for the assessment of software process capability. It is based upon 

and directly compatible with the reference model in that it encompasses all the 

processes and capability levels in the reference model, and can be used as the basis for 

conducting an assessment of software process capability. The only difference between 

the two models is the assessment model expands the reference model by adding the 

definition and use of assessment indicators. Assessment indicators in the assessment 

model are defined to support an assessor's judgement of the performance and capability 

of an implemented process. They are the criteria against which an assessment is 

performed, and establish objective evidences of the achievement of purpose of the 

process and capability of the process attribute. 

The assessment model is based on the principle that the capability of a process can be 

assessed reliably and consistently by demonstrating the achievement of process attributes 

and that assessment indicators support this demonstrating. In the assessment model, each 

process in the process dimension has a set of associated base practices, the performance of 

which provides an indication of the extent of achievement of the process purpose. 

Similarly, each process attribute in the capability dimension has a set of associated 

management practices, the performance of which provides an indication of the extent of 

achievement of the attribute in the instantiated process. 
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There are two dimensions, process dimension and capability dimension, adopted in 

ISO/IEC 15504 to measure processes along two aspects: whether a process is performed 

and how capable that process is, it focuses on the capability of individual processes rather 

than an organisation. 

" In the process dimension, a set of fundamental processes and activities that should be 

implemented to establish and improve an organisation's software development, 

maintenance, operation and support capability are defined. The process dimension 

describes what activities are required, not how they are to be implemented. The 

process dimension includes process categories, processes, and base practices. They 

provide a grouping by type of activity. These processes and practices characterise 

performance of processes. 

A base practice is a software engineering or management activity that directly addresses 

the purpose of a particular process and contributes to the creation of its output. A process 

is a statement of purpose and an essential set of activities that address that purpose. A 

process category is a set of processes addressing the same general area of activity [ISO, 

1996]. 

" In the capability dimension, the set of process attributes that are arranged into six 

capability levels, applicable to any process, that characterise the capability of an 

implemented process are defined. The capability dimension includes capability level, 

process attribute, and management practices. They provide a grouping by measurement 

scale of process capability. 

A process attribute is a set of management practices that address an aspect of process 

implementation or management. The management practices are activities of a generic type, 

and are intended to be applicable to all processes. They are designed around the 

achievement of the principal management functions of Planning, Organising, Resourcing 

and Controlling. There are usually, but not necessarily, four practices for each attribute. A 

capability level is a set of process attribute that works together to provide a major 

enhancement in the capability to perform a process. 
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The fundamental elements throughout the SPICE architecture are the process and process 

attribute. The process purposes and process attributes are the criteria against which an 

assessment is performed. Associated with the two 

performance and capability 

of implemented process are 

judged and measured by 

types of objective evidence 

that named as indicator. 

dimensions, the achievement 

ASSESSMENT MODEL 
(Part S) 

PROCESS DIMENSION 

Process Categories 
Processes 

(with definition of 
process purpose) 

REFERENCE 
MODEL 
(Part 2) 

Two classes of indicators 

are provided in the SPICE 

model: 

. Base practices, input 

work and output 

products and 

associated 

characteristics 

their 

Indicators of 
process performance: 

Base practices 
(Clause 5) 

" Work Practices & 
WP Characteristics 
(Annexe A& C) 

Assessment 
indicators 

i 

CAPABILITY DIMENSION 

Capability levels 
Process Attributes 

Indicators of process 
capability : 

" Management practices 
(Clause 6) 

- Practices performance 
Characteristics (Annexe B) 

- Resource & Infrastructure 
Characteristics (Annexe B) 

Figure 4.2.2 SPICE framework [EI Emam et al. 1998] 

of 

Indicators of process performance in the process dimension. 

" Management Practices, Practice Performance Characteristics, Resources and 

Infrastructure Characteristics - Indicators of process capability in the capability 

dimension. 

These indicators are used during an assessment to gather objective evidence about the 

satisfaction of a particular process purpose or process attribute. They describe a set of 

detailed tangible work products (inputs and outputs associated with the performance and 

management of processes), work product characteristics or characteristics of process 

capability and represent a common starting point for assessment, which increases the 

consistency of assessor judgement and enhances the repeatability of the results. The 

SPICE architecture is shown in figure 4.2.2. 

4,2.3 Structure of the reference model 

The reference model for processes and process capability is made up of two dimensions: 
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" Process dimension, which is characterised by process purposes that are the essential 

measurable objectives of a process, the expected outcome of the process that indicates 

its successful completion. 

" Capability dimension, which is characterised by a series of process attributes, 

applicable to any process, represent measurable characteristics necessary to manage a 

process and improve its capability to perform. 

o The Process dimension 

The process dimension of the reference model provides a classification of the processes 

normally undertaken by organisations concerned with the development, maintenance, 

acquisition, supply and operation of software. The classification recognises five process 

categories, each of which contains a number of processes. The process categories and 

processes are strongly aligned with those defined in ISO/IEC 12207 [ISO, 1995], 

Information Technology - Software Life Cycle Process but introduces some additional 

processes not included in ISO 12207. 

The reference model groups the processes in the process dimension into three life cycle 

process groupings which contain five process categories, according to the type of activity 

they address. 

The five process categories are: 

1) CUS Customer - Supplier 4) MAN Management 

2) ENG Engineering 5) ORG Organisation 

3) SUP Support 

The description of each process contains two sections: a statement of the purpose of the 

process, and one or more notes providing further information. The statement of purpose 

describes at a high level the overall objectives of performing the process, and expanded to 

describe in generic terms the likely outcomes of effective implementation of the process. 

The notes provide further information about the process, and its relation to the processes 

defined in ISO/IEC 12207 and to other processes in this reference model. Figure 4.2.3 

[ISO, 1996] provides an overview of the structure of the process dimension. It shows the 

three principal groupings of life cycle processes - primary, supporting and organisation - 
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as defined in ISO 12207. and shows the process categories and processes within each 

grouping. 

Primary life cycle processes 
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scale of achievement, providing a measure of the capability of the process. They are 

applicable to all processes. Each process attribute describes a fact of the overall capability 

of managing and improving the effectiveness of a process in achieving its purpose and 

contributing to the business goals of the organisation. 

Six capability levels 

that incorporate nine 

process attributes are 

specified in the 

reference model. A 

capability level is a 

set of attribute(s) that 

work together to 

provide a major 

enhancement in the 

capability to perform 

a process. Each level 

provides a major 

Level S: Optimizing Process 
" PA 5.1: Process change 
" PA 5.2: Continuous improvement 

Level 4: Predictable Process 
" PA 4.1: Process measurement 
" PA 4.2: Process control 

Level 3: Established Process 

" PA3.1: Process definition 
" PA 3.2: Process resource 

Level 2: Managed Process 
" PA 2.1: Performance management 
" PA 2.2: Work product management 

Level 0: incomplete process i Figure 4.2.4 The process capability levels and process attributes in Capability 
Dimension [by author] 

enhancement of capability in the performance of a process. The levels constitute a rational 

way of progressing through improvement of the capability of any process [Zahran, 19981. 

These are illustrated in Figure 4.2.4. 

A process capability is determined by whether the process purpose statement has been 

achieved. The reference model does not define how, or in what order, the process purpose 

statements are to be achieved. The process purpose will be achieved in an organisation 
through the activities, tasks and practices being carried out to produce work produced. 
These performed tasks, activities and practices, and the characteristics of the work 
products produced, are the indicators that demonstrate whether the specific process 
purpose is being achieved. These indicators arc described in the assessment model and 
used as guides in collecting the objective evidence that enables an assessor to assign 
ratings to process attributes. 

Level 1: Performed Process 
0 PA 1.1: Process performance 
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4.2.4 Rating framework of SPICE 

To establish a foundation for achieving repeatability and reliability of assessment results, 
the common rating framework is defined in the reference model. The rating framework 

defines how to rate the process capability of any of the processes. Process capability is 

defined on an ordinal scale with six points. This enables capability to be assessed from the 
bottom of the scale, Incomplete, through to the top end of the scale, Optimising. The scale 

represents increasing capability of the performed process from performance that is not 

capable of fulfilling its goals through to performance that is capable of meeting its goals 

and sustaining continuous process improvement. The scale therefore defines a well- 
defined route for improvement for each individual process. 

Four items relate to the rating framework: process instance, indicators, process attributes, 

capability levels. 

a Process Instance 

The rating framework is based on assessing a specific process instance for every process. 

A process instance is a singular instantiation of a process that is uniquely identifiable and 

about which information can be gathered in a repeatable manner. The ratings that are 
determined for the process instance should therefore be repeatable when assessed by 

different qualified assessors [ISO, 1996]. 

o Process attribute rating scale 

The foundation of the rating system in the SPICE rating framework is the set of 9 process 

attribute rating for a process instance of assessed process. A process attribute represents a 

measurable characteristic of any process as defined [ISO, 1996]. Each attribute is itself 

measured on a four-point ordinal scale of achievement. The scale is defined in table 4.2.2 

and used to describe the levels of achievement of the defined capability of the process 

attributes. 

For each process instance assessed, each process attribute. up to and including the highest 

capability level defined in the assessment scope. is accorded a rating using the attribute 
scale (NPLF) 
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Table 4.2.2 Process attribute rating scale: 
N (Not achieved): There is little evidence of achievement of the defined attribute. 
P (Partially achieved): There is some achievement of the defined attribute. 
L (Largely achieved): There is significant achievement of the defined attribute. 
F (Fully achieved): There is full achievement of the defined attribute. 

o Process attribute ratings and data collection 

Each attribute ratings is a judgement of assessor that based upon the documented objective 

evidence - the indicators of process performance and process capability, collected during 

the assessment. All such evidence comes either from the examination of work products of 

the processes assessed, or from statements made by the performers and managers of the 

processes. The existence of the work products, and their characteristics, provide evidence 

of the performance of the practices associated with them. Similarly, the evidence obtained 
from performers of the process provides evidence regarding the performance of the 

practices and the manner in which they arc performed. The attainment of the attribute of 
level I represents the achievement of a process performance and is the first step to achieve 
higher level for the process. 

E3 Aggregation of process attribute ratings 

When more than one instance of a process is assessed, the process attribute ratings of each 
instance in the process may be aggregated. The aggregated process attribute rating shows 

the relative spread of capabilities of the various attributes across a number of processes 
instances for a given process. 

Throughout the SPICE product set, a unique reference is given for each process attribute 

rating, the aggregated ratings are expressed in the following form: 
PC. PR [number of instances]; CLPA = [% Fully, % Largely, % Partially, % Not] 

where PC is the Process Category, PR is the Process within the Category, CL is the 
Capability Level containing the process attribute, PA is the Process Attribute. 
Any individual attribute rating can be represented by placing 100 percent at the measured 
value and 0 percent for all the other values. For example, a single process attribute rating 
can be represented as: ENG. 1 [ 11; 3.1 = [0,100,0,0] 
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This shorthand notation informs us that the process definition attribute for a single instance 

of the develop system requirements and design process was measured as Largely achieved. 
Extending this notation to four instances of the same process we might find: 

ENG. 1 [4]; 3.1 = [25,50,25,0] 

Upon inspection, one of the instances was rated as Fully, two as Largely, and one as 
Partially. Extending this example, the entire process can be characterised as: 

ENG. 1[4]; 1.1 = [75,25,0,0] 
ENG. 1 [4]; 2.1 = [50,50,0,0] 
ENG. 1 [4]; 2.2 = [50,25,25,0] 
ENG. 1 [4]; 3.1 = [25,50,25,0] 
ENG. 1 [4]; 3.2 = [25,25,25,25] 
ENG. 1 [4]; 4.1 = [0,50,25,25] 
ENG. 1 [4]; 4.2 = [25,25,25,25] 
ENG. 1 [4]; 5.1 = [0,0,25,75] 
ENG. 1 [4]; 5.2 = [0,0,25,75] 

The above example has focused on process attributes, but each process instance may also 
be represented as attaining a particular capability level. 

o Achievement ofprocess capability levels 

The capability level for a process instance may be derived from the attribute ratings for 

that process instance. The attribute ratings for a process instance are calculated according 
to the process capability level model defined in Table 4.2.3. 

C3 Aggregation of capability levels 

Same way as the aggregation of process attribute ratings, where more than one instance of 

a process is assessed, the capability levels achieved by the process instances may be 

aggregated to show a frequency distribution of achieved capability levels. The aggregated 

capability levels are expressed as: 
PC. PR [number of instances); (CLO to CLn) = [% CLO, % CLI,... ,% CLn) 

where PC is the Process Category, PR is the Process within the Category, CLO to CLn is 

the capability level range that was assessed. 

With the SPICE rating framework, the capability of any process defined in the reference 
model can be assigned at any level within level 0 to level 5. 
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4.2.5 Output of the assessment 

Chapter 4 

The output from a process assessment is a set of process profiles, one for each instance of 

each process within the scope of the assessment, and the assessment record. 

" Each process profile consists of a set of the nine actual process attribute ratings for each 

process instance of an assessed process. Each attribute rating represents a judgement by 

the assessor of the extent to which the attribute is achieved. The process attribute 

ratings may be used to provide a process capability level rating and a capability profile. 

" Any other information 

that is pertinent to the 

assessment and which 

may be helpful in 

understanding the output 

of the assessment shall be 

compiled and recorded as 
the assessment record 
[Zahran, 1998]. 

Assessment results from any 

compatible model must be 

able to be converted into this 
form of output, so that a 

common basis for 

comparison between 

different assessment model 

exists. 

Table 4.2.3 Capability level ratings for a process instance [EI Emam 
et aL 19981 

Attributes Rating 

Level 1 Process performance Largely or ly 
Process performance Fully 

Level 2 Performance management Largely or Fully 
Work product management Largely or Fully 
Process performance Fully 

Level 3 Performance management Fully 
Work product management Fully 
Process definition an tailoring Largely or Fully 
Process resource Largely or Fully 
Process performance Fully 

Level 5 Performance management Fully 
Work product management Fully 
Process definition an tailoring Fully 
Process resource Fully 
Process measurement Largely or Fully 
Process control Largely or Fully 
Process performance Fully 

Level 5 Performance management Fully 
Work product management Fully 
Process definition an tailoring Fully 
Process resource Fully 
Process measurement Fully 
Process control Fully 
Process change Largely or Fully 
Continuous improvement Largely or Fully 

These profiles rcprescnt the capability of the organisation's implementation of the 

processes in a particular assessment context and will normally be used as basis for 

developing an agreed improvement plan or determining capability and associated risk as 
appropriate. The detailed information captured and recorded during the assessment about 
the presence or absence of specific indicators provides the valuable input into analysis and 
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process improvement planning. The SPICE set product provides more guidance on how to 

perform this task. 

4.2.6 Process Improvement and capability determination using SPICE 

Depending on the business motivation of the assessment, it can take place within one of 

two contexts: A software process improvement or software process capability 

determination. 

For process improvement, the process assessment provides the means of characterising the 

current practice within an organisational unit in terms of the capability of the selected 

processes. Analysis of the results in the light of the organisation's business needs identifies 

strengths, weakness and risks inherent in the processes. This, in turn, leads to the ability to 

determine whether the processes are effective in achieving their goals, and to identify 

significant causes of poor quality, or overruns in time or cost. These provide the basis for 

prioritising improvements actions. 

Process capability determination is concerned with analysing the proposed capability of 

selected processes against a target process capability profile in order to identify the risks 

involved in undertaking a project using the selected processes. The proposed capability 

may be based on the results of relevant previous process assessments, or may be based on 

an assessment carried out for the purpose of establishing the proposed capability. 

In summary, the development of ISO/IEC TR 15504 has drawn together the best of 

international expertise in process assessment, and through the synergy of these 

relationships it has led to significant advances in the state of the art and in the theoretical 

underpinning for process assessment. New techniques for conducing assessments are 

emerging, and ISO 15504 provides a framework within which they can be validated and 

evaluated for their benefits to the industry. The overall impact of the work has been a 

significant boost to the improvement of software engineering practices internationally. 

In order to aid the understanding of the telework software process, a survey was needed to 

capture properties of telework software process. This will be the topic of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 Empirical Studies of Teleworking and 
Software Quality Practice in the Software 
Industry 

To gain practical insight into the software industry, two worldwide surveys have been 

conducted by our research group. The first survey was performed in 1998 and aimed to 

investigate the current practice of software quality assurance in IT industry and to 

explore the state-of-the-art of teleworking practice in software engineering, whilst the 

objectives of the second survey conducted in 1999 were to both identify the critical 

issues of successful software development in Teleworking software environments and 

to explore the specific requirements as well as problems associated with distributed 

development environments in IT industry. Two papers were successfully published in 

refereed conference proceedings to present the surveys results [Guo, et al., 1998. 

1999a]. 

The whole study focuses on providing basic information about the differences of the 

software process between normal (centralised) software development environments and 

teleworking (distributed) software development environments in IT industry. The 

applicability of existing software process assessment and improvement system in 

teleworking environment will be investigated so that further study can be expended. 

5.1 First Survey -A Study of Software Quality Assurance and 
Teleworking in the Software Industry 

5.1.1 Introduction 

Concern about the quality of software has already widespread. Since society has 

become an information society, the key within an information system is the software. It 

is the software that gives a system its power and flexibility, but unfortunately it is also 

the source of many problems. Unreliable software often makes big news, from 

emergency services disasters to social security payment blunders. Improved software 

quality is really essential to ensure reliable products and services, and gain market 

competitive power. Today, without effective information and communication systems, 

businesses cannot achieve their goals. Therefore, all major business has an interest in 

improving the quality of the software. 
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Reliable data about current practice are hard to get as no one likes to admit that they 

are producing poor software. In recent surveys, Wilson and Khurana have taken an 

approach to obtaining data about the practice of software quality assurance among 

companies in Australia [Wilson, et al., 1995] and Europe [Khurana, 1996]. 

As a necessary initial step in carrying out this project, the first survey was conducted 

here to investigate current practice among IT companies worldwide. The aims of the 

survey were to investigate the application of software quality assurance system in IT 

industry and to obtain practical information of how teleworking is used in software 

engineering. The purpose of the survey was to collect meaningful and useful statistics 

on the use of quality assurance systems and teleworking practice in the IT industry. 

The results of the survey provide a solid basis for the further study. 

The power of information and communication technology existing today has enabled 

teleworking to become an effective and efficient way of work in IT industry, however 

no corresponding studies about teleworking in software engineering have been 

reported. Therefore, the survey here will fill the gap in this field to provide the data on 

teleworkers employed in software industry. 

5.1.2 The survey 

This worldwide survey was conducted over the Internet, during the first half of 1998 at 

Southampton Institute. This method was chosen to give an improved response rate over 

the ordinary postal survey and due to its advantages in speed, convenience, and low 

cost. Teleworking and software quality assurance are the focus of the questionnaire 

which builds on the surveys conducted by Wilson [Wilson, et al., 1995] and Khurana 

[Khurana, 1996]. 

It was decided to identify suitable organisations by utilising previous contacts from the 

quality research team, delegates from the quality conferences and some transitions 

were selected from relevant computing publications. 

This survey examines the actual use of teleworking situation and the application of the 

quality assurance techniques for the software engineering in worldwide cross-section 

software organisations. As in most surveys, the survey data relies on the self-reports of 

respondents, and many questions only require Yes/No/Don't Know or 

Low/Medium/High judgement. In other words, the questionnaire is easy to understand 

and easy to answer. This is important because respondents are not willing to spend 
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more time to answer complex questions even if a good relationship exists between 

survey designer and respondents. 

5.1.2.1 Survey questionnaire 

The survey questionnaire, which is included in Appendix C, consists of four parts as 
follows. 

1. Demographic Information: This part comprises two sections. The first section 
includes 7 questions covering contact details, nature of the primary business of the 

organisation, size of the annual budget or annual turnover of the company and total 

number of employees. The second section has 8 questions. They are concerned with 

the respondent organisation's software development and teleworker employment 

situation. The questions include the percentage of teleworkers and non-teleworkers 

involved in software development/maintenance, types of computing services 

provided, types of software product developed, and the amount of time spent on 

software development/maintenance. 

2. Quality Assurance: This part of the questionnaire is concerned with the respondent 

organisation's overall approach to software assurance. 

3. Change control: This section is concerned with change control during software 

development and how change control procedures are applied in teleworking 

environments. 

4. Additional information: This section seeks any further information or comment that 

respondents would like to include, especially concerning software process 

management and improvement relating to teleworking environment. 

5.1.2.2 Analysis techniques 

One assumption in this survey is that teleworkers and non-teleworkers may differ in 

their views about software development. Hence the survey sample was designed to 

allow comparisons among people whose perspectives might be expected to differ as a 

result of their differing roles. 

A non-parametric procedure - Wilcoxon Test (explained below) is used with related 

samples to test the hypothesis that the two variables (the view coming from two teams; 

teleworkers and normal employees) have the same distribution. The test statistic is 

based on the ranks of the absolute values of the differences between the two variables. 
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Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test [Green, 20001 

Chapter 5 

The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test was useful to make the judgement of 
"greater than" between any pair of two performances and make the judgement between 

any two different scores arising from any two pairs. This is a non-parametric test that 

tests the null hypothesis that the distributions of the two variables are the same. For 

example, we can use the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test to determine if 

there are differences between the two examination scores for same students. The scores 

of two examinations taken on the same students are shown in Table 5.1.1. 

Using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test to compare the scores in two 

examinations for N=8 students, the null hypothesis is that the change between the 

examinations has no effect on the student scores. If this were true, it would be expected 

that the sum of those ranks having positive values is approximately equal to the sum of 

those ranks having negative values. For each of the students, the differences of the 

scores between the two examinations are listed in Table 5.1.1. The sum of those ranks 

having plus values (signs) is T+=36, while the sum of those ranks having negative 

values (signs) is T_=0. 

For small samples (i. e., N<25), T= the smaller sum of like-signed ranks. That is, T is 

either the sum of the positive ranks or the sum of the negative ranks, whichever sum is 

smaller. Probabilities associated with various values of T have previously been 

calculated and tabulated for various samples and two variables [Green, 2000]. 

Table 5.1.1 Scores of two examinations taken on the same students 
Students First examination Second examination Difference Rank of difference 

score score 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

87.2 84.3 2.9 7 
65.8 63.9 1.9 5 
72.5 71.3 1.2 2 
83.2 81.8 1.4 3 
92.1 90.4 1.7 4 
99.6 96.4 3.2 8 
64.8 64.1 0.7 1 
85.7 82.9 2.8 6 

The probability associated with T=T. 0 and N=8 is p=0.01 (i. e., p<0.05). With these 

data, therefore, the null hypothesis could be rejected. 

5.1.2.3 Response 

The sample was selected from obtained and accumulated information in our research 

centre, and the database stored in the library of Southampton Institute, eighty-five 
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specific individuals from across the world (mainly concentrated in Furope) were 

contacted. Some of them were teleworking software enoincers and others were 

managers or non-teleworking developers in software companies, however, each of 

whom was in a good position to answer all of 36 questions. Using an intensive 

schedule of reminders, e-mail, postal, as well as Tele-conversations, 43 completed 

questionnaires, which is 51 percent of the total number sent out, are received. There are 

49 percent of individuals who did not respond to this survey. The reasons for not 

participating may he: 

" Software quality assurance is not the main problem at the moment in respondent 

companies. 

" Individuals were not allowed to participate the survey due to restrictions imposed by 

company policy. 

There were 16 responses from teleworkers working in different software companies. 

which provided information for teleworking situations. 

5.1.3 Results 

The Loals of' the survey includes four sections: 

" to investigate the situation of the teleworker employed in software organisations as 

well as their views on quality assurance and change control procedures. 

" to understand why software organisations pursue quality certification as well as 

whether or not these quality standards are applied to ensure quality procedures. 

" to investigate how the change control procedures are applied in software 

organisations. 
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" to investigate whether or not current software process improvement models are 

useful for teleworking environment. 

Analyses of the survey results were conducted on received questionnaires, 

findings are presented below. 
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Figure 5.1.2. Annual budget of respondent organizations 

5.1.3.1 Respondent organisations details 

and the 

Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 show the size of respondent organisations. Most of them are 

medium and large companies with over 500 employees, only 3% of respondent 

organisations had a turn-over/budget of less than £5m. This is possibly because the 

survey was conducted over the Internet, as not many small organisations have access to 

the Internet, so that was not easy to contact. 

Figure 5.1.3 shows the classification of the respondent organisations. IT organisations 

were classified as being IT companies in their own right or as being IT departments of 

non-IT companies. They are all involved in the business of software development. v 

IT Departments / Private Sector 

IT Departments / Public Sector 

IT company / Software 

IT company / Hardware or Services 

l 
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Figure 5.1.3. Classification of Respondent Organizations 
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The survey data in Table 5.1.4 show that the organisation size is an important factor in 

the application 01' quality assurance techniques. In other words, the differences in 

quality assurance technique adoption are directly attributable to organisational size. 

The majority of organisations use a quality system. In fact, it is found that with all of 

the large/medium companies, quality assurance standards are already certified or 

certification is in progress. The survey data also provide some limited evidence that the 

. mailer organisations may be more amenable to using process change control than the 

Iari? er one's. 
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There are many types of' computing services provided by the respondent organisations, 

as seen in Figure 5.1.4. However, none of the IT organisations surveyed involves all of 

them. Some companies provide just one or two services t-or their customers. It is clear 

that most of companies spent it low or medium amount of time on each type service. 
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Figure 5.1.4. Computing services provided by respondent organizations 
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Fi, iure 5.1.5 provides the detail of' software development in respondents. It can he seen 

that none of' the respondent surveyed has spent high amounts of time on software 
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development. Some of IT organisations provide more than one type of software for 

customers, however, they do not spend a high amount of time on any types. 

The questions analysed in Figures 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 were asked in two versions; one is 

for the organisation as a whole (i. e., normal workers are employed) and one is for 

organisations involving teleworking (i. e., teleworkers are employed by organisation). It 

was assumed that there would be differences in the response for these two types of 

workers. However, the analysis addressed in section 5.1.3.5 shows that there was no 

significant difference overall. Figure 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 relate to the responses for the 

organisation as a whole. 

5.1.3.2 Teleworker employment 

Tables 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 show the teleworking situation in software engineering where 

about 70% of the companies Table 5.1.2. Profile of the respondent organisations 

in the survey employ Results (%) 

teleworkers, although most IT 26 
departments 

of them are only partial Employ teleworkers 17 

teleworkers and some of No teleworker 9 
IT 74 

teleworkers are not engaged companies 

in software development. Employ teleworkers 53 
No teleworker 21 

The IT companies have 

higher telework employment than IT departments. 

There are many reasons why employers may reject telework employment. One barrier 

to the spread of teleworking is employers' attitudes. The suspicion towards teleworking 

is most striking when the employer is considering the actual use of teleworking as part 

of their business operations. From the employer's viewpoint, the impossibility of 

Table 5.1.3. Profile of teleworkers involve in IT organisations 

Teleworkers involve in 

software development 

Teleworkers do not 
involve in software 

development 

Results (%) 
80 

Partial teleworker (S 2 day/week) 52 
Teleworker (> 2 day/week) 28 

20 

Partial teleworker (S 2 day/week) 14 
Teleworker (> 2 day/week) 6 
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controlling the telework employees and the unsuitability of the traditional organisation 
management model to manage teleworkers can be seen as the significant problems 
involved in telework development. The more mature the enterprise and the manager 

system is, the more difficult these problems seem to be. 

A survey conducted in the UK by the Henley Management College, the National 

Computing Centre and Small World Communications in 1995, revealed that 36 per 

cent of organisations were using teleworkers, and they expected this figure would rise 
to 62 per cent in 1998 [Monas, 1995]. The survey here confirms the trend of telework 

development and give out a similar result with their expectation that there are 70 per 

cent of organisations using teleworkers. 

5.1.3.3 Quality 

assurance 

This section is concerned 

with the scope of Quality 

Assurance in software 

development. Table 5.1.4 

shows how many 

organisations are certified 

Table 5.1.4 Quality certification of respondent 
organisations 

Certification ISO 
9001 

IS09002 Tick IT Other 

Already 15 (1*) 6 7(2*) 8 
In progress 3 1 

Planned 1 (1*) 11 
No plans 1 

Total 
responses 

43 

* Small organisations (less than 100 employees) 
included in total numbers. 

and which certification they preferred. The analysis indicated that 84% of respondent 

organisations are certified, 9% respondent organisations are in progress of gaining 

certification, 5% of respondent organisations plan to have certification. There still 2% 

of respondent organisations do not want to have certification at the moment. 

The items used to indicate quality assurance system performance in organisations listed 

in the survey questionnaires are: 

A- Software development/maintenance operation implemented a formal quality 

assurance programme. 

B- Software quality assurance programme documented in some form. 

C- Quality system requires formal Requirement Review. 

D- Quality system requires formal Design Review. 

E- Quality system requires formal Programming Review. 

F- Quality system requires formal Documentation Review. 

many 
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G- Conduct planned and documented audits of software development projects to 

verify whether quality activities comply with planned arrangement. 

It can be seen from Table 

5.1.5, just 42% (15 of 36) 

certified organisations adopt a 

formal quality assurance 

programme in the software 

development operation. 11 

Table 5.1.5 Quality assurance system support items 

ABCDEFG 
Yes 15 986653 
No 11 233343 

Don't know 10 446669 
Total 36 15 15 15 15 15 15 

responses 

certified organisations have not implemented a formal quality assurance programme 

and in 10 cases the respondent does not know whether or not quality assurance 

standard is adopted in software development. This may be because the scope of the 

certification is related to the main products of the organisation, and is not specifically 

related to the section of software production. The results show that a number of 

features that would expect reasonable in a quality procedure used by a certified 

organisation are lacking in many cases. 

5.1.3.4 Change control 

This section is concerned with change control during software development. The items 

of control of change in organisations listed in the survey questionnaires are: 

A- Adopt a formal change control procedure. 

B- Change to documented requirements or Table 5.1.6. Control of change 
designs required to undergo some formal support items 

ABCD 
approval process. Yes 31 22 18 16 

C- Adopt procedures to identify and control No 5233 
Don't know 87 10 12 

software components and to maintain the Total 43 31 31 31 

integrity and trace ability of the software responses 

configuration. 

D- Adopt software tools for configuration management. 

Table 5.1.6 shows that the majority of organisations have recognised the importance of 

change control process and adopted a formal change control procedure. 72% (31 of 43) 

of respondent organisations have a process for reviewing requested changes to 

documented requirements or designs, whilst still 11% of respondent organisations have 

not implemented a change control procedure. 
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The analysis shows that some companies are concerned with the change control during 

software development. Many of respondent organisations have a complete change 

control system. 

Some questions in this section relate to teleworkers such as; how change control 

procedures are applied to teleworkers and how to trace the change made by teleworker 

and what problems are raised with this mode of working while change happened. There 

is few response to these questions. It may be explained by two reasons, one is that there 

is no suitable change control procedures to be applied in teleworking environment yet 

and another is that small-scale program development (i. e., the task performed by 

individual teleworkers) does not need change control procedure, or that change control 

is done at a `central site' level so that teleworkers are not made aware of it. 

5.1.3.5 Statistical results 

Statistical tests were conducted to determine whether or not there are difference 

between the answer from teleworker programmes and the answer from normal software 

developers. A Wilcoxon Non-Parametric Test was conducted using a significance 

criterion of p<0.05. The test results showed that there are no significant differences 

between the views of different worker roles (p> 0.1). It means that with the two parts 

of this survey in software development (see 5.1.3.1), the view of telework programmer 

and normal programmer are nearly same. 

5.1.3.6 Additional information 

This section encouraged respondent organisations to provide more information which 

they would like to be included or to clarify some of their responses with respect to the 

software quality, software process management and improvement model application 

relating to teleworking environments. 

Most of responses are concerned with management of teleworkers. Some respondents 

consider that the teleworking programmer can develop programs relatively quickly 

with better quality on small-scale individual tasks because there are no co-ordination, 

communication and control problems. However, they suspect that the telework 

programmers cannot develop large-scale multi-person projects because of the lack of 

experience or studies on how to adopt quality assurance system or software process 

management and improvement model into this newly developed teleworking 

environments. They point out that there is no quality assurance program or standard 
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specific for teleworking software development environment at present and the current 

software process improvement models like CMM, SPICE have not yet been used in the 

case of teleworking environments. No data collected shows whether or not current 

quality assurance systems or software process assessment and improvement models are 

suitable for teleworking environment. 

5.1.4 Discussion 

The importance of software quality, whether the software is for internal use or for sale 

to external clients, is critical for the business survival and competitiveness of 

organisations in the IT industry. Quality assurance techniques have been widely 

accepted and used as a guarantor of producing quality products and providing better 

services. More and more companies pursue IS09000 series [Stelzer et al., 1997], Tick 

IT [Tick IT, 1992] or other standard certification to give a quality assurance in software 

development for several reasons; 1. customers ask for it, 2. requirements for bids 

include it, 3. companies are truly interested in improving the way they do things. For 

whatever the reason, an increasing number of companies decide to invest their time, 

effort and money in obtaining a certification to a recognised standard (Table 5.1.4). 

Wilson [Wilson, 1993] has carried out an Australian based survey of the software 

industry that investigated the correlation between the adoption of adequate standards 

and organisational practices in the software industry. This survey continues this idea to 

investigate the adoption of adequate standards at IT industry in world range. 

However, the implementation of IS09000 or other quality assurance system in 

software production presents several difficulties. The standard has an industry-wide 

scope and some special characteristics of software development are not addressed. 

Even though ISO 9000-3 gives very useful guidance as how to approach IS09000, 

many companies find it difficult to relate their work to the standard. Another great 

problem for organisations is the practical implementation of the standard. All the 

problems hinder the actual use of quality assurance system for companies, although 

many of them have obtained certification. The data analysis (Table 5.1.5), which are 

shown in this survey, reveals that the software quality assurance programmes have not 

yet penetrated to the software developers although there are nearly 84% organisations 

have obtained or plan to obtain certification (Table 5.1.4). The data show only that the 

medium and large companies are really interested in quality assurance systems. 
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Software engineering is a youthful and swift developing industry, but many problems 

exist to hinder its development. Among these problems, the longer term problem of 

skilled labour or talented software engineer shortage in software industry are the 

biggest obstructs. Teleworking is the only solution to solve this problem. However, no 

gain is free, a software project which involving teleworker developers is therefore 

carried out in a distributed development environments. The view from respondent 

shows that how to ensure and improve the quality of software product produced in the 

emerging distributed environment is a difficult problem in IT industry. It has been 

revealed that the problems with the lack of a suitable software quality assurance 

programmes (standard) and a suitable software process model to guide the process 

management will be the limiting factors to the software industry in the near future. 

Teleworking is growing quickly in software engineering. It is revealed that 70% of IT 

companies have employed teleworkers (Table 5.1.2), even though some teleworkers 

are only part-time workers. The view from respondents show that many managers of IT 

companies or organisations are really interesting in developing telework in their 

company. They are willing to take part in this survey because they are keen to obtain 

information and experience on how others doing about telework. This survey gives out 

an important information for current situation of teleworking in software engineering. 

It can be seen from this survey that some problems exist to hinder telework developing 

in software engineering. 

The results of this survey was published in a refereed paper at the international INSPIR 

III conference [Guo, et al., 1998]. This survey is only the first stage of the research. 

The aim of the survey is to obtain basic information such as; software company how to 

ensure product quality, which quality assurance models are used, teleworking situation 

in IT organisation and problems exist in teleworking software environment. The 

analysis shows that at the moment no suitable software quality assurance programmes 

exist for the software company or organisation to ensure quality product produced by 

teleworking environment. Development of a suitable software process management and 

improvement model for teleworking environment is desired by the most of the 

respondents. 

Problem have been identified, which a suitable model is needed to support the process 

management based improvement for telework software development environments. 

However, before develop a new model, more information are needed about teleworking 
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in software engineering such as; what are the critical issues of successful software 
development in Teleworking software environments, which specific requirements are 

needed by the distributed developers and what kind of technique or tools are necessary 

etc. The second survey was therefore conducted to gather further information. 

5.2 

5.2.1 Introduction 

Second Survey - An Investigation of Suitability of 
Software Engineering and Management Processes 
used in Teleworking Environments in the IT Industry 

The data in the first survey indicated that teleworking is becoming a concept under 

serious consideration by many employers, either for part or for their entire workforce in 

the IT industry. Compared to the conventional development environments, a significant 

difference is that this kind of development project and team members spans extensive 

distances and a numbers of countries of varying culture while still operating as if they 

are at company headquarters. Questions arises such as to what are the special problems 

distributed software projects and teams encounter, how to control and what are the key 

factors affecting the quality of software produced at a distributed locations, can 

existing software process assessment and improvement models be applied or whether 

the same processes have the same effect in the teleworking environments, etc. 

Although a number of software process improvement models have been used 

successfully to achieve product quality improvement over more than a decade, it is 

revealed in the first survey [Guo, et al., 1998] that these models have not yet been used 

in the case of teleworking development environment. Extensive searches of journals, 

publications and the Internet failed to reveal any similar survey regarding the above 

issues to support the software quality improvement in the teleworking environment so 

far. The second survey is therefore conducted to gain the practical insight into the 

software industry. 

The main aim of the second survey focused on understanding of the differences 

between teleworking development environments and normal development 

environments in software process, and investigating which factors have more effect on 

the teleworking software process. Management methodologies and special technologies 

used in teleworking environments are also within the scope of this study. The results of 

the survey will serve for developing a suitable software quality assurance model to be 

used in teleworking environments [Guo, et al., 1999a]. 
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5.2.2 The survey 

Chapter 5 

Based on extensive study in the literature, and the SPICE [EI Emam et al. 1998], CMM 

[Paulk et al., 1993a, 1993b] and BOOTSTRAP [Kuvaja, et al., 1994] models, a 

questionnaire was designed to identify the differences between the practical processes 

used by normal (centralised) environments and those used by teleworking (distributed) 

environments, and to explore the key issues of successful software development as well 

as the specific requirements associated with teleworking (distributed) development 

environment in IT organisation. A copy of the second questionnaire is shown in 

Appendix C. 

There are three sections included in this questionnaire. The first section is concerned 

with demographic information that is used to obtain basic information on the 

organisations. The second section considers issues of current software engineering 

practices that are based on good software engineering practice and process 

management principles. As far as we know, each company generally selects different 

activities in the software development process. The aim of section two is to identify 

which activities are necessary to be established in a software company and whether 

they should exist in teleworking environments. The third section is an investigation of 

the specific characteristics in teleworking software environments such as management, 

methodologies and techniques used in the teleworking environments. 

Following the first survey, I conducted the second survey, during the first half of 1999 

at Southampton Institute in UK, in collaboration with the IVF Centre for Software 

Engineering, European Software Institute and the British Computer Society. The 

survey was carried out also based on the questionnaire. The population for the second 

survey was similar to that of the first survey but expanded to include the SPICE 

community. As an improvement to the first survey, the second survey was conducted 

not only though Internet electronic-mail via the professional mailing lists such as 

SPICE (SUGAR), WWSPIN, and Teleworking Internet discussion forum, but also 

based on face-to-face interviews with some organisations which contacts are directly 

conducted at a number of international events on software process improvement and 

quality management, such as SQM'99, organised by the BCS Quality SIG 

(Southampton, UK), and InfoSecurity' 1999 (London, UK), Europe's largest IT security 

event. Further contacts with the participating organisations are made with a set of 

structured questions to verify the questionnaire results, to gain insights into actual 
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,, vstcnis development practice, to elicit the respondents' feelings and concerns about 

their practical experience in software proccsscs and in 111,111,11-1enient issues in the 

teleworkin`g environments. 

After an invitation for participation was posted on the Internet, more than I60 

questionnaires were sent off as requested. The response rate for completed 

questionnaires was greater than 20%/0. A total of 36 completed questionnaires have been 

included in this analysis. Ten countries participated in the survey. The reasons for not 

participating may he that individuals were not allowed to participate in the survey due 

to restrictions imposed by company policy or they were not interested in the content of 

this survey. The results of this second survey were published in it refereed paper, 

presented at the international INSPIRE IV conference [Guo, c'1 a/., I999a1. 

5.2.3 Data statistics and processing methods 

\ weighting scheme for multiple rating questions is used in the analysis of the survey 

data. For example, in a multiple rating question in this survey, respondents are asked to 

rate each item in the question with No relation, Minor important, Important and Most 

important. The weighting scheme is: I for Minor important, 2 for Important, 2 for No 

relation and 4 for Most important. This weighting scheme makes Important and No 

re, lcttion twice as important as Minor important, and Most important twice as important 

it, Important in order to enhance the contrast and give priority to the responses rated as 

Important. 

over 2000 
25'/, 

500-2000 
17(Zc OI -5OO 

ýýIZ( 

Figure 5.2.1. Size of respondent organizations 

For multiple rating questions, all the items in a question are related to one topic. The 

weighted rating values against the items can be put onto a scatter plot, and all the dots 

from each of questions are threaded by separate lines, which give a clear picture to 

show how these items are rated. Furthermore, the results of several comparable 
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multiple rating questions or that of one multiple rating question answered by dilicrcnt 

categories of respondents can he put onto a single scatter plot to he coniparecl. 

5.2.3.1 Demographic information 

The first section provides basic information fur respondent or(-'aanisations such as 

business sector, standards or models used, geography and the sire of the business. 

Figure 5.2.1 shows the distribution of- the size of respondent organisations. The data 

indicated that the survey covered software organisations of all sizes. In fact, one of the 

aims of' this survey is to investigate whether real problems appeared in various size 

organisations for teleworking software environment. Compared with the I-first survey, 

more small companies appeared in this survey. 
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Number of IT staff and teleworkers 

Figure 5.2.2 Approximate It' staff and teleworkers in respondent organizations 

The percentage of' IT staff and teleworkers in responded organisations appears in 

Figure 5.2.2. Although the differences between the percentage of large. medium and 

small companies was not significant (Figure 5.2.1), the number of' IT staff and 

teleworkers employed by respondent organisations was small, for example, 561/ 

responding organisations employ IT staff less than 100,3817c responding organisations 

employ IT staff 100-500,3%Ic responding organisations employ IT staff 500-2000 and 

Yý responding organisations employ IT staff more than 2000. It is also observed that 

all responding organisations (100%, i. e., 56%+38%+3%/+3%Iý) have IT staff but only 

5214 of' them have teleworking developers. One of the aims of' the survey is to identify 

teleworking conditions in software engineering and the trends of' their development in 

IT industries. Even though teleworking developers occupied a high percentage of' all 

respondents (52%/ý, less than the first survey), the number in teleworking employment is 

small. The data indicate that teleworking employment is in its early stage. Further 
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inV, estiýiation (for example, the second and third contacts with respondents) shows that 

most of' the remaining responding organisations (481i(, ), which answered that they do 

not employ teleworkers, actually mean that they do not have any I'ornºal scheme or 

policy in place to employ teleworkcrs, but it is already commonplace I, or sot'tware 

professionals in their company to spend some time work from home through inl ornial 

Iiunohcan 
1 87( 

South NaCil'ic 

10,11 

N0rlIl ; AIllLlira 
2O`/ 

Figure 5.2.3. Geographical (list rihution 

lh 
,? ý,; 

; 1L, ftClllCIlt hl'1wCCII Illaflilglfti and Stalf. 1. They said that '1l1Cy are Illaklllo ? an attempt to 

employ teleworkers, but the lack of practical experience, a more organised process 

management and quality assurance system in this area are currently the limiting factor 

for them to develop teleworking. Although many organisations have formal 

teleworkers, they also agree with this opinion. 

It is worth noting that all of- the respondents indicated in their completed questionnaire 

that they would like to receive a copy of- the survey report. Many organisations 

indicated that the reason for taking part in this survey is that they hope to share with 

other's successful experience on how teleworking works and also to get a copy of- the 

survey report. which will include identifications of potential problems caused by 

Teleworking employment as well as guidelines for improving product quality by 

following an effective process management and improvement model", indicated in the 

questionnaire. In contrast to the first survey, the enthusiasm of' respondents for the 

second survey is really high. Some of them hope to actively keep in contact with the 

author and to promote teleworking development together. 

The geographical distribution of the respondents is shown in Figure 5.2.3. Europe and 

North America were about evenly represented in the sample space. The largest country 

in representation of respondent organisations was the UK, because those were easy to 

access by the author. 
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Figure 5 . 2.4. Applied standard/model distribution 
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The situation of' Quality Assurance (QA) and the quality procedure le. g.. software 

process assessment and improvement models) implementation in software 

development is investigated in the survey. Figure 5 
. 
2.4 shows how many organisations 

have been certified and which certification is that they prefer and select to give an 

assurance for their software product. The ISO 9000 series is still the most popular 

standard, but this is likely to he due to the concert anon of respondents in the UK. The 

C\IM is the second preferred method to ensure the software quality in IT industries. It 

is interesting to find that there are 33% respondent organisations having not 

certification at the moment. This survey result agrees with it previous study IGuo. et 

(ii.. 1998]. The companies that were not certified range over all sizes of' business. 
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Figure 5.2.5. Primary business sector of the respondent organizations 
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As seen from Figure 5.2.5, there was variation in the business sectors at participating 

organisations in the second survey. It is clear that the tntornlation obtained here covers 

the main business fields in software engineering. 
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5.2.3.2 The investigation of characteristics of teleworking environment 

Chapter 5 

This section is to investigate the specific requirements and the characteristics 

associated with teleworking software environment so as to establish a quality system 
implementing effective process management to improve the product quality produced 
in the distributed development environments. 

Some assumptions for teleworking environments are established as follows to ask 

respondents to identify. 

A. There is no difference between a teleworking developer and normal developer in 

the Software Engineering process category. 

B. There is no difference between a teleworking developer and normal developer in 

the Customer Supplier process category. 

C. The self-management process should be added in the teleworking management 

process category. 

D. The project management process should be enhanced in inter co-ordination, and co- 

operation. 

E. There is little need for frequent management contact because most teleworkers are 

trustworthy, dedicated and self motivated. 

F. The regular reviews of project progress are usually more frequent for the co- 

operation team in the case of teleworking. 

G. Manager formally conducts periodic reviews of the status of software project for 

teleworking development more often than the conventional development. 

H. A self-disciplined software engineering process should be used by teleworkers as a 

method of ensuring the quality of software product. 

1. A procedure for controlling changes to the code and specifications is same 

important for teleworkers as for normal workers. 

Respondent can give their answer in four levels, which are agree, strongly agree, 

disagree and strongly disagree. A weighting scheme for multiple rating questions is 

used in the analysis. The weighted responses are shown in Table 5.2.1. 

From Table 5.2.1 and Figure 5.2.6 (D, I), it can be seen that for teleworking software 

development environment compared to the normal development environment, the 

project coordination management and a formal procedure for controlling changes 

during the software development life cycle are identified by the majority of 
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respondents as the top important issues that need to he emphasised. 'i'he self- 

nmanagentent process is a concept widely used in the software engineering. and plays an 
important role on producing quality product in disc rihuted environment. A new concept 

is put forward here for the teleworking cnvironnment, is the self' disciplined software 

engineering process. Figure 5.2.6, C and 11, shows that the two processes, self- 

management together with a disciplined personal software process, are recognised as 

another two specific important issues that should he addressed as a method to ensure 

the quality o1' software product for teleworking software environment. 

Table 5.2.1. Weighted investigation results for teleworking environments 

Agree 
Strongly agree 

Total Weighted score 

WeiahtinR ABCDEFG 11 1 
1 10 7 11 87 10 593 
2 16 17 19 25 261 20 29 

42 41 49 58 9 22 7 49 61 

Disagree 15 10 II9 10 15 40 
Strongly disagree 2I14I 12 222I 

Total Weighted score 7 14 93 33 14 19 82 

B (' D 1r 

-f- Agree 

Disagree 

G 

Figure 5.2.6. Weighted States in teleworking environments 

ii i 

Most organisations agree with that there are no differences between teleworking 

environment and normal environment in the Software Engineering process category 

and the Customer Supplier process category (Figure 5.2.6, A and B), only some of the 

respondents have contrary opinions. The answers for questions E are shown in Figure 

5 
. 
2.6 (E). It shows that the frequent management contact is needed even though 

teleworking engineers are often trustworthy, dedicated and self-motivated (see Chapter 

2). In fact, it was indicated by the respondents for this question that more frequent 

contact with team leaders and colleagues is very important for Teleworking 

programmer. especially from building the team culture point of view. The respondents 
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to questions F and G are interesting, as shown in Figure 5.2.6 ( F, G ), it can be 

explained that there is not very much difference between teleworking environment and 

normal development environment for the periodic review of project progress. The 

analysis shows that most organisations have a reasonable understanding of the 
difference between the two kinds of development environments, and the particular need 
for further enhancement in the management process, both at project level and 
individual level, for the distributed environment. 

The management methodology and technical support systems used in the development 

of distributed project are also investigated in the second survey. 

Figure 5.2.7. Methods adopted in software environments 

Figure 5.2.7 shows the popularity of the different methods which are used to make all 

the teleworking developers involved aware of potential problems or hidden 

dependencies that might lead to inconsistencies in a distributed software project. The 

methods considered are listed as below, among them, Regular face to face meetings 

(A) and Notifying the involved people when changes occur (E) appeared as the most 

popular technique, whilst Explicitly representing project dependencies (C) is the 

second most popular. 

A. Regular face to face staff meeting or interview, 

B. Process modelling, 

C. Explicitly representing project dependencies, 

D. Enactment support systems, 

E. Notifying the involved people when changes occur, 

F. Others. 
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Considering the importance of regular face to face staff meetings in teleworking 

environments, a further investigation has been included in this survey, which covers 

the management methods implemented in Teleworking environment. The data have 
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Figure 5.2.8. Management arranged in software environments 

been illustrated in Figure 5.2.8. The meaning of symbols are: A- once in two days, B- 

once every week, C- daily, D- once two weeks, E- once one month, F- variable and 

G- not requested. It is clear that the regular face to face meetings for every week and 

variable (including formal and informal) meetings according to necessity are the best 

selections. 

The technical support systems and techniques used to enable effective communication 

between the distributed team members listed in the survey questionnaires are: A- 

Telephone, B- E-mail, C- Fax, D- Voice Email, E- Teleconference, F- Mail, G- 

Video conference, H- Intranet (Web) and I- Others. 
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Figure 5.2.9. Technologies adopted in teleworking environments 
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Figure 5.2.9 shows that the most popular used techniques are Telephone and E-mail. 

Teleconference appeared as the second popular technique. 

It is assumed that there are differences in project management and document 

management, especially with respect to information sharing and exchange, between 
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teleworking developer and normal developer, so an investigation is conducted in here. 

Four items were considered as following in this survey, which require Yes/No/Don't 

answer for each item, but with Yes answer followed by Please specify the techniques 

used in the respondent organisation: 

In project planning, is there a procedure being used for recording of data exchange 

between individuals in different development sites? 

B. For project management, are there any different techniques or methods that have 

been used in the teleworking development as opposed to conventional 

development? 

(-. For document management, are there any different techniques or procedures that 

have been used in the teleworking development as opposed to conventional 

development? 

D. For the tasks that are done synchronously, are there procedures or methods being 

used to keep the project process consistent? 
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Figure 5.2.10. Statistics of responses in teleworking environments 

I) 

Fi«ure 5.2.10 shows statistical results. For question A, most of the organisations have a 

procedure being used for the information exchange management between team 

members who are operating in distributed locations. However, for project management 

and document management, only a small proportion of organisations has special 

techniques being used in teleworking environment. Although the answers for question 

D, and A as well, present a larger percentage, it is mainly concentrated on the tools and 

techniques used to support the distributed team operation. 

The possible factors considered having variety importance on the quality of the 

software product produced in distributed development environment are listed below 

from A to I. The following section presents an investigation which factors have more 
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influence on software product quality for distributed (teleworking) environments (Ilan 

normal environments. Four levels were designed and the weighting scheme discussed 

early is used, which are: 4- most important, 2- important, I- minor importance, 2 - no 

relation. 

A. Organisation management 

B. Configuration management 
C. III forlllatloll exchange Illalla"elllcllt 

D. Uoculllelltatlon 111a11agenielll 

E. Human resource management 
F. CollllllLlllicatloil technique support 

G. Change control management -- 
11. Project co-ordination management 

I. Other,, 

Table 5.2.2. The main factors affecting quality of the softwarc in teleworking 
environment. 

Weighting ABCDEFG 11 I 
Minor important I5327 12 6330 

Important 285 10 86898I 
Most important 4 12 16 17 74II 14 18 2 

Total Weighted score 69 77 90 51 40 66 77 91 10 

No relation 223I11I000 
Weighted score 2462222000 

0ý 
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Figure 5.2.11. Factors affecting software quality in teleworking environments 
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Figure 5.2.11 shows the results of the survey. Apart from human resource 

management, other management items all have an important effect on software quality 

produced in teleworking development environments, especially for the management 

processes in the project co-ordination and information exchange management are 
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identified as the most important, the configuration and change control management are 

rated as the second most important factors by the majority of respondents. 

However, it was indicated in the feedback of the survey by the most organisations that 

they are still in trial stage for the employment of teleworking developers, so no mature 

methods or techniques are utilised for the management of teleworking condition, 

neither a specific standard or mature quality system procedure in place. There is 

common recognition among them, that is, a defined software process management and 
improvement model to teleworking environments will bring benefits in product quality 

improvement. 

Finally, the tools and techniques used to support the management of Cooperative work 

and meetings in the distributed locations are also investigated in this survey. The 

results of this section show that most of the responding organisations have recognised 

the necessity and advantages of adopting technology tools to support teams activities. 

81% (29 out of 36) of responding organisations, indicated that they have used shared 

workspaces with variety of tools and techniques for cooperative work in distributed 

software environments. The most frequently used tools identified from this part are 

shared Lotus Notes database and Intranet. The configuration management tool is also 

identified as a useful automated support for managing the engineering process in 

distributed environments. The tools used by these organisations are listed as following 

according to popularity of order: 

1. Lotus notes database, 2. Intranet, 3. GroupWare configuration management tools, 4. 

MS exchange, 5. Outlook, 6. PVCS Software suite. 

The techniques used by organisations to manage the data exchanged between the 

individual in different development sites are (according to popularity of order): 

1. Intranet, 2. Lotus notes database, 3. Central Repository, 4. Centralised Message 

system, 5. Source version control, such as CVS, PVCS. Also some other tools like 

Perforce (Configuration management tools), Automated SW mirroring, Clear-Case 

support CM, are also used. 

Broadly speaking, the centralised server site in teleworking environment plays the role 

of management of software development processes and provides some centralised 

tools. The project information resulting from the modelling is stored in the database 

repository. During enactment, information such as documents can be stored locally at 
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the client sites or at the server site and is accessed by software developers based on the 
Web support that implies that information can be distributed rather than being just 

centralised. The survey indicates that there is a growing interest to support co-operative 

work over the Intranet in the software industry. The emergence and widespread 

adoption of the Intranet offers a great deal of potential for the development of 

collaborative technologies as an enabling infrastructure. 

Many new tools are being developed and used to promote teleworking development. 

Nevertheless, a suitable process model or modification of the present model for 

software quality assurance is needed to enable teleworking to mature in the software 

industry. 

5.3 Conclusions 

According to the results of these two surveys, most of IT companies or organisations 

have obtained software assurance certification (84% in first survey and 67% in second 

survey). It means that companies have recognised the importance of quality assurance 

system and have used them to pursue high quality products. 

The survey analysis show that many organisations have employed full or partial 

teleworking developers (70% in first survey and 52% in second survey), although the 

total number of teleworking developers is still small (Figure 5.2.2). Many of 

organisations express great interest in employing teleworking developers even though 

they have not formally employed any teleworkers yet. Some of these respondents 

intensely hope to keep in touch with the author so that they can obtain further 

information about the development of this project. They have expressed the aspiration 

to employ teleworking developers in the near future. It is clear that the IT industry has 

gradually recognised that teleworking and the formation of distributed software 

development environment is the trend of development. Nothing can obstruct this trend 

because the great benefit and advantage brought by telework. 

It is believed that the surveys conducted are the first attempt in software community to 

find out whether the current software process assessment or improvement models are 

suitable for teleworking (distributed) environments. It has been praised by many 

respondents that the research project fills the important hole in software process 

modelling community. It is confirmed from our surveys that although the current 
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software process assessment and improvement models have been widely used in the 

software industry, but they have not been applied in the distributed environment. 

The analysis of the survey show that there are significant difference in the software 

process between traditional (normal) software development and the teleworking 

software development in the IT industry (Figure 5.2.6,5.2.7,5.2.8), particularly with 

respect to the special need of emphasising in management method (e. g. coordination 

and information management) and effective technology support system. A number of 

items have been identified as specific importance to the distributed environment 

(Figure 5.2.6, and 5.2.11), and some of the items are not addressed adequately by the 

existing software process improvement models. It can therefore be concluded that the 

current software process assessment or improvement models are not fully suitable for 

teleworking environment. Consequently, when the current software process 

improvement models are considered to apply in teleworking environment, some 

modifications should be made to enable it suitable for the new conditions under which 

the telework programmers operate. 

It is confirmed from our surveys that a suitable software process assessment based 

improvement model is desired by most of organisations to aid the efficient 

management of software process toward product quality improvement in teleworking 

environment. The results of the surveys provide valuable information for what should 

be addressed in the development of such new process approach for telework 

environment. The results of the two surveys are presented in my two papers which are 

published in refereed international conferences [Guo, et al., 1998.1999a]. The topic of 

the following chapter is to further improve our understanding of the relationship 

between teleworking environments and software process improvement models. 
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CHAPTER 6 Comparative analysis of current process 
assessment schemes and Recommended 
scheme for teleworking environments 

A software product is the result of a set of processes. It is therefore essential to design and 

control the software development processes carefully in order to prevent errors in the 

resulting work products and to produce quality instead of attempting to achieve it only by 

testing and verification activities. Software process assessment method is an appraisal or 

review of an organisation's software process. In order to improve software process, an 

organisation needs an initial assessment of current practices, which measures the current 

capability and identifies shortcomings to guide the improvement process. 

Therefore, software process assessment and improvement becomes a big business in the 

software industry. Large sums are invested to increase efficiency and effectiveness, 

improve product quality, and increase job satisfaction as well as attain greater customer 

satisfaction. The CMM, the first Software process assessment model, was created upon 

this circumstance. Other assessment models were subsequently developed by regions and 

organisations to address more specific needs and to capture the growing experiences. A 

joint technical committee of ISO and IEC embarked on a project to develop an 

international standard for software process assessment (ISO/IEC 15504 or SPICE). 

Unfortunately, no software process assessment models are designed for telework 

environments. Further to the analysis of the four important software process models 

introduced in Chapter 3 and 4, the objective of this chapter is to investigate the 

adaptability and compatibility of existing software process assessment models - originally 

developed in conventional centralised development environments - to teleworking 

environments. To do this, a comparative analysis of the relationship between the process 

models with respect to identification of the key features that highlight the advantages and 

weaknesses of each model from the software product assurance point of view will be 

made. At the same time, similarities and differences between the two development 

environments will also be studied. Such comparisons will lead to a judgement of whether 

the current process model can be used in the distributed environment, and to recommend 
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the one considered most suitable to be used as a foundation in the development of the new 

process model for telelworking environments. 

6.1 Adaptability of current SPI models in a Teleworking development 

environment 

Four popular SPI models have been discussed in Chapter 3 and 4. The objective here is to 

investigate their adaptability in telework environment. 

6.1.1 PSP model 

The personal software process (PSP) model can provide a promising or optimising way for 

software engineers to understand their own performance, such as assess their talents, build 

their skills, and to realise how to improve their capability to pursue quality products. PSP 

can help programmers plan better, track their performance precisely, and measure the 

quality of their products. Whether they design programs, develop requirements, write 

documentation, or maintain existing software, the PSP can help them to do better work. 

The PSP is designed to address the improvement needs of individual engineers. Therefore, 

the application domain of PSP differs from the other process assessment models. The 

former relates to the individual software engineer and introduces a disciplined way to do 

software engineering, whilst the others are organisation wide and are used to provide a set 

of basic practices that must be followed by organisations developing software. It is this 

model speciality which can give teleworkers great assistance. 

Software product involves human creation. The quality of the product largely depends on 

the professional competence of the software developer, and the discipline a programmer 

applies to the task of writing programs. Quality is written into the programs at 

development time, and cannot be tested into them later. In order to create quality software 

products, a practical way is improving experience, capability and efficiency of the 

software developer. Therefore, from the point of view of teleworkers who are working 

independently in geographically distributed locations, the PSP is particularly attractive 

because it can help teleworkers by improving their personal technique to produce quality 

products. 
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The PSP has a maturity structure much like the CMM that provides a defined sequence of 

process improvement steps coupled with performance feedback at each step. It is helpful 

for software engineers or teleworkers to understand the quality of their work and to 

appreciate the effectiveness of the methods they use. Nonetheless, PSP model is 

appropriate to the teleworker software engineer, because the PSP's unique purpose is to 

help a programmer be a better software engineer, no matter where are they located to do 

the work. 

The quality of a large program depends on the quality of the smaller programs of which 

they are built. To achieve a high-quality large program, individual software engineers who 

develop one or more of its module parts must do a high-quality work. For centralised 

development conditions, this may not be a serious problem, but for telework development, 

it is a serious issue because the latter is difficult to be monitored by managers. This means 

that how to ensure quality product in teleworkers development process may be a hard 

work. 

The quality of software units is determined by the development process of individual 

engineers, hence an effective way to heighten the quality of the unit is to improve the 

processes of the individual and make the programmer understand the various aspects of 

evolutionary improvement. The PSP is a method to fulfil this task. By using the PSP, 

teleworkers can improve their personal capability to produce high quality product. No 

matter what software process assessment model is utilised by an organisation for their 

process improvement program, the PSP model is useful to improve their employee's 

personal software process. It can play particular important role in teleworking software 

environments. However, it is not a suitable model to improve an organisational process. 

6.1.2 Other models (CMM, SPICE and BOOTSTRAP) 

Over the last decade and a half, the tremendous benefits of successful process 

improvement programs reported from single sites or divisions in companies such as 

Hughes [Humphrey, et al., 1991], Raytheon [Dion, 1993], Motorola [Diaz, 1997] has 

demonstrated that formal defined and efficient development process are vital for being 

competitive. To ensure software quality, organisation needs to know which processes need 

improvement. Software engineers and managers generally know in detail their problems in 
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their process, but they often have different views on which improvements are most 
important. In order to identify important improvements for organisation, it is necessary to 

compare the organisation's current set of practices with a set of best practices derived from 

industry. This means that organisations can learn what works best from other organisations 

and can then identify where improvements in their processes should be made. An 

assessment is one approach to comparing organisational processes with industry best 

practices. It provides a disciplined examination of the processes within an organisation. 

The best practices that can be used for assessment purpose are commonly stipulated in 

existing assessment models, such as CMM, Bootstrap and ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE). 

However, the best practices in these models may not be relevant to all organisations, as 

every organisation is different in how and what they produce or sell. Nevertheless, an 

assessment provides a profile of processes that are being performed in an organisation and 

how well they are being performed. Such assessments play an important role in initiating 

and tracking process improvements. 

Although the existing assessment models are widely used within the software industry, 

there are critical problems that still remain. For example, the existing process models were 

all developed with the traditional single-site software company in mind, and so do the 

processes and best practices provided. They have only been applied to companies who use 

traditional development techniques. Distributed software projects and those operating in 

geographically distributed development areas where the quality assurance is much more 

difficulty have not, as yet, had process improvement paradigms available for adoption. 

The predictability of software product quality is always highly related to the stability and 

capability of software process. The existing assessment models provide a basic foundation 

and effective way to quantitatively control and improve software development process so 

as to reinforce the stability and capability of software process. The same principle is also 

applicable to the distributed environments. However, for geographically distributed 

software project, a suitable assessment model is particularly crucial since the set of 

formally defined and documented software process and the best practices provide a visible 

means that enables common understanding of the project within the organisation, and 

therefore facilitate communication amongst the roles involved in the project. This is 

particularly important for distributed team members, and those in which a good set of 
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explicit process and practices may be used as routine guidance that helps developers know 

that they are doing things correctly and effectively, and that their resulting products are 

achieving full value from them. 

The distributed (teleworking) software development is a developing business paradigm 

that organisations are adopting to be able to meet their business challenges and derive 

competitive advantage. It is also a developing research area and is still a high-risk 

undertaking. The requirements for success are far from being completely understood. 

Therefore, there is much yet need to be learned and to be included in the SPI model such 

as how to successfully initiate and manage this new business paradigm. 

For the distributed software development, a significant difference is that software 

engineers work on geographically distributed team with participants in many locations. 

They face numerous and formidable problems of quality management, communication, 

team coordination, and so on. The resulting need for the distributed software development 

is therefore creating great challenges for effective project management and requires new 

techniques to support the distributed cooperative work. For example, it requires new 
management techniques that relate to the new way of working, to developing a new 

information system of distributing necessary information to teleworkers, establishing a 

kind of new working relationship, etc. Teleworking software engineers need to develop a 

new approach to self-management skills to increase their productivity. In order to improve 

software product quality, teleworking organisations must have a set of formal defined and 

documented software processes. It means that by establishing and enforcing formal 

procedures for communication and collaboration as indicated under the assessment 

models, enhanced team performance, diminished problems and improved product quality 

can be expected. 

As software organisations move towards global markets, they need increased emphasis on 

quality, standards and global project management strategies based on structured guidelines 

to handle process flow within and between projects team members, departments, 

organisations, and national boundaries. However, the specific problems and requirements 

associated with the distributed environments are not addressed explicitly in either of the 
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existing assessment models. The conclusion is therefore'none of the analysed assessment 

models can be used "as is" for the distributed environments. 

However, in the case of writing source code, there are no fundamental differences between 

centralised and distributed development process. In other words, most of base practices are 

same for the two development environments. Therefore, existing process models can be 

used as a starting point for developing an assessment approach that meets the needs of 

distributed development environment, as for all of them it is possible to add some 

processes and criteria which are particular relevant to teleworking organisations. 

6.1.3 Applicability and adaptability of the existing models 

The following proposals have been considered as possible options for the recommended 

solution: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Fully adopt one of the existing assessment models 

Use one process assessment model as a baseline and extend or modify it with 

specific practices of teleworking software environment 

Develop a new model as a combination of some of the existing models 

Develop an entirely new model from scratch 

As discussed in Chapter 2 and above, the first proposal is not feasible, because it is 

obvious that none of the three assessment models covers the specific issues of distributed 

software environments. The last two proposals are not realistic due to the time and effort 

needed to develop fully tests and publicise a new method for a current problem. The 

current SPI models are a result of the work of numerous experts over many years. It is not 

realistic to create a fully new model by an individual in a few years and it is unlikely that 

there would be a sponsor willing to invest the large amount of money needed to develop 

and maintain a proprietary assessment scheme. Therefore, the second proposal is 

considered as the best selection. In order to select a suitable baseline model, a comparative 

analysis of the three most well known process models is conducted below. 
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6.2 Comparison of current software process methods 

6.2.1 Architecture, Key features, Strengths and Weaknesses of the three 

models 

A significant difference among the three most popular models is ' the underlying 

architecture used to express the model. A flow diagram for each of the three models, 

CMM, SPICE and Bootstrap, are created by author to reflect these architectures. The 

principle and structure of each model are also shown from these diagrams. 

6.2.1.1 CMM 

o Architecture and key features 

Staged improvement 
for the whole 
organization's 
processes /_ 

r_; 

ýý 

Level 5: Optimizing 

Defect prevention 
Technology change management 

Process chance management 

Quantitative process management 
Software quality management 

Level 4: Managed 

Level 3: Defined 

Level 2: Repeatable 

Level 1: Initial 

----J Transition process focus 
Organisation process definition 

Training program 
Integrated software management 

Software product engineering 
Intergroup co-ordination 

J 
Requirements management 

Software project planning 
Software project tracking and oversight 

Software subcontract management Software 
quality assurance 

Software configuration many emen 

Figure 6.1 The architecture of the CMM model 

The architecture of the SW-CMM is known as a "staged" architecture shown in figure 6.1. 

The Capability Maturity Model for Software (SW-CMM) is the most well known best 

practices model that aims at providing software organisations with guidance on how to 

gain control of their software production processes and how to evolve towards a culture of 

software engineering and management excellence. It was designed to guide software 

organisations in selecting specific process improvement strategies by determining current 

process maturity and identifying the issues most critical to software quality and process 

improvement. By focusing on a limited set of activities and working to achieve them, an 
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organisation can steadily improve its organisation-wide software process to enable 

continuous and lasting gains in software process capability. The key features of CMM 

includes: 

1) It defines a software process system for a software development organisation with the 

emphasis on organisation, project management and process management 

2) The CMM is a staged organisational capability improvement model in that uses a staged 

structure to provides a way for software organisations to improve their process step by 

step. It provides a clear improvement path with focus on processes that build 

organisational capability. 

3) The capability maturity level to be determined is presented at the organisational level as 

a whole. 

4) The underlying process model of CMM is organised into five maturity levels. A 

maturity level is a well-defined evolutionary plateau toward achieving a mature 

software process. The five levels reflect the fact that the CMM is a model for improving 

the capability of software organisation. 

5) CMM adopts only one dimension to evaluate the capability maturity of. an organisation 

at one of the five levels. 

6) The eighteen key process areas defined are grouped into five levels that forms an 

ordinal scales for measuring the maturity or the capability of an organisation's software 

process. Overall process capability of the organisation unit assessed is then a roll-up of 

individual KPA ratings. 

7) Each key process area (KPA) is pre-assigned to a specific maturity level of 

organisational process capability. Each KPA is defined in terms of goals and specific 

practices 

8) The process maturity questionnaire (with yes/no answers) associated with CMM is used 

as a tool to provide organisations with a way to characterise the maturity of their 

software processes 
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9) Improving the maturity of a software organisation is achieved through an evolutionary 

path from ad hoc chaotic (level 1), to mature, disciplined (level 5), which is carried out 

continually on the basis of the five staged levels. 

SW-CMM is an elaborated model that represents capability features together with general 

activities. Its categorisation of these features with respect to different focus areas or 

maturity levels, form steps in an improvement path. 

o Modularity and extendibility 

The reason that we study existing models is thattwe want use one of these models as a base 

and then extend it to the model that is suitable for telework development condition. 

Therefore, it is necessary to study modularity and extendibility of these existed models. 

The scope of a CMM based assessment, either a Software Process Assessment (SPA) or a 

Software Capability Evaluation (SCE), may cover all key process areas defined in CMM 

or focus on a certain maturity level. An assessment that aims, for example, to evaluate 

whether or not an organisation achieves maturity level 3 would concentrate on the key 

process areas of the maturity levels 2 and 3. Therefore, the scope of a given assessment 

based on CMM can be reduced to the key process areas assigned to a specific maturity 

level (including the key process areas of all lower levels). Reducing the scope to a single 

key process area within a level is possible in theory, but no published material that this 

was ever done has been found. 

Possible extensions of CMM could be: 

" Introduction of new key process areas (question: which maturity level is appropriate? ) 

" Introduction of new common features (the level below key process areas) 

" Introduction of new key practices (the level below common features) 

Any extension may impact already existing elements (e. g. key process areas) and 

eventually give rise to the need to change the existing architecture; i. e. to move existing 

key process areas to another maturity level, to split key process areas, or to move key 

practices to another place etc. Such an exercise is currently ongoing with the development 

of CMM V2 ([CmmV2,1997], [CMM-2C]). 
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o Strengths and Weakness 
One of the advantages of the CMM architecture is that it focuses on the "vital few" issues 

that typically block process performance at a particular stage in the organisation's life. The 

adjective "key" implies that there are process areas (and processes) that are not key to 

achieving a maturity level. CMM does not describe in detail all processes that are involved 

with developing and maintaining software. Only certain process areas have been identified 

as key determiners of process capability; these are the ones described in CMM. Each 

maturity level provides a layer in the foundation for continuous process improvement. 

As shown in figure 6.1, the five levels in CMM are designed so that capabilities at lower 

stages provide progressively stronger foundations for the higher stages. Each development 

stage or maturity level distinguishes an organisation's software process capability and 

represents a significant quality improvement in the organisation's process capability over 

the previous level. Before a particular level can be achieved by an organisation, all the 

requirements (goals of all key process areas) of the lower maturity levels must be met. The 

maturity framework rested on the premise that each stage is needed to solve a specific set 

of problems facing the organisation, and that an organisation would have difficulty 

implementing more sophisticated practices unless these more fundamental issues were 

resolved. Thus, an organisation is encouraged to implement the practices at a given stage 

of maturity before moving on to the next stage. 

The advantage of the maturity levels is that they provide clear priorities, which provide 

guidance for selecting those few improvement activities that will be most helpful if 

implemented immediately. This is important because most software organisations can only 

focus on a few process improvement activities at a time. 

An another main feature of the CMM is that it contains a hierarchy of processes that is a 

suitable improvement "roadmap" for many organisations. And each level in the hierarchy 

measures the organisation's maturity. Therefore, CMM has the advantage over the 

International Quality Management and Assurance Standard, e. g. IS09001, of providing 

multiple levels of attainment for an organisation's process and provides a framework for 

successive process improvements through the hierarchy in relatively easy steps. 

Furthermore, it has the advantage over other types of process assessment in that it reduces 
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expert judgement to a minimum and provides guidelines about how a process may 

progress from one level of the hierarchy to the next higher level. It is therefore most useful 

as a support to technology transfer, as well as providing a means for software procurers to 

assess a contraction organisation's software process. 

An assessment may identify many possible process improvements. The question for many 

organisations is "Which improvement shall we do first? " CMM staged approach to process 

improvement provide best answer for this, which is based upon the assumption that 

processes are interdependent that some processes will deliver little benefit unless others 

have been implemented already. 

Despite the great success of the CMM model in software process assessment and 

improvement, there are also some serious problems. Some important issues were not 

addressed. For example, risk management is certainly a vital element of modern project 

management that is inadequately addressed in the current CMM V1.1. This may be the 

most controversial change proposed for Version 2. A disadvantage of the CMM 

architecture is that it prescribes attacking project management issues before engineering 

ones (although this prioritisation is based on experience in successful process 

improvement). As an instance, the CMM emphasises project management at level 2. 

Organisational and engineering processes are deferred to level 3. While engineering 

processes are certainly performed at levels 1 and 2, it would be more difficult to describe 

organisational processes at level 2 without violating the emphasis on project issues. 

Another disadvantage of the CMM architecture is that people can lose sight of the 

processes that are not a focus of a particular maturity level, but which must still be 

performed. 

The CMM is based on the assumptions that the majority software development problems 

and, hence, causes for software project failures are managerial rather than technical. The 

CMM applies process management and quality-improvement techniques to software 

development and maintenance and therefore models organisational process improvement. 

The CMM provides a conceptual structure for improving the management and 

development of software products in a disciplined and consistent way [Paulk, 1995a]. The 

CMM, however, is not an exhaustive model LSaiedian, 1995]. It does not address several 
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software management and engineering practices important I'm successful projects. For 

example, the CMM does not yet directly address expertise in a particular application 

domain: advocate specific tools, methods, or software technologies: or address issues 

related to human resources, such as how to select, hire, motivate, and retain competent 

people. Neither does it address issues related to concurrent engineering, teamwork, change 

management, or systems engineering. 

Other CMM models 

Motivated by the success of the Capability Maturity Model for Software (SW-CMM) 

several other capability maturity models are developed or under development by the SI: I 

(scc Table 6.1) 

"fable 6.1: CMM mode ý developed by SEI. 

SW-('\IN I Software Engineering 

and Management Processes 

P CMM Hunan Resource Management in 
Software Organisations 

Staged V 1.0 (1995) 

SA-CMM Software Acquisition Processes Staged V 1.01 (1990) 

SE-CMM Systems Engineering Processes Continuous V I. 1 (1995) 

Trusted SW-CMM Engineering and Management 
Processes for Trusted Software 

Staged V 12 (1990) 

IPD-CMM Integrated Product Development Continuous 

For all these process models, there is now it Common CMM Framework (CCF) under 

development. Because of delay in releasing these documents, it is intended to release SW- 

CMM V2.0 compliant with the requirements stated in the current CCF draft. SW-CMM 

Version 2.0 had originally been scheduled for the second halt of 1997. This version was 

supposed to be used for pilot applications. In the mean time, the two versions I. 1 and 2.0 

should exist next to each other. 

It has been the intention of SEI that SW-CMM Version 2.1 would replace CMM Version 

1.1. Version 2.1 will incorporate user feedback on Version 2.0, and harmonise with the 

latc, t releases of ISO 9001 and SPICE [CmmV2,19971. 

It has been communicated officially by the SEI in 1997, that the main sponsor (DoD) 

decided to delay the release of CMM V2 until a new draft of Common CMM Framework 
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Process Dimension 

(('('F) has been reviewed and published. CCF had the intention to cover hoth staged - like 

('MM VI. 1 - and continuous process capability models - like 13 )Oý'sl'Rnt' and Spu'iý. The 

decision has to he seen in the wider context of' the current debate concerning the position - 

and revision of ISO 12207 [Rout, 19971. 

6.2.1.2 BOOTSTRAP 

Architecture and key features 
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Figure 6.2 BOOTSTRAP Principle and Architecture 

Like the SPICE model, the architecture of Bootstrap shown in figure 6.2 is also known as 

a continuous architecture. The Bootstrap approach was developed as European method for 

software process assessment. quantitative measurement, and improvement. Bootstrap 

enhanced and refined the Software Engineering Institute's maturity model and adapted it 

to the needs of the European software industry, including non-defence sectors like 

banking, insurance, and administration. This adaptation provided it method that could be 

applied to a variety of software producing units, small to medium software companies or 

departments that produce software within a large company. The latest version 3.0 of 
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BOOTSTRAP has been developed to ensure full conformance to ISO 15504, and to align 

to ISO 12207. Bootstrap Institute has made the commitment to stay compliant with SPICE. 

The BOOTSTRAP has the following specificity: 

1) Bootstrap is a continuous process assessment based improvement model that supports 

both software process assessment and improvement. Its focus is more on the 

organisational human issues than the technological aspects. 

2) The Bootstrap Institute provide assessor training program to guarantee that all the 

assessments will fulfil the same quality standards, therefore the quality of assessments 

is assured by a continuous qualification and test programme which the assessors are 

obliged to undergo. 

3) The process assessment is performed at and the capability of the process is determined 

for two levels: the software producing unit (SPU), and its software projects. 

4) In order to fit the methodology into the European context, Bootstrap was developed by 

adopt CMM as the main initial background model, extend with features and 

requirements from a number of standards for quality systems, include ISO 9000, ISO 

9000-3, ESA PSS-01-0, and ISO 12207, ISO15504. The process model of Bootstrap 

provides the definition of a set of fundamental software processes and activities that 

should be implemented by European software industry. 

5) Three dimensions are adopted in version 3.0 of the Bootstrap to determine the 

capability of software process. In addition to the Process dimension and Capability 

dimension existed in SPICE, it also contains a Technology dimension. 

6) Similar to SPICE, the process capability to be measured and improved is focused on 

the capability of individual process-by-process basis, and the capability of each 

process assessed is measured within the same six maturity levels as SPICE, but 

represented on the basis of a quartile scale dividing each maturity level into quartiles in 

Bootstrap. 

o Modularity and extendibility 

The statements made for SPICE also apply for BOOTSTRAP. A process quality attribute 

can be viewed as a sort of "module" within the quality attribute hierarchy. The scope of 
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an assessment in Bootstrap could be reduced by only investigating a subset of the modules 

(e. g., certain processes might not be applicable/useful in a given organisation). As an 

example in practice, the Bootstrap Institute has developed an approach called TAPISTRY, 

which is a downscaled (experience based tailoring) assessment model of Bootstrap, to 

address the need of small to medium enterprises. 

Likewise, adding a new process (quality attribute) is also not difficult, in principle. A set 

of quality factors (i. e. questions) needs to be specified, and each of them has to be 

allocated onto an adequate maturity level individually. However, no experiences with 

extensions of the basic Bootstrap model are reported yet. 

o Strengths and weakness 

One of the advantages ý of Bootstrap is to show the capability of single processes as 

capability profiles and with quartile precision within each level, as an advantage over 

CMM and SPICE. The capability profile, which forms the output of the capability 

determination, is produced at two levels: the SPU level and the project level, that then can 

be compared with each other. These output profiles are specific to the BOOTSTRAP 

methodology, it may be expressed by the absolute maturity level of all the key attributes 

forming the strengths and weaknesses profile of the SPU or project. 

Since the capability of each process assessed is measured within six maturity levels on the 

basis of a quartile scale dividing each maturity level into quartiles, thus more detailed and 

precise results can be obtained, and the quartiles make it possible to compare different 

assessment results inside the same capability level. 

One major difference to CMM and SPICE is that the assessment in Bootstrap is done only 

by company's external to the client organisation (consultant assessors). The BOOTSTRAP 

methodology does not support or offer guidelines for self-assessment activities [Members, 

1993]. 

To ensure the full conformance to ISO 15504, BOOTSTRAP V3.0 is based on the process 

model as defined in a previous version of SPICE. As SPICE, it adopts the six-level 

maturity scale (from 0 to5), which was extended from the CMM scale by introducing two 

dimensions of maturity to determine the capability of each process. For each process, 
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BOOTSTRAP defines a purpose, a scope, a set of goals and a set of base practices. The 

wording of the process purpose and the process goals is mostly identical to the one of 
SPICE (PDTR) version - part 5, while the scope and the base practices have been added 
for each process by the BOOTSTRAP Institute. 

6.2.1.3 SPICE 

ISO 15504 (SPICE) has a completely different objective than SW-CMM. It is not a model 

although it contains at least two models inside its pages. Its purpose is not to be used as an 

improvement model either, although it contains an improvement cycle. ISO 15504 was 

created to provide a framework where different evaluation models could compare the 

results of their application, provided they were compatible with its principles. 

o Architecture and key features 

The architecture of the SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504), known as a continuous architecture, is 

shown in figure 6.3. The framework defined in ISO/IEC 15504 is not intended to be a 

complete assessment method by itself. It is designed to provide a basis for a common 

approach to describe the results of process assessment, allowing for some degree of 

comparison of assessment results based upon different but compatible process models and 

assessment methods. 

The specific characteristics of SPICE include: 

1) It provides the universal definition of fundamental software processes and activities 

(best software engineering practices) that should be implemented by software 

organisations 

2) SPICE is a continuous process improvement model; in this approach, process 

management consideration are explicitly applied to individual domain-specific 

processes (e. g. requirement management, configuration management) and rated 

accordingly. 

3) The process capability to be measured and improved is focused on the capability of 

individual process-by-process basis rather than an organisational (in CMM); 
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4) The SPICE structure is organised into two models: a reference model which provides 

definitions for the set of standard software engineering processes and a formal rating 
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6) Each process is assessed based on the common rating framework in that includes four 

items to be considered: indicators, process instance, process attributes, and the six 
capability levels; 

7) The determination of a process capability is supported by the objective evidence called 
indicators provided in the assessment model, the indicators are used to judge and 

measure the achievement of the performance and the capability of implemented 

process; 

8) Evolving process capability in SPICE is expressed in terms of process attributes 

grouped into capability levels, in which enables capability to be assessed from the 

bottom of the scale, Incomplete, through to the top end of the scale, Optimising. The 

scale therefore defines a well-defined route for improvement, which is similar to CMM 

but with different focus: each individual process level in SPICE while organisational 

process level in CMM. 

Q Modularity and extendibility 

ISO/IEC TR 15504 (Part 2) provides a reference model for process assessment. The 

reference model identifies critical attributes that a process should have to be considered 

complete and effective, but without unduly constraining the implementation of the process. 

Assessment models may be built that address the unique needs of an industry sector or 

organisation by addressing the requirements for compatibility contained in Clause 7 of 

ISO/IEC TR 15504 - Part 2. Compatible models may be developed by organisations for 

their own internal use; or by professional organisations defining requirements for specific 

application domains or use situations, e. g. teleworking software environment. 

The requirements for constructing compatible models are also set out in ISO/IEC TR 

15504 - Part 2. There must be a clear and unambiguous mapping from the elements in a 

compatible model to the basic elements of the reference model - the processes and process 

attributes. The model must contain a comprehensive set of indicators of process 

performance and capability. Finally, there must be a mechanism for translating the results 

of assessments performed with the model to the form defined in ISO/IEC 15504. 
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The SPICE product set also allows for tailoring in the sense that conformant models have 

the following degrees of freedom: 

" guidance can be provided to aid in appropriate interpretation of the processes; 

" existing model processes can be extended by supplementing them; 

" entirely new processes can be added. 

In practice, during the SPICE trial phase, the scope of an assessment is always reduced 
down to a few processes of particular interest, including the processes to be investigated 

within the organisation and the highest capability level to be investigated. Experience how 

well extending the base practices works in practice are not yet available, but a number of 

publications have positively demonstrated the feasibility of such extension with processes 

and base practices in the SPICE model, e. g. [Cass, 2000] [Zyl, 2000]. Adding new process 

areas to the reference model requires careful studies to avoid possible overlaps with 

existing processes. 

Q Strengths and Weaknesses 

SPICE claims to be appropriate across all application domains and sizes of organisation. 

The greatest benefit of ISO 15504 is that it provides a common ground for comparing and 

sharing process maturity/capability information when multiple models are used. As shown 

in figure 6.3, the SPICE architecture does not prescribe any particular organisational 

improvement path neither does it contain a hierarchy of processes. The process assessment 

measures the maturity of each process individually at one of the six capability levels. This 

can avoid the disadvantage in dividing the processes into different capability maturity 

levels as found in some of the existing models, e. g. CMM. This means any process can be 

and may be practised at any level. Therefore, the software organisation may need only to 

improve the capability of processes that have not achieved the expected capability level. 

This approach also provides flexibility for the organisation to prioritise their special needs 

in process improvement programme at process levels based on their specific 

circumstances. However, when many processes are being assessed and improved in the 

same improvement programme, ignoring dependencies between processes can lead to 

duplication and wasted effort. This is the major weakness of SPICE. 
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In SPICE, the term capability level is used instead of maturity level. Evolving process 

capability is expressed in terms of process attributes, which are in turn grouped into a set 

of six capability levels. Each capability level represents an incremental evolution in the 

management and control of the processes, so that the assessment model provides a road 

map for increasing capability. The approach enables precise measurement of process 

maturity when many processes are being assessed and improved in the same improvement 

programme. 

To become an international standard, SPICE had to take into account existing ISO 

standards, notably ISO 12207, which defines the processes belonging to the software 

development life-cycle. As a consequence, in SPICE Revision 2 the process architecture of 

ISO 12207 has been adopted. Based on the feedback of the first ballot of this Preliminary 

Draft technical Report (PDTR) further alignment has been made, but only a few additional 

processes are incorporated in SPICE Revision 3. 

However, the analysis of communication flow inside the company that is important for 

telework condition is out of the scope of a SPICE assessment. 

6.2.2 Comparison of the process models 

6.2.2.1 Underlying process model 

The software process assessment schemes discussed here are all intend to be applicable to 

any type of organisation or project. They do not rely on specific process models that 

completely describe the software development process. A process model is a descriptive 

representation of the structure of a process, comprising activities (tasks), dependencies 

between these activities, work products, roles, and assignment of roles to activities. The 

activities or base practices, which are the basic foundation for a process model, can be 

found in all three assessment schemes. But, roles and assignment of roles do not always 

appear in any of the assessment schemes. 

" The most comprehensive description of software development management processes is 

currently provided by the Software Engineering Institute. It is the essential part of the 

Capability Maturity Model (CMM). The underlying process model is state-of-the-art, 

but not always following widely accepted international standards, like ISO 12207 or the 
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ISO 9000 series. As discussed earlier, this explicit nature of the underlying process 

model makes it difficult to extend with additional processes. 

" SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504) has by its nature to acknowledge the existence of related ISO 

standards, especially those developed under the responsibility of the same JTCI 

subcommittee. For example, in SPICE Revision 2 the process architecture of ISO 12207 

has been adopted and further alignment has been made. It is likely that ISO 12207 will 

undergo a major revision in the near future. However, synchronisation of the ISO 12207 

and 15504 will be difficult, if both contain explicit process models. In the future, it may 

be expected that the final version of ISO/IEC 15504 will address this problem, e. g. by 

only referencing process model(s) defined in related ISO standards such as ISO 12207. 

" BOOTSTRAP V3.0 is completely relying on SPICE (PDTR). It also has a process model 

in which it defines a set of processes suited for European software industry. Its process 

quality attributes are derived from other models like CMM, ISO 9000 and ESA PSS-05. 

6.2.2.2 Capability Evaluation 

CMM on one hand, BOOTSTRAP and SPICE on the other hand are different in how to assess 

the capability. BOOTSTRAP and SPICE assume that each process will evolve, when 

capability increases. The CMM is different. It seems to have strong simplification, because 

in this model, an organisation must implement some practices completely, before 

addressing practices that belong to the next higher level. 

Although all three approaches cover the same scope of activities, the two-dimensional 

structure of BOOTSTRAP and SPICE, which distinguishes between base practices and 

management practices, is more intuitive. 

6.2.2.3 Software Process Improvement Aspects 

CMM is recognised as a staged model because it describes organisational capability in 

terms of maturity levels that represent evolutionary stages of capability. Viewing it as 

such, CMM provides a roadmap for organisational improvement. This may be helpful to 

improve against business goals, which have been set having the CMM process model in 

mind. 
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However, there are some inherent problems with the staged approach that are addressed by 

the continuous perspective: 

" Key process areas are static and do not provide an evolutionary view of processes, 

which would be of value to the people responsible for implementing, controlling, and 
improving a specific process. 

"A finer degree of granularity in rating processes (e. g. as in Bootstrap and SPICE) is 

useful for measuring progress. 

" Process implementation and process management in CMM is confounded in the key 

practices, i. e. people can lose sight of the processes that are not a focus of a particular 

maturity level, but still must be performed. 

The SPICE model describes the feature of software process maturity from the perspective 

of the individual processes and process instances, rather than from the point of view of the 

organisation as a whole. 

The continuous perspective of SPICE describes the evolution of each process that can be 

measured separately from other processes, which allows a process improvement team to 

view its aspects independently of other processes. This approach provides greater 

flexibility and finer granularity in rating processes. It is an individual process measure 

rather than an organisation measure. 

SPICE does not prescribe any particular organisational improvement path, but it provides a 

guide for use of SPICE in process improvement (ISO/IEC 15504 - part 7). Improvement 

priorities are left up to the software organisation, to be determined in the context of its 

business objectives. The capability of an organisation can be viewed from sets of process 

profiles. 

BOOTSTRAP V3.0 is same as SPICE that is an example of a continuous improvement model. 

Like SPICE, the capability of each process spans across all maturity levels and thus 

provides guidance for the improvement of this process. 
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6.2.2.4 Usability in Assessments 

Chapter 6 

The usability of any assessment method does not only depend on the available 

documentation that describes the method, but also whether or not an assessment can be 

conducted with reasonable effort within a reasonable time schedule. This is strongly 

dependent on the assessment procedure followed and the assessment instruments available. 

CMM contains 316 key practices, which are to be taken into account in the decision 

process. Yet, SPICE has more numbers of decisions in rating a process. There are 36 

processes and 9 process attributes with 33 management practices in SPICE, which 

suggests potentially (36 x 33 = 1188) rating decisions to cover for each process assessment 

at least one instance per process. Therefore, developing an assessment model that can 

effectively use the SPICE architecture in rating the complete set of SPICE processes and 

process attributes is a major challenge. 

In order to become usable, the full SPICE model should be reduced in several aspects. The 

possible options are: 

" Limit the scope on the lower SPICE capability levels. For example, if the focus is on 

levels 1-3, only 5 process capability attributes (i. e. 21 management practices) are to be 

considered. 

" Limit the scope on the most relevant process categories (or set of processes). For 

example, if the scope is on the ENG, SUP, and MAN process categories, 22 processes 

are to be considered. 

" Select only a few processes for each project to be considered. For example, if the scope 

is on the ENG, SUP, and MAN process categories. 

For BOOTSTRAP, due to the compliance of version 3.0. with SPICE, the effort is expected to 

become comparable with that of a SPICE assessment. 

The efficiency of an assessment is determined to a large extent by the instruments used. 

Both BOOTSTRAP and CMM make use of standard questionnaires to collect relevant 

information. Such tools will have to be developed for SPICE. Recently, the new 

"SPICE. Tablet" on-line tool has been developed and made available at the SPICE User 

Group web site which can be used to estimate the cost for an ISO/IEC 15504 assessment, 
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an ISO 9001: 1994 audit, and for exploring the capability of organisations in a similar 
business domain and region for ISO/IEC 15504 and ISO/IEC 12207 processes. 

6.2.2.5 Support of the assessment method 

The selection of an assessment model for teleworking software environment requires more 

consideration of the supporting background, because a strongly support SPI model may 

have a better prospect. 

The infrastructure of CMM is certainly currently the best available on the market because 

it is the first developed SPI model by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), which is a 

federally funded research and development centre sponsored by the U. S. Department of 

Defence. In addition, the US government also gives strong support to it. The benefits for 

the wide community of users ensure further maintenance and evolution. 

The Bootstrap Institute is responsible for the maintenance and updating of the BOOTSTRAP 

Method, the distribution of licences, the accreditation of assessors and for the coordination 

of the database. The institute is financed by the membership fees and by the assessment 

royalties. Although the development of the method was initially supported by the 

European Community as an ESPRIT project, the Bootstrap Institute does not receive direct 

governmental funding today. Therefore, the Bootstrap Institute might be less strong than 

the SEI at least until some major body stands behind it and provides assurance. 

SPICE is developed and supported by the WG10 of the ISO/IEC SC7. This working group 

is a worldwide collaboration of experts from industrial and academic organisations. After 

termination of the project in 1999 and delivery of the technical report, the international 

standard organisation (ISO) is responsible for the support and maintenance of this 

document. Stability and widespread use can be expected. In order to speed application of 

SPICE, a benchmarking free service has been launched from June 1998 onwards, called 

SPICE Probe. Also, a SPICE. World magazine appears regularly from June onwards. A SPICE 

User Group called SUGAR has already been initiated. 

6.2.2.6 Assessment Method Development Issues 

The comprehensiveness and quality of available documentation concerning the assessment 

method selected for baseline is of major importance for assessment method developers. 
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Potentially, more information available on the baseline method reduces the effort for 

preparing documentation of the assessment model to be developed. 

Both CMM and the SPICE framework are very well supported by public domain 

documentation, while there is only little information freely available about BOOTSTRAP due 

to its licence scheme. Therefore, if a model needs to be selected as the base of the new 

model, CMM or SPICE possesses better preference. 

6.3 Conclusions 

All of the assessment schemes discussed here may be used as a starting point for 

developing an assessment approach that meets telework needs, as for all of them it is 

possible to add some processes and criteria which are particular relevant to telework 

environments. 

The above discussions lead to the selection of a baseline method for developing an 

assessment approach that meets the specific needs of Teleworking software development 

environments. The evaluation is based on the rating scheme adopted from the SPICE 

method (fully = 100%, largely = 66%, partially = 33%, or not adequate = 0%) and 

summarised in Table 6.2. If average value calculated for each model is larger than 

(100%+66%)/2 = 83%, it is fully adequate. If the average value is smaller than 83% but 

larger than (66%+33%)/2 = 49%, it is large adequate. If the average value is between 49% 

and 17%, it is partially adequate. 

Table 6.2 Selection of a baseline method for Teleworking environments 
(F = fully adequate, L= largely adequate, P= partially adequate, N= not 
adequate) 

CMM V 1.1 Bootstrap V 3.0 ISO/IEC TR 15504 

Modularity and Extendibility L L F 

Underlying Process model L L F 

Capability Evaluation L F F 

Process Improvement L F F 

Usability in Assessment F L L 

Support of the Method F P L 

Assessment Scheme Development F N F 

TOTAL L (80%) P (66%) F (90%) 
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As the result of this evaluation, the ISO/IEC TR 15504 appeared to be the most suitable 

choice. In fact, there are many advantages associated with the SPICE model that positively 

support this selection. In general, SPICE, as the emerging international standard of 

software process assessment and improvement, will provides the following benefits to 

software industry and software users: 

" Software suppliers will submit to just one process assessment scheme, presently 

numerous schemes are used. 

" Software development organisations will have a tool to understand the state of its own 

processes, to determine the suitability of its own processes for a particular equipment 

or class of requirements, and to initiate and sustain a continuous process improvement 

programme. 

" Managers will have a means to ensure that their software development is aligned with, 

and supports the business needs of the organisation. 

" Organisations can use it as a basis for comparing other organisations' processes to a 

particular contract or class of contracts. 

" Purchasers will be able to determine the capability of software suppliers and assess the 

risk involved in selecting one supplier over another. 

Additionally, some other advantages of the SPICE model over other models are: 

" It is an innovating model, the SPICE model was built upon and drawn from the best 

existing standards and assess methodologies from around the world e. g. ISO 9001, ISO 

12207, CMM and BOOTSTRAP and so on. 

" There are trials worldwide directed to various organisation (size, culture, available 

material, diverse levels of knowledge from the participants) that allow a feedback 

before stating the definitive model and introducing it in different organisations. 

" As an internationally deployed ISO standard, SPICE will in future have by far the 

largest user community. Each national body will then support SPICE deployment: 

organise training, sensibilization, etc. 

" The resulting international standard will provide a unifying basis for existing and future 

models and methods. Software organisations which are competing in international 

markets where today a maturity level against CMM or other model is required, will 
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possible migrate earlier or later to the new emerging standards. For example, a number 

of established methods, like BOOTSTRAP and CMMI [CMMI], already use this 

framework. 

" SPICE is intended to become the future assessment baseline standard. This implies that 

modifications or extensions to processes, which are special to one or the other 

company, are necessary and wanted. The Bootstrap version 3.0 demonstrates that it is 

easily feasible'to add specific processes to the baseline. 

" One of the greatest benefits of ISO/IEC 15504 may be to provide the software 

engineering community with a common process assessment/improvement vocabulary 

(in Part 9). It is amazing and somewhat depressing to realise that the software 

engineering discipline does not have a common vocabulary or terminology. No wonder 

software practitioners cannot understand each other, let alone be understood by their 

customers. In this respect, ISO/IEC 15504 provides a valid contribution towards 

making the field of process assessment/improvement better understood by all. 

I therefore decided to adopt the current normative parts of ISO/IEC 15504 as the baseline 

assessment method, and to follow its evolution in time as close as possible. Teleworking 

specific extensions should satisfy the compatibility criteria defined in the emerging 

standard. 

The analysis presented in this chapter provides a selection between the existed SPI models, 

which will be the base of the new approach for telework software development 

environment. It has been revealed that traditional process modelling approaches are 

designed for single-site development condition, but the same methodology is applicable 

for improving telework software process. In the attempt of adopting current process 

modelling to take account of the circumstances surrounding geographically distributed 

software environments, we need to further improve our understanding of the issues 

specific to teleworking environment, which will be the topic of the following chapter. 

The investigation of the different models resulted in three published conference papers 

[Guo, et al., 2000a, 2000b, 1999b] 
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CHAPTER 7 Specific issues of Teleworking software 
environments 

As organisations move towards global markets they need increased emphasis on quality, 

standards and global project management strategies based on structured guidelines to 

handle process flow within and between projects, departments, organisations, and national 

boundaries. In other words, they need a SPI model. A fundamental principle in the 

requirement of the SPI model is the belief that software quality is dependent upon the 

software process used in its creation, and the software organisations can significantly 

improve the quality of their product if they follow a well defined and disciplined software 

process and management system. A software process here acts as a framework for the 

tasks that are required to build high quality software. 

SPI models and standards are useful for software process to enable software organisations 

to establish an infrastructure in software development, and to continuously improve its 

process capability of producing quality software. It is a pity that no SPI model exists for 

telework environments and the fact results in a study here towards extension of a model. 

Previous studies, the analyses of both software process improvement methods and the 

survey conducted by the author at Southampton Institute, have revealed that a new process 

approach for managing and improving the software development process in teleworking 

environments is needed for organisations to achieve quality products. A number of issues 

specific to distributed development environment have been identified. The issues and the 

problems arising in software teleworking environments (see Chapter 2) will be further 

analysed in this chapter so that a set of suitable or appropriate processes and base practices 

are developed for the new software process model. 

The objectives of this chapter are to discuss and investigate which issues are needed to pay 

special attention for telework software development and then bring them into the extended 

software process model. 
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7.1 Management process category (organisational life cycle processes) 

The purpose of the management process category in the software process is that it 

organises, monitors, and controls the initiation and performance of any processes or 
functions within the organisation to achieve their goals and the business goals in an 

effective manner. The management process category is like an umbrella activity. It begins 

before any technical activity is initiated and continues throughout the definition, 

development, and maintenance of computer software. 

According to discussions in Chapters 2 and 5, there are significant differences of 

management between telework and normal work. So, developing appropriate processes or 

base practices in this category are imperative to enable the management process to be 

suitable for teleworking conditions. The analyses are described below. 

7.1.1 Team coordination management 

The justification for the addition of the new process (Team coordination management, 

MAN. 5 in figure 8.2) was initially identified in reference (the results of survey shown in 

figure 5.2.6 (D) and figure 5.2.11 (H), in section 5.2.3.2). In-depth analysis concerning the 

software development characteristics in distributed environment are discussed below. 

There are many reasons than software ' projects get into trouble and team coordination 

management is one of them [Pressman, 1997]. A software process is a sequence of tasks 

that depend on the cooperation between collaborating individuals. Software development 

consists of activities that require people and resources to be allocated at the right time. 

This involves complex interactions and dependencies among activities and people. In 

addition, software is subjected to frequent changes and, it is difficult to document what 

and how processes and staff do. Therefore, to build a software quality management, 

comprehensive team coordination is required so that people can easily understand what to 

do. This is doubly important for telework development due to the absence of face to face 

contact. 

In order to create comprehensive team coordination, the first thing is to comprehend the 

meaning of coordination. Coordination is generally defined as the direction of 

"individuals' efforts toward achieving common and explicitly recognised goals" [Blan, 
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1962] and "the integration or linking together of different parts of an organisation to 

accomplish a collective set of tasks"[Ven, 1976]. In software development, team 

coordination means that different people working on a common project agree to a common 
definition of what they are building, share information, and mesh their activities. The team 

members must have a common view of what the software they are constructing should do, 

how it should be organised, and how it should fit with other software systems already in 

place or undergoing parallel development. To build the software efficiently, the team 

members must share detailed design specifications and information about the progress of 

software modules [Kraut, 1995]. Overall, they must coordinate their work so that it gets 
done and fits together, so that it isn't done redundantly, and so that components of the 

work are handed off expeditiously. 

As software engineering has developed to date, software products become more and more 

complex and no longer are individual tasks. It is teamwork. So, the good coordination of 

activity among the individuals of the team becomes important to achieve the team goal or 

objective. Clearly, without coordination, the `team', a group of software teleworkers, 

cannot reach its objective or goal, in other words, quality products cannot be achieved. 

Consequently, team coordination is emphasised as the essence of teams. When a team 

pursues an objective - developing a software product, the coordinated action of the team, 

the teamwork, will be a significant factor in determining the team's success. Teamwork 

within a structure or an organisation in software engineering becomes what facilitates 

effective coordination of effort. Without team coordination, team members would have to 

expend valuable time and energy reinventing ways to organise and run their team. 

Team coordination is based on the team members' effort. Hence, the basic requirements 

for team members are that they are both competent in the technical knowledge and skills 

associated with the performance objective and able to collaborate effectively with one 

other. The team coordination is more likely to be success if the members are 

enthusiastically unified in pursuit of a common objective rather than individual agendas 

[Pressman, 1997]. Team managers often use `working well together' to express the team 

coordination, a fundamental ingredient in team success. Team coordination can be 

typically characterised in two ways. First, it is attributed to structural features of teams, 

such as clearly differentiated roles, responsibilities, and accountabilities, or clears lines of 
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communication, record keeping, and documentation. Second, it is often characterised as a 

feeling or climate that describes the relationship among members of the team or between 

the team members and its leader. It is usually a climate that fosters collaboration. 

There is no doubt that the team coordination is' important to single site software 

development, but it is more important to distributed environments because with the latter 

there is lack of team member face to face communication, meetings, information 

discussion and climate of the relationship among members. For example, in a distributed 

project, team members cannot just walk over to the person in question. Even picking up 

the phone and calling the other person might not be feasible if the project is distributed 

over different time zones. Discussions in the style that people are used to, e. g. official 

group meetings, or informal discussions over some idea on a piece of paper, become 

impossible. Instead, the requirement arises to support asynchronous as well as 

synchronous collaboration with special techniques, methods or computer tools [Holz, 

1998]. This means that more complicated team coordination management is required for 

teleworkers. 

Generally, requirements for team coordination in teleworking or distributed environment 

include the planning and scheduling of projects, execution of projects, coordination of 

tasks, resolution of competing objectives, achievement of global coherence, change 

propagation, effective communication etc. It is clear that, without these functions, the 

work will become disorganised. The specific items for a team working on a distributed 

software development project can be listed as following: 

1. Developers need specific tasks assigned, which must be coordinated to ensure working 

system results. 

2. Developers need to, at times, communicate and collaborate closely, while at other 

times can independently work on parts of the project. 

3. Software artefacts (code, designs, documentation etc. ) need to be shared and kept 

consistent. 

4. Multiple tools must be used to modify artefacts, with some tools supporting close 

collaborative editing (e. g. via synchronous editing), while others supporting looser 

collaboration (e. g. via alternate version editing and subsequent merging). 
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5. Progress towards specified goals needs to be tracked, developers need to remain aware 

of others' work, and complex software systems need to be configured from the 

constituent, disseminated developed parts. 

6. Developers need to flexibly configure their environments' support for artefact 

management, communication, and work coordination. 

All of these items have to be taken into account in the software project process 

management activities. Unfortunately, most existing process models do not address team 

coordination management as an important factor in software process assessment even in 

the single site software project. In order to improve this condition and achieve a software 

project success in teleworking environments, suitable team coordination management is 

needed in a software project process. Due to the consideration of the extended model 

based on SPICE method, a new process, team coordination management, will be created in 

management process category. But, because some of the above items have been included 

in the SPICE processes as the base practices, such as the first item, specific tasks assigned 

for individuals, which included is in SPICE as base practice (MAN. 2. BP8), the process of 

team coordination management here only includes the items, which have not been 

involved in any SPICE process. 

According to the problems identified in Chapter 5 (figure 5.2.6 (D), figure 5.2.11 (H, F, 

C), figure 5.2.9 in section 5.2.3.2, and the study in software development methodology 

conducted above, the base practices included in the team coordination management are: 

Determine project coordination strategy 

The purpose of this base practice is to evaluate options available for achieving good team 

coordination in teleworking environments and to determine, on the basis of risks and 

opportunities, which strategy will be adapted. 

The strategy defined here is the pattern or plan that integrates an organisation's goals, 

policies and actions into a cohesive whole. It pulls together and gives meaning to 

everything an organisation do. The strategy will help to organise resources into a unique 

and viable force based on the competence and shortcoming of the organisation, on 

anticipated changes in the telework environment and activities competitors. 
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Establish communication system 

The purpose of this base practice is to develop a communication system that allows 
distributed team members to be accessed in an efficient manner to keep them 

communicating and collaborating closely. In fact, a communication system for teleworkers 

means a social environment that supports effective interaction and provides assurance that 

the workforce has the skills to share information and coordinate their activities efficiently. 

Multiple tools or techniques will be included in this system. Characteristics of these tools 

and techniques need to be analysed so that a correct selection can be made. An 

investigation of these tools and techniques application is conducted as following: 

Chapter 7 

When managing software-development projects at diverse locations, communications 

methods and tools offer one of the most powerful and effective ways to gather and 

disseminate information and control the project. A telework organisation must be able 

firstly to communicate in a distributed fashion and secondly to communicate effectively 

along the spectrum from real time to non-real time. Figure 7.1 shows communication 

methods to make the first and second goal feasible. In effective communication, people not 

only send and receive verbal or text messages, but non-verbal indicators make it easier for 

the receiver to interpret the message's intent and for the sender to ascertain that the 

message was received and understood. 

  Telephone 

  Video Conference 

  Teleconference 

  Networking 

  E-mail 

  Voice-mail 

  Pagers 

  Fax 

  Mail 

  GroupWare Software 

  Bulletin Boards 

  Database 

Real time Near-real time Non-real time 

Figure 7.1: Classification of communication according to real - time, near-real 
time, and non-real time delivery [Karolark, 1998] 

Communication can be characterised into two dimensions - timeliness and content. 

Timeliness is how quickly the communication is received. Content is the amount of verbal 

or written communication, and what can be read into it, such as through facial expressions 
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(in a face-to-face meeting), tone of voice, or voice inflections. Figure 5.2.9 (see Chapter 5) 

lists the most popular communication methods for conducting global software 

development. Figure 7.2 shows positions of communication methods along the timeliness 

and content axes. Communication methods that rate high on the content axis, such as face 

to face, have both verbal and non-verbal content. Communication methods that rate high 

on the timeliness axis, such as telephone conferences, offer either real-time or very near 

real-time interaction. 

. Face to face 

There is no substitute for face-to-face meetings. In this communication type, the receiver 

most effectively understands both the message and its intent. During a conversation, 

messages are formed, communicated, interpreted, responded to, and clarified. With this 

rich interaction, communicators can grasp the message with little misunderstanding. 

Content 

Hgll 

0 Postal mail 0 E-mail 

9 Voice mail 

LAW 

Low Egli 

Figure 7.2 Effectiveness of commiunication methods [Kanolark, 19981 

* Timcliness 

The most important aspect of face-to-face communications is the ability to send and 

receive non-verbal messages, such as body language, gestures, eye movements, intonation, 

and facial expression. The sender can also use non-verbal communication to determine if 

the receiver received the message and understood its intent. 

In a telework development environment, face-to-face communication is far less frequent 

than in a normal environment. Because it is costly, it is used sparingly, how often depends 

on the company, the project's budget, and the project management structure. It should be 

part of the project's kick-off, if at all possible, and used in meetings where it is important 

0 Face to face 

" Telephone conference mail 
" Video conference 
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that a message be clearly sent and understood. Such meetings include times when critical 

financial, schedule, or performance issues are being debated. 

" Telephone Conference 

When face-to-face meetings cannot be arranged, the next best communication is by 

telephone. Telephone communication is also real-time, so the message can be clarified 

through real-time interaction. However, content diminishes because non-verbal messages 

cannot be sent and interpreted. 

In a distributed development environment, telephone conferences let groups of individuals 

communicate in meetings without being in the same place. However, because everyone 

may not be in the same time zone, it is often difficult to schedule such meeting. 

. Video Conference 

Videoconference technology promises the same type of interface quality as face-to-face 

meetings without the cost: interaction at real-time and the sending and receiving of non- 

verbal messages [Hells, 1997]. The only difference between video conferencing and face- 

to-face communications is the quality of the communication. The inherent transmission 

delays between speech and video make videoconference communications that involve 

movement (such as a stand-up presentation) less effective than a face-to-face meeting. 

Likewise, transmission delays mean that communication becomes more script-like, in that 

each person talks and then waits for a response; there is no overlapping conversation. As 

transmission delays continue to diminish, this artificial environment will hopefully 

improve. 

The availability of this technology is also an issue. It is still expensive to purchase 

transmission bandwidth and the proper equipment. As the information superhighway 

infrastructure continues to build worldwide, this type of technology should become more 

widely available via the Internet, and personal computer vendors will intensify efforts to 

add videoconference peripherals to PCs. Until these problems are addressed on a large 

scale, however, face-to-face and telephone communications will continue to be more 

effective media for the teleworking development team. 
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" Electronic Communication 

Chapter 7 

As the survey showed (see Chapter 5), the most popular means of communicating in a 

teleworking organisation is electronically - via the Web (e. g. E-mail or Internet), local 

area network (e. g. Intranet), or electronic bulletin boards, except for telephone. 

a) The Web and Internet 

For a distributed organisation, it is most efficient to communicate electronically using an 

existing communication structure. The Web and Internet offer a maintained structure that 

costs very little to use [Hells, 1997]. For example, a Web site can be set up to allow team 

members to get and leave information about the project. The major disadvantage of this 

method is that anyone can access whatever you place on the Web site (poor security) - the 

primary reason why this method is not widely used for distributed projects. 

Electronic mail through the Internet, supplemented with encryption, is a more secure 

option. E-mail provides a means of fast written communications, and unauthorised users 

cannot easily compromise the privacy of the message. It is also a convenient way to set up 

mailing lists and directions for correspondence and electronic filing [Hells, 1997]. E-mail 

goes just as easily to a person across the hall as to a person across the world. Now people 

can use e-mail for voice, video, and presentations along with ordinary text. The down side 

is that there is no guarantee of near-real-time communication because conditions on the 

Internet are unpredictable. 

With swift technical development, many tools have been added to the Web browsers now. 

Netscape's latest browser incorporates built-in audio, video, 3D, phone, chat, white 

boarding, and caching of video [Hells, 1997]. There are also lots of plug-ins that can be 

added to the browsers, such as remote-control software, collaborative software, 

engineering-drawing, viewers for work processing documents and spreadsheets, data-entry 

forms, news service, application development tools, and computer-based training (CBT) 

viewers. These new techniques and tools, on one side, make communication between 

teleworkers easier, but, on the other side, make communication system management more 

complicated. 
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b) Dedicated wide area network and local area network 

Chaptcr 7 

In a teleworking environment, the most efficient and secure way to communicate in a 

written format is through a dedicated wide area network (WAN) and local area network 

(LAN) [Hells, 1997]. The communication model of a dedicated WAN and LAN shares 

many of the characteristics of the model for the Web and Internet (such as global 

electronic access to team members and information sharing), but there are also distinct 

differences. 

Unlike the Web and Internet, the organisation can control much of the communication 

transmission aspects. Because lines are dedicated, transmission speed and quality 

(bandwidth and reception) can be more tightly controlled [Goldmann, 1999]. 

WANs and LANs also let managers control security. Unlike the Web or Internet, access to 

project information does not require extremely complex security measures, such as 

encryption. WANs and LANs have strictly security measurement system, such as user or 

system passwords, to ensure that unauthorised users do not compromise the network's 

integrity. 

However, on the down side, a WAN or LAN costs significantly more to set up and use 

than simply accessing the Web and Internet. For most companies, the cost of the capital 

equipment, leased lines, software, and on-going maintenance for a dedicated WAN or 

LAN is prohibitive. Likewise, the cost of personnel to maintain and troubleshoot the 

network may be prohibitive because significant effort may be involved to keep 

availability, reliability, and access at a level the network's users find acceptable. 

c) Electronic Bulletin Boards 

Although not as popular today, electronic bulletin boards are very cost effective, requiring 

only a PC, a telephone line, and inexpensive bulletin board software. Their main 

disadvantage is the type of interaction, which is basically leaving messages to be read 

later. It is inconvenient to have to log on to check for messages, and only a few people can 

use the system at any one time because of traffic on the telephone lines. 

All possible communication methods have been discussed. A suitable communication 

system for a teleworking organisation is constructed by using some of them selected 
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according to the company's financial consideration and their efficiency. Apart from that, 

the following items will also affect the communication system, such as how the message is 

sent, how it is interpreted, and what action will result. 

" Cultural and time-zone differences 

It is clear that the cultural and time zone differences can affect the way a message is sent 

and received and the action taken. Team members should acquaint themselves with 
differences in communication to avoid misunderstandings. Team members also need to be 

made aware of each other's needs and to have communications resources they can 

configure as needed. 

. Organising communications 

The amount of information communicated electronically can easily become overwhelming 

[Karolark, 19981. Managers or teleworkers can easily have 20 to 40 email messages when 

they log on each morning - and most are forwards or cc's. This is a common problem 

because the technology makes it so easy to copy and forward information quickly. It is 

important to have an organised system for responding to messages. 

GroupWare packages may help the team manage the volume of mail by letting the user 

file, delete, sort, and filter e-mail. In a distributed environment, an investment in this type 

of software is well worth it. So it may be needed in the communication system. 

Security 

Security is very important to keep outside people from gaining access to company 

communications and to keep internal people from gaining access to sensitive information. 

Standard GroupWare packages allows a good measure of security for LANs. 

From the above discussions, it is clear that establishing a good communication system is a 

complex task but it is necessary to ensure communication and collaboration in teleworking 

organisation so that quality product can be produced. As the survey data indicated in 

Chapter 5, regular face to face meetings plus some communication methods construct the 

base of a proper communication system. 
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Evaluate feasibility and adaptability of team co-ordination 

Chapter 7 

The purpose of this base practice is to evaluate the feasibility and adaptability of team co- 

ordination with available resources and constrains. 

Identify team co-ordination activities 

The purpose of this base practice is to identify team co-ordination activities which will 

help telework team members tight collaborate to achieve complex tasks, such as 

participatory culture, a personal commitment to quality, a commitment to propel the 

organisation forward, a commitment to managing toward results or creating a climate for 

telework team members working together in harmony etc. 

Participatory culture means improving the flow of information within the organisation, 

incorporating the knowledge of telework staff members into decision-making processes, 

and gaining their support for commitments. Establishing a participatory culture will lay the 

foundation for building high-performance telework teams. 

It is certain that the quality of large software products depends on the quality of the 

smaller programs of which they are built. Thus, to produce high-quality large programs, 

every software engineer who develops one or more of its module parts must do high- 

quality work. This means that all these engineers must be personally committed to quality. 

When they are so committed, they will track and manage their defects with such care that 

few if any defects will later be found in integration, system testing, or by the customers. 

For telework software engineers, it is more important because of the lack of overseeing 

their actions. 

When telework engineers are personally committed to quality, they are proud of their 

achievements. They know how much code they have produced and how many defects 

others have found in their products. 

If telework software engineers are not personally committed to quality, they treat it as 

unimportant. They consider that testing will find most of the defects and that the few that 

remain will be easily found and fixed. Not surprisingly, when engineers feel this way, they 

are unlikely to produce quality products. 
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Monitor performance of team co-ordination and take action on performance 

deviation 

Chapter 7 

The purpose of this base practice is to monitor regularly the performance of team co- 

ordination and communication system with respect to achievement within the defined cost 

and constraint. Take appropriate action to modify performance of the team co-ordination 

when performance deviates from what is expected. 

Other team co-ordination items such as software artefacts (code, designs, documentation 

etc. ) sharing, configuration management, information management and change control etc. 

will be discussed late, and will be added to other processes as base practices. 

7.1.2 Information management 

The justification for the addition of the new process (Information management, MAN. 6 in 

figure 8.2) was initially identified in reference (analysis of software engineering conducted 

in section 7.1.1, the results of survey shown in figure 5.2.10 (A), figure 5.2.11 (C), figure 

5.2.7 and figure 5.2.8 in section 5.2.3.2). Further analysis is described below. 

Good team co-ordination is based on appropriate information management, which shares 

the right information to telework team members at the right time. Generally, appropriate 

information management should be a trade-off between minimising information overload 

versus avoiding a lack of information [Holz, 1998]. For example, sending information to 

people who are not interested in it (thereby making it hard for them to filter out the facts 

that are important to their work) is as bad as having people not being informed of facts that 

are important to them. 

Since a quantity of information, such as specifications, documentation, schedules, 

problems, customer new requirements and code changes etc., exist in a telework project 

process, an information system is needed to manage them. For example, in a big multi- 

people project, it is necessary to be able to notify people involved in the process of any 

important information that concerns them. In other words, the information management in 

a process model should realistically capture who should be informed of correct 

information, in order to avoid disturbing other team members. 
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In other side, in order to build the software product efficiently, team members 

(teleworkers) must share detailed design information about the progress of software 

modules. In sum, they must co-ordinate their work based on this information to achieve 

quality products [Kraut, 1995]. However, getting "the right information to the right people 

at the right time" is an even harder problem than before because the project becomes 

bigger and more complex, especially for distributed environments where people are more 

difficult to be informed. To solve this problem, an information management process 

should not be absent. Unfortunately, the information management process has not been 

identified as an important factor in the existing process methods for normal single-site 

development environment, because in this condition any useful information can be easy 

achieved via the manager or colleagues. A correct information management process will 

include following base practices: 

Identify necessary information: identify and classify information that is essential to 

achieve goals within the organisation for the telework engineers who need it and avoid 

disturbing team members with unnecessary information. 

Establish information system: develop an information system that allows information to 

be accessed in an efficient manner. As long as necessary information is identified, an 

information system is needed for a teleworker to access this useful information. 

Information system availability: ensure that all actors who need access to information 

are aware of its availability and of the procedure for access. This includes two parts: one is 

to ensure that teleworkers access correct information and the other is to ensure security of 

the information system. 

Maintain and verify information: ensure that information on the system is complete, 

correct and up-to-date. For telework development, all information about project is saved in 

a database. A procedure is needed to update it. 

Control access to information: ensure that information on the system can be accessed or 

changed only by appropriate actors. As mentioned before, the information management 

plays a role that allows different information to be accessed by different teleworkers 

according to their requirements. The function of the base practice here is to fulfil that. 
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Distribute information: ensure that information is delivered to relevant users. This base 

practice performs the function that distributes the right information to the right teleworkers 

at the right time. 

Notify users when modifications occur: keep users of the information system informed 

of any relevant changes. In order to avoid confusion taking place in software process, any 

modification or change in software product will be notified to the relevant developers. 

Develop projects' repository: collect all successful project information in the 

teleworking environment. This base practice will provide useful information about how to 

complete a telework project. 

Maintain project repository: ensure that information on the repository is correct and up- 

to-date. A procedure needs to be adopted to ensure the projects' repository renewed. 

Monitor system performance: regularly monitor performance of information system. 

This base practice is used to confirm that an efficient information system is employed. 

In fact, an information system for distributed environment means a centralised server site 

(a database) that allow distributed developers access and take useful information. During 

enactment, information (i. e., various documents) will be stored at this server site and 

accessed by software developers (i. e. team members - teleworkers) based on the Web 

support (i. e., Intranet) which implies that information is shared by all team members rather 

than only centralised users. 

The following tools may be useful in this system for teleworkers to access appropriate 

information such as all project requirements document, supplier's implementation 

document, business agreements, requirement specification and so on. They are: 

. FTP 

File transfer protocol (FTP) provides a library of readily accessible information that people 

can download to their own computer. It works especially well for large files that wouldn't 

be sent by e-mail. Teleworkers can use FTP on an Intranet to do the following: Provide 

sophisticated users with the ability to download software and patches and transfer large 

files. 
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" Telnet 

Chapter 7 

With Telnet, teleworkers can log in to remote computers such as centralised site 

computers, which are generally mainframe computers. Telnet (TN) 3270 lets users emulate 

a 3270 host-based terminal so they can access centralised site computers' databases. 

Well as the above tools used by teleworkers to achieve their required information, 

additional tools may be needed for distributed environments in information management to 

support all distributed developers exchanging their ideas. They are: 

" Newsgroups 

Newsgroups consist of threaded discussions, which do the same things as mail lists. Some 

browsers can read newsgroups; some need a separate newsreader to access them. People 

can use e-mail or their newsreader to post a message or reply to one. These messages are 

then placed on a kind of bulletin board so everyone can access them. Newsgroups are a 

form of GroupWare. 

. Chat 

With Internet Relay Chat (IRC), people can converse with each other over the Internet. 

Using this tool distributed developers can participate together at the same time but not in 

the same place to exchange information [Hells, 1997]. 

In a telework software organisation, it is often difficult to obtain current information on 

project status, particularly if the project is large. However, the process control requires a 

current knowledge of task and product status, decisions taken etc. The relational 

information needs to be made immediately available to management. The information 

management also plays a vital role in this condition. 

7.2 Organisation process category (organisational life cycle processes) 

The organisation process category consists of processes that establish the business goals of 

the organisation and develop process, product, and resource assets which, when used by 

the projects in the organisation, help the organisation achieve its business goals. 
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Because telework organisation significantly differs from normal software organisation, 

one new process and many base practices are thus developed in this category to help 

telework organisations obtain quality products. 

7.2.1 Organisational alignment process 

The purpose of the organisational alignment process is to ensure that the individuals in the 

organisation share a common vision and culture and understanding of the business goals to 

empower them to function effectively. Organisational alignment also play a role to 

enhance alignment of performance results at the individual, team and organisation levels 

with the appropriate goals, and quantitatively assess the effectiveness of workforce 

practices on achieving alignment. 

Because of the differences discussed in above sections (7.1.1 and 7.1.2) and in section 

2.3.3 in Chapter 2 between telework and normal organisations, it is difficult for 

teleworkers to share a common vision and culture in the organisation. Therefore, some 

requirements are needed for them to realise organisation purpose. These requirements 

constitute special base practices in our new process approach. They are: 

Develop teleworking strategy and set up telework environment 

The purpose of this base practice is to develop a strategy for creating software by 

teleworkers and establish and maintain physical conditions that allow teleworkers to 

perform their tasks efficiently and to concentrate on their tasks without unnecessary or 

inappropriate distractions. The relationship of software engineering functions to the core 

activities of the organisation and its long-term goals are also identified. 

It has been shown in Chapter 2 that teleworkers' physical condition is their home, 

telecenter or telecottage. This work environment needs to be inspected by manager to 

ensure it is suitable for teleworkers to do their job efficiently. A strategy developed here 

will give correct guidance. 

Establish teleworking employment policy 

The purpose of this base practice is to develop teleworking employment policy by which 

talent is recruited, selected, and transitioned into assignments in the organisation. As 

mentioned in Section 2.3.1, a suitable teleworking employment policy is important for 
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company that employs teleworkers. Correct policy can inspire teleworkers and promote 
high productivity. An appropriate employment policy should include a telework agreement 
form and teleworker commitment. 

Define teleworking requirements 

The purpose of this base practice is to identify the requirements for a teleworker to 

develop a software product, and then to help them creating an efficacious work 

environment that is necessarily replicating the part of the office work environment at 

home. As information technology, software and hardware have developed today, in 

software engineering, it is possible to have all office equipment at home. 

Establish and maintain telework support system 

The purpose of this base practice is to develop and maintain a system that provides 

effective support to teleworkers who will work on the project to develop a software 

product. It is undoubted that there are differences of support system between telework and 

normal work. For telework development, more requirements cause this system to be more 

complex and also make it more difficult to maintain. 

The justification for the addition of the new base practices are sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 in 

Chapter 7, and section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2. 

7.2.2 Human resource management process 

The purpose of the human resource management process is to provide the organisation and 

projects with individuals who possess skills and knowledge to perform their roles 

effectively and to work together as a cohesive group. Telework, as mentioned in Section 

2.2.4 in Chapter 2, can enlarge market of the talented and skilled person in software 

engineering to enable recruiting qualified staff to become easier, however it also brings 

some problems (see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2) for organisation. These problems need 

special attention to ensure that a quality product produced. Therefore, the following new 

base practices are created in human resource management process. 

Establish telework performance management 

As discussed in Section 2.3.3.1, establishing the performance management and assessment 

techniques is important for evaluating teleworker performance. The purpose of 
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performance management here is to establish objective criteria against which teleworker 

performance can be measured, provide performance feedback, and enhance performance 

continuously. 

Teleworkers differ from normal workers that managers can oversee or monitor their 

performance at any time when they work at the same site. The telework performance 

criteria will be special ones, which focus on software product and process, relationship 

between manager and teleworker, as well as some unusual requirements. Good telework 

performance criteria should provide particular, measurable, and attainable standards for 

the teleworker to meet so that employee knows what must be done, why it must be done, 

and when and how well it must be done. 

Maintain climate of trust and healthy work environment 

As analysed in Section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2 and Section 6.1.1 above, teleworking relies 

much more heavily on the understanding or trust relationship between managers and 

teleworkers because it is not practical for manager to monitor people who are somewhere 

else. The trust is based on the belief that most people basically want to do good work. 

Good relationship provides a level of motivation that is more intense and consistent than 

any non-violent sort of ruler-subject relationship [Nilles, 1998]. 

Except for trust relationship, a healthy work environment is also important to ensure that 

teleworkers are working in good conditions. Some problems such as social isolation, that 

teleworker feel it difficult to motivate themselves, teleworker cannot stop working at the 

end of the day, etc., need to be considered and solved to confirm that a healthy work 

environment is created. A established policy may guide the organisation to have correct 

actions, for example, with social isolation, a minimum number of days spent in the office, 

strong identification with the organisation, a supportive company culture, etc., may help 

teleworkers avoid feeling isolated. 

A good culture created in an organisation means one in which every team member is 

striving to improve their own, their team's and their organisation's knowledge, skills and 

motivation in order to improve the organisation's overall performance. The supportive 

organisation culture include: 
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" Personal competency development - to provide a foundation for professional self- 
development. 

" Coaching - provide expert assistance to enhance the performance of individual 

teleworker. Coaches engage in close relationships with individual teleworkers in order 

to guide development of skills that improve performance. 

" Continuous workforce innovation - continually improve workforce activities in order 

to increase the organisation's ability to attract, develop, motivate, and retain a talented 

staff. Identify and evaluate new workforce practices and technologies, and implement 

the most promising ones in the organisation in'an orderly manner. 

The justification for the addition of the new base practices are Section 7.1.1 in Chapter 7, 

and section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2. 

7.2.3 Infrastructure 

The purpose of this process is to maintain a stable and reliable infrastructure that is needed 

to support the performance of any other process. The infrastructure may include hardware, 

software, methods, tools, techniques, standards, and facilities for development, operation, 

or maintenance. 

For telework software development, the requirement of infrastructure differs from normal 

single site development. Therefore, an organisation or company needs to give correct 

definition for a telework software-engineering environment and provide relevant 

equipment or ask teleworkers to acquire them so that a satisfactory working environment 

can be created. One base practice is then added in this process. 

Provide a telework software engineering environment 

The aim of this base practice is to acquire and provide a software-engineering 

environment, which satisfies the requirements of telework developers. 

The justification for the addition of the new base practices are Section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2, 

figure 5.2.11 in Section 5.2.3.2 in Chapter 5, section 5.2.3.3, and suggestions from experts. 
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7.2.4 Training process 

Chapter 7 

The justification for the addition of the new process (Training process, ORG. 7 in figure 

8.2) was initially identified in reference (sections 2.3.3.1 in Chapter 2, figure 5.2.6 (C, H) 

and 7.1.1 in Chapter 7). 

IT organisations not only have to improve their capability to meet time, budget and quality 

constraints, they also have to adopt new techniques, introduce new architectures or 

development platforms in order to reduce time to market, and take opportunities such as 

the Internet to develop new markets. Realisation of these kinds of changes is hardly 

possible if employees have not mastered the new techniques. Therefore, a training process 

is important to give employees the knowledge and skills needed to perform their roles to 

continuously improve software development process which enable employee to deliver 

products with zero defects on time and thereby delight customers. 

Training process for distributed developers and managers is more important due to the 

following reasons: 

1. The operation of teleworkers is based on communication techniques and tools, which 

are improved, developed almost every year. In order to catch up with the development 

of new techniques so as to create a better work environment, training is necessary. 

2. Unlike the normal software engineers who work at single site where people may learn 

new technology or technique from each other, teleworkers are isolated at different 

places, so it is difficult for them to learn techniques independently. 

3. Due to the difference of the management between teleworker and normal worker, 

managers need training in supervising and coaching remote workers. 

Due to the importance of the training for teleworkers in software engineering, a process 

hence is developed in our software process approach. It includes the following base 

practices: 

Identify training requirements for telework employees 

The purpose of this base practice is to determine requirements of teleworkers in software 

engineering, identifying what techniques, knowledge and skills are required for them to 

ensure that they all have the skill required to perform their assignment. Compared with 
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normal software engineers, telework software engineers need more skill and knowledge 

about communication and Internet. 

Establish training courses 

According to training requirements, a series of courses needs to be developed for training 

teleworkers and managers training. The training can be centralised to learn together or it 

can be distributed through Internet to learn independently. With Intranet developed today, 

it becomes easier to deliver computer-based training (CBT) in time. So long as employees 

need it, they can use Intranet access to the most up-to-date version of the training courses. 

Training course databases therefore need to be established. 

Develop self-management skills 

The Self-management skill emphasised here is to express the importance of teleworker 

personal work ability. In fact, a big difference between teleworker and normal worker is 

that the former works independently, and no people such as supervisor or colleague can 

help him frequently. Therefore, good self-management skills should be emphasised for 

Teleworkers. 

It is undoubted that self-management skill is important for any workers. Mcguire 

[Mcguire, 1996] pointed out that the extraordinary productivity results are obtained when 

people are placed in self-managed conditions in highly constrained environments. But for 

teleworkers it is more important because of the lack of face to face management. 

Establish PSP (Personal Software Process) training 

SEI developed the Personal Software Process_(PSP) model to help programmers be better 

software engineers. It provides software engineers with a way to improve their personal 

performance, through use of defined processes, planning and tracking their work, and 

focusing on quality at the beginning of the job [Humphrey, 1997]. The PSP model is 

essentially a bottom-up approach where individuals manage and assess their own work. 

As with self-management development, the PSP model is very important to teleworkers 

due to the feature their work independence. Therefore, PSP training will be helpful to 

strengthen a teleworker personal capability in producing better software. 
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7.3 Engineering process category (primary life cycle processes) 

Chapter 7 

The engineering process category consists of processes that directly specify, implement, or 

maintain the software product, its relation to the system, and its customer documentation. 

In circumstances where the system is composed totally of software, the engineering 

processes deal with the construction and maintenance of such software. This category 

includes all processes for creating and developing software. In this category, the software 

integrating process needs more emphasis for teleworking development, because the unit or 

part of the software project produced by teleworkers at distributed sites is more complex 

and difficult to be integrated. Therefore, special base practices are required here to ensure 

quality product produced. 

7.3.1 Software integrating process 

The purpose of the software integrating process is that combine the software units, 

producing integrated software items and, to verify that the integrated software units 

properly reflect the software design. The software integrating process is very important for 

distributed sites because the unit of software produced by distributed developers may have 

more mistakes than by normal centralised developers. 

There is a trend for the software projects to become bigger and more complex. Although 

complex project issues have got a lot of attention, simpler design problems still get much 

less focus. As a result, the most common cause of problems with large-scale software 

projects is still simple oversights and goofs [Humphrey, 1997]. These are typically silly 

mistakes that were made by individual software engineers. While most of these mistakes 

will get caught in integration and system test, some may get all the way through the testing 

process and into operational use. The problem is that software engineers often confuse 

simple with easy. They feel that their frequent simple mistakes will be simple to find. They 

are often surprised to learn that such trivial errors as omitting a punctuation mark, 

misnaming a parameter, incorrectly setting a condition, or miss-terminating a loop could 

escape testing and cause serious problems in a actual use. These, however, are the kinds of 

things that cause almost all the problems software suppliers spend millions of dollars 

finding and fixing [Humphrey, 1997]. 
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In centralised software development site, programmers work together, they are familiar 

with each other, so they can help frequently each other such as pointing out someone's 

mistake or understanding a peer review for others work. But, for teleworkers, the working 

environment is fully different and people cannot help each other like they can in 

centralised sites, so the integration process becomes more difficult and important for 

quality product. The following base practices should be addressed in this process. 

Develop telework software integration strategy 

The purpose of this base practice is to develop the strategy for integrating telework 

software units. Identify aggregates of telework software units and a sequence or order for 

testing them. The core of this practice is emphasising the difference of software units 

between telework and normal development so that correct procedures are conducted. 

Identify telework software integration requirement 

The purpose of this base practice is to define and determine the required functions of the 

telework software integration and document these in a system requirement specification. 

Aimed at the feature of telework software units, corresponding procedures need to be 

adopted in software integration so that a quality product is achieved. 

The justification for the addition of the new base practices are Section 7.1.1,7.1.2 and 7.2, 

as well as suggestions from experts. 

7.4 Support process category (supporting life cycle processes) 

The support process category consists of processes that may be employed by any of the 

other processes (including other supporting processes) at various points in the software life 

cycle. Any useful tools, documentation, configuration and so on will include in this 

category. Some special requirements for teleworking conditions also need to be added in 

this part. They will be discussed as follows: 

7.4.1 Documentation process 

The purpose of the documentation process is to develop and maintain documents that 

record information produced by a process or activity. In this process, one important item, 

which needs to be added for teleworking environment, is documentation control. 
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Documentation control is an important task for any software project. In a distributed 

software project, documentation becomes the most used means of communication, like 

glue its holds the project together [Karolark, 1998]. Project plan that documents the 

expectations of all team members is an extremely useful tool [Bennatan, 1992]. As a first 

step, it is important to lay a solid foundation for distributed development and unite 

everyone's expectations about lines of responsibility, schedules, cost, and other business 

and technical concerns. To do this, a legal document, a statement of work that identifies 

what must be performed or delivered and over what timeframe, should be as unambiguous 

as possible. Documenting the organisation or project structure also gives management, 

each project team member, and other project stakeholders a sense of organisation and an 

understanding of individual roles and responsibilities [Karolark, 1998]. Documenting 

requirement specifications and plans such as quality assurance identify expectations for all 

team members before issue come up and cause confusion. The reference to, maintenance, 

and ownership of these documents and the benefits they provide are critical in large teams 

with geographically distributed members. 

Documentation control can take different forms. As a minimum, a project folder should be 

created and maintained. Two approaches to organise a document control system are: 1. by 

subject area - documents are organised by various subjects and then could be further 

subdivided by date and/or originator; 2. by originator - the emphasis is not placed on 

subject areas but on historical files and on correspondence from the people who generated 

the text. Document control based on subject works is best in larger projects, while smaller 

projects are a better match for document control based on originator. A relational database 

engine that links references to subject and author will give programmer the flexibility to 

combine the two approaches, accessing documents by both subject and originator. 

Implementing a document control system requires discipline more than complicated 

software tools. The originator of the document must electronically file a copy under 

document control or send a copy to a document control administrator who then files it 

under the project's document control system. To ensure that teleworkers follow this 

process rigorously, management should institutionalise the practice through approved 

processes or procedures. 
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In order to emphasise the importance of documentation control, a base practice is added in 

this process 

Conduct documentation control management 

The purpose of this base practice is to conduct documentation control management, which 

will provide correct project decisions, policies, and so on. Therefore, even in the condition 

which key people are hard to access, teleworkers still can obtain correct project decisions 

and policies. At the same time, this system allows confidentiality to be maintained where 

required. 

The justification for the addition of the new base practices are table 5.1.6 and section 

5.1.3.4, figure 5.2.11 (D) and section 5.2.3.2, and the analysis discussed above. 

7.4.2 Configuration Management 

The purpose of configuration management is that to establish and maintain the integrity of 

all the work products of a process or project. Configuration management concerns the 

control of software at all stages of its life cycle, from the coding of individual modules, 

through the integration of successively large sub-sets of the system, to an operational 

system. It is an important function in a software project for a number of reasons [Berlac, 

1992]. One reason is that it facilitates the ability to communicate status of documents and 

coding as well as changes that have been made. Another is that corporate management, in 

stressing higher productivity at lower cost, looks on released software as an asset that can 

be used on other projects without the need to change or modify it. A third reason is that it 

enhances the ability to provide maintenance support once the software is deployed in the 

field or sold in the marketplace. It does so through well-identified software elements and a 

history of the software's development, which enable a cost-effective fix with little impact 

on the user/customer. 

Configuration management (CM) is a communicator that establishes relationships with all 

the project activities [Berlac, 1992]. CM communicates by providing technical information 

about each specification, document, manual, code, test results, and so forth, provided to 

the project team. Basically, software configuration management ensures that changes to 

the software are managed. So in any development project, configuration management is an 
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underpinning of a continuous process improvement program, it is important. In a telework 

project it is doubly so, and it is more complex. With telework project, it would not be 

feasible for the entire development team to work together in one site and it hence needs a 

more complex configuration management to communicates through specification, design, 

module coding and testing, integration and testing, and system testing. 

For example, a telework software development process, electronic access to project-related 

product and process information are supported using new tool, the Internet, which 

provides the transparent access to information and supports on-line collaboration via 

networked computers or workstations [Belady, 1991]. Configuration management 

employed in this condition is important and plays an essential support in the activities to 

track both changes and their impact on the whole system. It is clear that using 

configuration management in this condition differs from its use in normal project. The 

former forms a fully new territory, it is a challenge in software engineering. 

In a single-site development environment, good practice for applying established software 

configuration management tools and techniques exists and configuration management is 

mature [Boldyreff, 1996]. But for telework software development the practice may be 

absent as telework in software engineering is in an immature stage. The problem that 

arises in the multi-site projects because of the complex condition may be caused as bellow: 

  How to apply standards consistently. Maintaining the consistency of standards 

application - such as enforcing when to release software, what documentation format 

to use, or how to approve changes - is more difficult in a telework organisation. 

Different sites may tend to interpret the standards according to their culture and local 

interests. Written expectations should make it clear how standards should be applied so 

that everyone is working from the same interpretation. Wrong assumptions can lead to 

a misapplication of the standard, which can show up as problems during integration 

and test [Karolark, 1998]. This in turn can delay releasing the product, which hurts all 

parties. The consistent application of standards assures the customer that the software 

has gone through an acceptable process, no matter where it was developed. 

In order to address the issue, a stronger configuration management process has to be 

proposed. A telework software configuration management board and configuration library 
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may be helpful. The board must represent all affected and interested functional and 

organisational parties; to be a single body accepts responsibility for review, approve, or 

reject proposed changes to the software. 

It is believed that a strong telework configuration management process will help overcome 

differences in management styles and cultural interpretations by enforcing a common 

discipline and set of expectations for documentation for distributed software development. 

Also, in distributed projects it is vitally important to make sure the requirements are 

thoroughly understood by everybody involved, and to arrive at high quality definition of 

the interfaces between components that are to be developed at different sites [Goldmann, 

1999]. This means that more time and effort needs to be spent in the early phases of 

system requirements, system design, and interface definition, rather than implementing 

first and finding problems only during system integration and testing. In other words, the 

focus of the project has to be moved from implementation to earlier phases of the software 

engineering process, thereby putting into action an important software engineering 

paradigm. Therefore, stronger configuration management is needed to achieve process 

adaptability. It likes a key in holding a telework project together. 

The new base practice or modified base practices in this process will include: 

Establish telework configuration management board 

The purpose of this base practice is to prepare and establish the telework configuration 

management assistance board. It will be important for teleworker to understand the pieces 

of the software, the changes made to them, and the associated documentation that makes 

up a software release so that programmer can effectively debug and support it later on. 

Establish telework configuration management strategy 

The purpose of this base practice is to determine telework configuration management 

strategy including telework configuration management activities and the schedule for 

performing these activities. 

Establish telework configuration management system 

The purpose of this base practice is to establish a telework configuration management 

system including standards, procedures and tools. 
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In addition to the discussion described above, the justification for the addition of the new 
base practices is figure 5.2.11 (B) and section 5.2.3.2). 

7.4.3 Change control management 

The justification for the addition of the new process (Change control management, SUP. 9 

in figure 8.2) was initially identified in reference (the results of survey shown in table 

5.1.6 and section 5.1.3.4, figure 5.2.6 (I) and figure 5.2.11 (G) and section 5.2.3.2). In- 

depth analysis relating teleworking to the software development characteristics are 

discussed below. 

Change is inevitable when computer software is built. And change increases the level of 

confusion among telework software engineers who are working on a project. Confusion 

arise when changes are not analysed before they are made, recorded before they are 

implemented, reported to those with a need to know, or controlled in a manner that will 

improve quality and reduce error. 

The change control process developed here is to record and report status of configuration 

items and modification requests. It means that changes to any configuration items should 

be reviewed and authorised. Generally, change control is included in configuration 

management, but in our model it forms a special process due to its importance, especially, 

for telework environment. 

In reality, changes often occur such as new requirements arrive from the customer, new 

techniques have to be introduced, etc., the system (the product of the project) therefore 

needs to be adaptable to cope with these changes [Maurer, 1996]. This adaptability is 

strongly related to the flexibility of the system. General, the requests for changes are 

divided into two parts; one is before product first delivery and another is after first 

delivery. 

The first part includes following items: 

" Operational changes; 

" New or altered business objectives; 

" Changed environmental conditions or working practices; 

" Organisational changes; 
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"A desire by users for more efficient working; 

" New or amended legislation or international agreements or standards relating to the 

system's (product's) function or data; 

" Errors in the original requirements; 

"A newly defined strategic scope for the project; 

" New ideas which seem good at the time. 

If all changes were accepted for development, they would form a body of work unlikely to 

be completed, and if given high priority would preclude further work on the original 

specification. They therefore need to be controlled and vetted, taking into consideration 

their value to the users, their value to the business, their conformity to strategy, and the 

estimated effort, cost and elapsed time of their implementation. Generally, early change is 

encouraged to avoid unnecessary work. If this part of change is not controlled, it can have 

a disastrous effect on the project. Indeed, control of change is a significant component of 

the control of the project. 

The second part includes: 

1. Continuing development as per the original specification of requirements. 

2. Developing functions which are newly specified, having not been included in the 

original specification, or which were included but are now re-specified. 

3. Making modifications to software already provided which conformed to its 

specification according to requests of change by customers. Modifications in this 

category may be large or small, but they frequently take the form of the changes to 

screen layouts, data fields, or menus. 

4. Correcting delivered software that was shown not to conform to its specification. 

No matter what changes are adopted in the project or the system, change control 

management is needed to achieve process adaptability [Maurer, 1996]. This is a set of 

change control principles. A central feature for telework change control management is a 

formal and integrated part of the project's documentation which has a decision to adopt 

and abide the required changes and automatically informs the appropriate users (i. e., team 

members or programmers) about the changes and its consequences for their work. The 

change control management also includes the reduction of undesired changes (e. g., after an 
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erroneous decision) as well as an increase in change tolerance of the process by supporting 

the users in their reaction to changes. 

The efficient management of changes in requirement, design, and code documents often 

appears to be one of the main problems of software development. Some questions that 

arise are: 

" How can one handle the effects of changes to software artefacts, 

" How can programmers constrain the effect one change has on other parts of the 

software system 

" How can proper flow of change information be ensured 

A change control management system therefore needs to be established to solve these 

problems. Many techniques for change control management should be included in this 

system, so as both efficiency and high standards are achieved. 

Change control is vital. But the forces that make it necessary also make it annoying [Bach, 

1998]. Managers worry about change because a tiny perturbation in the code can create a 

big failure in the product especially in telework development where the changes are more 

difficult to trace or monitor. Hence, one of the main tasks of the change control is to avoid 

unnecessary change. A change control management strategy is required to examine 

whether the proposed change is a good one. The correct strategy represents the judgement 

is made based on the detailed knowledge of the system or its application. Rather, it is to 

ensure that it is within the business objectives of the system. 

The need for change control comes mainly from the desire to minimise the chance that a 

major problem will be introduced into the product while programmers are trying to 

improve it, especially late in the cycle. Companies want to minimise expensive and time- 

consuming regression testing. They also want to assure that the change process respects 

the concerns of each team member who may be impacted by a particular change. At the 

same time project processes must be flexible enough to let us add product functionality 

late in the development cycle, because that's how market-driven software companies 

compete. According to this principle, a base practice (identify change items) must be 

included. The feasibility study will be carried out before formal documentation, so that 
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time and effort is not wasted on documenting those request changes, which are not to be 

proceeded with. 

Change control also means risk analysis, and there's no easy or certain way to do that. 

Coupled with the amazing capacity programmers have for oversimplifying the complex, 

change control can become mindless resistance to change and an automatic rejection of all 

risk, regardless of potential reward. To reduce the risk of a dangerous change, a more 

visible, reliable change control management is needed so that the old spreadsheet is given 

up and a bug-tracking system to manage change requests is installed (a bug report can be a 

change request, problem report, or other task assignment that may involve code changes). 

For each code change after a code freeze, developers are required to place a check-in 

comment in the bug database with the change request's ID number. Prior to each build, a 

quality assurance engineer examines the check-in comments and verifies that each code 

change corresponds to a waived bug in the database. For telework development, this is 

important because it is difficult for a quality assurance engineer to meet with any telework 

developers. The practice, control change requests, is created for this aim. 

Actually, changes occur frequently in any development of software projects, but it is 

particularly important in distributed (telework) projects (see Chapter 5), where many of the 

tasks cannot be analysed prior to execution and where the duration of co-operation is 

typically very long. Change control management is therefore needed to effectively achieve 

process adaptability, and there is the necessity for dependency tracking and mechanisms 

that inform the right people about changes. The practice, document change items, then 

needs to be implemented by software organisations. 

In brief, change control management plays an essential role in the activities necessary to 

support continuous process improvement in a teleworking environment as it captures the 

history of changes. It includes an increase in change tolerance of the process by supporting 

the users in their reaction to changes [Maurer, 1996]. A practice, maintain change item 

history, is just a correct activity for organisation to implement. 

In this study, change control management as a new supporting life cycle process is created 

in the process model by author. Many base practices are then developed according to 

above considerations, they are: 
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Develop change control management strategy 

Chaptcr 7 

The purpose of this base practice is to develop change control management strategy 

specifying the criteria for verification of all required changes. 

Establish change control management system 

A change control management system should be established to ensure changes can be 

traced and problems and divergences can be detected, described, recorded, analysed, 

corrected and prevented in every process. 

Identify change items 

The purpose of this base practice is to identify necessary changes and reduce or avoid the 

risk of dangerous changes. 

Control change requests 

The purpose of this base practice is to establish formal change requests system (such as 

filling change request forms, provide bug-tracking database sheet etc. ) so as to reduce 

undesired changes. 

Document change items 

The purpose of this base practice is to document the change items to inform the 

appropriate users about a change and its consequences for their work. 

Maintain change item history 

The purpose of this base practice is to maintain history of change items to support 

continuous process improvement in a teleworking environment. 

7.4.4 Technical support system management 

The justification for the addition of the new process (Technical support system 

management, SUP. 10 in figure 8.2) was initially identified in reference (the results of 

survey shown in figure 5.2.10 (D) and figure 5.2.11 (F), and section 5.2.3.2; section 2.2.4 

in Chapter 2). In-depth analysis concerning the software development in distributed 

environment are discussed below. 

A feature of telework environment differs from normal work environment is that the 

former needs more complex technical support system such as communication system, 
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coordination system, intranet, information system, security system etc. These systems 

including tools need to be identified, established, maintained, so a technical support 

system management process is developed here to control these complex techniques, tools 

and skills applications. 

The survey conducted in Chapter 5 also showed the importance of support systems (see 

Figure 5.2.11) for telework environment, even though the survey's focal point is only in 

communication technique support tool. 

The following base practices are included in this process. 

Establish technical support strategy 

The purpose of this base practice is to prepare a strategy for the technical support of 

software developing in telework environment. 

Define technical tools requirements 

The purpose of this base practice is to identify the technical tool requirements. 

Establish technical support system 

The purpose of this base practice is to develop a technical support system that allows 

various useful tools, technology and technique can be accessed or used by teleworker in 

software development. 

Maintain technical support system 

The purpose of this base practice is to ensure the technical support system is complete, 

correct and up-to-date. 

7.5 Conclusions 

Lots of issues for software development in telework environments have been discussed, 

and many process or base practices are developed so that an expanding software process 

improvement approach can be composed. Like other models' development, the processes 

and base practices identified and developed here are based on practical experience gained 

from surveys in industry, analysis of the methodology of process models, literature review 

in teleworking management methodology, and standards such as ISO 9000, ISO/IEC 

15504 and ISO 12207. These new processes and additional base practices were discussed 
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with members of SPICE community. The new SPITE model was presented at the 

international SPICE 2000 conference and published in the proceedings [Guo, et al., 

2000c]. This provided a further source of feedback on the model. 

Although software development in telework environments is not new matter in software 

engineering, it is a fully new concept to extend a software process approach (i. e., software 

process improvement model) based on existed models to ensure software product quality 

for this condition. 

As discussed in Chapters 3,4 and 6, there are many software process assessment and 

improvement models in existence for centralised software development. These models are 

the results of many years' work by many experts. Although it is desired to create a new 

model, which is suitable to telework software process, it is impossible to develop it in this 

study in a short time and it is also unnecessary because many existing models can be 

utilised. Therefore, the objective of this study is fixed to that to extend an existing model 

suitable for telework environment. 

The strategy of the study has been decided, which is expanding an existed model suitable 

for telework software process. So an important step is to select a proper model from 

existing models. In order to do this, a study of existing models is conducted in Chapter 3 

and 4 to understand architecture, framework, process assessment and component of the 

models. A comparison between these models is then performed in Chapter 6. The strengths 

and weakness of these models are derived from the study. Applicability of the models in 

telework environment is also carried out in Chapter 6. Through an evaluation, which is 

based on the rating scheme, the SPICE model is finally selected as the proper foundation 

of the extending approach for telework software development process. 

Extending the SPICE model to enable it to be suitable for telework environment means a 

work that picks the useful parts of the SPICE as a core and adds some specific processes 

and bases practices for telework conditions to form an extending approach. SPICE is a 

good software process model but it is not suitable for telework environment due to the 

absence of some essential and necessary base practices. The study in Chapter 2 has 

provided the differences of software process between telework and normal single site 

work. The surveys (Chapter 5) supply the evidence to confirm that and give more 
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information for software process in telework environment. The results of surveys reflect 

the problems of telework software process in practice. Synthesis of all problems arisen in 

Chapter 2 and 5 constitute the base requirements in telework software development. 

It is clear that these problems or base requirements in telework software environments 

must be addressed and solved in a proper software process model. The study here is to 

provide correct solution for it. Analyses are conducted here to go deep into these base 

requirements, and corresponding processes or base practices are then created to assure a 

healthy environment appeared in telework software development. This specific processes 

and base practices developed here for telework environment combine with essential part of 

SPICE model to form a special software process model - an extension of SPICE for 

telework software process. 

There are approximately 40 base practices developed in this Chapter to assure that the 

software development can correctly perform in telework environment. These base 

practices need to be added to the base of SPICE to form an extension of SPICE. The base 

of the SPICE means a part of SPICE which some of it will be cut off so that it is simple 

and more easy to perform. These works compose the main objective of the next Chapter. 

Except for all base practices developed here, there are many other important factors which 

affect the product quality developed by teleworkers such as infrastructure of organisation, 

implement activities, schedule of project and so on. However, these factors already exist in 

SPICE processes or base practices, so they are not included in this Chapter. Some new 

notes will be added in these corresponding existing base practices to enable it more 

suitable for telework software development, however not all new notes used for this aim, 

most of them is only to make base practices more clear for organisation to use (see 

Appendix). 

How to use a part of the SPICE and how to add the processes and base practices developed 

in this Chapter to form a software process approach will be discussed and introduced in 

next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 8 Development of software process 
improvement approach for teleworking 
environments (SPITE) 

As analysed in Chapters 3,4 and 6, process oriented software quality management and 

improvement has become an established specialism within software engineering; a number 

of process models are currently available to support work on software modelling, 

evaluation and improvement. However, these models are only concerned with the 

traditional centralised software development environments, little attention has been paid to 

the support of large distributed projects and its development environments. Previous study 

shows that many basic requirements, which are essential for telework software 

development, have not been addressed or properly reflected by any of existing process 

models. Therefore, current SPI model can not be used directly in telework environments. 

To solve the above problem and therefore promote teleworking development in software 

industry, an appropriate process approach that efficiently address the needs of process 

improvement in telework software environments is urgently needed (Chapter 5). The 

objective of this chapter is to present SPITE, a teleworking software process assessment 

approach meeting the ISOIIEC (TR) 15504 requirements for compatible models. Based on 

the development strategy made in Chapter 6, the SPITE approach uses the exemplar 

Assessment model provided in SPICE as a baseline and extends the process dimension to 

meet the specific needs of Teleworking software. The reasons for extending an existing 

model instead of developing a new model are discussed in detail in section 7.1.3. The 

decision was made to produce the extension to the SPICE model, named SPITE, with the 

hope that the result of this research would be widely used in association with the ISO 

15504 standard. The framework of SPITE is presented in my seventh paper at the refereed 

international conference of SQM 2001 [Guo, et al., 2001]. 

8.1 Introduction 

The Software Process Improvement in Teleworking Environment (SPITE) approach has 

been developed by author with much support from both software industry and academia in 
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software engineering world-wide. SPITE is a teleworking software assessment model 

meeting the requirements for a conformant ISO/IEC TR 15504 assessment. In an attempt 

to verify its suitability, the basic concept and initial structure of SPITE was presented and 

published in the conference proceedings at a number of international conferences on 

software quality and process improvement, e. g. CONQUEST 1999 [Guo, et al., 1999b], 

the Quality Week 2000 [Guo, et al., 2000b], SPICE 2000 [Guo, et al., 2000c], World 

Computer Congress 2000 (WCC'2000) [Guo, et al., 2000a]. In addition to the content of 

the papers, the framework of the current version of SPITE was presented at the later three 

conferences above. It generated very interesting discussion among the delegates and, as a 

consequence, SPITE has been well recognised by many world-famous experts from a 

number of institutions, e. g. the IVF Centre for Software Engineering, European Software 

Institute (ESI), Software Engineering Institute (SEI), and by experienced representatives 

from the software industry, as a major contribution to the development of software 

engineering process modelling and software industry. By promoting the best practice 

concepts of SPICE and addressing the specific needs of distributed software project, the 

SPITE can be excepted to emerge as the prevailing tool of process improvement within the 

software industry. 

Based on the theoretical study into management methodology of teleworking and its 

special characteristics conducted in Chapter 2, and the practical experience obtained from 

software industry via world-wide surveys concerning the difference between distributed 

and traditional centralised development environments in Chapter 5, a number of specific 

Teleworking requirements in software engineering have been identified. This has laid a 

solid foundation for this research to build upon. Following the identified requirements for 

the teleworking software environments, five new processes and approximately forty new 

base practices that characterises the best practices in telework software have been made 

and presented in chapter 7. It has found that there are significant differences between 

telework software and conventional centralised software development, especially in 

process categories of management, organisation and support. The current process scheme 

does not specifically address teleworking. Teleworking software is sufficient different to 

require a new model. 
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To provide the necessary groundwork in developing such a Model, a I'undam n(al research 

ooino deep into the principle of software process modelling are conducted in Chapter 3 

and 4. Followed by Chapter 6, where a comparative analysis of' the current process models 

has been made in terms of' its adaptability and compatibility into teleworking software, 

results in it evaluation leading to the selection of' the emerging standard for software 

process assessment, ISO/IEC (TR) 15504, to he used as the basis in building the new 

extended model. 

Substantial groundwork has been down. A software process assessment approach for 

teleworking software is now ready to shape. As recommended in Chapter 6, this software 

process approach will he developed using the SPICE framework as a baseline. The intent 

and structure of SPICE will be maintained. The set of' new processes and base practices 

created in Chapter 7 will he served as major input in the approachs' creation to represent 

the features of' tcleworking software environments. SPITE is a stand-alone assessment 

model and contains features that address a critical problem facing industry in software 

engineering. 

ISO 12207: Software 
Life Cycle Definition 

" Proccsscs added 
" Proccsscs rcfincd 

V 
ISO 15504: Software Process 

Improvement and Capability 
dEtermination (SPICE) 

" 'I'elework specific processes added 
" Telework specific base practices added 

V rsPI"TE: 
Software Process 

Improvement in Teleworking 
Environments 

Figure 8.1 The rclatioýnship between SPI'T'E, ISO 12207. 

and ISO 1504 

One of the major reasons for selecting 

ISO 15504 as the haseline for the 

current work was the fact that the ISO 

15504 reference model relies on a 

common framework for software life 

cycle processes, ISO 12207 1 ISO. 

19951. At the same time. ISO 15504 

acknowledges related ISO/IEC 

standards, especially those developed 

under the responsibility of the same 

JTCI Subcommittee. The ISO 15504 

is now very similar to the one of ISO 

12207, and a cross reference table on process level, indicating i1' it is a ISO 12207 process, 

or a new process (named as extended process) that is outside the scope of ISO 12207, is 

provided in [ISO 15504-2]. And more importantly, as a process assessment standardisation 

efforts, the SPICE model has been created to he as general as possible, to he applicable to 
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practically all domains. The exemplar assessment model, provided by [ISO 15504-5] 

which may be used as-is in performing an assessment and successfully applied in a series 

of trial assessments [Trial-la, Trial-lb, Trial-1c, Trial-ld, Trial-2a, Trial-2b], is thus taken 

as a basis to which the new processes and base practices are added. As a result of this 

effort, the process dimension of SPITE has been considerably expanded and modified 

from the exemplar assessment model. Figure 8.1 describes the relationship between the 

SPITE process model, ISO 15504 and the software life cycle defied in ISO 12207. 

The complete SPITE assessment approach is contained in Appendix A. Table 8.1 provide 

the items that has been added to the assessment model from [ISO 15504-5]. The table 

provided in this appendix will help organisations that are already using the assessment 

model of SPICE to implement and improve their software process to identify the changes 

and additions necessary to fulfil teleworking requirements. 

It is expected that the development of SPITE will fill a gap in the software process 

modelling literature and has potential to provide software teleworkers, managers and 

software development organisations with a model-based process framework to aid 

software quality improvement. 

8.2 Architecture of the SPITE approach 

The development of the SPITE approach is based on IS015504 conformant method, with 

the process dimension considerably refined to incorporate teleworking software practices. 

In designing the SPITE approach, I adopt the SPICE exemplar Assessment Model and use 

the set of special issues identified in Chapter 7 to adapt the model to telework software. I 

adopt the capability dimension from the assessment model in [ISO 15504-5] without 

modification or addition. In forming the SPITE process dimension, I adopt the same 

structure of the process model from the SPICE exemplar Assessment Model, but the 

content has been considerably modified. The process dimension of SPITE is formed with 

some processes and bases practices adopted as given while others are suggested to be 

removed from the exemplar Assessment Model in [ISO 15504-5], according to the 

importance considered for teleworking software. In addition, the process dimension is 

augmented with specific telework processes and base practices developed in Chapter 7, 

and with an even larger number of new notes to enhance the understanding of process 
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descriptions or base practices. All of the exemplar Assessment Model work products are 

adopted and imbedded in SPITE, as they are matched with the expected outputs of 

Tleleworking software or, where not match is found, remain in SPF'I'I: as-is without any 

modification. These new processes and base practices properly incorporate teleworking 

software needs into the SPITE assessment model. 

SPITZ: maintains the process architecture of ISO 15504, but is downscaled and customised 

Assessment Model of SPICE for the purpose of practicable and simple to use. Only limited 

. cope in relevant process categories is considered. For example, the scope in the customer- 

SPITE 
Process Architecture 

i 
2 

Primary life cycle processes 

Customer-Supplier 

CUS. 1 Acquisition�. 
CUS. 1.1 Acquisition preparation" 
CUS. 1_2 Supplier selection" 
('US. 1.3 Supplier monitoring"` 
('US. 1.4 Customer acceptance"' 

CUS. 2 Supply* 
CUS. 3 Reeyurii-ceruent rlrritutrnn 
CUS. 4 Operation* 

Operational use' 
Customer support" 

Organizational life cycle processes 

l ag'llý 

NIAN. 1 Management 

NIAN. 2 Project iruýnuýenuýu 
MAN. i l)nulrtv mcýiýuýýcýiicict 
%I ýN. -i Ki. l, ni: ui: iLrnirnt 
MAN. 5 Team coordination 

Management 
N1AN. 6 Int"Orrnation 

Management 

Engineering, 

ENG. I Deselopment* 
ENG. I. I System requirements analvsis und drsi, >; n 
ENG. 1.2 

. 
Snftnare requirements analysis 

E. NG. 1.3 Software design 
ENG. 1.4 Software construction 
EN(;. 1.5 Software integration (+) 
EN(:. 1.6 Software testing 
ENG. I. 7 System integration and testing 

ENG. 2 System and software maintenance* 

Organization 

ORG. I Oreanizationol 

alignment(+) 
ORG. 2 Improvement 

Process estahiishment' 
Process assessment* 
Process iniprovenient* 

ORG. 3 Human resource 
management (+) 

ORG. 4 infir-astruc Lure(+) 
ORG. 5 Nlca urenient 
ORG. 6 Rrtur' 

ORG. 7 't'raining program 

Figure 8.2 SPITE Process Architecture 

Supporting life Cycle processes 

Support 

SUP. 1 Documentation (+) 
SUP. 2 Configuration manusenent I+l 
SUP. 3 Quulit 

- 
N. n. csuruncc' 
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SU111.5 Validation 
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supplier process categories may only contain one process that is considered as possessing 

critical necessity and importance for teleworking software. The resulting SPITE approach 

takes into account the specific needs of process management and improvement 

surrounding teleworking software development. 

There are a total of 29 processes included in the SPITE process dimension. Among them, 5 

new processes are defined as extension to the one in SPICE model. They are identified as 

critical important factors for teleworking software environments. The other 21 processes 

are selected from the process dimension of ISO 15504, some of which with modification 

made in base practices level to address telework specific aspects while others with notes 

added for clarity to reflect activities not present in part of ISO 15504. The rest of the 16 

processes are intended to be deleted but still remaining in SPITE for easy identification of 

the adoptions, additions and deletions to SPICE. 

The process architecture of the SPITE approach is shown Figure 8.2. Processes new to the 

SPICE are shaded in light grey. Processes with new base practices added or modified are 

represented by plus symbol (+) and underline. Processes with notes added to give 

additional information to enhance the understanding of process descriptions or base 

practices are displayed in italics. Processes marked with `*' are those intended to be 

removed. Figure 8.2 shows clearly that enhancements and modifications have been made 

throughout the entire process dimension. Where processes, base practices are added, I 

assign them a reference number higher than any currently found in the ISO 15504 

exemplar model. Thus assessments using the SPITE approach can easily be compared to 

other assessments using ISO 15504. 

Similar to the one in SPICE, there are five categories included in three life cycles in the 

SPITE approach. Management and organisation categories belong to organisational life 

cycle. Customer-supplier and engineering categories live in primary life cycle and support 

life cycle has only one category called support category. 
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8.3 Tailoring the SPICE process dimension for Teleworking"Specific 

Environments 

It has been found that there are some major difference in software processes between 

telewoking environments and centralised environments. Although the process assessment 

standardisation efforts within the SPICE project have tried to be as general as possible, to 

be applicable to practically all domains, it still does not explicitly cover the needs of 

Telewoking software due to the rapid pace of development in IT industry and 

extraordinary changes in the structure of our society. A number of requirements are 

identified from the previous chapter (see Chapter 2,5,7) which appear to be unique, or 

which are of particular importance of teleworking software process. All teleworking 

requirements not adequately represented within the ISO 15504 assessment model are 

addressed and incorporated into SPITE, which is fully presented in Appendix A. 

8.3.1 New items created in SPITE 

Table 8.1 lists all new or modified items created in SPITE. The detailed discussion 

regarding the reasons to have these new processes and base practices has been presented in 

Chapter 7. However the new base practices are not as simple as their words suggest a new 

one for the SPICE. Some of them may exist in SPICE but have not been presented with 

proper importance or stress on telework and, some others are less relevant to telework. If 

this appears, the corresponding (old) one needs to be deleted before the new one can be 

added to SPITE. For a full understanding of SPITE, these new processes or base practices 

appeared in Figure 8.2 will be analysed. 

0 Organizational life cycle 

Organisational life cycle consists of two categories: management and organisation. Three 

new processes and many new base practices join in this field (Figure 8.2). 

" Management category 

ISO 15504 does not specifically address the team coordination and information 

management issues. To underline the importance of such requirements related to telework 

software, two new process: MANS Team coordination management and MAN. 6 
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information management, are developed and incorporated into ISO 15504 exemplar 

assessment model within the management category. 

As discussed in Section 7.1.1, Team coordination management (MAN. 5) is an essential 

process for telework software development. Unlike centralised software development 

condition, team coordination formed in telework environment is more difficult due to the 

absence of regular face to face meetings. In order to obtain good team coordination to 

achieve quality products, five new base practices are created to make this new process 

effective in performance. 

During a telework software project life cycle, every actor must be able to readily access all 

the information they need in order to perform their task. Although not telewoking-specific, 

the flow of information inside a project organisation is of paramount importance to success 

of distributed project, and is described by a new process, Information management 

(MAN. 6) in management category. It is the base of successful team coordination. Eight 

new base practices are therefore made in this process (see Section 7.1.2). 

9 Organisation category 

One new process is added in this category. It is ORG. 7 training process. Section 7.2.3 

shows the importance of this process to telework software development. It is revealed that 

due to distributed developers working in a `relative isolated' environment, the product 

quality relies more on their individual skill and experiences. Personal training to master 

proper skills and techniques, therefore, becomes a vital policy for telework software 

companies. As the importance of personal training increased, it is separated from the 

human resource management process in SPICE. Four new base practices are then created 

to form the new process (see Section 7.2.3), and two corresponding base practices in 

human resource management process are then deleted. They are: develop or acquire 

training and train personnel. 

Except for above new process created in organisation category, many new base practices 

are also developed in this category for other processes. They will be shown as following. 

Four new base practices join the first process - ORG. 1 Organisational alignment. They are 

ORG. I. BPI Develop teleworking strategy and set up telework environment, ORG. I. BP2 
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Establish teleworking employment policy, ORG. I. BP4 Define teleworking requirements 

and ORG. I. BPS Establish and maintain telework support system. The reason for 

introducing these four base practices has been analysed in Section 7.2.1. They are 

fundamental activities for organisation to employ telework developers in software process. 

When these new practices are added to this process, three old base practices are deleted. 

They are Develop a strategic vision, Deploy vision and Provide incentives because part of 

their functions overlap with the new base practices such as the first and second items. The 

content of the third item, Provide incentives, is included in new process, MAN. 5 Team 

coordination. 

There are two new base practices produced to join the process, ORG. 3 Human resource 

management process. They are ORG. 3. BP8 Establish telework performance management 

and ORG. 3. BP9 Maintain trusts climate and healthy work environment. The importance of 

these two base practices has been discussed in Section 7.2.2. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 

telework performance management is very difficult. The base practices here are aimed to 

solve this problem. There are four base practices deleted from this process. These are 

Develop or acquire training, Train personnel, Define evaluation criteria and Evaluate 

staff performance are also removed from the process of ORG. 3 Human resource 

management. The content of the first two items is included in new process, training 

process, and the substance of the last two items can be find in new base practice, Establish 

telework performance management. 

One new base practices is introduced in the process of ORG. 4 Infrastructure. It is 

ORG. 4. BP2 Provide a telework software engineering environment. Due to the different 

requirements between telework and normal single site work, this base practice here gives a 

clear explication about telework software engineering environment, but it is not a fully 

new one. It is modified from the old one, Provide a software engineering environment. 

The new item means a focused application range. 

o Supporting life cycle 

There are two new processes and many new base practices (developed in other processes) 

appeared in this section (Figure 8.2). The new processes are: SUP. 9 Change control 

management, SUP. 10 Technical support system management. 
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As described in Section 7.4.3, change control is particular important to telework 

development. Although there is a base practice, manage change (SUP. 2. BP5) existing in 

SPICE, the importance and cover range of it is far behind the requirements of teleowrk 

development. A new process and six new base practices are therefore developed and 
included in SPITE to confirm that any changes happened in software development process 

are correctly managed. At the same time, of course the old item, manage change, is 

removed from its regional location in the process of SUP. 2 Configuration management in 

SPICE. 

The reason to create another new process, SUP. 10 Technical support system management, 

has been discussed in Section 7.4.4. For telework software development, many new tools, 

skills and techniques need to be used to create and support an effective work environment. 

The technical support system process, which includes 4 new base practices, is needed here 

to manage them. This process is fully new and no corresponding items exist in SPICE. 

Except for the two new processes, many new base practices (one in documentation 

process, three in configuration management process) are also added to other processes to 

enable them suitable for telework software development (Figure 8.2). 

In Documentation process, one new base practice, SUP. I. BP8 Conduct documentation 

control management, is developed to provide correct documentation such as project 

decisions, policies, etc., for teleworkers and to protect confidential materials which go 

away from organisation (see Section 7.4.1). 

For Configuration management process, three new base practices are formed to satisfy 

telework requirements. The first new base practice, SUP. 2. BPI Establish telework 

configuration management strategy, is modified from the old one, develop configuration 

management strategy. As discussed in Section 7.4.2, there are clear differences between 

telework and normal work in configuration management. The modified item showed here 

will be aimed at telework, the special condition, to determine telework software 

configuration management activities, which concerns the control of software at all stages 

of its life cycle. Because the item is only used for telework, it is not a general base 

practice. The second new base practice, SUP. 2. BP1 Establish telework configuration 

management system, is also a modified item which come from establish configuration 
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management system. The improved item will focus on to establish a telework 

configuration management system to address the need of telework software. The 

standards, procedures and tools included in this practice concern only telework software 

development, they are different from normal single site development (see Section 7.4.2). 

The only new base practice developed in this process is SUP. 2. BP5 Establish telework 

configuration management board (see Section 7.4.2). It is a useful method to help 

teleworkers understanding the pieces of the software, the changes made to them, and the 

associated documentation that make up a software release so that programmer can 

effectively debug and support it later on. 

Q Primary life cycle 

There are two new base practices developed in this area, they are showed in engineering 

category (Figure 8.2). They are; Eng. 1.5 BP1 Develop telework software integration 

strategy and, Eng. 1.5 BP2 Identify telework software integration requirement. The first 

one is a modified item based on the old one - develop software integration strategy. As 

discussed in Section 7.3.1, software integration in distributed development environment is 

much more complex than in centralised development environment. More mistakes may be 

produced by distributed developers, so the strategy developed here for telework is a 

special one which is aimed at the problems which arise through telework. Only those 

organisations that possess correct telework software integration strategy may produce 

quality products in telework environment. The second is a new one that serves fully for 

telework environments. 
Table 8.1 New processes and base practices developed for SPITE approach. 

Number Process New processes New or modified base practices 
cate ories 

I Engineering Eng. 1.5 BPI Develop telework software integration 
strategy 

2 ENG. ). 5. BP2 Identify telework software integration 
requirement 

Management AN. 5 Team 
coordination management 

3 MAN. 5. BPI Determine project coordination strategy 
4 MAN5. BP2 Establish communication system 
5 MAN. 5. BP3 Identify team coordination activities 
6 MAN. 5. BP4 Evaluate feasibility and adaptability of 

team coordination 
7 MAN. 5. BP5 Monitor performance of team coordination 

and take action on performance deviation 
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Table 8.1 New processes and base practices developed for SPITE approach (continued) 

Chapter 8 

AN. 6 Information 
Management Process 

8 MAN. 6. BPIIdentify necessary information 
9 MAN. 6. BP2 Establish information system 
10 MAN. 6. BP3 Make information system accessible 
11 MAN. 6. BP4 Maintain and verify information 
12 MAN. 6. BP5 Control access to information 
13 MAN. 6. BP6 Distribute information 

14 MAN. 6. BP7 Notify users when modifications occur 
15 MAN. 6. BP8 Develop projects' repository 
16 MAN. 6. BP9 Maintain project repository 
17 MAN. 6. BP10 Monitor system performance 

18 Organisation ORG. I. BPI Develop teleworking strategy and set up 
telework environment 

19 ORG. I. BP2 Establish teleworking employ entpolicy 
20 ORG. I. BP4 Define teleworking requirements 
21 ORG. I. BP5 Establish and maintain telework support 

system 
22 ORG. 3. BP8 Establish telework performance 

management 
23 ORG. 3. BP9 Maintain trust climate and healthy work 

environment 
24 ORG. 4. BP2 Provide a telework software engineering 

environment 
25 ORG. 5 Training Process ORG. 5. BP1 Identify training requirements for telework 

employees 
26 ORG. 5. BP2 Establish training courses 
27 ORG. 5. BP3 Develop self-management skill 
28 ORG. 5. BP4 Establish PSP (Personal Software Process) 

training 
29 Support SUP. I. BP8 Conduct documentation control 

management 
30 SUP. 2. BP1 Establish telework configuration 

management strategy 
31 SUP. 2. BP2 Establish telework configuration 

management system 
32 SUP. 2. BP5 Establish telework configuration 

management board 
33 SUP. 9 Change control 

management 

SUP. 9. BP1 Develop change control management 
strategy 

34 SUP. 9. BP2 Establish change control management 
system 

35 SUP. 9. BP3 Identify change items 

36 SUP. 9. BP4 Control change requests 
37 SUP. 9. BP5 Document change items 
38 SUP. 9. BP6 Maintain change item history 
39 SUP. 10 Technical support 

system management 
SUP. 10. BP1 Establish technical support strategy 

40 SUP. 10. BP2 Define technical tools requirements 
41 SUP. 10. BP3 Establish technical support system 
42 SUP. IO. BP4 Maintain technical support s stem 
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To summarise, all the new items and'their place in SPITE are listed in Table 8.1. Five new 

processes and approximately 40 base practices are created to form the SPITE approach. 

8.3.2 Reducing the size of SPITE 

As discussed in section 6.2.2.4 in Chapter 6, a major deficiency of SPICE is the 

complexity in the decision making during a process assessment. It is criticised that the 

number of process defined and the items to be rated are too many. The SPITE focuses on 

telework and is thus not so general. From these concern it is desired to be appropriate to 

use ̀ SPICE like' principles but is scaled down in process dimension. 

In an attempt to reduce the size and therefore improve the simplicity and usability, a 

number of processes in the exemplar assessment model of SPICE, which are considered as 

less important or less relevant to telework software, are proposed to be removed in SPITE. 

However in order to ensure consistency and completeness with SPICE, they are still kept 

in the process dimension of SPITE, but marked with symbol `*' for easy identification of 

the changes made. 

As shown in figure 8.2, there are 16 processes marked by `*', which are possible to be 

neglected by telework organisation. These parts are generally considered as not so 

important to affect telework software development. For example, cus. 1.3 Supplier 

monitoring process, which monitor the supplier's activities during the development of the 

software product and/or service, is not an useful process for telework environments 

because telework software development is in a distributed environment. The another 

process, reuse process (ORG. 6), which promote and facilitate the reuse of new and 

existing software work products from an organisational and product/project perspective, is 

also unimportant for telework environments because the function of this process is really 

difficult to be perform in a distributed software development process. 

The consideration of cutting some processes and the selection of deleted items in SPITE is 

based on the information collected from the series investigations conducted by author. For 

example, many managers and software engineers have given suggestions or comments in 

the additional information part of the surveys to concern the reduction of the size in 
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current SPI model. During the face-to-face interviews with some IT organisations 

conducted at a number of international events on software process and quality 

management, such as SQM'99 which was organised by the BCS Quality SIG 

(Southampton, UK), and InfoSecurity' 1999 which was Europe's largest IT security event 

(London, UK), many experienced professionals from IT industry contributed their opinion 

and judgement on how to modify the processes dimension in the SPICE models. 

According to the analysis of the collected information, the 16 processes are decided as a 

suggestion to be removed from SPITE due to its relative little importance for telework 

software development. Further evidence regarding the suitability is needed to prove it. 

Therefore, all deleted process are still retained in SPITE, but they are marked by `*' (see 

Figure 8.2). This means that two models exist, one is simplified model which does not 

include the parts marked by `*', and the other one is big one including every part. 

Telework organisations can use any one according to their preference. 

In fact, it is difficult to say which process is more important than others. The development 

or definition of the processes in current SPI model is derived from practical experience in 

software industry (e. g. the development of CMM), or based on previous experiences in 

software process modelling and international standards in software process and quality 

(e. g. the development of SPICE, BOOTSTRAP). Continuous innovation in those models is 

made by the feedback and information obtained from the model trials in IT industry. It can 

be claimed that there is no theory or detailed argument to explain why these processes are 

important and why they should be applied and followed in software development. 

8.3.3 Validation of the modifications made to SPICE 

During the development of the SPITE draft version, all the information provided by the 

surveys together with the telework study and methodology analysis of software process 

assessment and improvement models are served as the base of the initial process 

selection/tailoring. 

In attempt to evaluate its feasibility, the draft version was subsequently reviewed by a 

subset of the experts, those of whom possess familiarity and experience with the existing 

software process models both from software industry and academia, at several 
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international conferences in software quality, e. g. Quality Week 2000 IGuo, et ar/., 2000bl, 

SPICE 2000 IGuo, et al., 2000cI, World Computer Congress 2000 (WCC'2000) IGuo, et 

al.. 2000aI.. The amendment to SPICE (including additions and deletions ma(e) 

consequently revalidated by Interviews with International standard bodies (e. g. IVFF Centre 

for Software Engineering, European Software Institute, the British Computer Society, and 

SPICE community) and, with industry representative (e. g. SYNSI'ACI AG in Switzerland, 

Methodika Limited, COMPAQ and KPMG in UK, Sun Microsystems, LIIXXON 

Corporation and, SEI in US, GMIT in Ireland, Fukuoka Institute of 'Technology in Japan, 

etc). 

The feedback and the recommendations provided by these reviewers are deemed sufficient 

to offer constructive inputs to the process selection/tailoring and used as a means for 

validation and finalisation of the approach developed. 

8.4 Designing the SPITE approach and its components 

Although SPITE has the same architecture with SPICE, their components are significant 

different. As stated before, in forming the SPITE model to meet the needs of telework 

software process improvement, I adopt the exemplar assessment model of ISO 15504 (Part 

5), that is compatible with the ISO 15504 reference model, as-is. In the process dimension, 

SPITE uses the structure of the exemplar Assessment model, and includes most of 

processes and process indicators 

from [ISO 15504-51. Telework 

requirements are matched with 

processes and base practices. The 

expected outputs of telework 

requirements are associated with 

work products and work product 

characteristics. Any required 

telework activities or expected 

outputs missing in the exemplar 

Assessment model are reflected 

in new processes, base practices 

Continues 

improvement 
for individual/ 
processes j; 

I J 
! 

4 

Level 5: Optimizing Process 
PA S. I: Process change 

' PA 5.2: Continuous improvement 

Level 4: Predictable Prmess 
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added to the process dimension. These new processes and process indicators properly 
incorporate telework software development needs into the SPITE assessment model. In 

adding the new elements to the process dimension, I maintain the level of granularity 

found in the ISO 15504 exemplar Assessment model. 

In the capability dimension, we take as-is the capability dimension from the exemplar 

Assessment model. This consists of the rating mechanism of the ISO 15504 Reference 

model (capability levels, process attributes, capability rating scale, and rating scale 

calibration) as well as the set of process capability indicators from the Part 5 assessment 

model (management practices, practice performance characteristics, and resource and 

infrastructure characteristics). In the SPITE capability dimension, nothing is deleted, 

modified, or added, with respect to [ISO 15504-5]. 

The rating framework of the approach is same as-is with the one provided in the reference 

model of SPICE, in which a six point ordinal scale is defined to represent an increasing 

capability of the performed process, from level 0 (incomplete), to level 5 (optimising). As 

illustrated in figure 8.3, the measure of capability is based upon a set of process attributes. 

Process attributes are used to determine whether a process has reached a given capability. 

Each attribute measures a particular aspect of the process capability. As said in Chapter 3 

and 4, the scale therefore derives a well-defined route for improvement for each individual 

process. 

8.5 Compatibility of SPITE with the requirements of ISO 15504 

The requirements for compatibility enable comparison of outputs from assessments using 

different models and methods. Compatibility is essential in order to provide a degree of 

comparability between the results of different assessments by maximising the reliability of 

deferent approaches and achieving a greater degree of uniformity in the reporting of 

results. 

Appendix A of this thesis set out an assessment approach, SPITE, that is compatible with 

the reference model in [ISO 15504-2]. SPITE can be used in the performance of 

assessments that meet the requirements of ISO TR 15505. 
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Since SPITE has been explicitly constructed by adopting the same elements as in the ISO 

15504 assessment model and is a `SPICE like' approach created to be a complete model 

for the assessment of teleworking software process capability, it is directly compatible 

with the reference model of SPICE. The compatibility requirement explained in [ISO 

15504-2, clause 7.2,7.3,7.4,7.5, and 7.6] can be satisfied straightforward. The premise of 

SPITE is that the capability of processes can be assessed reliably and consistently by 

judging the indicators of process performance and process capability. It is directly 

compatible with the reference model and thus the conformance claim is in fact relatively 

trivial. 

8.6 Discussion 

The SPITE approach is developed as a process assessment based improvement approach 

through applying the principles and concepts of state-of-the-art software process 

assessment and improvement methodology, SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504), which users are 

already familiar with in particular. The objective of the SPITE approach created here is to 

help telework organisations improve their software process by the improvement in process 

management. 

The approach is created as a conformance model of SPICE. It maintains the intent and the 

structure of SPICE. It adopts `SPICE like' principle but scaled down processes, and 

integrated with the specific processes and issues required for teleworking environments. 

The theoretical analysis of current process models (Chapters 3 and 4) combining with the 

analysis of these models' strength, weakness, interrelation and adaptability (Chapter 6) 

provide the foundation of SPITE developing, in which SPICE used as the basis. The 

SPICE is a mature process method and emerging international standard that has been well 

applied in world range for many years. Choosing this model as the foundation enables the 

development of SPITE standing on a stable ground and therefore avoids lots of 

unnecessary work. However, there are still many processes and base practices to be 

required to build SPITE approach upon this foundation, because there are big differences 

of software process between telework and normal centralised work such as management, 

team coordination, communication system and tools etc. 
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The new added items mainly come from telework study (Chapter 2), survey analysis 

(Chapter 5) and management methodology (Chapter 7). The telework methodology study 

(Chapter 2) and practice experience analysis in IT industry (Chapter 5) construct a strong 

theoretical and practical base ground for creating SPITE. The requirements of telework are 

therefore defined and a set of specific processes and base practices are derived (Chapter 7) 

from these studies. During the initial process tailoring stage, a great number of experts 

from both IT industry and academia, contributed extensive valuable suggestions that 

Chapter 6: SPICE 
(ISO/IEC 15504) input for 
the foundation of SPITE 

Chapter 7: Building new 
process and base practices 
through analysis of all 
problems and experts' 
suggestions 

Chapter 5: Problem of 
telework software 
development identified by 

surveys in IT industry 

Chapter 2: Problem arose 
as telework developing in J 
IT industry 

Chapter 3,4 : Present SPI 
model used in IT industry 

Figure 8.4 Constructing the SPITE process model 

SPITE can benefit from. For example, in the conference of SPICE 2000, the author has a 

chance to consult many experts from SPICE community and obtain many great ideals. 

Nearly all SPICE experts in this conference agreed to that the SPITE is a good approach to 

apply in telework environments and, the development of such an approach is just the right 

issue addressing the needs of current software community. 

The method and strategy to develop SPITE have been defined. It is use SPICE as the base 

and then add series specific new processes and base practices to it so that its application 

range can be extended from normal environment to telework (distributed) environment. 

The establishment of the SPITE will provide a solution to the big problem faced by 

software industry, which hinder the development of software engineering. Except for 
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adding many new items to SPICE, many processes and base practices which are 

considered as not important or relative to telework environment are suggested to delete by 

author. Figure 8.4 shows the sources that leverage the development of the SPITE and the 

type of input provided by each source. The result of the project is described in my seventh 

paper [Guo, et al., 20011. 
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CHAPTER 9 Conclusions and recommendations 

Chapter 9 

The world is undergoing a technology revolution based around communication and 

computer. A revolutionary transition is under way as the world's industrial society is 

giving way to an information society. Software is at the heart and forefront of many of 

these changes. The software industry is thus playing a central role in this revolution. It is 

the software that gives a system its power and flexibility. It is the software that influences 

everyone and every industry in modern world. However, the software industry is still in its 

development stage, and it is the software that is the source of many problems and disasters. 

In other words, software quality problems always obsess the software industry, because 

"there is no measure that comprehensively represents programming quality" [Humphrey, 

1989], and there is no sign of a magic new technology to solve these problems [Humphrey, 

1995]. 

Teleworking, one of the main fruits promoted by IT revolution, is rapidly developing in 

software engineering and has become a common sense new way of working [Telework 

1999], which is based on or facilitated by the networked technologies of the Information 

Society. It has played an important role in IT industry because of the great benefits 

brought by them (Section 2.2 in Chapter 2). 

Software process assessment methods have been suggested by organisations and 

governments as a substitute for software quality measurement tools in ensuring software 

product quality. Many software process assessment and improvement models have 

therefore been developed in last two decades, but none was designed for telework 

development condition. 

The study here develops a new software process improvement approach for teleworking 

environment (SPITE). The approach is based on the analyses of the features of telework, 

current existing software process assessment models, results of surveys and suggestions of 

experts. 
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9.1 Introduction 

Chapter 9 

The main conclusions and recommendations from the research are summarised in this 

Chapter. The main findings, the contributions to knowledge, are divided into four parts in 

Sections 9.2,9,3 and 9.4. Section 9.2 provides a summary of the main findings when 

employing teleworkers in software engineering. The strengths and weakness of present 

existing software process assessment and improvement methods are included in Section 

9.3. Section 9.3 also gives the finding of the problems applying these models in telework 

software development. The standard software process improvement approach for telework 

environment, the main objective of this research, is included in Section 9.4. Finally, 

general recommendations for future research are produced in Section 9.5. As one of the 

results of this project, seven papers were published in refereed conferences proceedings 

[Guo, et al., 1998,1999a, 1999b, 2000a, 2000b, 2000c, 2001]. 

9.2 Telework development in IT industry 

The combination of work executed with computer assistance and advanced 

communications technology, means workers no longer need to congregate in central 

locations to perform their functions. This offers the possibility for employees to work at 

home or other remote locations. The development of telework in IT industry is now a 

trend. It provides a chance and challenge for IT industry-continuing development. Section 

2.2.4 revealed that employment of talented and experienced teleworkers may play 

important role for company survival and to remain competitive. However, telework brings 

not only advantage but also problems to software engineering. The study in Chapter 2 was 

thus conducted to investigate the benefits that are obtained and the problems are arising 

when using teleworkers in software engineering. 

Although using teleworkers is not a new idea for software engineering, no researches have 

yet been conducted to concern the applicability of this work manner in IT industry. 

Previous experience of using teleworkers in software engineering is only suitable for small 

individuals project, it is doubted if this is available for a big multi-people project. 

Therefore, a study was needed and is conducted here to investigate the applicability of 
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teleworkers in IT industry. In other words, advantage and disadvantage of telework used in 

IT industry will be achieved to evaluate its application. The findings were as follows. 

Q Benefits of Teleworking 

There are many benefits brought by telework. Some of them are common and suitable for 

all society and some of them are special and only for software engineering. All benefits 

can be summarised as: 1) Reduce the stress of commuting, save the time which will be 

wasted on travelling to work and improve environmental pollution, 2) Increase business 

efficiency such as savings on office overheads, savings on travel costs, allowing flexibility 

of employees' working patterns and obtaining higher productivity, 3) Improve quality of 

life, 4) Enlarge employment market. 

Except for above benefits, many problems are also caused by telework in IT industry. 

These problems will impede the development of telework in software engineering. 

v Problem arising by telework 

The main problems which hinder the development of telework in software engineering are 

identified in this research. They can be summarised as: 1) Lack of laws to protect 

teleworkers, 2) Security problems, 3) Management problems, 4) Need of special 

performance criteria, 5) Coordination problems, and so on. In the past, these sorts of 

problem were faced by relatively few developers. This style of development now is 

becoming the norm for an ever-increasing proportion of the development community. 

Telework is the new paradigm that organisations are adopting to be able to meet their 

business challenges and derive competitive advantage. It is beyond doubt that this new 

paradigm has yielded encouraging results, and is increasingly evolving into a discipline in 

itself and a model for software development. However, telewok is still a high-risk 

undertaking due to above problems. The requirements for success are far from being 

completely understood. The study here is first attempt to comprehend all requirements for 

this new paradigm. 

It is therefore concluded that the further development of telework in IT industry relies on 

the solving of above problems. Combining it with software engineering traditional 
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problem - software quality problem, developing a software process assessment and 

improvement model that is suitable for telework environment forms the only way or the 

best manner to overcome all obstacles faced by software telework development. 

Consequently, a study of SPI models was conducted to explore the possibility of SPI 

models applied in telework environment. 

9.3 Applicability and adaptability of current software process methods for 
teleworking environments 

It has been revealed by many researchers that the software process assessment and 

improvement method is the best way to improve software process that will then improve 

the quality of software product. The method (i. e., model) has been used successfully in IT 

industry over the last decade. In order to produce good quality product in telework 

software environment, a similar model is desired. 

A study of current existing models was then conducted to obtain basic concept of model 

structure, framework and components so that further study, a telework software process 

model development, can be carried out. Strengths and weakness of current software 

process methods, CMM, BOOTSTRAP and SPICE, are achieved from the analyses. The 

evaluations of these models' applicability and adaptability for telework environment are 

made based on a rating scheme. SPICE model is then selected as the foundation for 

developing a telework software process approach, because it is the emerging international 

standard of software process assessment and improvement and can provide many benefits 

to software industry. The advantages of using SPICE as the base to develop a proper 

approach for telework environment are listed in Chapter 6. 

In general, the traditional process modelling approaches (present SPI models) are designed 

for single-site development condition. It is doubted whether or not they are suitable for 

telework software process. The investigation of these models' applicability and 

adaptability for telework environment is only a theoretical analysis, it needs evidence to 

prove it. Surveys are therefore desired to provide the evidences to confirm if they are not 

suitable for telework software development conditions. 
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Two surveys were conducted to investigate the development of software telework, the 

adoption of software quality assurance programmes in IT industry and the applicability of 

current software process models in teleworking (distributed development) environments. 

The surveys results revealed that software quality assurance programmes have not yet 

completely penetrated to the software industry, only 84% (section 5.1.4) organisations 

have obtained certification. 

The surveys also show that although telework developed swiftly in IT industry, it has not 

penetrated in software organisations. The major reason may be that no suitable software 

process methods can be used to assist effectively managing the software project developed 

in distributed locations by distributed team members (teleworking developers). However 

many organisations have recognised the great benefits of using teleworkers and expressed 

a strong interest in employing telework developers in the near future. 

The answers from most of respondents confirmed that there are significant differences of 

software process between telework environment and normal environment. And these 

models have not yet been used and are not suitable to teleworking environments, since the 

number of specific issues required by teleworking environments are not addressed in the 

existing process models. Therefore, modifications are needed for these models to be 

applied in software telework development such as management process, change control, 

communication system and so on, all these items need to be enhanced in teleworking 

environments. It is concluded that a proper software process approach which includes 

many special base practices or processes is needed for teleworking environments. 

9.4 Development of software process improvement approach for 
teleworking environment (SPITE) 

It has been confirmed that a new process approach for managing and improving the 

software development process in teleworking environment is needed for organisation to 

achieve quality products. A number of issues specific to distributed development 

environment have been identified through serious studies. Therefore, corresponding 

processes and base practices are developed to provide major input in the creation of the 

new software process assessment approach. Like other models' development, the 
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development of new processes and base practices are based on the practical experience 

from the software industry, expert's suggestions and standards such as ISO 9000, ISO/IEC 

15504, and ISO 12207. Five new processes, approximately 40 new base practices for 

teleworking software environments, are created as part of the output of this study. A 

number of new notes are added to the others base practices which come from the SPICE to 

enable them clearer and easy to be understood or to be performed. 

SPITE is a process assessment approach developed through the application of the 

principles and concepts of state of the art software process assessment and improvement 

methodology. It is mainly based on SPICE, and downscaled and customised Assessment 

models of SPICE, which users are already familiar. It maintains the intent and the structure 

of the SPICE model, but is suitable for teleworking environment. 

In the development of the SPITE model, the structure of the ISO 15504 assessment model 

is adopted. The new created processes and base practices are then added to form the model 

to teleworking software development environments. The capability dimension from the 

Assessment Model in [ISO 15504-5] is adopted as-is without modification or addition. In 

forming the SPITE process dimension, the processes and based practices that belong to the 

ISO 15504 Assessment model were customised. Only those processes and based practices 

that are most relevant and important to teleworking environments are adopted. In addition, 

the new teleworking specific processes and base practices are added into the process 

dimension. All of the Assessment model work products (indictors) are embedded in SPITE 

as-is without any modification. 

The SPITE approach should have good compatibility due to its base of SPICE. This is a 

fundamental work that has never been done before in the software engineering. The 

research based on large survey data analyses and theoretical analyses have therefore 

formed a new discipline in software engineering. 

The initial investigation of the feasibility and applicability of the approach has been 

conducted in the conference of SPICE 2000. The comments from a number of world- 

leading experts, the SPICE community in particular, and experienced representatives from 

software industry show that the approach has a good groundwork, correct structure and 
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accurate components. These experts express that the approach has addressed a right critical 

issue in the software community today. It will provide a feasible solution to the problems 

faced by software industry in pursuing software quality and increasing competitive power 

in the global market. 

To demonstrate what kind of the comments received, a few example are given below in 

brief: 

Immediately after the presentation to the conference of SPICE 2000, the first person, Terry 

Rout, editor in chief of the ISO 15504 document and the technical leader of SPICE project 

spoke out immediately following the presentation in SPICE 2000, and said that, `This 

project is addressing just the right issue in software engineering, the result is very good, 

and can be expected to have a important effect in promoting the development of software 

industry. ' 

Secondly, Alec Dorling, SPICE project manager, said that, "Teleworking, technology 

driven! We can see this is definitely a trend in the future development of software 

community and, this project has a great potential to affect the software process 

improvement. SPICE community should consider the same issue and, we might interest in 

your final result. ' 

9.5 Recommendations 

The study in this thesis is the first attempt to investigate the position and condition of 

telework in software engineering and to create a telework software process approach. One 

of the contributions of the research is the new approach for telework environment. The 

preliminary investigation shows that the approach is good for telework development 

condition. However, further trials may be needed so that this approach can be used 

broadly. 

Telework as a swift developed new business is used in software engineering. The study 

here gives a first attempt to investigate its application in IT industry. The surveys 

conducted by author here are only a small sample. A further survey may be needed to 

obtain an overall information about telework in software engineering. 
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APPENDIX A The SPITE Model - Software Process Improvement 
approach for Telework Environments 

A. 1 The Process Dimension 

All elements of the Process Dimension (i. e., process categories, processes, and base practices) have been designed 
to support the software development in telework environments. 

All pieces of information, which have been added due to telework requirements, can be distinguished from the 
original ISO 15504 text. For example, new telework processes, base practices and notes are indicated as such by a 
note next to the process name. 

A. 1.1 Processes and Base Practices 
The following information is provided: 

For process: 

Process ID 

1 each 
base 

practice: 
Base Practice ID 

process Name Base Practice Name 
Process Type' Base Practice Purpose 
Process P ose Base Practice Notes 
process Outcome 
process Notes 
In ut Work Products 
output Work Products 

If a work product is both input to and output from a process, it is considered enhanced through the process per- 
formance. 

iiroughout the process dimension, notes give additional information to enhance the understanding of process de- 
scriptions or base practices. The new notes added by author are based on the analysis of other software process as- 
sessment method. 

A. 1.2 Definition of terms 

There are many special terms are used in the SPITE approach. These terms need a clear definition so that the model 
can be mastered. The terms are defined as below according to alphabetical order. 

Activity 

Artefact 

Assessment method 

Assessment model 

Assessment process 

Capability dimension 

Use of resources. 

Instances of work product types. 

Includes all elements needed to perform an assessment: Assessment model, as- 
sessment instrument, and the definition of the assessment process. 
Static description of the architecture for process performance and capability 
determination. Includes definition of processes and of the indicators needed for 
performance and capability determination. 

The set of interrelated activities to plan, manage and execute an assessment. 
Includes definition of these activities, of their input and output, and of their in- 
terrelationships. 

The set of process attributes comprising the capabili-ty aspects of the process 
reference model. The attri-butes are organised into capability levels, comprising 
an ordinal scale of process capability. [ISO 15504-9] 
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Indicator 

Practice 

Process assessment 

process attribute 

process attribute rating 

Process capability 

process capability level 

process category 

process context 

process dimension 

process improvement 

process improvement action 

process improvement project 

process performance 

process profile 

process purpose 

Reference model 

software process 

Verification 

Work product 

Appendix A 

An objective attribute or characteristics of a practice or work product that sup- 
ports the judgement of the extent of achievement, (i. e. the performance of or ca- 
pability) of an implemented process. 

A software engineering or management activity that contributes to the creation 
of the output (work products) of a process or enhances the capability of a proc- 
ess [ISO 15504-9] 

A disciplined evaluation of an organisation's software processes against a refer- 
ence model. [ISO 15504-9] 

A measurable characteristic of process capability applicable to any process. 
[ISO 15504-9] 

A judgement of the level of achievement of the defined capability of the process 
attribute for the assessed process. [ISO 15504-9] 

The ability of a process to achieve a required goal. [ISO 15504-9] 

A point on the six-point ordinal scale (of process capability) that represents the 
increasing capability of the performed process. Each level builds on the capa- 
bility of the level below. [ISO 15504-9] 

A set of processes addressing the same general area of activity. The process 
categories address five gene-ral areas of activity: customer-supplier, engineer- 
ing, support, management, and organisation. [ISO 15504-9] 

The set of factors, documented in the assessment input, that influence the 
judgement, comprehension and comparability of process attribute ratings. [ISO 
15504-9] 

The set of processes comprising the functional aspects of the reference model of 
processes and pro-cess capability. The processes are grouped into categories of 
related activities. [ISO 15504-9] 

Action taken to change an organisation's processes so that they meet the organi- 
sation's business needs and achieve its business goals more effectively. [ISO 
15504-9] 

An action planned and executed to improve all or part of the software process. 
A process improvement action can contribute to the achievement of more than 
one process goal. [ISO 15504-9] 

Any subset of the process improvement programme that forms a coherent set of 
actions to achieve a specific improvement. [ISO 15504-9] 

The extent to which the execution of a process achieves its purpose. [ISO 
15504-9] 

The set of process attributes ratings for an assessed process. [ISO 15504-9] 

The high level measurable objectives of performing the process and the likely 
outcomes of effective implementation of the process. [ISO 15504-9] 

A model that is used as a benchmark for measuring some attribute. 
The process or set of processes used by an organisation or project to plan, man- 
age, execute, monitor, control and improve its software related activities. [ISO 
15504-9] 

Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence that specified 
requirements have been fulfilled. [ISO 8402] 

An artefact associated with the execution of a process. A work product might be 

used, produced or changed by a process. [ISO 15504-9] 
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Work product type Class of output products from a software process. One or more artefacts may be 
instantiated from a work product type. 

CUS. 1.1 Acquisition Preparation Process 
Purpose 
Establish the needs and goals of the acquisition. 
Outcome 

" The concept or the need to acquire, develop, or enhance a system, software product, or software process will be 
established; 

- The customer's software and/or system requirements will be produced; 
- An acquisition strategy will be developed; 

- Acceptance criteria will be defined. 

Base Practices 

CUS. 1.1. BP1 Identify the need 
purpose Identify a need to acquire, develop, or enhance a system, software product or software service. 

CUS. 1.1. BP2 Define the requirements (note added) 
Purpose Identify the requirements for a system and/or software product that will satisfy the need for a new product and/or services 
Notes Establish requirements for each supplier 

Project Requirements Documents (- Requests for proposal) are issued by the customer to all of his subordinate 
suppliers. 
The customer should release the Functional Specification for the product. 
The customer should specify the technical budget target and margin philosophy. Here technical budgets refer to 
those associated with computer resources (CPU load maximum memory size) and performance requirements. 

CUS. 1.1. BP3 Prepare acquisition strategy (note added) 

Purpose Prepare a strategy for the acquisition of the product. 
Notes When necessary, engage in assessment work or technology qualification, as well as starting long-lead 

procurements and Support System development. 

CUS. 1.1. BP4 Define acceptance criteria 

purpose Establish and agree acceptance criteria and the means of evaluation to be used. 

Work Products 

Input Work Products 
21 Software criticality analysis report [Analysis results] 
45 Procurements and Facilities Management Policy 

[Acquisition strategy / plan] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
S3 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 

Output Work Products 
31 [Review records] 
44 [Product needs assessment] 
45 Procurements and Facilities Management Policy 

[Acquisition strategy / plan] 
47 Project Requirement Document [Request for proposal 

(RFP) (Requester)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
68 Acceptance Test Plan [Acceptance test strategy / plan] 

CUS. 1.2 Supplier Selection Process 
Purpose 
Choose the organisation that will be responsible for the implementation of the project identified in CUS. 1.1. 

Outcome 
the acquisition requirements (e. g. request for proposal) will be produced; 
the supplier will be selected based upon the evaluation of the supplier's proposals; 

a contract will be established and negotiated between the customer and the supplier. 

Base Practices 

CUS. 1.2. BP1 Define acquisition requirements (note added) 

Purpose Identify and document the acquisition requirements (e. g. request for proposal). 

Notes Acquisition requirements are included in the Project Requirements Document (- Request for proposal). 
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CUS. 1.2. BP2 Select supplier 
Purpose Select a supplier based upon an evaluation of supplier proposals, capabilities and other factors that need to be 

CUS. 1.2. BP3 Prepare and negotiate contract (note added) 
Purpose Negotiate a contract with the supplier that clearly expresses the expectation, responsibilities, and liabilities of both the customer and the supplier. 
Notes Ensure that all work necessaryfor completing the project is covered by a contract. 

The customer approves the supplier's Implementation Document (- Supplier proposal response). 
Work Products 

Input Work Products Output Work Products 
19 [Meeting minutes] 21 [Analysis results] 
29 Audit Report [Assessment / audit records] 31 [Review records] 
44 [Product needs assessment] 50 [Commitments / agreements] 
45 Procurements and Facilities Management Policy 51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 

[Acquisition strategy / plan] 
47 Project Requirement Document [Request for proposal 

(RFP) (Requester)] 
48 Implementation Documents [Supplier proposal response 

(Response to RFPs)] 
49 [Subcontractor or supplier history records] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

CUS. 1.3 Supplier Monitoring Process 
Purpose 
Monitor the supplier's activities during the development of the software product and/or service. 
Outcome 

-joint activities between the customer and the supplier will be performed as needed; 
information on technical progress will be exchanged regularly with the supplier; 
performance of the supplier will be monitored against the agreed requirements. 

Base Practices 

CUS. 1.3. BPI Provide supplier feedback 

Purpose Maintain communications with the customer, keeping it up to date with progress, costs, and risks to successful 
completion. 

CUS. 1.3. BP2 Review development with supplier (note added) 

Purpose 

Notes 

Review technical aspects of the development on a regular basis with the supplier. 

This may include joint meetings with the supplier or formal communication to review the status for their 
requirements and requests. Refer to the process SUP. 6, Joint review. 
The customer should ensure the coherence of design, testing, verification, and acceptance plans provided by 
multiple suppliers. 

CUS. 13. BP3 Monitor the acquisition 

purpose Monitor the acquisition against the agreed acquisition documentation so that progress can be reviewed and audited 
to ensure that specified constraints such as cost, schedule, and quality are met 

CUS. 1.3. BP4 Monitor supplier (note added) 

Purpose 
rota 

Monitor the supplier against the agreed requirements. 
Monitoring includes assessments and audits. 
Ensure compliance with product assurance requirements. 
Ensure that subcontracted software is correctly classified for dependability and safety criticality. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 
19 [Meeting minutes] 19 [Meeting minutes] 
20 progress Report [Progress Status record / report] 20 Progress Report [Progress Status record / report] 
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21 Dependability and safety analysis documentation 
[Analysis results] 

25 Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 
48 Implementation Documents [Supplier proposal response 

(Response to RFPs)] 

51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
87 (Communications mechanism] 
94 [Change request] 
98 Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 
106 [Installation recold] 
109 [Contract review records] 
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49 [Subcontractor or supplier history records] 
81 [Acceptance record] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
95 [Change control record] 
96 [Change history] 

97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
98 Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 

109 [Contract review records] 

CUS. 1.4 Customer Acceptance Process 
Purpose 
Approve the supplier's deliverable when all acceptance conditions are satisfied. 
Outcome 

acceptance will be based on the acquisition strategy and conducted according to the agreed acceptance criteria; 

- the delivered software product and/or service will be evaluated with regard to the agreed requirements. 

Base Practices 

CUS. 1.4. BP1 Evaluate the delivered product (note added) 

Purpose Carry out the evaluation of the product or service against the agreed requirements. 
Notes Verb the operational readiness of the system and of its components as part of acceptance. 

CUS. 1.4. BP2 Accept the delivered product (note added) 

purpose Accept the product or service when all the acceptance conditions have been satisfied. 
Notes This BP addresses acceptance test of the final software product, as well as a list of intermediate work products to 

be approved (see list of input work products). 
Purchased commercial software should be inspected at reception. 
Acceptance criteria shall include error free generation of all executable code. 

Work Products 

Input Work Products 
16 Operational Plan [Plan] 
45 procurements and Facilities Management Policy 

[Acquisition strategy / plan] 
49 Implementation Documents [Supplier proposal response 

51 
59 

(Response to RFPs)J 

Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
Software Validation Plan [Test strategy / plan (all test 
plans)] 

61 Acceptance Test Cases & Procedures [Test case] 
62 Validation Testing Report [Test results] 
68 Acceptance Test Plan [Acceptance test strategy / plan] 
71 Software Release Documentation [Release (notes) 

information] 
73 [System] 
83 change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
95 [Change control record] 

109 [Contract review records] 

Output Work Products 
31 Acceptance Review (AR) Report [Review records] 
61 Acceptance Test Cases & Procedures [Test case] 
62 Acceptance Test Report [Test results] 
70 Acceptance Data Package [Release package] 

73 [System] 
74 Installation Plan [Installation strategy plan] 
81 [Acceptance record] 

84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report I 
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CUS. 2.1 Supply Preparation Process 
Purpose 
Prepare and establish contractual framework which defines the requirements. 
Outcome 

-a response to customer's request will be produced; 
-a contract will be established between the customer and the supplier for developing, packaging, delivering, and installing 
the software product and/or service. 

Base Practices 

CUS.. 1. BPl Prepare response (note added) 
Purpose Produce a proposal in response to the customer's request for proposal. 
NOW Suppliersare required proposal response which includes 

-function tree 
- product tree 
- work breakdown structure 
- work package descriptions 

- cost breakdown structure 
- business agreement structure 
- interface allocation 
- documentation managementplan 

CUS. 2.1. BP2 Negotiate contract (note added) 

Purpose Establish a contract with the customer to provide the software product or service and review the contents of the 
contract before finalisation. 

Notes Negotiate level of control on work breakdown structure. 
Implementation Documents should be part of the contract. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 
47 Project Requirement Document [Request for proposal 8 Interface Allocation [Interface] 

(RFP) (Requester)] 48 Implementation Documents [Supplier proposal response 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] (Response to RFPs)] 

51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

109 [Contract review records] 

CUS. 2.2 Delivery Process 
Purpose 
provide software to the customer that meets the agreed requirements. 
Outcome 

-a software product and/or service that meets the agreed requirements will be developed by the supplier, 

- the software product and/or service will be delivered to the customer and installed in accordance with the agreed 

requirements 
Notes 
The first outcome of this process is covered by engineering processess and should not be considered here for rating. 
qn additional outcome of this process is 

- communication is maintained with the customer during development and delivery. 

To obtain more precise results on supply capability CUS. 2.2 and CUS. 2. I may be evaluated in lieu of CUS. 2 

Base Practices 

CUS. 2.2. BP1 Develop system or software 

purpose Develop the system or software defined in the contract to meet the customer's requirements 

CUS. 2.2. BP2 Identify attributes for successful delivery and installation (note added) 

purpose Using the acceptance criteria and the software requirements, define a set of attributes that will result in the 
successful delivery installation of the software. 

Notes Such attributes should be applied to all work products to be approved by the customer (see list of input work) 

CUS. 2.2. BP3 Deliver and install software 

purpose Supply the product in a manner acceptable to the customer, according to the identified attributes. 
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Work Products 
Input Work Products 
48 Implementation Documents [Supplier proposal response 

(Response to RFPs)] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
68 Acceptance Test Plan [Acceptance test strategy / plan] 
73 [System] 
74 Installation Plan [Installation strategy plan] 
76 [Packaging record] 
87 [Communications mechanism] 

105 Design and User's Documentation [Customer 
documentation] 
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Output Work Products 
20 Progress Report [Progress Status record / report] 
31 [Review records] 
61 Acceptance Test Cases & Procedures [Test case] 
62 Test Reports [Test results] 
70 Acceptance Data Package [Release package] 
71 Software Release Documentation [Release (notes) 

information] 
73 [System] 
75 [Installation guide] 
76 [Packaging record] 
78 [Delivery instructions] 
79 [Delivery record] 
80 [Handling and storage guide] 
81 [Acceptance record] 
96 [Change history] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans)] 

106 [Installation records] 

CUS. 3 Requirements Elicitation Process 
Purpose 
Gather, process, and track evolving customer needs and requirements throughout the life of the software product and/or 
service so as to establish a requirements baseline that serves as the basis for defining the needed software work products. 

Outcome 
continuing communication with the customer will be established; 
agreed customer requirements will be defined; 

-a mechanism will be established to incorporate new customer requirements into the established requirements baseline; 

-a mechanism will be established for continuous monitoring of customer needs; 

"a mechanism will be established for ensuring that customers can easily determine the status and disposition of their 
requests; 

" enhancements arising from changing technology and customer needs will be identified and their impact managed. 

Base Practices 

CUS3. BP1 Obtain customer requirements and requests 

purpose Obtain and define customer requirements and requests through direct solicitation of customer and user input and 
through review of customer business proposals, target operating and hardware environment, and other documents 
bearing on customer requirements. 

CUS. 3. BP2 Agree on requirements 

purpose Obtain agreement across teams on the customer's requirements, obtaining the appropriate sign-offs by 

representatives of all teams and other parties contractually bound to work to these requirements. 

CUS. 3. BP3 Establish customer requirements baseline 

purpose Document the customer's requirements and establish as a baseline for project use and monitoring against customer 

CUS3. BP4 Manage customer requirement changes (note added) 

purpose Manage all changes made to the customer requirements against the customer requirements baseline to ensure 

Notts 
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affected by the changes are able to assess the impact and risks and initiate appropriate change control and 
The tracking of requirements is handled in SUP. 2, Configuration Management. 
Managing changes to customer requirements may invoke Contract Maintenance Process (CUSS), if contractual 
issues are implied. 

CUS3. BP5 Understand customer expectations 

purpose Review with customers and users their requirements and requests to better understand their needs and expectations. 

C(JS. 3. BP6 Establish customer query mechanism 

Purpose Provide a means by which the customer can be aware of the status and disposition of their requirement changes. 
Notes This may include joint meetings with the customer or formal communication to review the status for their 

requirements and requests; refer to the process SUP. 6, Joint Review. 
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Work Products 
Input Work Products 

6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 
21 [Analysis results] 
22 [Risk analysis record / report] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
96 [Change history] 
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Output Work Products 
17 [Project plan] 
31 [Review records] 
44 [Product needs assessment] 
46 [Market analysis record / report] 
50 [Commitments / agreements] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
58 Traceability Matrices [Traceability record / mapping] 
82 [Customer support procedures] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
87 [Communications mechanism] 
95 [Change control record] 

CUS. 4.1 Operational Use Process 
Purpose 
Ensure the correct and efficient operation of the software product for the duration of its intended usage and in its 
installed environment. 
Outcome 

operational risks for the software introduction and operation will be identified and monitored; 
" the software will be operated in its intended environment according to requirements; 

assurance will be provided that software capacities are adequate to meet customer needs. 
Notes 
This process focuses on the activities which keep the software in an operational state. 

Base Practices 

CUS. 4. I. BP1 Identify operational risks (note added) 

purpose Identify and mitigate risks to system operation and functionality. 
Notes The mission analysis for operations is performed by customer and supplier at first level 

CUS. 4. I. BP2 Perform operational testing 

purpose Perform operational testing of each release of the software, assessing satisfaction against specified criteria. 

Cus. 4.1. BP3 Operate the software 

purpose Operate the software in its intended environment and in the specified way. 

CUS. 4.1. BP4 Review software operation problem 

Purpose Review priorities for problem resolution with the customer. 

CUS. 4.1. BP5 Resolve operational problems 

purpose Identify, record, and resolve problems arising from operation of the software (I. e. problems encountered by any 
individual interacting with the software). 

Kota The elimination of the cause of the operational problem will be handled by SUP. 8, Problem Resolution. 

CUS. 4.1. BP6 Handle user requests 

purpose Monitor, record and respond to all user requests and problems relating to the software, forwarding as appropriate 

lots 

to the maintenance function. 
The implementation of approved requests will be achieved through ENG2, System and software maintenance 

CUS. 4.1. BP7 Document temporary work-grounds 

Purpose 

'Notes 

Provide documented temporary work-arounds as appropriate to maintain operation of the system until a 
permanent solution to a problem can be found. 
The customer should be informed of the status and availability of the permanent solution. 

CUS. 4.1. BP8 Monitor system capacity and service 

purpose Provide the capability to monitor system capacity and operational service on a regular basis, where appropriate. 
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Work Products 
Input Work Products 

4 Role Descriptions [Job procedures, practices] 
16 Disposal Plan [Plan] 
16 Maintenance Plan [Plan] 
21 Feasibility Confirmation of Validation Testing, 

Operations and Maintenance [Analysis results] 
31 Acceptance Review (AR) Report [Review records] 
41 [Field measures] 
42 [Service level measures] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
59 [Test strategy / plan (all test plans)] 
60 [Test script] 
61 [Test case] 
70 Acceptance Data Package [Release package] 
71 Software Release Documentation [Release (notes) 

information] 
73 [System] 
82 [Customer support procedures] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 

103 [Recovery strategy / plan] 
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Output Work Products 
16 Operational Plan [Plan] 
22 [Risk analysis record / report] 
42 [Service level measures] 
62 Test Reports [Test results] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
87 [Communications mechanism] 
94 [Change request] 
99 [Work-around (temporary solutions)] 

CUS. 4.2 Customer Support Process 
Purpose 
Establish and maintain an acceptable level of service to the customer to support effective use of the software product. 
Assistance and consultation to the customer is provided as requested to support the operation of the software product. 
Outcome 

" customer support service needs will be identified and monitored on an ongoing basis; 
" customer satisfaction with both the support services being provided and the product itself will be evaluated on an 
ongoing basis; 

- operational support will be provided by resolving operational problems and handling customer inquiries and requests; 
. customer needs will be met through delivery of appropriate services. 

Notes 
This process also applies to the support of the performance of any other process during software operation. 

Base Practices 

CUS. 4.2. BP1 Provide user training 

purpose Provide training and documentation, as appropriate, to the user so that the software can be effectively used. 

CUS. 4.2. BP2 Establish product support 

purpose Establish a service by which the customer can raise problems and questions encountered in use of the software, and 
receive help in resolving them. 

Notes The handling of problems will be handled in SUP. 8 Problem resolution process. 

CUS. 4.2. BP3 Monitor performance (note added) 

Purpose Monitor the operational performance of the software in order to be aware of problems which might impact level 

Notes 
of service. 
Keep maintenance records for each software product. 

CUS. 4.2. BP4 Determine customer satisfaction level (note added) 

Purpose Determine the level of customer satisfaction with the software products and services received. 
Iota This may involve, as appropriate, field performance data, surveys, interviews, and studies. In some instances the 

end-user of the software may be different from the customer of the software. In this case, both the customer and 
end-user satisfaction levels should be determined. 
During operations, the required quality of the mission products related to software shall be agreed upon with the 
customer and/or the users. 

CUS. 4.2. BP5 Compare with competitors 

Purpose Compare and monitor the level of customer satisfaction obtained for the software and services received relative 
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to that of competitors. 
Notes It may be necessary to obtain information on competitors from third party sources. 

In order to provide a meaningful comparison it may also be necessary to include information on how competitors define: 

- customer satisfaction; 
- measurement techniques; 
- criteria; 
- collection and evaluation methods; 
to provide a meaningful comparison. 
Where comparative data is not available, absolute targets (e. g. % customers very satisfied, % repeat business) may be used as a basis for planning. 

CUS. 4.2. BP6 Communicate customer satisfaction 
Purpose Communicate customer satisfaction data throughout the supplier organisation, in a manner appropriate to the 

staff involved and the nature of the findings. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 
16 Maintenance Plan [Plan] 42 [Service level measures] 
31 [Review records] 43 [Benchmarking data] 
41 [Field measures] 73 [System] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 82 [Customer support procedures] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 85 [Customer satisfaction survey] 
73 [System] 86 [Customer satisfaction data] 
82 [Customer support procedures] 87 [Communications mechanism] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 89 Records of Training/Experience [Training records] 
85 [Customer satisfaction survey] 
88 [Training strategy/plan] 
90 [Training material] 

106 [Installation records] 

ENG. 1.1 System Requirements Analysis and Design 
Purpose 
Establish the system requirements (functional and non-functional) and architecture, identifying which system 
requirements should be allocated to which elements of the system and to which releases. 
Outcome 

- requirements of the system will be developed that match the customer's stated needs; 

-a solution will be proposed that identifies the main elements of the system; 

- the requirements will be allocated to each of the main elements of the system; 
a release strategy will be developed that defines the priority for implementing system requirements; 
the system requirements will be approved and updated as needed; 

- the requirements, proposed solution, and their relationships will be communicated to all affected parties. 

Base Practices 

E, NG. 1.1. BP1 Identify system requirements (note added) 

purpose Use the customer requirements as the basis for defining the required functions and capabilities of the system and 
document in a system requirements specification. 

Notes Teleworkers should take note of lessons learned reports from relevant past projects 
Requirements for the validation and verification process should also be iden4fied and introduced to the 
requirements baseline. 
System level interface requirements and operational requirements must also be specified for teleworkers. 
Speedy system re quirements for the operation of software products. 

ENG. 1. I. BP2 Analyse system requirements 

Purpose Analyse the prioritised requirements, identifying the necessary elements of the system and the interfaces between them 

E, NG. 1.1. BP3 Describe system architecture 

purpose Establish the top-level system architecture. 

ENG. 1.1. BP4 Allocate requirements 
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Purpose Allocate all system requirements to the elements of the top-level system architecture. 
Notes The result of performing base practices ENG. 1.1 

. 
BPI to ENG. 1.1. BP4 is a documented product configuration 

which describes the position of each element in the system architecture and the requirements which it must 

ENG. 1.1. BP5 Develop release strategy 

Purpose Map prioritised system requirements to future releases of the system. 
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ENG. 1.1. BP6 Communicate system requirements (note added) 
Purpose Establish communication mechanisms for dissemination of system requirements, and updates to requirements to 

all parties who will be using them. 
Notes The result of performing base practices ENG. 1.1. BPI to ENG. 1.1. BP4 is a documented product configuration 

which describes the position of each element in the system architecture and the requirements which it must 

ENG. 1.1. BP7 Establish traceability 

Purpose Establish traceability between the customer needs and the system requirements. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 
31 Mission Definition Review Report [Review records] 
44 [Product needs assessment] 
46 [Market analysis record / report] 
47 Project Requirement Document [Request for proposal 

(RFP) (Requester)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

94 
52 

52 

(internal or external)] 
[Change request] 
(List ot) System Level Integration Support Products 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Level Integration Preparation Requirements 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

52 System Level Integration Support Requirements 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

53 System Partitioning [System design / architecture] 
58 Traceability Matrices [Traceability record / mapping] 
68 Acceptance Test Plan [Acceptance test strategy / plan] 
69 [Release strategy / plan] 
87 [Communications mechanism] 

Output Work Products 
3 Interface Management Procedures [Process description] 
8 Interface Allocation [Interface] 

16 Disposal Plan [Plan] 
52 Functions and Performance Requirements of the System 

[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
52 Verification and Validation Process Requirements 

[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
52 System Level Data Interfaces [Requirement 

specification (internal or external)] 

ENG. 1.2 Software Requirements Analysis Process 
Purpose 
Establish the requirements of the software components of the system. 
Outcome 

. the requirements allocated to software components of the system and their interfaces will be defined to match the 
customer's stated needs; 

. analysed, correct, and testable software requirements will be developed; 

- the impact of software requirements on the operating environment will be understood; 

-a software release strategy will be developed that defines the priority for implementing software requirements; 

. the software requirements will be approved and updated as needed; 

. consistency will be established between system requirements and design and software requirements; 
the software requirements will be communicated to all affected parties. 

Base Practices 

E�1G. 1.2. BP1 Specify software requirements (note added) 

purpose Determine and analyse requirements of the software components of the system and document in a software 

Notes 
requirements specification. 
Take note of lessons learned reports from relevant past projects. 

E. NG. l. 2. BP2 Determine operating environment impact 

purpose Determine the interfaces between the software requirements and other components of the operating 
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environment, and the impact that the requirements will have. 
Notes The operating environment includes tasks performed by or other systems used by the intended users of the 

software product. 

E, NG. 1.2. BP3 Evaluate and validate requirements with customer 
Purpose Communicate the software requirements to the customer, and based on what is Teamed through this 

communication, revise if necessary. 

Appendix A 

ENG. 1.2. BP4 Develop validation criteria for software 
Purpose Use the software requirements to define the validation criteria for the software. The validation criteria are used in developing the software tests. 

ENG. 1.2. BP5 Develop release strategy 
Purpose Prioritise the software requirements and map them to future releases of the software. 

ENG. l. 2. BP6 Update requirements 
Purpose After completing an iteration of requirements, design, code, and test, use the feedback obtained from operation to 

modify the requirements for the next iteration. 

ENG. 1.2. BP7 Communicate software requirements 
Purpose Establish communication mechanisms for dissemination of software requirements, and updates to requirements to 

all parties who will be using them. 

ENG. 1.2. BP8 Evaluate the software requirements (note added) 
Purpose Evaluate the consistency and establish traceability between software requirements and system requirements. 
Notts Requirements related to safety, security, and criticality should be verified by suitably rigorous methods. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

3 Interface Management Procedures [Process description] 
5 Inspection and Review Schedule [Schedule] 
g interfaces external to the software item [Interface] 
g Interface Allocation [Interface] 
8 Interface Control Document [Interface] 

21 Human Dependability Analysis [Analysis results] 
31 System Requirements Review (SRR) Report [Review 

44 
52 

52 

52 
52 

52 

52 

52 

records] 
[product needs assessment] 
Functions and Performance Requirements of the System 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Level Data Interfaces [Requirement 
specification (internal or external)] 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
Functions and Performance Requirements of the System 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
(List of) System Level Integration Support Products 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Level Integration Preparation Requirements 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Level Integration Support Requirements 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

53 System Partitioning [System design / architecture] 
33 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
34 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
94 (Change request] 

Output Work Products 
8 Interface Allocation [Interface] 

21 (Analysis results] 
31 System Requirements Review (SRR) Report [Review 

records] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
58 Requirements Traceability Matrices [Traceability record 

/ mapping] 
69 [Release strategy / plan] 
87 [Communications mechanism] 

ENG. 1.3 Software Design Process 
Purpose 
Design for the software that implements the requirements and can be tested against them. 
Outcome 

- an architectural design will be developed that describes the major software components that will implement the 
software requirements; 
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- internal and external interfaces of each software component will be defined; 
-a detailed design will be developed that describes software units that can be built and tested; 

- consistency will be established between software requirements and software designs. 

Base Practices 

ENG. 13. BP1 Develop software architectural design (note added) 
Purpose Transform the software requirements into a software architecture that describes the top-level structure and 

identifies its major components. 
Notes A Preliminary Design Justification File should be generated including the appraised solutions and costs. 

Where possible, develop different model solutions. 
A preliminary version of the Operations Manual should be developed and documented 

ENG. 13. BP2 Design interfaces (note added) 

Purpose Develop and document a design for the external and internal interfaces. 

ENG. 13. BP3 Verify the software design (note added) 

Purpose Verify that the software design satisfies related software requirements. 
Notes The detailed design includes the specification of interfaces between the software units. 

System interfaces should also be verged. 
Parts of the design related to safety, security, and criticality should be verged by suitably rigorous methods. 
Numerical errors should be checked 

ENG. 1.3. BP4 Develop detailed design (note added) 

Purpose Decompose the top level design into a detailed design for each software component. The software components 
are refined into lower levels containing software units. The result of this base practice is a documented software 
design document which describes the position of each software unit in the software architecture. 

Notes The detailed design includes the specification of interfaces between the software units. 
For software in which numerical accuracy has a functional importance, ensure that the appropriate level of 
accuracy will be obtained 

£NG. 13. BP5 Establish traceability 

Purpose Establish traceability between the software requirements and the software design. 

Work Products 

Input Work Products 
3 Interface Management Procedures [Process description] 
8 Interface Allocation [Interface] 
9 Design Standards [Standards] 

16 Disposal Plan [Plan] 
21 Dependability and safety analysis documentation 

(Analysis results] 
21 Software criticality analysis report [Analysis results] 
31 System Requirements Review (SRR) Report [Review 

records] 

Output Work Products 
8 External Interfaces Design [Interface] 
8 Internal Interfaces Design [Interface] 
8 Interface Control Document [Interface] 

10 [Coding standards] 
21 [Analysis results] 
21 Studies on Numerical Errors [Analysis results] 
31 Preliminary Design Review (PDR) Report [Review 
54 Top Level Architectural Design [High level software 

design] 
55 Software Components Design Documents [Low level 

software design] 

33 [Reuse strategy / plan] 
34 [Reusable object] 
35 [Reuse repository] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
53 System Partitioning [System design / architecture] 
59 Software Verification Plan [Test strategy / plan (all test 

plans)] 
65 Software Integration Test Plan [Integration test strategy 

/ plan] 
105 Design and User's Documentation [Customer 

documentation] 

58 Design Traceability Matrices [Traceability record / 
mapping] 

63 Unit Test Plan [Unit test strategy / plan] 
64 Software Test Plan [Software test strategy / plan] 
65 Software Integration Test Plan [Integration test strategy 

/ plan] 
101 [Database designs] 
105 Design and User's Documentation [Customer 

documentation] 

ENG. 1.4 Software Construction Process 
Purpose 
produce executable software units and to verify that they properly reflect the software design. 

Outcome 
verification criteria will be defined for all software units against their requirements; 
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- software units defined by the design will be produced; 
- consistency will be established between software requirements and design and software components; 
- verification of the software units against the design will be accomplished. 
Notes 
An additional outcome ofthis process is: 

verification/testing isfollowed to successful completion. 

Base Practices 
ENG. 1.4. BP1 Develop software units (note added) 

Purpose Develop and document each software unit. 
Notes This base practice involves creating and documenting, the final representations of each software unit 

Forsoßware in which numerical accuracy has a functional importance ensure that the appropriate level of 
accuracy will be obtained 

ENG. 1.4. BP2 Develop unit verification procedures 
Purpose Develop and document procedures for verifying that each software unit satisfies its design requirements. 
Notes The normal verification procedure will be through unit testing, and the verification procedure will include unit test 

cases and unit test data. 

ENG. 1.4. BP3 Verify the software units (note added) 
Purpose 
Notes 

Verify that each software unit satisfies its design requirements and document the results. 
Use suitably rigorous methods to verify that the code implements safety, security, and criticality requirements. 
Numerical errors should also be checked 

ENG. 1.4. BP4 Establish traceability 
purpose Establish traceability between the software design and the software units. Ensure consistency with software 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

5 Inspection and Review Schedule [Schedule] 
S 
S 
S 
S 

10 
21 

21 
31 
35 
52 
54 
55 

Interfaces external to the software item [Interface] 

External Interfaces Design [Interface] 
Internal interfaces Design [Interface] 
Interface Control Document [Interface] 
(Coding standards) 
Evaluation of Test Completeness and Code 

Conformance [Analysis results] 
Studies on Numerical Errors [Analysis results] 
Critical Design Review (CDR) Report [Review records] 
[Reuse repository] 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
Top Level Architectural Design [High level software 
Software Components Design Documents [Low level 

software design] 

Sg Design Traceability Matrices [Traceability record / 

59 
mapping] 
Software Verification Plan (Test strategy / plan (all test 

plain)] 
63 Unit Teat Plan [Unit test strategy / plan] 
65 Software integration Test Plan [Integration test strategy 

101 
/ plan] 

[Database designs] 

Output Work Products 
21 Studies on Numerical Errors [Analysis results] 
55 Software Components Design Documents [Low level 

software design] 
56 Code [Software units (code)] 
58 Software Code Traceability Matrices [Traceability 

record / mapping] 
59 [Test strategy / plan (all test plans)] 
60 [Test script] 
61 Unit Test Cases & Procedures [Test case] 
62 Unit Test Report [Test results) 
63 Unit Test Plan [Unit test strategy I plan) 
65 Software Integration Test Plan [Integration test strategy 

/ plan] 

ENG. 1.5 Software Integration Process 

Purpose 
Combine the software units, producing integrated software items and to verify that the integrated software units 
properly reflect the software design. 

Outcome 
an integration strategy will be developed for software units consistent with the release strategy, 

acceptance criteria for software items will be developed that verify compliance with the software requirements 
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allocated to the items; 

- software items defined by the integration strategy will be produced; 
- software items will be verified using the defined acceptance criteria; 
- test results will be recorded; 
- consistency will be established between software requirements and software items; 

-a regression strategy will be made for re-verifying software items should a change in software units be developed; 

- regression testing will be carried out as necessary. 

Notes 
part of this process is similar to the process Verification (SUP. 4). 
An additional outcome of this process is: 

- verifrcation/testing isfollowed to successful completion. 

Base Practices 

ENG. 1ä. BP1 Develop telework software integration strategy (modified base practice) 
Purpose Develop the strategy for integrating telework software units. Identify aggregates of telework software units 

and a sequence or order for testing them. 

Notes Typically, the software architecture and the release strategy will have some influence on the selection of aggregate. 

ENG. 1S. BP2 Identify telework software integration requirement (new base practice) 

Purpose Defining and determine the required functions of the telework software integration and document in 
a system requirements specification. 

ENG. 1.5. BP3 Develop integrated software item regression test strategy 
Purpose Develop the strategy for re-testing integrated software items, should a change in a given software unit be made. 

ENG. 1$. BP4 Develop tests for integrated software items 

Purpose Describe the tests to be run against each integrated software item, indicating software requirements being checked, 
input data and verification criteria. 

ENG. 1.5. BP5 Test integrated software items 

purpose Test each integrated software item against the verification criteria, and document the results. 

ENG. 1.5. BP6 Integrate software item 

purpose Integrate the aggregated software items to form a complete software system. Ensure consistency between 

software requirements and software designs. 

ENG. 1.5. BP7 Regression test integrated software items 

purpose If changes are made to software units carry out regression testing as defined in the regression test strategy. 

Work Products 

Input Work Products 
g Interface Allocation [Interface] 

52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

53 System Partitioning [System design / architecture] 

54 Top Level Architectural Design [High level software 

55 Software Components Design Documents [Low level 

software design] 
56 Code [Software units (code)] 
69 [Release strategy /plan] 
95 [Change control record] 

Output Work Products 
21 Studies on Numerical Errors [Analysis results) 
31 Critical Design Review (CDR) Report [Review records] 
57 [Build lists] 
58 Traceability Matrices [Traceability record / mapping] 
60 [Test script] 
61 Integration Test Cases & Procedure [Test case] 
62 Software Integration Test Report [Test results) 
64 Software Test Plan [Software test strategy / plan] 
65 Software Integration Test Plan [Integration test strategy 

/ plan] 
67 [Regression test strategy / plan] 
72 [Integrated software] 
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ENG. 1.6 Software Testing Process 
Purpose 
Test the integrated software producing a product that will satisfy the software requirements. 
Outcome 
- acceptance criteria for integrated software will be developed that verify compliance with the software requirements; 
- integrated software will be verified using the defined acceptance criteria; 
- test results will be recorded; 
"a regression strategy will be developed for re-testing the integrated software should a change in software items be made; 

- regression testing will be carried out as necessary. 

Notes 
This process is closely linked with performance of the Verification process (SUP. 4). 
An additional outcome of this process is: 

verification/testing isfollowed to successful completion. 

Base Practices 

ENG. 1.6. BP1 Develop integrated software test strategy, including regression strategy 
Purpose Develop the strategy for testing the software, and for re-testing aggregates should a change in a given software 

item be made. 

ENG. 1.6. BP2 Develop tests for integrated software 
Purpose Describe the tests to be run against the completed software product, indicating system requirements being 

checked, input data, and verification criteria. The set of tests should demonstrate compliance with the software 
Notes Tests can be developed during process, ENG. 1.2. Software Requirements Analysis, ENG. 1.3, Software Design and 

ENG. 1.4, Software Construction. Commencement of test development should generally not wait until software 
integration. 

ENG. 1.6. BP3 Test integrated software 
Purpose Test the integrated software against the verification criteria, and document the results. 

ENG. 1.6. BP4 Regression test integrated software 

purpose If changes are made to software items carry out regression testing as defined in the regression test strategy. 

Work Products 

Input Work Products 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

53 System Partitioning [System design/ architecture] 
54 Top Level Architectural Design [High level software 
55 Software Components Design Documents [Low level 

57 
69 
n 
92 

95 
105 

software design] 
[Build lists] 

[Release strategy / plan] 
[Integrated software] 
Configuration Status Accounting System [Configuration 

management (file, library, system)] 
[Change control record] 
Design and User's Documentation [Customer 
documentation] 

Output Work Products 
21 Evaluation of Test Completeness and Code 

Conformance [Analysis results] 
21 Studies on Numerical Errors [Analysis results] 
60 [Test script] 
61 [Test case] 
62 Test Reports [Test results] 
64 Software Test Plan [Software test strategy / plan] 
67 [Regression test strategy / plan] 
72 [Integrated software] 

100 [Product configuration] 
105 Design and User's Documentation [Customer 

documentation] 

ENG. 1.7 System Integration and Testing Process 
Purpose 
Integrate the software component with other components, such as manual operations or hardware, producing a complete 

system that will satisfy the customers' expectations expressed in the system requirements. The resources allocated to 

system integration should include someone familiar with the software component. 
Outcome 

- an integration strategy will be developed to build system unit aggregates according to the release strategy, 

acceptance criteria for each aggregate will be developed to verify compliance with the system requirements allocated to 

the units; 
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- system aggregates will be verified using the defined acceptance criteria; 
- an integrated system demonstrating compliance with the system requirements (functional, non-functional, operations, 
and maintenance) and validation that a complete set of usable deliverable components exists, will be constructed; 
- test results will be recorded; 
-a regression strategy will be developed for re-testing aggregates or the integrated system should a change be made to 
existing components 
- regression testing will be carried out as necessary. 

Base Practices 

ENG. 1.7. BP1 Develop system integration and test strategy 
Purpose Develop the strategy for integrating system units consistent with the release strategy and for testing the system. 

ENG. 1.7. BP2 Develop system regression test strategy 

Purpose Develop the strategy for re-testing aggregates should a change in a given system item be made. 

ENG. 1.7. BP3 Build aggregates of system units 

Purpose Identify aggregates of system units and a sequence or order for testing them. 
Notes Typically, the system architecture and the release strategy will have some influence on the selection of 

ENG. 1.7. BP4 Develop tests for system aggregates 
purpose Describe the tests to be run against each system aggregate, indicating requirements being checked, input data, 

system components needed to perform the test, and validation criteria. 

ENG. 1.7. BP5 Test system aggregates 
Purpose Test each system aggregate and ensure that it satisfies its requirements, and document the results. 

ENG. 1.7. BP6 Develop tests for system 

Purpose Describe the tests to be run against the integrated system, indicating system requirements being checked, input 
data, and validation criteria. 

Notes This can be performed during process ENG. 1.1, System Requirements Analysis and Design. 
The set of tests should demonstrate compliance with the system requirements. 

ENG. 1.7. BP7 Test integrated system (note added) 
purpose Test the integrated system and ensure that it satisfies the system requirements, and document the results. 
Notes System tests shall include fault injection. 

Tests should include generation of executables from source code components under coguration management, 
and its installation on the target environment. 

ENG. 1.7. BP8 Regression test system aggregates or integrated system 
Purpose If changes are made to system components carry out regression testing as defined in the regression test strategy. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 
21 Studies on Numerical Errors [Analysis results] 
52 System Level Integration Support Requirements 

52 
61 
52 

[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Level Integration Preparation Requirements 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Test Cases & Procedures [Test case] 
(List of) System Level Integration Support Products 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

62 System Test Report [Test results] 
52 System Level Data Interfaces [Requirement 

52 

53 
54 
55 

65 
66 
69 

specification (internal or external)] 
Functions and Performance Requirements of the System 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Partitioning [System design / architecture] 
Top Level Architectural Design [High level software 
Software Components Design Documents [Low level 

software design] 
[Integration test strategy / plan] 
[System test strategy / plan] 
[Release strategy / plan] 

Output Work Products 
57 [Build lists] 
58 Traceability Matrices [Traceability record/ mapping] 
60 [Test script] 
61 Integration Test Cases & Procedure [Test case] 

62 Software Integration Test Report [fest results] 
62 Software Integration Test Report [Test results] 

65 [Integration test strategy / plan] 
66 [System test strategy / plan] 
67 [Regression test strategy / plan] 
73 [System] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 

100 [Product configuration] 
105 Design and User's Documentation [Customer 

documentation] 
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72 [Integrated software] 
103 Design and User's Documentation [Customer 

documentation] 

107 [System component] 

ENG. 2 System and Software Maintenance Process 
Purpose 
Manage modification, migration, and retirement of system components (such as hardware, software, manual operations, 
and network if any) in response to customer requests. The origin of requests might be a discovered problem or the need 
for improvement or adaptation. The objective is to modify and/or retire existing systems and/or software while 
preserving the integrity of organisational operations. 
Outcome 

-a maintenance strategy will be developed to manage modification, migration, and retirement of system components 
according to the release strategy, 
- the impact of organisation, operations and interfaces on the existing system in operation will be defined; 

- specifications, design documents and test strategies will be updated; 
- modified system components will be developed with associated tests that demonstrate that the system requirements 
will not be compromised; 
- system and software upgrades will be migrated to the customer's environment; 
- on request, software and systems will be retired from use in a controlled manner that minimises disturbance to the 
customers. 

Notes 
1. The initial defined requirements may be provided by Requirements Elicitation (CUS. 3). 
2. This process interacts closely with other processes such as Operation (CUS. 4), Customer Support (CUS. 42), and 
Problem Resolution (SUP. 8). 

Base Practices 
ENG. 2. BP1 Determine maintenance requirements 

purpose Determine the system and software maintenance requirements, identifying the system and software elements to 
be maintained, and their required enhancements. 

ENG. 2. BP2 Develop maintenance strategy (note added) 
Purpose Develop the strategy for managing modification, migration, and retirement of system components consistent 

with the maintenance requirements and the release strategy. 

Notes Some of the required enhancements may have been previously planned but deferred. 
Maintenance strategy should include a disposal plan. 
Any evolution of the product shall follow cotViguration management practices. 

ENG2. BP3 Analyse user problems and enhancements (note added) 

Purpose Analyse user problems and requests and required enhancements, evaluating the possible impact of different 

options for modifying the operational system and software, system interfaces, and requirements. 

Notes This Base Practice links to SUP. 8, Problem Resolution. 
The maintainer should reproduce or verb the problem. 

ENG. 2. BP4 Determine modifications for next upgrade (note added) 

Purpose Based on the above analyses, determine which modifications should be applied in the next system or software 
upgrade, documenting which software items, units and other system elements and which documentation will need 
to be changed and which tests will need to be run. 

Notes Develop options for implementing the modification. Obtain approval for the selected option in accordance with 
procedures agreed with the customer. 

ENG. 2. BP5 Implement and test modifications 

Purpose Use the other engineering processes, as appropriate, to implement and test the selected modifications, 
demonstrating that the unmodified system and software requirements will not be compromised by the upgrade. 

ENGZ. BP6 Upgrade user system 

Purpose Migrate the upgraded system and software with applied modifications to the user's environment, providing for, as 
appropriate: 
. parallel operation of the previous and upgraded systems; 

additional user training; 
- support options; 
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- retirement of the previous system. 

ENGi. BP7 Retire user system 
Purpose Following approval, retire the obsolete system from the user environment, providing for, as appropriate: 

- parallel operation with replacement systems; 
" conversion of data to new or replacement systems; 

archiving of system and data files; 

" user training for the conversion program. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 
16 Disposal Plan [Plan] 
21 Feasibility Confirmation of Validation Testing, 

Operations and Maintenance [Analysis results] 
33 [Reuse strategy / plan] 
34 [Reusable object] 
41 [Field measures] 
44 [Product needs assessment] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
53 System Partitioning [System design / architecture] 
67 [Regression test strategy / plan] 
69 [Release strategy / plan] 
75 [Installation guide] 
79 [Delivery record] 
g0 [Handling and storage guide] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

84 
92 

94 
95 
99 

102 
106 
107 

(internal or external)] 
Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
Configuration Status Accounting System [Configuration 
management (file, library, system)] 
[Change request] 
[Change control record] 
[Work-around (temporary solutions)] 
[Back-up / recovery records] 
[Installation records] 
[System component] 

Appendix A 

Output Work Products 
16 Maintenance Plan [Plan] 
16 Migration Plan [Plan] 
21 Problem Analysis Report [Analysis results) 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)) 
69 [Release strategy/ plan] 
70 Acceptance Data Package [Release package] 
71 Software Release Documentation [Release (notes) 

information] 
95 [Change control record) 

107 [System component] 

MAN. 1 Management Process 
purpose 
Organise, monitor, and control the initiation and performance of any processes or functions within the organisation to 
achieve their goals and the business goals of the organisation in an effective manner. 
Outcome 

the activities and tasks that must be performed to achieve process or function will be identified; 
the feasibility of achieving process goals with available resources and constraints will be evaluated; 
the resources and infrastructure required to perform the identified activities and tasks will be established; 
activities will be identified and tasks will be implemented; 

performance of the defined activities and tasks will be monitored; 
work products resulting from the process activities will be reviewed and results analysed and evaluated; 
action will be taken to modify the performance of the process or function when performance deviates from the 
identified activities and tasks or fails to achieve their goals; 
successful achievement of process or function will be demonstrated. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attributes 2.1 and 22 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

MAN. I. BP1 Identify activities and tasks 

purpose Identify the activities and tasks that have to be performed to achieve the purpose of the process or function and 
establish meaningful milestones. 

MAN. 1. BP2 Evaluate feasibility of achieving process 
Purpose Evaluate the feasibility of achieving process with available resources and constraints. 
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MAN. I. BP3 Plan and allocate resources and infrastructure (note added) 
Purpose Plan and allocate the resources and infrastructure required to perform the identified activities and tasks according 

to a defined time schedule. 
Notes Identify an individual (teleworker) responsible for the definition and set-up of the project organisation. 

MAN. 1. BP4 Implement activities (note added) 
Purpose Implement activities and tasks by assigning clear responsibilities to individuals. 

Notes Define clear reponsibilities and assign them to teleworkers 

MAN. 1. BP5 Monitor performance(note added) 
Purpose Regularly monitor performance of the defined activities and tasks with respect to achievement of the established 

milestones within the defined cost and time constraints. 
Notes The only rule to judge the performance of teleworkers is the achevement, so identified achievement is needed 

MAN. 1. BP6 Review work products and evaluate results (note added) 
Purpose Review work products for completeness and quality: analyse evaluate results. 
Notes Operations reviews are organised by the first level customer. 

Configuration Baselines are reviewed for approval. 

AlAN. 1. BP7 Take action on performance deviation 
Purpose Take appropriate action to modify performance of the process or function when performance deviates from 

what is expected; adjust and update plans accordingly. 

MAN. 1. BP8 Demonstrate successful achievement 
Purpose Demonstrate successful achievement of the purpose of the process or function by using quantitative or qualitative 

evidence. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

1 [Software development methodology] 
2 Project Software Development Life-Cycle Definition 

(included in the software project development plan) 
[Software development life cycle model] 

13 [Vision] 
4 Role Descriptions [Job procedures, practices] 
5 Inspection and Review Schedule [Schedule] 

9 [Standards] 

12 [Goals] 
16 
24 
37 
38 
30 
51 
52 
63 
65 
68 
88 
91 

98 

[Plan] 
[Quality statement / policy] 
[project measures] 
Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 
[Commitments / agreements] 
Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
Unit Test Plan [Unit test strategy / plan] 
[Integration test strategy / plan] 
Acceptance Test Plan [Acceptance test strategy / plan] 
[Training strategy/plan] 
Configuration Management Plan [Configuration 

management (CM) strategy / plan] 
Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 

ATANý 
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Project Management Process 

Output Work Products 
5 [Schedule] 
6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 

11 [Estimates] 

17 [Project plan] 
20 Progress Report [Progress Status record / report] 
21 [Analysis results] 
23 [Risk management strategy / plan] 
30 [Review strategy / plan] 
31 [Review records] 
33 [Reuse strategy / plan] 
37 [Project measures] 
45 Procurements and Facilities Management Policy 

[Acquisition strategy / plan] 
74 Installation Plan [Installation strategy plan] 
87 [Communications mechanism] 
89 Records of Training/Experience [Training records] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 

Identify, establish, coordinate, and monitor activities, tasks, and resources necessary for a project to produce a product 
and/or service meeting the requirements. 
Outcome 

the scope of the work for the project will be defined; 

. the feasibility of achieving the goals of the project with available resources and constraints will be evaluated; 

. the tasks and resources necessary to complete the work will be sized and estimated; 

. interfaces between elements in the project, and with other projects and organisational units, will be identified and 
monitored; 
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- plans for execution of the project will be developed and implemented; 

- progress of the project will be monitored and reported; 
- actions to correct deviations from the plan and to prevent recurrence of problems identified in the project, will be taken 
when project targets are not achieved. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attribute 2.1 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 
MAN2. BP1 Define the scope of work (note added) 

Purpose Define the work to be undertaken by the project, and determine that achievement of the goals of the project is 
feasible with available resources and constraints. 

Notes For the identification of quality goals see MAN. 3. BP1. 

MAN2. BP2 Determine development strategy (note added) 

Purpose Evaluate options available for achieving the goals of the project, and determine, on the basis of risks and 
opportunities, which strategy will be adopted. 

Notes This includes: 
- Establish a model matrix describing how each model applies to each element on the Product Tree. 

- Determine the project strategy keeping in mind the constraints and goals of the overall system. Where 
applicable, confirmed planning data from each actor in the project must be considered informing the project 
strategy. 
- Establish a Function Tree. 

-Prepare a preliminaryDevelopment Plan. 

- Prepare Project Requirements Documents which cover each stage of project planning. 
For the identification of existing risks seeMAN. 4. BP2. 

A1AN. 2. BP3 Select software life cycle model 
purpose Select a software life cycle model for the project which is appropriate to the scope, magnitude, and complexity of 

the project. 
Notes This base practise is related to MAN. 2. BP1. 

MAN2. BP4 Size and estimate tasks and resources 

purpose Size and estimate tasks and resources necessary to complete the work by evaluating the options available for 

achieving the goals of the project and by taking into consideration existing risks and opportunities. 

Notes This implies for projects involving the development of software that a development strategy is determined, a 
software life cycle model which is appropriate to the scope, magnitude and complexity of the project is selected, 
and what is needed for the entire software life cycle to satisfy the software requirements is estimated. 
For the identification of existing risks see MAN. 4. BP2. 

hiAN2. BP5 

Purpose 

Nola 

MAN2. BP6 
purpose 

Nora 

h1AN. 2. BP7 

]purpose 

Develop work breakdown structure (note added) 
Develop a work break down structure incorporating project tasks, deliverables and sequence and relating these to 
the resources required to accomplish them and to the strategy to be followed. 

The Work Breakdown Structure shall be based on the Product Tree. The work shall be broken down to work 
packages, which have unique identifiers and clear definitions. 

Identify Infrastructure and human resource requirements (note added) 
Identify and select the environmental and human resource elements needed to support the project strategy and 
performance. 
For the selection and training ofpersonnel see ORG. 3, Human Resource Management. For the establishment of 
a stable and reliable infrastructure, see ORG. 4, Infrastructure. 

Establish project schedule 
Establish the project schedule, based on the work breakdown structure, estimates, and infrastructure elements. 

b1AN2. BP8 Allocate responsibilities 

Purpose Identify the specific individuals and groups contributing to, and impacted by, the project, allocate them their 
specific responsibilities, and ensure that the commitments are understood and accepted, funded and achievable. 

bIAN2, BP9 Identify interfaces (note added) 

Purpose 

Notes 

Identify and monitor the efficiency of interfaces between elements in the project and with other projects and 
organisational units. 

The preliminary Technical Specification for the project should include interfaces. 
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Interfaces shall be controlled using Interface specifications and/orlnterface Control Documents/Drawings. 

MAN2. BP10 Establish and implement project plans (note added) 
Purpose Provide a mechanism to ensure that project plans are formally developed, implemented and maintained, and 

available to those involved with the project. Document the results of the activities in this process within the 
project plans, and ensure that the plans are published to all those involved. 

Notes At least, the following joint reviews should be scheduled in the project plan: 
System Requirements Review (SRR) 
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) 
Critical Design Review (CDR) 
QualifeationReview (QR) 
Acceptance Review (AR) 
Operational Readiness Review (ORR) 
The project plan should include a baseline list of required documents. 

MAN2. BP11 Track progress against plans 

Purpose Regularly compare and report the status of the project against the project plans. Use disciplined approaches to 
regularly evaluate the performance of the project. Methods and techniques, which can be applied, include: 
- metrics, 

- technical and managerial reviews, 
- assessment of established quality and performance criteria. 

Notes For the establishment and assessment of quality criteria see MAN. 3, Quality Management. For the evaluation of 
risks see MAN. 4, Risk Management. 
Manage margins regarding the technical budgets and present their status at each milestone. 

111AN2. BP12 Act to correct deviations 

Purpose Take action when project targets are not achieved, to correct deviations from the plan and to prevent recurrence 
of problems identified in the project. Update project plans accordingly. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

1 [Software development methodology] 5 [Schedule] 
2 project Software Development Life-Cycle Definition 6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 

(included in the software project development plan) 8 Interface Allocation [Interface] 
[Software development life cycle model] 

11 [Estimates] 
4 Role Descriptions [Job procedures, practices] 17 [Project plan] 
9 [Standards] 20 Progress Report [Progress Status record / report] 

22 [Risk analysis record / report] 21 [Analysis results] 
23 [Risk management strategy / plan] 
24 [Quality statement / policy] 30 [Review strategy / plan] 
37 [project measures] 33 [Reuse strategy / plan] 
38 Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 37 [Project measures] 
48 Implementation Documents [Supplier proposal response 45 Procurements and Facilities Management Policy 

(Response to RFPs)] [Acquisition strategy / plan] 
50 [Commitments / agreements] 87 [Communications mechanism] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
98 Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 

104 [Development environment] 
108 personnel Resumes [Personnel records] 

IiiAN3 Quality Management Process 
purpose 
Monitor the quality of the project's products and/or services and to ensure that they satisfy the customer. The process 
involves establishing a focus on monitoring the quality of product and process at both the project and organisational 
level. 
Outcome 

quality goals, based on the customer's stated and implicit quality requirements, will be established for various 
checkpoints within the project's software life cycle; 

_ an overall strategy will be developed to achieve the defined goals; 
identified quality control and assurance activities will be performed and their performance confirmed; 
actual performance against the quality goals will be monitored; 
appropriate action will be taken when quality goals are not achieved. 

Notes 
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1. This process supports performance of the Process Attributes 4.1 and 42 in those instances where it is invoked. 
2. This process goes beyond the quality control and assurance activities performed in Quality Assurance (SUP. 3), to 
provide an overall approach to meeting the stated and implicit requirements of the customer. 

Base Practices 

lº1AN3. BP1 Establish quality goals 
Purpose Based on the customer's stated and implicit requirements for quality, establish quality goals for the product and 

process that can be evaluated throughout the project, preferably in a quantitative manner. 
Notes For projects involving the development of software quality goals are established for various checkpoints within 

the project's software life cycle. 

AiAN3. BP2 Define overall strategy 
Purpoe Develop an overall strategy at the project and organisational level to achieve the defined goals by defining the 

metrics that will measure the results of project activities and by defining acceptance criteria that will help to 
assess whether the relevant quality goals have been achieved. 

MAN3. BP3 Identify quality activities 
Purpose For each quality goal, identify quality control and assurance activities which will help achieve and monitor that 

quality goal, both at the project and organisational level. 
Notes For projects involving the development of software these activities are integrated within the project's software 

life cycle, see also the SUP. 3 Base Practices. 

11tAN3. BP4 Perform quality activities 
Purpose Perform the identified quality assurance and control activities and confirm their performance. 

MAN3. BP5 Assess quality 
Purpose Throughout the project and at least at the identified checkpoints within the project's software life cycle, apply 

the defined quality metrics to assess whether the relevant quality goals have been achieved. 

ALkN3. BP6 Take corrective and preventive action (note added) 
purpose When defined quality goals are not achieved, take corrective or preventive action both at the project and 

organisational level. 

Totes The corrective action can involve fixing the product generated by a particular project activity or changing the 
planned set of activities in order to better achieve the quality goals or both. The preventive action can involve 

modifying product specifications or process definitions, or both, to prevent recurrence of the non-achievement 

Corrective or preventive action may be triggered by an alert 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 
16 [Plan] 
17 [Project plan] 
24 [Quality statement / policy] 
28 software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
30 [Review strategy / plan] 
41 [Field measures] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

Output Work Products 
6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 

12 [Goals] 
17 [Project plan] 
18 [Process performance data] 
25 Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 
28 Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
31 [Review records] 
39 [Quality measures] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 

MAN. 4 Risk Management Process 
purpose 
Identify and mitigate the project risks continuously throughout the life-cycle of a project. The process involves 

establishing a focus on monitoring of risks at both the project and organisational levels. 

Outcome 

- the scope of the risk management to be performed for the project will be determined; 

- appropriate risk management strategies will be defined and implemented; 

risks to the project will be identified in the project strategy, and as they develop during the conduct of the project; 

- the risks will be analysed and the priority in which to apply resources to monitor these risks will be determined; 

- risk metrics will be defined, applied, and assessed to determine the change in the risk state and the progress of the 

monitoring activities; 
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- appropriate action will be taken to correct or avoid the impact of risk. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attribute 2.1 in those instances where it is invoked. 
The risk management process applies to bod: process and product risks. 

Base Practices 

MANA. BP1 Establish risk management scope 
Purpose Determine the scope of risk management to be performed for the project, in accordance with organisational risk 

management policies. 

Notes Issues to be considered include the severity, probability, and type of risks to identify and manage. 

AtANA. BP2 Identify risks 
Purpose Identify risks to the project both initially within the project strategy and as they develop during the conduct of 
Notes Examples of risks include cost, schedule, effort, resource, and technical risks. 

The information system is another risk domain. 

AIAN. 4. BP3 Analyse and prioritise risks 

Purpose Assess the probability of occurrence, impact, time-frame, causes and interrelationships of risks for determining 
the priority in which to apply resources to mitigate these risks. 

biAN. 4. BP4 Develop risk management strategies 
Purpose 
Notes 

Define appropriate strategies to manage each risk or set of risks, both at the project and organisational level. 
Establish and maintain a list of acceptable risks. 

btAN. 4. BP5 Define risk metrics 
Purpose 

Notes 

For each risk (or set of risks) define the metrics that measure the change in the risk state and the progress of 
mitigation activities. 
Metrics should cover changes in the probability, impact and time-frame of risks. 

RIANA. BP6 Implement risk management strategies 
Purpose Carry out the defined management strategies both at the project and organisational level. 

AtAN. 4. BP7 Assess results of risk management strategies 

Purpose At identified checkpoints, apply the defined metrics to assess the expected progress and level of success of the 
risk management strategies. 

11TANA. BP8 Take corrective action 

purpose When expected progress in risk mitigation is not achieved, take appropriate corrective action to correct or avoid 

Notes 

the impact of risk. 
Corrective action may involve developing and implementing new mitigation strategies or adjusting the existing 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

1 [Software development methodology] 
s [Schedule] 
6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 

11 
12 
17 
23 
23 
37 
38 
39 
41 
42 
52 
59 
74 
86 
97 

[Estimates] 
[Goals] 
[project plan] 
[Risk management strategy / plan] 
Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 

[project measures] 
Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 
[Quality measures] 
[Field measures] 
[Service level measures] 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
[Test strategy / plan (all test plans)] 
Installation Plan [Installation strategy plan] 
[Customer satisfaction data] 
[Communications mechanism] 

Output Work Products 
16 [Plan] 
17 [Project plan] 
18 [Process performance data] 
22 [Risk analysis record / report] 
23 [Risk management strategy / plan] 
29 Audit Report [Assessment/ audit records] 
31 [Review records] 
40 [Risk measures] 
45 Procurements and Facilities Management Policy 

[Acquisition strategy / plan] 
59 [Test strategy / plan (all test plans)] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 

103 [Recovery strategy / plan] 
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MAN. 5 Team coordination management (new process) 
Purpose 
Integrate, link, coordinate and hormonize the team members to accomplish and achieve a collective set of goals and the bus- 
ness goals of the organization in an effective manner. 

Outcome 

- the scope of team coordination management to be performed for the project will be determined. 

- appropriate team coordination management actions will be defined and implemented. 

-a communication system will be established to realize team coordination management. 
- the feasibility and adaptability of team coordination management activities to achieve the goals of the project will be evalu- 
ated. 
- appropriate actions will be taken when good team coordination are not achieved. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attribute 2.1 and 3.1 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

MAN. 5. BP1 

Purpose 

Determine project coordination strategy (new base practice) 
Evaluate options available for achieving the goals of the project with good team coordination, and determine which strategy 
will be adopted. 

Notes This includes: 
- Establish a Function Tree. 

-Prepare apreliminary team coordination management Plan 

AtANS. BP2 Establish communication system (new base practice) 
Purpose Develop an communication system that allows every team member to be accessed in an efficient manner. 
Notes The system includes: 

- select effecient normal communication tools or equipments, such as telephone, fax, video telephone, and electronic 
communication tools, based on company financial consideration. 

- Prepare regular meeting in an efficient manner. 

- organize secure communication for teleworker distributed world wide. . 

AtANS. BP3 Identify team coordination activities (new base practice) 

purpose Define and determine team coordination activities to ensure team member tightly working together to obtain 

Notes 

the goals of the organizations 

The author of the information is responsible for the quality of the information added into the system. 

AMANS. BP4 Evaluate feasibility and adaptability of team coordination (new base practice) 
Purpose 
Notes 

AMAN. 5. BPS 

Purpose 
Notes 

Evaluate the feasibility and adaptability of team communication with available resources and constrains. 
ensure good achievement of team coordination. 

Monitor performance of team coordination and take action on performance deviation (new base practice) 
Ensure that information on the system can be accessed or changed only by appropriate actors. 
tdenfity and monitor the efficiency of team coordination performance and take action when expected target are not 
achieved. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

S [Schedule] 
14 [Polmies] 
87 [Communications mechanism] 
19 [Meeting minutes] 
26 [improvement opportunity] 

30 [review strategy/plan] 
52 [requirement specification internal] 

Output Work Products 
21 [Analysis results) 
46 [acquisition strategy/plan] 
52 [requirement specification internal] 
84 [problem report record] 

101 [database designs] 
107 [system components] 
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MAN. 6 Information Management Process (new process) 
Purpose 
Organise, control, monitor, and distribute information within the organisational unit. This information is captured in 
documents, which may be in the form of paper, electronic or other media. 
Outcome 

- the information necessary for work within the organisational unit and the teleworker needing access to the information 
will be identified; 

- an information system will be established to organise and distribute the information; 

- the content of all information made available on the system will be verified; 
- teleworkers needing the information will be informed of the means of access; 
- the information system will be maintained and updated. 

Notes 
Proper information management should not be confused with day-to-day information exchanges during the course of 
work. 

Base Practices 

111AN. 6. BP1 Identify necessary information (new base practice) 
purpose Identify information that is essential to achieving goals within the organisation and the teleworker who need to access 

MAN. 6. BP2 Establish information system (new base practice) 
Purpose Develop an information system that allows information to be accessed in an efficient manner. 
Notes The language employed in the it fonnation system should be specified 

MAN. 6. BP3 Make information system accessible (new base practice) 
Purpose Ensure that all actors who need access to information are aware of its availability and of the procedure to access 
Notes information system users should be trained in system use on a regular basis. 

MAN. 6. BP4 Maintain and verify information (new base practice) 
Purpose Ensure that information on the system is complete, correct and up-to-date. 
Notes The author of the information is responsible for the quality of the information added into the system. 

MAN. 6. BP5 Control access to information (new base practice) 

purpose Ensure that information on the system can be accessed or changed only by appropriate actors. 
Notes The information availability requirements on the information system should be defined by the users. 

MAN. 6. BP6 Distribute information (new base practice) 

purpose Ensure that information is delivered to relevant users. 

MMAN. 6. BP7 Notify users when modifications occur (new base practice) 

purpose Keep users of the information system informed of any relevant changes. 

MAN. 6. BP8 Monitor system performance (new base practice) 

Purpose Regularly monitor performance of information system. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

16 Information Management Plan/Strategy [Plan] 16 Information Management Plan/Strategy [Plan] 

17 [project plan] 89 Records of Training/Experience [Training records] 
87 [Communications mechanism] 90 [Training material] 
88 [Training strategy/plan] 
39 Records of Training/Experience [Training records] 

ORG. 1 Organisational Alignment Process 
purpose 
Ensure that the teleworkers in the organisation share a common vision and culture and understanding of the business goals 
to empower them to function effectively. Although business reengineering and Total Quality Management have a much 
broader scope than that of software process, software process improvement occurs in a business context, and to be 

successful, must address business goals. 
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Outcome 

-a vision, mission, goals, and objectives for the business will be made known to all employees; 
- everyone in the organisation understands their role in achieving the goals of the business and is able to perform that 
role. 
Notes 
1. This process supports performance of the Process Attributes 4.1 and 52 in those instances 
wt ere it is invoked. 

Base Practices 
ORG. I. BP1 
Purpose 

ORG. I. BP2 
Purpose 

ORG. 1. BP3 

Purpose 

ORG. I. BP4 

Purpose 

ORG. I. BPS 

Purpose 

ORG. I. BP6 

Purpose 

Develop teleworking strategy and setup telework environment (modified base practice) 
Develop a strategy for creating software by teleworkers and establish and maintain physical conditions that 
allow the teleworker to perform their tasks efficiently and to concentrate on their tasks without unnecessary 
or inappropriate distractions. 

Establish teleworking employment policy (new base practice) 
Develop teleworking employment policy by which talent is recruited, selected, and transitioned into assignments 
in the organization. 

Develop a quality culture 
Define quality policies and initiatives that are convergent with the business goals of the organisation; disseminate 
quality policies and initiatives. 

Define teleworking requirements (new base practice) 
Identify the requirements for teleworker to develop software product. 

Establish and maintain telework support system (new base practice) 
Develop and maintain a system that provides support effective to teleworkers who will work on the project to 
develop software product 

Build and empower teams 
Create teams and empower them to work with an integrated product perspective with a primary goal of customers 
satisfaction. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

3 [Schedule] 5 [Schedule] 
9 

13 
14 
17 
24 
46 
50 
87 
89 

109 

[Standards] 8 Interface Allocation [Interface) 
[Vision) 14 [Policies] 
[Policies] 15 [Personnel policies] 
[Project plan] 16 [Plan] 
[Quality statement / policy] 17 [Project plan) 
[Market analysis record / report] 24 [Quality statement / policy] 
[Commitments / agreements] 27 [Quality criteria] 
[Communications mechanism] 
Records of Training/Experience [Training records] 
personnel Resumes [Personnel records] 

ORG. 2.1 Process Establishment Process 
Purpose 
Establish a suite of organisational processes for all software life cycle processes as they apply to its business activities. 
Outcome 

-a defined and maintained standard set of processes will be established, along with an indication of each process's 
applicability', 
. the detailed tasks, activities and associated work products of the standard process will be identified, together with 
expected performance characteristics; 

-a strategy for tailoring the standard process for the product or service will be developed in accordance with the needs of 
the project; 

- information and data related to the use of the standard process for specific projects will exist and be maintained. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attribute 3.1 in those instances where it is invoked. 
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Base Practices 

ORG. 2.1. BP1 Define goals 
Purpose Define the process goals that are to be achieved by following the process in the organisation. 
Notes One input to defining the goals is the organisation's strategic vision. 

ORG. 2.1. BP2 Identify activities, roles, authorities & responsibilities 
Purpose Identify the activities that comprise the way the process is currently and/or should be performed and identify the 

roles, authorities and responsibilities for these activities. 

ORG. 2.1. BP3 Define and document the processes performed in the organisation 
Purpose Define and document the processes that are performed in the organisation by identifying and describing : 

- inputs and outputs for the process; 
- entry and exit criteria for entering and exiting the process; 
- control points in the process where key reviews and decisions are made; 
- external interfaces with related processes, which supply inputs and consume outputs; 
- internal dependencies between the activities in the process; 
- process measures for the process that can be used to demonstrate achievement of the process goals. 

ORG2.1. BP4 Establish organisational policies 
Purpose Establish written organisation policies for using and tailoring the organisation's standard process family; establish 

written guidelines for tailoring the organization's standard process family to meet the specific needs of projects. 

ORG2.1. BP5 Establish performance expectations 

Purpose Establish expectations for process performance when using the organisations standard process family. 

ORG. 2.1. BP6 Deploy the process 

Purpose Deploy the organisations standard process family available throughout the organisation. 

ORG2.1. BP7 Check the standard processes deployment 

Purpose Control the deployment of the standard process family within the organisation. 

ORG2.1. BP8 Capture process data 

purpose Capture information and data related to the use of standard processes; maintain the collected data. 

ORG2.1. BP9 Maintain the standard processes 

purpose Maintain the standard process description. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

I [Software development methodology] 
2 project Software Development Life-Cycle Definition 

9 
12 
13 
14 
24 
32 
33 
39 
43 
47 

(included in the software project development plan) 
[Software development life cycle model] 

[Standards] 
[Goals] 
[Vision) 
[policies) 
[Quality statement / policy] 
[Reuse plan] 
[Reuse strategy / plan) 
[Quality measures] 
[Bcnchmarking data) 
project Requirement Document [Request for proposal 
(RFP) (Requester)] 

50 [Commitments / agreements] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 

52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

Output Work Products 
3 [Process description] 
4 Role Descriptions [Job procedures, practices] 
5 [Schedule] 

6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 
7 [Work product] 
8 Interface Allocation [Interface] 
9 [Standards] 

12 [Goals] 
16 [Plan] 
17 [Project plan] 
24 [Quality statement / policy] 
27 [Quality criteria] 
28 Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
30 [Review strategy / plan] 
30 [Review strategy / plan] 
38 Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures) 

44 [Product needs assessment] 
77 [Distribution list] 
87 [Communications mechanism] 
89 Records of Training/Experience [Training records) 

104 [Development environment] 
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ORG. 2.2 Process Assessment Process 
Purpose 
Determine the extent to which the organisation's standard software processes contribute to the achievement of its 
business goals and to help the organisation focus on the need for continuous process improvement. 
Outcome 

- an efficient and effective process assessment method will exist to determine the current capability of the organisation 
and its processes to produce products and services consistent with its business goals; 
- the relative strengths and weaknesses of the organisation's standard software processes will be understood; 
- accurate and accessible assessment records will be kept and maintained; 
- reviews of the organisation's standard processes will be carried out at appropriate intervals to ensure their continuing 
suitability and effectiveness in light of assessment results. 

Notes 
ISO 15504-3 defines an approach to the performance of this process. 

Base Practices 

ORG. 2.2. BP1 Determine the assessment method 
Purpose Define the method to be used to perform the assessment. 

ORG. 2.2. BP2 Define assessment goals 

Purpose Define and validate the assessment goals and identify the criteria to validate the achievement of the goals. 

ORG. 2.2. BP3 Define the assessment Inputs 

Purpose Define the assessment inputs including the assessment scope, the processes to be investigated within the defined 

organisational unit, the highest level to be investigated, the organisational unit which deploys these processes, the 
process context, the assessment constraints and the assessment model. 

ORG. 2.2. BP4 Plan the assessment 
Purpose Plan the assessment process, specifying the required inputs, the activities to be performed in conducting the 

assessment, the resources and schedule assigned to these activities, the selection and defined responsibilities of the 
assessors and organisation participants in the assessment. 

ORG. 2.2. BP5 Perform the assessment to collect data 

Purpose Perform the assessment to collect the data required for evaluating the processes within the scope of the 
assessment in a systematic and ordered manner. 

ORG. 2.2. BP6 Validate the data 

Purpose Validate the data collected as appropriate, ensuring that the validated data sufficiently coven the assessment goal. 

ORG. 2.2. BP7 Identify strengths and weaknesses 

purpose Identify the relative strengths and weaknesses of the organisation unit's processes by using the collected data. 

ORG.. 2. BP8 Maintain the assessment results 

purpose Maintain accurate and current assessment results in an accessible location and format. 

ORG. 2.2. BP9 Exploit the assessment result 

Purpose Exploit the assessment results to maintain the organisation's standard processes. 

ORG. 2.2. BP10 Report the assessment result 

Purpose 
Notes 

Report and document the assessment results to each individual concerned. 
The assessment results should include at minimum the outputs specified in Clause 4.5 of IS015504-3. 

Work Products 

Input Work Products 
1 [Software development methodology] 
2 project Software Development Life-Cycle Definition 

(included in the software project development plan) 
[Software development life cycle model] 

3 [Process description] 
9 [Standards] 

12 [Goals] 
13 [Vision] 

Output Work Products 
21 [Analysis results] 
22 [Risk analysis record / report] 
23 [Risk management strategy / plan] 
26 [Improvement opportunity] 
28 Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
38 Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 
43 [Benchmarking data] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
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14 
18 
20 
24 
25 
27 
28 
30 
31 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
44 
46 
84 
86 

104 
108 
109 

[Policies] 
[Process performance data] 
Progress Report [Progress Status record / report] 
[Quality statement / policy] 
Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 
[Quality criteria] 
Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
[Review strategy / plan] 
[Review records] 
[Measures] 
[Project measures] 
Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures) 
[Quality measures] 
[Risk measures] 
[Field measures] 
[Service level measures] 
[Product needs assessment] 
[Market analysis record / report] 
Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
[Customer satisfaction data] 
[Development environment] 
Personnel Resumes [Personnel records] 
[Contract review records] 

Appcndix A 

ORG. 2.3 Process Improvement Process 
Purpose 
Improve continually the effectiveness and efficiency of the processes used by the organisation in line with the business 
need. 
Outcome 

- changes to standard and defined processes will be made in a controlled way, with predictable results; 
- the organisation will effect improvements to its processes through activities such as process assessment and review, 
- monitored software process improvement activities will be implemented in a coordinated manner across the 
organisation; 
- historical, technical, and evaluation data will be analysed and used to improve these processes, to recommend changes 
in projects, and to determine technology advancement needs; 
. quality cost data will be collected, maintained, and used to improve the organisation's processes as a monitoring 
activity, and to serve to establish the cost of prevention and resolution of problems and non-conformity in software 
products and services. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attributes 5.1 and 52 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

ORG. 23. BP1 Identify improvement opportunities 
purpose Identify opportunities for software process improvement. 

ORG. 23. BP2 Define scope of improvement activities 

Purpose Define the purpose, objectives, scope, and priorities of the process improvement activities in accordance with the 
business goals of the organisation. 

ORG. 23. BP3 Understand the process 
Purpose Assess the process to understand its strengths and weaknesses. 

ORG. 23. BP4 Identify improvements 

purpose Identify where the process needs to be improved to achieve its process goals. 

ORG. 23. BP5 Prioritise improvements 

purpose Prioritise the improvements, which can be made in the process based on an analysis of the impact of potential 
improvements on achieving the goals of the process. 

ORG. 23. BP6 Define measures of impact 

Purpose Define measures that can be used to determine the impact of the process changes on achieving the process's 
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ORG. 23. BP7 Change the process 
Purpose Change the process to improve it 

ORG. 23. BP8 Confirm the improvement 

Purpose Pilot test changes to confirm that they improve the process based on analysis of appropriate data. 

ORG. 23. BP9 Deploy Improvement 

Purpose Deploy improved processes across the organisation as appropriate. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

1 [Software development methodology] 3 [Process description] 
2 Project Software Development Life-Cycle Definition 12 [Goals) 

(included in the software project development plan) 17 [Project plan] 
[Software development life cycle model] 

21 [Analysis results] 
3 [Process description] 22 [Risk analysis record / repot] 
9 [Standards] 23 [Risk management strategy / plan] 

12 [Goals] 26 [Improvement opportunity] 
13 [Vision] 29 Audit Report (Assessment / audit records) 
14 [Policies] 37 [Project measures] 
18 [Process performance data] 38 Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 
21 [Analysis results] 39 [Quality measures] 
24 [Quality statement / policy] 42 [Service level measures] 
26 [Improvement opportunity] 43 [Benchmarking data] 

28 Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 77 [Distribution list] 
29 Audit Report [Assessment / audit records] 86 [Customer satisfaction data] 
31 [Review records] 87 [Communications mechanism] 
36 [Measures] 89 Records of Training/Experience (Training records] 
37 [Project measures) 104 [Development environment] 
38 Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 
39 [Quality measures] 
40 [Risk measures] 
41 [Field measures] 
42 [Service level measures] 
43 [Benchmarking data] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
86 [Customer satisfaction data] 

97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
104 [Development environment] 

ORG. 3 Human Resource Management Process (modified process) 
purpose 
Provide the organisation and projects with individuals who possess skills and knowledge to perform their roles 
effectively and to work together as a cohesive group. 
Outcome 

- the roles and skills required for the operations of the organisation and the project will be identified through timely 

review of the organisational and project requirements; 

- training will be identified and conducted to ensure that all individuals have the skills required to perform their 

assignments, using mechanisms such as training strategies and materials; 
individuals with the required skills and competencies will be identified and recruited using mechanisms such as 

procedures or they will be trained as appropriate to perform the organisational and project roles; 

effective interaction between individuals and groups will be supported; 
the work force will have the skills to share information and coordinate their activities efficiently, 

" objective criteria will be defined against which group and individual performance can be monitored to provide 
performance feedback and to enhance performance. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attribute 32 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

ORG3. BP1 Identify human resource needs 

Purpose Identify needs for human resources across the organisation based on organisational and project inputs to build the 
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knowledge and skills of the staff These needs may be met through training, recruitment or other staff 
development mechanisms. 

ORG3. BP2 Recruit qualified staff 
Purpose Establish a systematic program for recruitment of staff qualified to meet the needs of the organisation, while 

providing opportunities for career development for existing staff. 

ORG3. BP3 Provide feedback on performance 
Purpose Ensure that feedback is provided to staff on the results of any performance evaluations performed 

ORG3. BP4 Maintain staff records 
Purpose Maintain adequate records of staff, including not only personnel details, but also information on skills, training 

completed, and performance evaluations. 

ORG3. BP5 Define project teams 
Purpose Define the teams which will be needed to perform the work of the project, defining the structure and operating 

rules for the team, required knowledge and skills. 

ORG3. BP6 Empower project teams 
Purpose Empower teams to perform their job, by ensuring that they have: 

- an understanding of their job; 

-a shared vision or sense of common interest; 
- appropriate mechanisms or facilities for communication and wort[ 
- support from the appropriate management for what they are trying to accomplish; 

ORG3. BP7 Maintain project team interactions 

Purpose Obtain and maintain agreement on the implementation of interactions between teams. 

ORG3. BP8 Establish telework performance management (new base practice) 
Purpose Establish and define objective criteria that can be used to assess teleworkers' performance. Evaluate the performance of tele. 

workers, either individually or in groups, in respect of their contributions to the goals of the organisation. Provide performance 
feedback, and enhance performance continuously. 

ORG3. BP9 Maintain trust climate and healthy work environment (new base practice) 
Purpose Obtain trust climate between teleworkers and leaders and maintain healthy work environment to ensure 

teleworkers have pleasure work environment. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

3 [process description] 
4 Role Descriptions [Job procedures, practices] 
6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 
9 [Standards] 

12 [Goals] 
13 [Vision] 
15 [Personnel policies] 
16 
17 
21 
23 
44 
88 
89 

108 

[plan] 
[project plan] 
Human Dependability Analysis [Analysis results] 
[Risk management strategy / plan] 
[product needs assessment] 
[Training strategy/plan] 
Records of Training/Experience [Training records] 
personnel Resumes [Personnel records] 

Output Work Products 
4 Role Descriptions [Job procedures, practices] 

12 [Goals] 
14 [Policies] 
19 [Meeting minutes] 
36 [Measures] 
50 [Commitments / agreements) 
87 [Communications mechanism] 
88 [Training strategy/plan] 
89 Records of Training/Experience [Training records] 
90 [Training material] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 

ORG. 4 Infrastructure Process 

purpose 
Maintain a stable and reliable infrastructure that is needed to support the performance of any other process. The 
infrastructure may include hardware, software, methods, tools, techniques, standards, and facilities for development, 
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operation, or maintenance. 
Outcome 

an infrastructure will be established that is consistent with and supportive of the applicable process procedures, 
standards, tools, and techniques; 
" the infrastructure will meet all requirements for functionality, performance, safety, security, availability, space, 
equipment, cost, time, and data integrity. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attribute 32 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 
ORG. 4. BP1 Identify software engineering environment requirements (note added) 

Purpose Determine requirements for the software engineering environment, identifying: 
- process roles and activities it should support; 
- security issues it should address; 
- throughput and data sharing requirements; 
- backup and recovery; 
- remote access facility. 

Notes The security issues and data sharing requirements for teleworkers need special attention 

ORG. 4. BP2 Provide a telework software engineering environment (modcied base practice) 
Purpose Acquire and provide a software engineering environment which satisfies the requirements of telework developers. 

ORG. 4. BP3 

Purpose 

Notes 

Provide support for individuals using the infrastructure (note added) 
Provide support for those who will utilise the software engineering environment. 
It needs to eonfirmthat teleworkers are supported using the it frastruvture. 

ORG. 4. BP4 Maintain software engineering environment 
Purpose Perform maintenance on the software engineering environment for the purposes of: 

- correcting defects; 
- improving performance; 
- modifying the environment to keep up with changes in the process activities and tools it supports; 
- controlling changes to enable regression if necessary. 

ORG. 4. BP5 Provide a workspace conducive to productive performance 
Purpose Provide a workspace, with appropriate furnishings and office equipment, that encourages productive performance. 
Notes Possible attributes of a productive workspace include: supportive building facilities (furnishings and equipment] 

safety, quietness, and comfort. 

ORGA. BP6 

Purpose 

Nota 

Ensure data integrity and security (note added) 
Provide the means to ensure that data resulting from project or process activities are protected from loss, 
corruption or damage. 

provide strong control to ensure data integrity and security for teleworkers 

ORG. 4. BP7 Provide remote access facility (note added) 
Purpose Provide the software project's technical and managerial staff with the means to access their work environment 

and data from a remote location, as appropriate. 
Notes provide remote access facility is base requirement for teleworkers. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

1 [Software development methodology] 
2 Project Software Development Life-Cycle Definition 

7 
9 

12 

(included in the software project development plan) 
[Software development life cycle model] 
[Work product] 
[Standards] 
[Goals] 

13 [Vision] 
14 Documentation Policy [Policies] 
14 [Policies] 
16 [Plan] 

Output Work Products 
1 [Software development methodology] 
2 Project Software Development Life-Cycle Definition 

(included in the software project development plan) 
[Software development life cycle model] 

3 [Process description] 
9 [Standards] 

14 [Policies] 
17 [Project plan] 
27 [Quality criteria] 
31 [Review records] 
32 [Reuse plan] 
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16 Implementation Document for Documentation 
Management [Plan] 

17 [Project plan] 
23 [Risk management strategy / plan] 
24 [Quality statement / policy] 
32 [Reuse plan] 
33 [Reuse strategy / plan] 
44 [Product needs assessment] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
94 [Change request] 
95 [Change control record] 

33 [Reuse strategy / plan] 
35 [Reuse repository] 
39 [Quality measures] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
95 [Change control record] 

102 [Back-up / recovery records] 
103 [Recovery strategy / plan] 
104 [Development environment] 

Appendix A 

ORG. 5 Measurement Process 
Purpose 
Collect and analyse data relating to the products developed and processes implemented within the organisational unit, to 
support effective management of the processes, and to objectively demonstrate the quality of the products. 
Outcome 

- an appropriate set of measurements, driven by the project and organisational goals, will be identified; 

- data required will be collected and analysed; 
-a collection of historical data relating to process implementation will be established and maintained; 
- measurements will be used to support decisions and provide an objective basis for communication between the 
interested parties. 

Notes 
1. The process supports performance of the Process Attributes 4.1 and 42 in those instances where it is invoked. 
2. This process is closely linked to Project Management (MAN. 2). 

Base Practices 

ORG. 5. BP1 Establish metrics for process management 
Purpose Establish measurable metrics for processes measurement and enable data to be collected and analysed against the 
Notes Metrics should be driven by goals 

ORGS. BP2 Establish metrics for the quality of work products (note added) 
purpose 
Notes 

Establish measurable metrics for work products quality and enable data to be collected and analysed against the 
The establishment of metrics shall be driven by goals. 
The following basic products metrics may be considered for use: 
- size (design, code); 
- complexity (design, code); 

-fault density and/or failure intensity; 

- test coverage; 

- number of failures. 
Before acceptance testing, the SPA plan should be supplemented to specify the quality measures applied during 
the warranty phase. The measures should be restated in the maintenance plan. 

ORGS. BP3 Conduct quantitative process management 
Purpose Conduct quantitative process management based on quantitative metrics, benchmarks or statistical data. 

ORG. 5. BP4 Measure the quality of work products 

Purpose Measure work products quality based on established metrics, benchmarks, or statistical data. 

ORG. 5. BP5 Make measurement data available for decision-making 

Purpose Maintain accurate and current measurement data and make it accessible for any decision making processes for 
which it is relevant. 

ORG. 5. BP6 Define benchmark 

purpose Define a set of benchmark that will be used to benchmark the organization's processes. 

ORG. 5. BP7 Benchmark processes 

purpose Compare measured processes against benchmark processes to determine gaps between processes; apply defined 
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process improvement practices to narrow any gap. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

9 [Standards] 
27 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
52 
53 
77 
83 

[Quality criteria] 
[Project measures] 
Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 
[Quality measures] 
[Risk measures] 
[Field measures] 
[Service level measures] 
[Benchmarking data] 
[Product needs assessment] 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Partitioning [System design / architecture] 
[Distribution list] 

Change Justification File [Customer request record 
(internal or external)] 

Appcndix A 

Output Work Products 
18 [Process performance data] 
21 [Analysis results] 
31 [Review records] 
37 [Project measures] 
38 Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures) 
39 [Quality measures] 
40 [Risk measures] 
41 [Field measures] 
42 [Service level measures] 
43 [Benchmarking data] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
95 [Change control record] 
96 [Change history] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 

ORG. 6 Reuse Process 
Purpose 
Promote and facilitate the reuse of new and existing software work products from an organisational and product/project 
perspective. 
Outcome 

- reuse strategies will be defined; 

- reuse activities will be identified and established; 

-a reuse infrastructure (e. g., networks, configuration management, repositories, etc. ) will be established and maintained. 

Base Practices 

ORG. 6. BP1 Determine organisational reuse strategy 
Purpose 

ORG. 6. BP2 

Purpose 

Identify, develop and apply reusable entities at all organisational levels and in applicable processes to improve 

productivity and quality. 

Establish a reuse library 
Establish an accessible library system for collection, categorisation, management, maintenance, control, and 
update of reusable entities. 

ORG. 6. BP3 Identify reusable entities 

Purpose Identify reusable entities such as code modules, tests, interfaces, frameworks, documents, processes, experiences, 
domain knowledge and external resources. 

ORG. 6. BP4 Develop reusable entities 

Purpose Development of reusable work products, such as code modules, tests, interfaces, frameworks, documents and 
domain knowledge. 

ORG. 6. BP5 Keep reusable entities stable and consistent 

Purpose Maintain consistency, stability and standardisation of reusable entities in the reuse library. 

ORG. 6. BP6 Report and certify reusable entities and domain knowledge 

Purpose Report and certify reusable entities and domain knowledge and experience. 

ORG. 6. BP7 Inform potential users about reusable entities and domain knowledge 

Purpose Notify the existence and features of new reusable entities and domain knowledge to potential users. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

i [Software development methodology] 7 [Work product] 
9 [Standards] 32 [Reuse plan] 

14 [Policies] 33 [Reuse strategy/ plan] 
25 Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 34 [Reusable object] 
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32 [Reuse plan] 35 [Reuse repository] 
33 [Reuse strategy / plan] 92 Configuration Status Accounting System [Configuration 
44 [Product needs assessment] management (file, library, system)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
92 Configuration Status Accounting System [Configuration 

management (file, library, system)] 

ORG. 7 Training Process (new process) 
Purpose 
Identify and determine training requirement for teleworker and then provide and organise training course to enhance tclc- 
workers' skills to perform their roles effectively. 
Outcome 

- the training requirement for teleworker within the organisational unit will be identified; 

- teleworker self-management skill will be enhanced to ensure teleworker work etTecitively. 
- the teleworker Personal Software Process ability improvement is also the aim of training process. 

Notes 
This process supports performance of the Process Attribute 1.1 and 3.1 in those instances where it is invoked 

Base Practices 

ORG. 7. BP1 Identify training requirements for telework employees (new base practice) 
Purpose Identifying common requirement for telework employees to ensure that they all have the skill required to perform their as- 

signment. 

ORG. 7. BP2 Establish training courses (new base practice) 
Purpose Organize and provide traninig courses for teleworkers and managers to satisfy their requirements. And Train personnel to have 

the knowledge and skills needed to perform their roles. 

ORG. 7. BP3 Develop self-management skill (new base practice) 
Purpose Provide self-management skill training to enable teleworker work efficiently. 

ORG. 7. BP4 Establish PSP (Personal Software Process) training (new base practice) 

purpose Provide Personal Software Process training to strengthen teleworker personal ability in software development. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

14 [Policies] 16 [Plan] 
52 [requirement specification internal and external] 52 [requirement specification internal and external] 

90 [Training material] 

$$ [Training strategy/plan] 
S9 Records of Training/Experience [Training records] 

SUP. i Documentation Process 
purpose 
Develop and maintain documents that record information produced by a process or activity. 
Outcome 

-a strategy identifying the documents to be produced during the life cycle of the software product will be developed; 

- the standards to be applied for the development of documents will be identified; 

- all documents to be produced by the process or project will be identified; 

the content and purpose of all documents will be specified, reviewed, and approved; 

- all documents will be developed and published in accordance with identified standards; 

- all documents will be maintained in accordance with specified criteria. 

Notes 
The process supports performance of the Process Attribute 2.2 in those instances where it is invoked. 
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Base Practices 
SUP. I. BP1 Develop documentation policy 

Purpose Determine documentation policy which addresses where, when and what should be documented during the life 
cycle of the software product/service. 

SUP. I. BP2 Establish standards for documents (note added) 
Purpose Establish standards for developing, modifying and maintaining documents. 

Notes - data format conforms to international standards. 

- data format and structures for multi-location use 

SUP. 1. BP3 Specify documentation requirements 
Purpose Specify requirements for documents such as title, date, identifier, version history, author(s), reviewer, authorizer, 

outline of contents, purpose; distribution list. 

SUP. 1. BP4 Develop document 

Purpose Develop documents at required process points according to established standards and policy. 

SUP. 1. BP5 Check document 

Purpose Review documents before distribution and authorise documents before distribution or release. 
Notes In the case of user documentation, this is a particularly important base practice, because documentation intended 

for use by system and software users should accurately describe the system and software and how it is to be used in 
a manner which is clear and useful to the user. 
Documents should be checked through verification or validation process with stakeholders. 

SUP. 1. BP6 Distribute document 

Purpose Distribute and confirm delivery of documents, where necessary, via appropriate media to specified audiences. 

SUP. I. BP7 Maintain document (note added) 

Purpose Maintain documents according to the defined procedures. 
Notes If the document is part of a product baseline or if its control and stability are important, it should be modified and 

distributed in accordance with process SUP. 2, Configuration Management. 

If the document is part of a product baseline under maintenance, its maintenance is covered by process ENG. Z, 
System and Software Maintenance. 

The following documents are to be updated throughout the project: 
-product tree, 
- work breakdown structure, 
- model matrix. 
Ensure the integrity of the documentation 

SUP. 1. BP8 Conduct documentation control management (new base practice) 
purpose Conduct documentation control management which will provide correct project decisions, policies, and so on. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

3 [Process description] 
5 Inspection and Review Schedule [Schedule] 

9 Documentation Standards [Standards] 
9 

16 

27 
30 
44 

52 
53 
77 
78 
83 

84 
94 

[Standards] 
Implementation Document for Documentation 

Management [Plan] 

[Quality criteria] 
[Review strategy / plan] 
[product needs assessment] 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
System Partitioning [System design / architecture] 
[Distribution list] 
[Delivery instructions] 
Change Justification File [Customer request record 
(internal or external)] 
problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
[Change request] 

Output Work Products 
7 [Work product] 

14 Documentation Policy [Policies] 
16 Implementation Document for Documentation 

Management [Plan] 
18 [Process performance data] 
31 [Review records) 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
79 [Delivery record] 
81 [Acceptance record] 
95 [Change control record] 
96 [Change history] 

105 Design and User's Documentation [Customer 
documentation] 
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SUP. 2 Configuration Management Process 
Purpose 
Establish and maintain the integrity of all the work products of a process or project. 
Outcome 
-a configuration management strategy will be developed; 

- all items generated by the process or project will be identified, defined, and baselined; 

- modifications and releases of the items will be controlled; 
- the status of the items and modification requests will be recorded and reported; 
- the completeness and consistency of the items will be ensured; 
- storage, handling, and delivery of the items will be controlled. 

Notes 
The process supports performance of the Process Attribute 2.2 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

SUP. 2. BP1 Establish telework configuration management strategy (mod/ed base practice) 
Purpose Determine telework configuration management strategy including telework configuration management activities 

and schedule for performing these activities. 

SUP. 2. BP2 Establish telework configuration management system (modified base practice note added) 
Purpose Establish a telework configuration management system including standards, procedures and tools. 
Notes CM tool shall be compatible with the customer's interface requirements to ensure effective delivery and 

post-acceptance management. 

SUP. 2. BP3 Identify configuration items (note added) 
Purpose identify configuration items, such as software system, modules, components and related documents by identifying 

the documentation that establishes the baseline; the version references and other relevant identification details. 
Notes Suppliers must identify configuration items to the customer in the Product Tree. 

Mark or label all interchangeable items. 
Configuration Item identifiers should be traceable to the technical descriptions of the product. 

SIJP. 2. BP4 Maintain configuration item description (note added) 

Purpose Maintain a up-to-date description of each configuration item. 

Dotes The description should identify: 

- its decomposition into lower level configuration components; 
- who is responsible for each item; 

- when it is placed under configuration management. 

While using a system, the consumer must maintain its baseline. 

SUp. 2. BP5 Establish telework configuration management board (new base practice) 
purpose Prepare and establish the telework configuration management assistance board. 
Notes Enable teleworker to understand the pieces of the software, the changes make to them, and the associated 

documentation that make up a software release so that programmer can effectively debug and support it later on.. 

SUP. 2. BP6 Manage product releases 

purpose Release and delivery of any configuration items should be reviewed and authorised. 

SUP. 2. BP7 Maintain configuration item history 

Purpose Maintain a history of each configuration item in sufficient detail to recover previously basclined versions when 

SUP. 2. BP8 Report configuration status 

purpose Regularly report status of each configuration item and their relationship in the current system integration. 

SUPZ, BP9 Manage the release and delivery of configuration items (note added) 
purpose The storage, handling, release and delivery of the configuration items should be controlled. 
Notes Mechanisms to protect all supplied software (source, executable, data etc. ) against corruption shall be defined 

and implemented as well as the way to mark the software media deliverable to the customer. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

3 Change Procedure [Process description] 20 Progress Report [Progress Status record / report] 
44 Modification Need Assessment [Product needs 57 [Build lists] 
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54 Top Level Architectural Design [High level software 70 Acceptance Data Package [Release package] 
69 [Release strategy / plan] 72 [Integrated software] 
84 Problem/Nonoonformance Report [Problem report 73 [System) 
91 Configuration Management Plan [Configuration 80 [Handling and storage guide] 

management (CM) strategy / plan] 87 [Communications mechanism) 
93 Configuration item [Configuration item] 91 Configuration Management Plan [Configuration 
94 [Change request] management (CM) strategy / plan] 
98 Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 92 Configuration Status Accounting System [Configuration 

100 [Product configuration] management (file, library, system)] 
93 Configuration item [Configuration item) 
95 [Change control record) 
96 [Change history] 

SUP. 3 Quality Assurance Process 
Purpose 
Provide assurance that work products and processes of a process or project comply with their specified requirements 
and adhere to their established plans. 
Outcome 

-a strategy for conducting the quality assurance process activities and tasks will be developed, implemented and 
maintained; 
- evidence of quality assurance activities and tasks will be produced and maintained; 

- problems or non-conformances with contract requirements will be identified; 

- adherence of software products, processes and activities to the applicable standards, procedures, and requirements will 
be verified objectively. 

Notes 
1. To be unbiased, quality assurance must have organisational freedom and authority from persons directly responsible 
for developing the software product or executing the process. 
2. Quality assurance should be coordinated with and may make use of the results of other supporting processes, such as 
Verification, Validation, Joint reviews, Audits, and Problem resolution. 
3. Establishment of a quality management system in accordance with ISO 9001 will establish a capable quality assurance 
process. 

4. The process supports performance of the Process Attributes 2.1 and 22 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

SUP3. BP1 Develop quality assurance strategy 

Purpose Develop, implement and maintain quality policy, scope of assurance and responsibilities for quality. 

SUp. 3. BP2 Establish quality standards 
purpose Establish quality standards for each process and work product. 

SUp. 3. BP3 Define quality records 

purpose Define quality records that demonstrate conformance of process and work products to quality standards. 

SUp. 3. BP4 Assure quality of process activities (note added) 

Purpose Carry out a series of activities to provide the required level of confidence that the software processes have 

Notes 

followed the speciliea standards. 
Ensure that software life-cycle is reviewed for suitability and availability of resources as well as against contractual 
requirements. Ensure that reviews of test coverage, applied software engineering tools, standards and procedures 
are performed 
See also SUP. 4BP2. 

SUP. 3. BPS Assure quality of work products 

purpose Carry out a series of activities to provide the required level of confidence that the work products meet the quality 
standards and requirements. 

SUp3. BP6 Report quality results (note added) 

Purpose Report performances, deviations, and trends of the above activities to appropriate audience. 

Notes See alsoMAN. 3. BP3 for quality assessment (class C or higher) 

S[JP3. BP7 Handle deviations 
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Purpose Any deviations should be reported, analysed, corrected and further prevented 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

1 (Software development methodology] 3 [Process description] 
3 [Process description] 4 Role Descriptions [Job procedures, practices) 
4 Role Descriptions [Job procedures, practices] 9 [Standards] 
5 Inspection and Review Schedule [Schedule] 19 [Meeting minutes] 
7 [Work product] 20 Progress Report [Progress Status record / report) 
9 [Standards] 25 Software Product Assurance Plan (Quality strategy / 

16 Maintenance Plan [Plan] 28 Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
17 [Project plan] 29 Audit Report [Assessment / audit records] 
24 [Quality statement / policy] 31 [Review records] 
25 System Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / plan] 97 Action Item List (Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
25 Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 
27 [Quality criteria] 
28 Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
30 [Review strategy / plan] 
37 (Project measures] 
38 Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 
39 [Quality measures] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
56 Code [Software units (code)] 
59 Software Verification Plan [Test strategy / plan (all test 

plans)] 
61 Unit Test Cases & Procedures [Test case] 
61 Integration Test Cases & Procedure [Test case] 
61 System Test Cases & Procedures [Test case] 
61 Acceptance Test Cases & Procedures [Test case] 
62 Unit Test Report [Test results] 
62 Software Integration Test Report [Test results] 
62 System Test Report [Test results] 
62 Acceptance Test Report [Test results] 

SUP. 4 Verification Process 
purpose 
Confirm that each software work product and/or service of a process or project properly reflects the specified 
requirements. 
Outcome 

-a verification strategy will be developed and implemented; 

- criteria for verification of all required software work products will be identified; 

required verification activities will be performed; 

- identified defects will be found and removed from software work products; 

- results of the verification activities will be made available to the customer and other involved organisations. 

Notes 
1. The process supports performance of the Process Attribute 2.1 and 22 in those instances where it is invoked. 
2. The process normally involves the performance of testing of the work products to ensure that they fulfil their 
intended use. 
3. The process is closely linked with performance of Software Testing (ENG. 1.6) and System Integration and Testing 
(ENG. 1.7). 
4. The process may involve performance of techniques including peer reviews, formal proof, and traceability analysis, 
among others. 

Base Practices 
SUP. 4. BP1 

Purpose 

Develop verification strategy 
Develop a verification strategy specifying the criteria for verification of all required work products. 

SUP,;, BP2 Conduct verification (note added) 

purpose Verify identified work products according to specified strategy. 

Notes For any requirements not covered by testing a verification report shall be drawn up documenting or referring to 
the verification activities performed 
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Required verification activities include internal reviews such as., 

- requirements review 
- design (also complexity and modularity) review 

- code inspection (also checking numerical precision, use of coding language and tools). 
- test cases review, 
- reviews of test and verification reports, 
- reviews of test coverage 

- reviews of all plans (project plan, test plans, configuration management plan, software ver f cation plan, 
installation plan, operation and maintenance plan) 
- verification of maintenance plans and procedures 
- verification of applied software engineering tools, standards, 
procedures, and life-cycle definitions 

- verification of adherence to standards and procedures 

SUP. 4. BP3 Determine actions for verification results 

Purpose Analyse problems found in verification and determine action to solve the problems. 

SUP. 4. BP4 Track actions for verification results 

Purpose Track status and results of actions for correcting problems identified in verification. The results should be made 
available to the customer and other involved organisations. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

1 [Software development methodology] 
3 [process description] 
6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 
7 [Work product] 
9 Verification and Validation Standards [Standards] 

10 [Coding standards] 
14 [Policies] 
16 System Operation Qualification Plan [Plan] 
16 Disposal Plan [Plan] 
17 [Project plan] 
20 Progress Report [Progress Status record / report] 
25 Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 

27 [Quality criteria] 
30 [Review strategy / plan] 
52 Verification and Validation Process Requirements 

52 
58 

[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
Requirements Traceability Matrices [Traceability record 
/ mapping] 

58 Software Code Traceability Matrices [Traceability 

59 
105 

record / mapping] 
[Test strategy / plan (all test plans)] 
Design and User's Documentation [Customer 

documentation] 

Output Work Products 
5 Inspection and Review Schedule [Schedule] 

16 [Plan] 
16 System Operation Qualification Plan [Plan] 
19 [Meeting minutes] 
21 Evaluation of Test Completeness and Code 

Conformance [Analysis results] 

21 Feasibility Confirmation of Validation Testing, 
Operations and Maintenance [Analysis results] 

28 Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
29 Audit Report [Assessment / audit records] 
31 [Review records] 
31 Qualification Review (QR) Report [Review records] 
39 [Quality measures] 
59 Software Verification Plan [Test strategy / plan (all test 

plans)] 
81 [Acceptance record] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
98 Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 

SUP. 5 Validation Process 
purpose 
Confirm that the requirements for a specific intended use of the software work product are fulfilled. 

Outcome 

-a validation strategy will be developed and implemented; 

- criteria for validation of all required work products will be identified; 

- required validation activities will be performed; 

- all identified problems will be resolved; 
- evidence will be provided that the software work products as developed are suitable for their intended use; 

- results of the validation activities will be made available to the customer and other involved organisations. 

Notes 
1. This process is closely linked with performance of System Integration and Testing (ENG. 1.7). 

2. The process normally involves the performance of testing of the work products to ensure that they fulfil their 
intended use. 
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Base Practices 
SUP. S. BPI Develop validation strategy 

Purpose Develop a validation strategy specifying the criteria for verification of all required work products. 

SUP4BP2 Perform validation 

Purpose Conduct validation using identified techniques, processes, and test cases against requirements and quality standards. 
SUPS. BP3 Determine actions for validation results 

Purpose Analyse problems found in validation and determine action to the problems. 

SUP-.. P4 Track actions for validation results 
Purpose Track status and results of actions for correcting problems identified in validation. The results should be made 

available to the customer and other involved organisation. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products 

I [Software development methodology] 
3 [process description] 
7 [Work product] 
9 
9 

14 
21 

25 
27 
30 
52 
52 

58 
58 
59 
60 
64 
65 
67 

Verification and Validation Standards [Standards] 
[Standards] 
[Policies] 
Feasibility Confirmation of Validation Testing, 
Operations and Maintenance [Analysis results] 
Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 
[Quality criteria] 
[Review strategy / plan] 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
Verification and Validation Process Requirements 
[Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
Traceability Matrices [Traceability record / mapping] 
Traceability Matrices [Traceability record / mapping] 
[Test strategy / plan (all test plans)] 
Software Validation Testing Specification [Test script] 
Software Test Plan [Software test strategy / plan] 
[Integration test strategy / plan) 
[Regression test strategy / plan] 

SUP. 6 
Purpose 

Joint Review Process 

Output Work Products 
16 [Plan] 
19 [Meeting minutes] 
21 [Analysis results] 
28 Software Product Assurance Report [Quality records] 
31 [Review records] 
59 Software Validation Plan [Test strategy / plan (all test 

plans)] 
60 [Test script] 
60 Software Validation Testing Specification [Test script] 
61 [Test case] 
62 Test Reports [Test results] 
62 Validation Testing Report [Test results] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report (Problem report 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
98 Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 

Maintain a common understanding with the customer of the progress against the objectives of the contract and what 
should be done to help ensure development of a product that satisfies the customer. Joint reviews are at both project 
management and technical levels and are held throughout the life of the project 
Outcome 

periodic reviews will be held at predetermined milestones; 
the status and products of an activity of a process will be evaluated through joint review activities between the 

customers, suppliers and other stakeholders (or interested parties); 
review results will be made known to all affected parties; 
action items resulting from reviews will be tracked to closure. 

Notes 
1. The process supports performance of the Process Attribute 2.1 in those instances where it is invoked. 
2. The process is most commonly invoked in circumstances where performance of a project is governed by a form of 
contract. 

Base Practices 
SUP. 6. BP1 Prepare joint review 

purpose For preparing a joint internal (inter-process) or external (developer/oustomer) review, the following itema should 
be prepared: 
- scope of review; 
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" topics for review; 
-attendees; 
- distribution list of affected parties; 
- responsibilities of attendants; 
- desired outputs; 
-a schedule; 
- resource and facility requirements. 

A cndix A 

SUP. 6. BP2 Establish review criteria 
Purpose Establish criteria for a joint review, such as for problem identification, resolution and agreement 

SUP. 6. BP3 Conduct joint management review 

Purpose Conduct periodic joint management reviews to evaluate and assess: 
- proposal against requirements; 
- achievement against project plan and schedule; 
- risks; 
- readiness to transfer to the next process. 

SUP. 6. BP4 Conduct joint technical review (note added) 
Purpose Conduct periodic joint technical reviews to evaluate and assess technical issues and status against customer 

requirements and acceptance criteria documented in the contract 

Notes Verb that the system definition satisfies the Technical Speclcations at all levels of the Product Tree. 
Joint reviews are typically performed at the end of or before entering a new life cycle phase (milestones). 
Ensure that reviews of software are properly coordinated with system reviews. 

SUP. 6. BP5 Conduct joint process review 
Purpose Conduct periodic joint process reviews to evaluate and assess suitability and capability of the current processes for 

a project. 

SUP. 6. BP6 Conduct joint system acceptance review (note added) 
Purpose Conduct joint system acceptance review to demonstrate to the customer that the final system's completeness and 

correctness in configuration and functionality complies with appropriate standards and specifications, and 
satisfies the acceptance criteria documented in the contract 

Notes Summary review of test reports cater validation phase. 
Reviews are typically performed at the end of or before entering a new life cycle phase (milestones). 

SUP. 6. BP7 Determine actions for review results 

Purpose Analyse review report; distribute review report; propose resolution(s) for the review results; determine priority 

SUP. 6. BPS Track action for review results 

purpose Track actions for resolutions of identified problems in a review; report and document changes of work products 
and processes. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

2 project Software Development Life-Cycle Definition 9 Design Standards [Standards] 
(included in the software project development plan) 9 Documentation Standards [Standards] 
[Software development life cycle model] 9 Verification and Validation Standards [Standards] 

17 [Project plan] 19 [Meeting minutes] 
Is [process performance data] 29 Audit Report [Assessment / audit records] 
19 [Meeting minutes] 30 [Review strategy / plan] 
20 progress Report [Progress Status record /report] 31 [Review records] 
22 [Risk analysis record / report] 81 [Acceptance record] 
23 [Risk management strategy / plan] 97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
25 Software product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 109 [Contract review records] 
37 [Project measures] 
38 Metric Reports (Process) [Process measures] 
39 [Quality Inc"", 
42 [Service level measures] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
62 Test Reports [Test results] 
68 Acceptance Test Plan [Acceptance test strategy /plan] 
73 [System] 
81 [Acceptance record] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
$4 problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
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SUP. 7 Audit Process 
Purpose 
Determine independently compliance of selected products and processes with the requirements, plans, and contract, as 
appropriate. 
Outcome 

- an audit strategy will be developed and implemented; 

- audits will be held at predetermined milestones; 
- compliance of selected software work products and/or services or processes with requirements, plans, and contract will 
be determined according to the audit strategy; 

- the conduct of audits by an appropriate independent party will be arranged; 
- problems detected during an audit will be identified, communicated to those responsible for corrective action, and 
resolved. 
Notes 
1. The process supports performance of the Process Attribute 2.1 in those instances where it is invoked. 
2. This process may be employed by any two parties, where one party (auditing party) audits the software products or 
activities of another party (audited party). 

Base Practices 

SUP. 7. BP1 Develop and implement audit strategy 
Purpose Develop and implement audit strategy specifying the criteria for compliance with the requirements, plans, and 

contract as appropriate. 

SUP. 7. BP2 Plan an audit 
Purpose For planning an audit, the following items should be prepared. 

- scope of audit; 
- topics for audit; 
- attendees; 
- responsibilities of attendants; 
- entry and exit criteria for the audit; 
-a schedule; 
- resource requirement. 

SUP. 7. BP3 Audit software development activities 

Purpose Conduct audits at predetermined milestones to ensure: 
- contract meets organisation's requirements; 
- system specification meets customer's requirements; 
- design conforms with specification; 

- software products reflect the design documents; 
- testing coverage meets quality assurance requirements; 
- software product quality reached organisation's standards; 

- documentation complies with managerial and customer's requirements. 

SUP. 7, BP4 Audit management activities 

Purpose Conduct audits at predetermined milestones on management activities to ensure: 
- proposal against requirements; 
- achievement against project plan and schedule; 
- risks control; 
- compliance with appropriate standards; 

SUP. 7. BP5 Audit process performance (note added) 

Purpose Conduct audits at predetermined milestones on process performance to ensure the suitability and capability of the 
current processes for a project. 

Notes Con. figuration Management activities should be audited 

SUP. 7. BP6 Audit final products and system 

Purpose Audit the final system to ensure that completeness and correctness of configuration and functionality complies 
with appropriate standards and specifications, and satisfies the acceptance criteria documented in the contract. 

SUP. 7. BP7 Identify corrective actions from the audit report 

purpose Analyse audit report; distribute audit report; document proposed resolution(s) for audit results; determine priority 
for actions for resolutions. 
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SUP. 7. BPS Track actions for audit report 
Purpose Track actions for resolutions of identified problems by audit; report and document changes of work products and 

processes. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

3 [Process description] 16 Audit Plan [Plan] 
9 [Standards] 29 Audit Report [Assessment / audit records] 

12 [Goals] 97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
14 [Policies] 
16 Audit Plan [Plan] 
25 Software Product Assurance Plan [Quality strategy / 
27 [Quality criteria] 
29 Audit Report [Assessment / audit records] 
51 Business Agreements [Contract (product or service)] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
59 [Test strategy / plan (all test plans)] 
62 Test Reports [Test results] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 

105 Design and User's Documentation [Customer 
documentation] 

SUP. 8 Problem Resolution Process 
Purpose 
Ensure that all discovered problems are analysed and resolved and that trends are recognised. 
Outcome 

- the problem resolution activities will be identified to ensure that all discovered problems are analysed and resolved; 
- problem reports will be prepared upon detection of problems (including non-conformances) in a software product or 
activity; 
-a mechanism will be provided for recognising and acting on trends in problems identified. 

Notes 
The process supports performance of the Process Attributes 2.1 and 22 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

S(1P. 8. BP1 Establish problem report system (note added) 
purpose A problem report system should be established to ensure problems and divergences can be detected, described, 

recorded, analysed, corrected and prevented in every process. 
Notes Problems reported may cause alerts to be raised. 

The interface between the (internal) problem report system and the nonconformance system must be dined. 

SUp, 8, BP2 Prioritise problems 

purpose Prioritise problems according to the cause, range and severity level described in problem reports. 

SUP. 8. BP3 Determine actions for problems (note added) 

Purpose Analyse problem causes; propose resolution(s, and determine priority for actions. 
l1 otes In addition to non-conformance disposition recommendation, a Request for Waiver must be prepared and 

submitted to the customer (the problem is not resolved 

SUP. 8. BP4 Track actions for problems (note added) 

Purpose 

Notes 

Track resolutions of identified problems; notify affected parties; report and document changes of work products 
and processes. 
The customer shall assess whether higher level customer requirements are impacted In case of actual or 
suspected impact, the customer SRB shall notify all appropriate customers and involve them in any appropriate 
actions. 

SUP. 8. BP5 Review and distribute solutions (note added) 

purpose Distribute corrected component process or system after relevant review and authorisation. 
Notes Related RFW's have to be approved. This activity may invoke ENG. 2 

jJp. 8. BP6 Analyse problem trends (note added) 
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Purpose Collect and analysis data on problem occurrence, detection, affected range, and correction actions at product, 
process, project and organisation levels, in order to identify the trends of problems in practices and processes. 

Notes Appropriate actions shall be taken to eliminate or minimise reoccurrence of similar non-conformances. 
Typical corrective actions are changes oftools, processes, specification or procedures, investigations of the same 
root cause may have led to similar nonconformances not yet detected: and if so, reporting them. 

Work Products 
Input Work Products Output Work Products 

5 Inspection and Review Schedule [Schedule] 3 Software Problem Reporting Procedures [Process 
21 [Analysis results] description] 
31 [Review records] 6 Work breakdown structure [Work breakdown structure] 
39 [Quality measures] 17 [Project plan] 
41 [Field measures] 21 [Analysis results] 
42 [Service level measures] 21 Problem Analysis Report [Analysis results] 
59 Software Verification Plan [Test strategy / plan (all test 52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 

plans)] 69 [Release strategy / plan] 
62 Test Reports [Test results] 84 Problem/Nonconformanee Report [Problem report 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 94 [Change request] 

(internal or external)] 95 [Change control record] 
84 Problem/Nonconformance Report [Problem report 96 [Change history] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 

98 Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 

SUP. 9 Change control management (new process) 
Purpose 
Record and report status of configuration items and modification requests. 
Outcome 

changes to any configuration items should be reviewed and authorized such as; 
operational changes 

- new or altered business objectives 
changed environmental conditions or working practices 
organizational changes 
a desire by users for more efficient working 

- new or amended legislation or international agreements or standards relating to the system's (product's) function or data 

- errors in the original requirements 

-a newly defined strategic scope for the project 

- new ideas which seem good at the time. 

Notes 
The process supports performance of the Process Attributes 1.1 and 2.1 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

SUP. 9. BP1 Develop change control management strategy (new base practice) 
purpose Develop change control management strategy specifying the criteria for verification of all required changes. 

SUP. 9. BP2 Establish change control management system (new base practice) 

purpose Ensure changes can be traced and problems and divergences can be detected, described, recorded, analysed, 
corrected and prevented in every process. 

SUP. 9. BP3 Identify change items (new base practice) 
purpose Identify necessary changes and reduce or avoid the risk of dangerous changes. 

SUP. 9. BP4 Control change requests (new base practice) 
purpose Establish formal change requests system (such as filling change request forms, provide bug-tracking database sheet etc. ) 

so as to reduce undesired changes. 

SUP. 9. BP5 Document change items (new base practice) 

Purpose Make document for the change items to inform the appropriate users about a change and its consequences for their work. 

SUp. 9. BP6 Maintain change item history (new base practice) 
Purpose maintain history of change items to support continuous process improvement in a teleworking environment 
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Work Products 
Input Work Products 

3 [Process description] 
9 [Standard] 

13 [Virsion) 
17 [Project plan] 
20 [Prograss status reoord/reports] 
83 Change Justification File [Customer request record 

(internal or external)] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 

Appendix A 

Output Work Products 
5 [Schedule] 

13 [Virsion] 
14 [policies] 
18 [Process performance data] 
21 [Analysis results] 
21 Problem Analysis Report [Analysis results] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
62 Test Reports [Test results] 
94 [Change request] 
95 [Change control record] 
96 [Change history] 
97 Action Item List [Corrective actions (logs, plans, 
98 Action Monitoring System [Tracking system] 

SUP. 10 Technical support system management (new process) 
Purpose 
Provide the organization and project with technical support system which includes tools and techniques needed for 

teleworkers to perform their roles effectively 
Outcome 

- the tools and techniques required for the teleworkers in the organisation will be identified through timely 

review of the teleworker requirements; 
effective technical support system for teleworker will be established. 

- the work force will use technical support system coordinating their activities efficiently, 
objective criteria will be defined against which individual performance can be monitored to provide 

performance feedback and to enhance performance. 

Notes 
The process supports performance of the Process Attributes 2.1 and 3.1 in those instances where it is invoked. 

Base Practices 

SUP. 10. BP1 Establish technical support strategy (new base practice) 
Purpose Prepare a strategy for the technical support of software developing in telework environment. 

SUP. 10. BP2 Define technical tools requirements (new base practice) 

Purpose Identify the technical tool requirements for teleworker in the organization or the project 

SUP. 10. BP3 Establish technical support system (new base practice) 

Purpose Develop a technical support system that allows various useful tools, technology and technique can be accessed 

or used by teleworker in software development. 

SUP. IO. BP4 Maintain technical support system (new base practice) 
purpose Ensure the technical support system is complete, correct ana upto-sate. 

Work Products 

Input Work Products 
5 [Standard] 

13 [Policies] 
31 [Review strategy/plan] 
47 [Requirest for personal] 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
73 [System] 
97 [Communications mechanism] 

107 [System component] 

Output Work Products 
14 [Personal policies] 

21 [Analysis results] 
31 [Review record] 
50 [Commitments/agreements) 
52 [Requirement specification (internal or external)] 
89 [Training record] 

104 [Development environment] 
108 [Personal record] 
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A. 2 The Capability Dimension 

The SPITE capability dimension is identical to that of the ISO 15504 Reference Model. The reader is requested to 
refer to Clause 6 and Annex B of [ISO 15504-5] for details about the indicators for the capability dimension. 

A. 3 The Scoring Scheme 

The SPITE scoring scheme is identical to that of the ISO 15504 Reference Model. The reader is requested to refer 
to Clause 6.7 of [ISO 15504-2] for details about the algorithm and rules determining process capability. 
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A Study of Software Quality Assurance and 
Teleworking in The Software Industry 

Hong Guo, Margaret Ross, Graham King, Geoff Staples 

Research Centre for Systems Engineering 
Southampton Institute, Southampton, UK 

Abstract 

A survey has been carried out to explore the adoption of software 
quality assurance in software companies and how this is affected by 
the use of teleworkers. This paper presents a joint analysis of the 
survey results on software quality and teleworking environments. 
This survey shows that teleworker software developers are widely 
employed in software engineering and this employment manner is 
growing, in spite of no suitable mature management model yet being 
developed to control the employees. The analysis of the section of 
the survey covering quality assurance and change control procedures 
show that the medium and large companies have adopted these 
procedures more thoroughly than the small companies. The results 
indicate that even in companies with certification, the quality 
assurance procedures followed by the software developers could be 
improved. 
The analysis indicates that developing an effective software process 
management and quality assurance model for teleworking 
environments in software engineering is urgently needed. 

1. Introduction 
As the roles of software quality assurance and software process improvement 
become increasingly critical for businesses, the problems caused by the software 
products that do not work well or do not fulfil their requirement become 
magnified. No doubt, the quality of software depends on the quality of the 
individual engineer, however the working environment and process management 
are crucial element in product's quality. The rapid development of computer and 
telecommunication technique as well as the continual fall in price enable 
teleworking becoming an ideal working method in software engineering. 

The Teleworking and Software Quality Assurance Survey was conducted during 
the first half of 1998 by the Research Centre of Systems Engineering Faculty, 
Southampton Institute, UK. The notion of `Teleworking" (i. e. working from 
home, a telecentre or a telecottage by means of telecommunications in the 
software industry) and software quality assurance form the fundamental basis of 
this questionnaire which has been modelled on the surveys conducted by Wilson 
[1] and Khurana [2]. 
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1.1 Software quality assurance 

Talented people are the most important element in any software organization. 
The crucial initial step is thus to get the best people available. The better and 
more experienced they are, the better the chance of producing first-class results. 
Once you have the best people you can get, whether they are teleworkers or not, 
the second step is that you need a suitable management model to manage them. 
Successful software organizations have learned that even the best professionals 
need a structured and disciplined environment in which to do co-operative work. 
A software quality assurance system is necessary for quality products [3]. 

The importance of software quality, whether the software is for internal use or for 
sale to external clients, is critical for the survival of the businesses within the IT 
sector in today's marketplace. Quality assurance techniques have been widely 
accepted as a method of producing quality goods and services. Wilson [4] has 
carried out an Australian based survey of the software industry that investigated 
the correlation between the adoption of adequate standards and organisational 
practices in software development. 

More and more companies pursue IS09000 [5], Tick IT [6] or other standard 
certification to give a quality assurance in software development for several 
reasons; 1) customers ask for it, 2) requirements for bids include it, 3) companies 
are truly interested in improving the way they do things. For whatever the reason, 
an increasing number of companies decide to invest their time, effort and money 
in obtaining a certification to a recognised standard. 

The implementation of IS09000 or other quality assurance system in software 
production presents several difficulties. The Standard has an industry-wide scope 
and some special characteristics of software development are not addressed. Even 
though ISO 9000-3 gives very useful guidance as how to approach ISO9000, 
many companies find it difficult to relate their work to the Standard. Another 
great problem for organisations is the practical implementation of the Standard. 
All the problems hinder the actual use of quality assurance system for companies, 
although many of them have obtained certification. An aim of this survey was to 
investigate the actual use and application of quality assurance system in IT 
industries. 

1.2 Teleworking 

A survey conducted in the UK by the Henley Management College, the National 
Computing Centre and Small World Communications in 1995, revealed that 36 

per cent of organisations were using teleworkers, and that this figure was 
expected to rise to 62 per cent in 1998 [7]. 

Hailed by many as an irreversible organisational evolution, teleworking is 

claimed to increase employee satisfaction, improve productivity, save money and 
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reduce pollution [8]. It also raises profound issues about the nature of 
organisations and management, and the essential organisational functions of co- 
ordination, communication and control. 

The software industry is one of these areas and it has a long tradition of 
programmers working from home. A teleworking programmer can develop 
programs relatively quickly on small-scale individual tasks because there are no 
co-ordination, communication and control problems. However, as the IT industry 
is developing, the company needs to design and develop large-scale multi-person 
projects, so a suitable management model for this situation is needed to solve the 
problem of teleworker management in IT industries. 

This survey was to investigate the present state of teleworking management in a 
range of different IT organisational contexts in order to obtain the features of 
teleworking practice on producing software. 

2. The survey 
This survey examines the actual use and application of quality assurance 
techniques in the development of software from a world wide cross-section of 
software organizations. As with any survey, most of our data relies on the self- 
reports of our respondents, and many questions required a Yes/No/Don't Know 

or a Low/Medium/High judgement answer and they were easy to understand. 

2.1 The method 

The survey consists of four parts as follows. 

1. Demographic Information: This questionnaire was completed for each 
respondent organization. It comprises two sections. The first section includes 
7 questions covering contact details, nature of the primary business of the 
organization, size of the annual budget or annual turnover of the companys 
and total number of employees. The second section has 8 questions. They are 
concerned with the respondent organization's software development and 
teleworker employment situation. The questions include the percentage of 
teleworkers and non-teleworkers involved in the development/maintenance of 
software, types of computing services provided, types of software developed, 

and the amount of time spent on development/maintenance of software. 
2. Quality Assurance: This part of the questionnaire is concerned with the 

respondent organizations overall approach to software assurance and if the 

quality assurance system is really used in software development. 

3. Change control: This section is concerned with change control during 

software development and how to apply change control procedures in 

teleworking environments. 
4. Additional information: This section seeks any further information or 

comment the respondent would like to include especially on teleworking. 

2.2. Analysis techniques 
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One assumption in this survey is that teleworkers and non-teleworkers may differ 
in their views about software development. Hence we designed the survey sample 
to allow comparisons among people whose perspectives might be expected to 
differ as a result of their differing roles. 

A non-parametric procedure (Wilcoxon Test) used with two related samples to 
test the hypothesis that the two variables (the view coming from two teams; 
teleworkers and normal employees) have the same distribution. The test statistic 
is based on the ranks of the absolute values of the differences between the two 
variables. 

2.3 Response 

We were able to obtain information allowing us to contact 85 specific individuals 
from across the world but mainly concentrated in Europe. Some of them were 
teleworkers and others were managers or non-teleworker developers in software 
companies, each of whom was in a good position to answer all of 36 questions. 
Using an intensive schedule of reminders, e-mail, postal, interviews as well as 
tele-conversations, we received 43 completed questionnaires, which is 51 percent 
of the total number sent out. There are 49 percent of individuals who did not 
respond to this survey. The reason for not participating may be: 

" Software quality assurance is not the main problem at the moment in 

respondent companies. 
" Individuals were not allowed to participate the survey due to restrictions 

imposed by company policy. 

There are 16 responses from teleworkers working in different software 
companies, which provided information for teleworking situations. 

3. Results 
Our goals for the survey are three-fold: 

" to investigate the situation of the teleworker employed in software 
organizations as well as their views or quality assurance and change control 
procedures. 
to understand as much as possible about why and how software organizations 
pursue quality certification as well as their application of quality procedures. 
to investigate how the change control procedures applied in software 
organizations. 

3.1 Respondent organizations details 
Figures 1 and 2 show the size of respondent organizations. Most of them are 
medium and large companies with over 500 employees, possibly because small 
organizations do not have Internet addresses and are not easy to contact. Only 3% 

of respondent organizations had a turn-over/budget of less than £Sm. 
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Figure 1. Size (total employment) of respondent organizations 

less than £5 million 
3% 

£ 5-25 million 
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Figure 2. Percentage of respondent organizations' annual budget 

Figure 3 shows the classification of the respondent organizations. IT 

organizations were classified as being IT companies in their own right or as being 
IT departments of non-IT companies. They are all involved in the business of 
development of software. 

ff Departments / Private Sector 

IT Deparmxnts / Public Sector 

rr company/ software 

5% IMM 

IT company / Hardware or 
Services 

(P/o 

12% 

20% d0% 

Figure 3. Classification of Respondent Organizations 

60% 
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It was our aim to find differences that are directly attributable to organizational 
size. It does really happen that there are some factors affecting survey results due 
to the difference in organizational size. The survey results in Table 3 show that 

23% 
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the organization size is an important factor in the application of quality assurance 
with all of the large/medium companies already certified or with certification in 

progress. Also, our survey data provide some limited evidence that the smaller 
organizations may be more amenable to using process change control than are the 
larger ones. 

As seen in Figure 4, there are many types of computing services provided by the 
respondent organizations. However, none of the IT organizations surveyed 
involve all of them. Some companies provide just one or two services for their 
customers. It is clear that most of companies spent a low or medium amount of 
time on each type. 

Figure 5 provides the details of software development. It can be seen that none 
of the respondent surveyed have spent high amounts of time on software 
development of particular types. Some of IT organizations provide more than one 
type of software for customers, however they do not spend a high amount of 
time on any type. 

The questions analysed in Figures 4 and 5 were asked in two versions; one for the 

organisation as a whole and one for teleworkers employed by the organisation. It 

was expected that their would be difference in the response for these two types of 

worker. However, the analysis addressed in section 3.6 shows that there was no 

significant difference overall. Figure 4 and 5 relate to the response for the 

organization as a whole. 
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Figure 4. Computing services provided by respondent organizations 
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Figure 5. Type of software developed by respondent organizations 

3.2 Teleworker employment 

Although 
Table 1. Profile of the respondent organizations 

teleworking is a Results (%) 

relatively recent 
IT departments 26 

phenomenon, it is Employ teleworkers 17 

expected to show 
No teleworker 9 

strong growth in IT companies 74 

coming years. It is Employ teleworkers 53 

not the aim of this No teleworker 21 

paper to discuss the importance of teleworking. However, it is necessary to 
investigate the situation of teleworking in software industry because it is ideal 

working method for software developers due to a comfort and quiet working 
environment. 

Table 2. Profile of teleworking involved in IT organizations 

Teleworker involved on 
software development 

Teleworker not involved on 
software development 

Results (°a) 
80 

Partial teleworker (< 2 day/week) 52 
Teleworker (> 2 day/week) 28 

20 

Partial teleworker (<_ 2 day/week) 14 
Teleworker (> 2 day/week) 6 

Table 1 and 2 show the teleworker situation in software engineering where nearly 
70% of the companies in the survey employ teleworkers, although most of them 
are only partial teleworkers and some of teleworkers are not engaged in software 
development. The IT companies have higher teleworker employment than IT 
departments. 

There are many reasons why employers may reject teleworker employment. One 
barrier to the spread of teleworking is employers' attitudes. The suspicion 
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towards teleworking is most striking when the employer is considering the actual 
use of teleworking as part of their business operations. From the employer's 
viewpoint, the impossibility of controlling the employees and the unsuitability of 
teleworking in the organisational model can be seen as the most significant 
problems involved in teleworking. The more established the enterprise and the 
manager are, the more difficult these problems seem to be. Software engineering 
is a youthful developing industry. The employment of teleworker as software 
developer can have a lot of benefits to company such as flexibility, convenience, 
reduced cost, reducing transport problems and more effective working in a 
suitable and quiet environment [8]. In addition, small-scale software 
programming tasks are suitable for teleworkers because they can be completed 
easily by an individual. However, as software engineering develops, the large- 
scale multi-person projects become the main project in a software company. The 
management of teleworker has become an urgent un-solved problem. This is why 
teleworking its and management were considered in this survey. 

3.3 Quality assurance 

This section is concerned with the scope of Quality Assurance in software 
development. Table 3 shows how many organizations are certified and which 
certification they preferred. 84% of respondent organizations are certified with 
different certification, 9% respondent organizations are in progress of gaining 
certification, 5% 
of respondent 

Table 3 Quality certification on respondent organizations 

organizations 
Certification ISO 9001 IS09002 Tick IT Other 

plan to have Already 15 (1*) 6 7(2*) 8 

certification and In progress 31 

2% respondent Planned 1 (1*) 1(1*) 

organizations do No plans 1 

not want to have Total responses 43 

certification at the * Small organizations (less than 100 employees) included in 

moment. total numbers. 

The items used to indicate quality assurance system performance in organizations 
listed in the survey questionnaires are: 
A- Software development/maintenance operation implemented a formal quality 

assurance programme. 
B- Software quality assurance programme documented in some form. 
C- Quality system requires formal Requirement Review. 
D- Quality system requires formal Design Review. 
E- Quality system requires formal Programming Review. 
F- Quality system requires formal Documentation Review. 
G -Conduct planned and documented audits of software development projects to 

verify whether quality activities comply with planned arrangement. 
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As seen in Table 4, 
just 15 of 36 
certified 
organizations adopt 
a formal quality 
assurance 
programme in the 

Table 4 Quality assurance system support Items 

Yes 
No 

Don't know 
Total responses 

A 
15 
11 
10 
36 

B 
9 
2 
4 
15 

C 
8 
3 
4 
15 

DE 
66 
33 
6 

.6 15 15 

F 
5 
4 
6 
15 

G 
3 
3 
9 
15 

software development operation. 11 certified organizations have not implemented 

a formal quality assurance programme and in 10 cases the respondent does not 
know. This may be because the scope of the certification is related to the main 
products of the organisation, and is not specifically related to software 
production. The results show that a number of features that would reasonable be 
expected in a quality system used by an certified organisation were lacking in 
many cases. 

3.4 Change control 

This section is concerned with change control during software development. The 
items of control of change in organizations listed in the survey questionnaires are: 
A- Adopt a formal change control procedure. 
B- Change to documented requirements or designs required to undergo some 

formal approval process. 
C -Adopt procedures to identify and control software components and to 

maintain the integrity and trace ability of the software configuration. 
D- Adopt software tools for configuration management. 

Table 5 shows that many organizations 
Table 5 Control of change support items 

ABCD 
have adopted a formal change control y31 22 

CD 
18 16 

procedure. 72% of respondent 
Yes 

5233 
organizations have a process for 

Don't know 8733 10 12 
reviewing requested changes to Total responses 43 31 31 31 
documented requirements or designs, 
11% of respondent organizations have not implemented a change control 
procedure. 

The results show some companies are concerned with the change control during 

software development. Many of respondent organizations have a complete 
change control system. 

There were some questions in this section relating to teleworkers. They are how 

change control procedures are applied to teleworkers and what problems are 
associated with this mode of working. There were no response to these questions. 
This can be explained by two reasons, one is no change control procedures are 
applied to teleworkers and another is that small-scale program development does 

not need change control procedures or that change control is done at a `central' 
level and teleworkers are not made aware of it. 
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3.5 Additional information 

This section encouraged respondent organizations to give more information 
which they would like to be included or to clarify some of their responses with 
respect to the management of their teleworkers with further details. Most of 
responses are concerned with management of teleworkers, in particular that there 
is no suitable teleworker management model and this is obstructing the 
development of teleworking in software engineering. 

3.6 Statistical results 

Statistical tests were conducted to determine the significance of the difference of 
the results of this questionnaire between teleworker programmes and normal 
software developers. Wilcoxon Non-Parametric Test was conducted using a 
significance criterion of p<0.05. The test results showed that there are no 
significant differences between the views of different worker roles (p> 0.1) 

4. Conclusions 
The survey analysis showed that full software quality assurance programmes 
have not yet penetrated to the software developers although there are nearly 84% 

organizations have obtained certification. The data show that the medium and 
large companies are really interested in quality assurance systems. 

This survey was the first stage of research to identify relationships between 
teleworking and the quality of software development. In-depth surveys are being 

employed to identify possible links with the existing quality models for the 
organizations. 

Teleworking is growing quickly by in software engineering. 70% of IT 

companies in the survey employ teleworkers. Statistical analysis shows there are 
no significant differences between the views of teleworker developers and normal 
developers on company management as well as software development change 
control. 

The analysis shows that at the moment it is an urgent problem to develop an 
effective software process management and quality assurance model for 

teleworking environment in software engineering. 
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Abstract 

The paper discusses the need to achieve and maintain a high level of 
software quality in teleworking environments. The aim of this paper is to 
present initial findings in evaluating specific requirements for software 
process improvement in teleworking software environments. The paper 
examines the results of a survey, undertaken by interviews and 
questionnaire, into the relationship between the quality procedures of 
organisations and the organisations' views and experiences of teleworkers. 
It also investigates changes to their procedures associated with the 
introduction of teleworkers, including partial teleworkers. 
The results of the survey study indicate that there are differences of 
management methodologies and technology implementation between 
teleworking developers and normal on site developers. 

1 Introduction 
As the role of software becomes increasingly critical for businesses, the problems 
caused by the software products that do not work well or do not fulfil the requirement 
become magnified. However, it is difficult to measure the quality of software 
products. After lot of failures to improve product quality by applying new software 
methodologies and technologies to their products, industry and organisations have 
realised that their fundamental problem is the inability to manage the software 
process. Therefore, reliance has to be placed on process quality as a means of 
achieving product quality. Process assessment and improvement methodologies have 
come to the forefront of discussion throughout the software industry since the 
Software Engineering Institute published its maturity model for software process 
capability determination in 1987 [1]. Since then a number of software process 
assessment and improvement models have been developed. The aim of this paper is to 
investigate the implementation of quality procedures in software engineering. 

Teleworking is quickly developing in software industries due to the revolution in 
information technology and the astonishing improvement of network technologies. 
Many organisations now see teleworking as a direct means of increasing productivity 
and flexibility [2]. However, as teleworking has appeared in more and more software 
industries, problems have arisen concerning whether the same processes can be used 
effectively by teleworking developers and normal developers. 
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Previous survey results indicated that teleworking is becoming a concept under 
serious consideration by many employers, either for part or all their workforce in the 
IT industry [3]. It also revealed that there was a lack of coverage within current 
software process improvement models of the characteristics of teleworking 
development environments, although a number of software process improvement 
models have been used successfully to achieve product quality improvement over 
more than a decade. They have not been used to support the software quality 
improvement in the teleworking environment so far. This study will investigate if an 
effective management system and support systems for co-ordination of actions is an 
important issue in software process improvement within teleworking software 
development environments. 

The main aim of the study will focus on the understanding of differences existing 
between teleworking developers and normal developers in software process and 
investigate which factors have more effect on the teleworking software process. 
Management methodologies and special technologies used in teleworking 
environments are also within the scope of this study. 

2 The Investigation 
Based on SPICE [4][5], CMM [6][7] and BOOTSTRAP [8][9] models, a 
questionnaire has been designed to investigate the differences between normal work 
(on-site) and telework (off-site) conditions in software processes. There are three 
sections included in this survey. The first section is concerned with demographic 
information which is used to obtain basic information on the organisations. The 

second section considers issues of current software engineering practices which are 
based on good software engineering practice and process management principles. As 
far as we know, each company selects different activities in the software development 

process. The aim of section two is to identify which activities are established in a 
software company and whether they exist in teleworking environments. The analysis 
of this part will be discussed in another paper due to its large size. The third section is 

an investigation of software teleworking characteristics in software engineering such 
as teleworking management, methodologies and techniques used in teleworking 
environments. 

A large-scale world-wide survey was carried out based on the questionnaire and face- 
to-face interviews in order to investigate the suitability of software engineering and 
management processes currently using in teleworking environments. The main 
objective of the survey is to identify the difference between the practical processes 
used by conventional software developers and those used by teleworking developers 
in IT organisation. It will also identify the potential problems caused by the 
teleworking employment. 

The survey was conducted by the Research Centre for Systems Engineering at 
Southampton Institute in UK, in collaboration with the IVF Centre for Software 
Engineering, European Software Institute and the British Computer Society. The 

survey was carried out not only though Internet electronic-mail via the professional 
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mailing lists such as SPICE (SUGAR), WWSPIN, and Teleworking Internet 
discussion forum, but also based on face-to-face interviews with some organisations 
contacted directly at a number of international events on software process and quality 
management, such as SQM'99, organised by the BCS Quality SIG (Southampton. 
UK), and InfoSecurity' 1999 (London, UK), Europe's largest IT security event. 
Further contacts with the participating organisations were made with a set of 
structured questions to verify the questionnaire results, to gain insights into actual 
systems development practice, to elicit the respondents' feelings and concerns about 
their practical experience in software processes and in management issues in a 
teleworking environment. 

After an invitation for participation was posted on the Internet, more than 160 
questionnaires were sent off as requested. The response rate for completed 
questionnaires was greater than 20%. A total of 36 completed questionnaires have 
been included in this analysis. Ten countries participated in the survey. The reasons 
for not participating may be that individuals were not allowed to participate in the 
survey due to restrictions imposed by company policy or they were not interested in 
the content of this survey as they did not want to spend time on it. 

3 Data statistics and processing methods 
3.1 Demographic information 
The first section provides basic information for respondent organisations "uch aý 
business sector, geography, which standard or models were used and the size of the 
business. 

Figure I shows the distribution of the size of respondent organisations. The data 
indicated that the survey covered software organisations of all sizes. In fact, one of 
the aims of this survey is to investigate whether real problems appeared in various 
size organisations for software teleworking. 
The percentage of IT staff and teleworkers in responded organisations appears in 

Figure 1. Size of respondent 

Figure 2. Although the differences between the percentage of large. medium and 
small companies was not significant, the number of IT staff and telewworkers 
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employed by respondent organisations was small. It is also observed that all 
responding organisations have IT staff (the total percentage is 100%), but only 51°0 

responding organisations have teleworking developers. The survey aimed at 
identifying teleworking conditions in software engineering and the trends of their 
development in IT industries. Even though teleworking developers occupied a high 

percentage of all respondents (52%), the number in teleworking employment is small. 
The data indicate that teleworking employment is in an early stage. Further 
investigation (for example, the second and third contacts with respondents) shows that 
some organisations (48%) have not employed formal teleworkers, but most of them 
employ temporary teleworkers. They said that `they are making an attempt to employ 
teleworkers, the lack of formal management system and software process assessment 
or improvement model is an obstruction for teleworking employment'. Although 

many organizations have formal teleworkers, they also agree with above opinions. 
This is why only a small number teleworkers are employed by respondents (Figure 2). 
Many organizations hope that we can provide information which include suitable 
management systems and software process assessment or improvement models fir 

teleworking environments. The enthusiasm of respondents is high, with respondents 
actively re-contacting the authors. 

 II maff 

pl rlowrt", cr 

less then 100 

SOME= ý 
100-500 5(1(1-2(100 �\rr 200(1 

Figure 2. Approximate ITstaff and teleworkers in respondent organizations 

The geographical distribution of the respondents is shown in Figure 3. Europe and 
North America were about evenly represented in the sample space. The largest 

country in representation of respondent organizations was the UK because those were 

easily accessible to the authors. 
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Figure 3. Geographical 

The Quality Assurance (QA) or the quality procedure implementation used in 

software development is included in the survey. Figure 4 shows how mans 
organizations have been certified and which certification they preferred. The ISO 
9000 series is still the most popular standard, but this is likely to he due to the 

concentration of respondents in the UK. The CMM is the second preferred standard in 
IT industries. It is interesting to find that there are 33% respondent organizations that 
did not have certification at the moment. This survey result agrees with a previous 
study [31, and companies which were not certified range over all sizes of business. 

ISO ')IH) 1 
3b°ro 

Figure 4. Applied standard/model distribution 

As can be seen from Figure 5, there was good variation in the business sectors of 
participating organisations in the survey. The information obtained in the survey 
covered the main business fields where software engineering is used. 
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Figure 5. Primary business sector of the respondent organizations 

3.2 The investigation of teleworking characteristics 
Software teleworking is not a new concept in software engineering. but a previous 
study [3] showed that there are differences between normal work and teleworking in 

software process. One aim of the survey is to investigate the basic requirements for 

teleworking in the software process so as to establish a quality system and to 
implement effective quality management in teleworking environments. 

The basic statements for Teleworking environments are established as follows. 

A. There is no difference between a teleworking developer and normal developer in 
the Software Engineering process category. 

B. There is no difference between a teleworking developer and normal developer in 
the Customer Supplier process category. 

C. The self-management process should be added in the teleworking management 
process category. 

D. The project management process should be enhanced in inter co-ordination, and 
co-operation. 

E. There is little need for frequent management contact because of most teleworkers 
are trustworthy, dedicated and self motivated. 

F. The regular reviews of project progress are usually more often for the co- 
operation team in the case of teleworking. 

G. Management formally conducts periodic reviews of the status of software project 
for teleworking development more often than the conventional development. 

H. A self-disciplined software engineering process should be used by teleworkers as 
a method of ensuring the quality of software product. 

1. A procedure for controlling changes to the code and specifications is as important 
for teleworkers as for others. 

Other 

, )space 
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Table 1. Weighted investigation results for teleworking environments 
8D 

Agree I 10 8 II 99 10 583 

Strongly agree 298 11 13 26I 13 28 

Total Weighted score 28 24 33 35 13 22 7 34 59 

Disagree 17 10 I49 12 15 50 

Strongly disagree 243417022I 

Total Weighted score 15 16 96 23 12 19 92 

Individuals can give their answer in five levels. The responses and the weightings 
applied by the authors are shown in Table 1. 

A B CD F G If I 

Figure 6. Weighted States in teleworking environments 

Although most organizations think that there are no differences between teleworking 
developers and normal developers in the Software Engineering process category and 
Customer Supplier process category (Figure 6, A and B), a significant number 
disagree. Therefore, when the software process improvement model is applied in 
teleworking environment, some modification should be made to make it suitable for 
the different conditions under which the employee operates. The self-management 
process is a concept widely used in software process improvement and in a distributed 

environment. Figure 6 (C) showed it is also very important for the Teleworking 
Developer. The project management process plays a vital role in software process 
assessment and software process improvement, however, it needs a further enhancing 
for the Teleworking Developer (Figure 6, D). The answers for questions E, F and G 

are complex, because the views of agreement are nearly same with disagreement 
(Figure 6, E, F& G). Therefore, no conclusion can be obtained for these checklists. 
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These three items should be included in management process, some organizations 
give emphasis to these items because they employ teleworkers and opposite opinions 
mainly come from organizations without teleworkers. A new concept should be put 
forward for the Teleworking Development. This is a self disciplined software 
engineering process, at the same time a procedure for controlling changes to the code 
and specifications is also strongly suggested by respondent organizations (Figure 6,11 
& 1). Consequently, it can be concluded that the present software process assessment 
or improvement model is not suitable for a teleworking environment. Modification of 
them should be made to enable it to work in teleworking environments. 

Management and technique implementation are key points for a Teleworking 
Developer. Because there are significant differences existing between Teleworking 
Developer and normal Developer, lots of different methods and techniques are 
adopted in teleworking environments. Figure 7 shows the importance of different 
methods which are used to make all the Teleworking Developers involved aware of 
potential problems or hidden dependencies that might lead to inconsistencies in a 
software project. The methods considered are listed as below, among them, A and E 
appeared more important. 

A. Regular face to face staff meeting or interview, 
B. Process modelling, 
C. Explicitly representing project dependencies, 
D. Enactment support systems, 
E. Notifying the involved people when changes occur, 
F. Others. 

Figure 7. Methods adopted in software environments 

Due to the importance of regular face to face staff meetings or interviews in 
teleworking environments, a further investigation has been conducted, covering the 
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Figure 8. Management arranged in software environments 

management methods implemented in this field. The data have been illustrated in 
Figure 8. The meaning of symbols are: A-once in two days, B-once every week, C. 
daily, D-once two weeks, E-once one month, F-variable and G-not requested. 

Some special techniques are often used in teleworking environments, such as: A- 
Telephone, B-E-mail, C-Fax, D-Voice Email, E-Teleconference, F-Mail, G-Video 
conference, H-Web and I-Others. The most important tools among them are 
Telephone and E-mail (Figure 9). These communication tools or technologies enable 
co-operation between distributed developers. 
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Figure 9. Technologies adopted in teleworking environments 

Differences in project management and document management also exist between 
Teleworking Developer and Normal Developer. An investigation was conducted in 
this field. Four items were considered as following; 

A. In project planning, is there a procedure being used for recording of data 

exchange between individuals in different development sites? 
B. For project management, are there any different techniques or methods that have 

been used in the teleworking development of software as opposed to 

° 
C Z 
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conventional development? 
C. For document management, are there any different techniques or procedures that 

have been used in the teleworking development of software as opposed to 
conventional development? 

D. For the tasks that are done synchronously. are there procedures or method" hcinc 
used to keep the project process consistent? 
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Figure 10. Statistics of responses in teleworking environments 

i> 

Figure 10 shows that some organizations have a useful management system in 
teleworking environments. They have realized the differences between Teleworking 
Developers and normal Developers. However, many organizations are still in trial 
stage for the employment of Teleworking Developers. They have not adopted any 
procedures to assure software quality nor they have realized their importance because 
they are simply attempting to employ temporary Teleworking Developers. 

There is a need to investigate and study the main factors that have more affect on the 
quality of the software product for distributed development environments of software 
than conventional. Four levels are designed, which are: 1-most important, 2- 
important, 3-minor importance, 4 -no relation. The weighting rate showed in Table 2. 
All possible factors are listed as following; 

A. Organisation management 
B. Configuration management 
C. Information exchange management 
D. Documentation management 
E. Human resource management 
F. Communication techniques support 
G. Change control management 
H. Project co-ordination management 
1. Others 
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Figure II showed the results of the survey. Apart from human resource management. 
other management items all have an important effect on software quality in 
teleworking environments. 

Table 2. The main factors affecting quality of the software in ties. 

0 

Minor important I5327 12 6330 

Important 285 10 86898I 

Most important 4 24 32 32 14 8 22 28 28 4 

Total Weighted score 69 77 86 51 40 66 77 75 10 

No relation 2462222000 

A B C D F f 

Figure I I. Factors affecting software quality in teleworking environments 

(i 11 I 

Finally, the tools and methods used in management support and providing support for 

co-operative activities, such as sharing workspaces, team review tools for code, and 
shared editing of documents, are also investigated. The results of the questionnaire 
show that most of the responding organisations have recognised the advantage of 
adopting technology tools to support team activities. 29 out of 36 responding 
organisations, which is larger than 80%, indicated they used shared workspaces for 

cooperative work in distributed software environments. The most frequent used tools 
identified from this survey are shared Lotus Notes database and Intranet. The 

configuration management tool is also identified as a useful automated support for 

managing the engineering process in a distributed environments. However these 
organsations were using a broad spectrum of applications including (according to 
popular order): 

1. Lotus notes database, 2. Intranet, 3. Groupware configuration management tools, 4. 
MS exchange, 5. Outlook, 6. PVCS Software suite. 
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The methodologies to manage the data exchanged between the individual in different 
development sites are: 
1. Intranet, 2. Lotus notes database, 3. Central Repository, 4. Centralised Message 
system, 5. Source version control, such as CVS, PVCS, 6. Perforce (Configuration 
management tools). 

The specific techniques used as Coordination mechanisms for synchronous and 
asynchronous works between individuals in different development locations are: 1. 
Automated SW mirroring, 2. Clear-Case support CM, 3. Lotus notes and 4. Intranet. 

The centralised server site plays the role of management of software development 
processes and provision of some centralised tools. The process information resulting 
from the modelling is stored in the database repository. During enactment, 
information such as documents can be stored locally at the client sites or at the server 
site and is accessed by software developers based on the Web support which implies 
that information can be distributed rather than being just centralised. 

Nowadays, there is a growing interest to support cooperative work over the Intranet. 
The emergence and wide-spread adoption of the Intranet offers a great deal of 
potential for the development of collaborative technologies as an enabling 
infrastructure [10]. 

Many new tools are being used to develop and promote teleworking. Nevertheless, a 
new model or modification of the present model for software process improvement is 

still needed to enable teleworking to mature in the software industry. 

4 Conclusions 
Although many organizations have employed partial and full Teleworking 
Developers, the total number of Teleworking Developers is still small (Figure 2). 
Many of organisations just express an interest in employing Teleworking Developers 
but only employ a few temporary teleworkers. The reason may be that they cannot 
find a mature management model for Teleworking Developers and they do not know 
if present software process assessment and improvement models are effective in 
teleworking environments. However most of organisations admitted that they would 
employ Teleworking Developers in the near future. 

The survey analysis showed that software quality assurance programmes have not yet 
completely penetrated to the software process, because only 67% organisations have 

obtained certification (Figure 4). 

This is the first attempt to find if software process assessment or improvement models 
can be directly applied to teleworking environments. The data showed that 
modifications are needed when software process assessment or improvement models 
are applied to teleworking environments, because many organisations think that 
significant differences of software process exist between Teleworking Developers and 
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normal Developers and that the management process and self-management process 
should be enhanced in teleworking environments (Figure 6). 

The management system for teleworking environments is different from the normal 
software process. Many management methodologies should be added when the model 
is used in teleworking environments (Figure 7& 8). 

A suitable software process assessment or improvement model which includes some 
enhanced management process is urgently needed for teleworking environments. 
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Abstract 

The concept of the Teleworidng Software Engineer (TSE) and virtual Software Environments (VSEs) 
in the Virtual Software Organisation (VSO) has recently become a practical reality as a result of 
advances in communication and distributed technologies. However, there are significant difficulties 
with the management and quality assurance of the software development process. To Improve the 
software quality in the IT industry, a number of software process improvement models have been 
developed and used. 

This paper presents initial findings In evaluating specific requirements for software process 
improvement in VSEs of VSO. Our main purpose is to identify a suitable approach to manage and 
improve software process for the distributed software development environment The possible 
application of the SPICE model in VSEs was indicated. The SPICE model's framework, structure and 
the process assessment procedures are analysed, and a new model based on the modification of 
SPICE is discussed. 

Key Words: SPICE, Teleworking, software process assessmentrmprovement, quality, Information 
Technology. 

I Introduction 

In recent years, the increasing power and popularity of the PC combined with falling prices, the 
availability of high-speed networks and the use of the Internet for global communications provides us 
with easy unlimited access to information resources. We are able to communicate regularly and 
speedily wherever we are. The rapid development of IT has dramatically changed the way which 
society is structured, the style of life and working methods - We are In the Information Revolution age, 
which will change the way we work as surely as the Industrial Revolution transformed the working 
lives of people in the 18th and 19th centuries. Not only will the way we work change, but the 
workplace will also undergo a fundamental change. Indeed, the suggestion is that the Information 
Revolution will reverse the work-location trends of the Industrial Revolution [2,31. Telework Is one 
manifestation of these changes. More and more companies have begun to reassess the way they 
work - placing more emphasis on flexible working. or teleworking and investing in new technology 
which will enable employees to work remotely. Dominic Owens, head of marketing communications 
for BT business, said: "The way we work is crazy and it doesn't have to be this way any longer. 
People work in ways they do because they always have, but we no longer need to' 141. 

What is needed in supporting this change is software - large, complex, distributed application 
systems, tailored to the specific needs of their users and able to span increasingly heterogeneous 
hardware configurations 151. Increasing requirements In software generate the increasing numbers of 
software engineer. Attracting and retaining talented and experienced software professionals is a 
familiar challenge for software companies in the global business environment There are never 
enough competent people. This shortage is necessitating global distribution of software projects. The 
current increase of Teleworking employment has brought a possible ideal solution for software 
organisations. A natural response to these resources is the emergence of new concepts - The 
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Teleworking Software Engineer (TSE), Virtual Software Environments (VSEs) In Virtual Software 
Organisations (VSO) which represents a new working pattern and novel forms of organisation. 

A characteristic of VSEs and VSO is the intensive use of IT to provide support for Interactions 
between its member corporations which are operating in geographically distributed locations. This is 
not only a modem approach to economies of scale but also it brings together scarce competencies 
and resources to meet development requirements (6). 

The benefits of teleworking are significant and Included: increased productivity and job satisfaction; 
flexibility and convenience; reduced cost with less stress; better life style and clean environments. 
Most governments are committed to the view that teleworking offers a part solution to problems of 
traffic congestion and environmental pollution [4,7,2,31. Furthermore, for software organisations, the 
employment of TSE offers the competitive advantage of attracting and retaining the best staff in the 
global distributed region across distance or national boundaries. TSE achieves significant cost 
reductions due to lower office overhead costs and reduced employee turnover. 

Software Is ubiquitous and consequently software quality Is an issue. As the computerisation of 
society continues, the public risks attributable to poor-quality code will become untenable. Not only 
are systems being used in increasingly sensitive applications, but they are also becoming much larger 
and more complex. To stay In business and keep a competitive edge in the global market, the quality 
of the software product is undoubtedly the most important factor for business survival. More than ever, 
it is necessary to focus on the desired outcomes-the right products and technologies delivered to the 
right customers at the right time [8]. 

Based on the extensive studies in software engineering, many tools and methods have been created 
to Improve quality. The method of improving software quality through process Improvement has 
widespread acceptance. A number of software process assessment models have been developed and 
used. The concept is adduced from believing: a defined, repeatable and measurable software 
process would lead to the repeatable and predictable quality products. 

The increasing number of assessment approaches available, and the increasing use of the techniques 
in commercially-sensitive areas, underline the importance of International Standards for software 
process assessment ISO 15504 (TR), the most important one of the models, has been released 
recently by the SPICE project. It is a product of Working Group (WG) 10 of Subcommittee (SC) 7 of 
the Joint Technical Committee (JTC) I of the International Organization for Standards (ISO) and the 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [9]. The SPICE project is a worldwide cooperative 
project, with approximately 40 countries actively contributing resources to the effort [10,11]. The effort 
to create an ISO standard for software process assessment officially began at the June 1991 at the 
4th Plenary Meeting of ISOAEC JTC1/SC7 in Stockholm [12]. Its goal was to harmonize existing 
approaches rather than replace them. The result is based upon the best attributes of each software 
process assessment method. 

A standard for software engineering has the following benefits to software Industry and software 
users: 

software suppliers will submit to just one process assessment scheme, presently numerous 
schemes are used. 
software development organisations will have a tool to understand the state of its own processes, 
to determine the suitability of its own processes for a particular equipment or dass of 
requirements, and to initiate and sustain a continuous process improvement programme, 
project managers will have a means to ensure that their software development is aligned with, and 
supports, the business needs of the organisation. 
organisations can use it as a basis for comparing other organizations' processes to a particular 
contract or dass of contracts. 

. purchasers will be able to determine the capability of software suppliers and assess the risk 
involved in selecting one supplier over another. 
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A software process model, such as the SPICE emerging standard is being used as a tool In 
supporting software quality management and improvement The telework environment has brought 
enormous benefits for IT Industry. However there are significant difficulties with the management and 
quality assurance of distributed software development process and in particular, based on our best 
knowledge, little attention has been paid to the specific support process management and quality 
improvement required for geographically distributed software development 

In our project, as a whole to develop a suitable software process management, assessment and 
Improvement model for VSEs of VSO to support product quality improvement. there are many Issues 
to be Investigated (20]. In this paper, we only focus on analysis of the SPICE framework, structure and 
process assessment procedures, which Is probably the most Important one In the existed models, the 
Initial findings In evaluating specific requirements for software process improvement in VSEs are 
presented, and the possible extending application of SPICE Into TSEs Is Indicated. A new model 
based on the analysis results and suggested modification to make up for the lack of coverage In 
SPICE is discussed: Due to the space limit, details of the analysis of problems Identified for VSEs and 
the suggested modification of SPICE cannot be discussed In depth In this paper [20]. 

2 Software process assessment model - SPICE 

Software process modell- 
ing is one of the main 
trends in software engin- 
eering research. A num- 
ber of frameworks and 
definitions have been 
developed. Every frame- 
work provides a consis- 
tent set of concepts that 
embodies a particular 
understanding about asp- 
ects of software process- 
es. SPICE (1) (ISO/IEC 
TR 15504) is one of 
these models. It consists 
of nine parts. The core of 
SPICE is the process 
assessment which forms 
essence base and leads 
to process capability 
determination and proce- 
ss improvement The 
relationship between the- 
se parts are showed in 
Figure 1. 

For process improve- 
ment, the . process 
assessor-ent provides 
the means of 
characterising the current 
practice within , an 
organizational unit in 
terms of the capability of 
the selected processes. 

Part 1: Concepts and introductory j 
Part 9: Vocabulary provides overall information on the 
defines the terms = 

: concepts of software process assessment;.. 
and its use in process improvement and used throughout the 

I 

Technical Report process capability determination 

Part 2: A reference model 
for processes and process 

jcapability cover best practice; 
activities, providing a 

; reference model which can be 
used by the other parts of 

SPICE. 

. Part 6: Guide to compe-I 
tency of assessors 

provides guidance for the 
preparation of assessors 

to perform software 
process assessments 

Part 3: Performing 
assessments defines 

the minimum set of 
requirements for perfor- 
ming an assessment. 

; Part 5: An assessment 
I } 

I 

model and Indicator 
guidance provides an 
assessment model for ! 

supporting process 
assessment 

part 7: Guide for use in processi c 
improvement provides guidance 
on using software process asses-! 
! sment as part of a framework and! 

method for performing software 
process improvement in a 

continuous manner. 

`Part 4: Guide to 
performing assess- 
ments provides an 
overview of process 

assessment 

Part 8: Guide for use in 
determining supplier 

process capability provides 
guidance on utilizing process 

1 assessment for the purposes 
of process capability 

determination 

Analysis of the results in Figure 1. Relationship between the parts of SPICE 
the light of the 
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organization's business needs identifies strengths, weakness and risks inherent In the processes. 
This, in turn, leads to the ability to determine whether the processes are effective In achieving their 
goals, and to identify significant causes of poor quality, or overruns In time or cost These provide the 
drivers for prioritizing improvements to processes. 

Process capability determination Is concerned with analysing the proposed capability of selected 
processes against a target process capability profile in order to Identify the risks Involved In 
undertaking a project using the selected processes. The proposed capability may be based on the 
results of relevant previous process assessments, or may be based on an assessment carried out for 
the purpose of establishing the proposed capability. 

2.1 The SPICE architecture for assessment 

In order to assist the reader In easily understanding SPICE architecture and applications, a flow 
diagram Is shown in figure 2. It Is believed that it reflects the principle and structure of the SPICE 
model. There are two models, reference model and assessment model, Included in the SPICE 
document 

" Structure of the reference model 
The reference model provides a common basis for performing assessments of software process 
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5 Process Categories 
[Grouped by type o activity 

addressed b 

29 Processes 
ocuse on Purpose 

achieved by 

201 Base Practices 

rating 
based on 

Against process instance(s) 
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determined by 

9 Process Attributes 
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scale of achievement 
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Figure 2. SPICE architecture and its principle 
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capability, allowing for the reporting of results using a common rating scale. It forms the basis for any 
model to be used for the purpose of process assessment The process and capability dimensions 
construct the reference model. 

The process dimension - which characterized by process purposes, they are the essential 
measurable objectives of a process; the 29 processes associated with software engineering are 
defined and classified into 5 process categories, according to the type of activity they address. Each 
process Is described in terms of a purpose statement These statements comprise the unique 
functional objectives of the process when instantiated In a particular environment 

The capability dimension-which is characterized by a series of process attributes, applicable to any 
process, which represent measurable characteristics necessary to manage a process and improve Its 
capability to perform. Evolving process capability Is expressed In terms of 9 process attributes 
grouped into 6 capability levels. Each level provides a major enhancement of capability in the 
performance of a process. A capability level Is a set of attribute(s) that work together to provide a 
major enhancement in the capability to perform a process. Process attributes are used to determine 
whether a process has reached a given capability. Each attribute measures a particular aspect of the 
process capability. The attributes are themselves measured on a four point ordinal scale and therefore 
provide a more detailed insight into the specific aspects of process capability required to support 
process improvement and capability determination (Figure 2). 

. Structure of the assessment model 

The basic structure of this assessment model Is based upon and identical to the reference model. 
There Is a one to one correspondence between the process categories, processes, purpose 
statement, process capability levels and process attributes of the reference model and those of this 
assessment model. 

The assessment model Is directly compatible with the reference model In that it encompasses all the 
processes and capability levels in the reference model and expands the reference model by adding 
the definition and use of assessment indicators. Assessment indicators in the assessment model are 
defined to support an assessor's judgement of the performance and capability of an Implemented 
process. They are the criteria against which an assessment Is performed, and provide an example of 
good software engineering practice. 

The assessment model is based on the principle that the capability of a process can be assessed by 
demonstrating the achievement of process attributes. Each process in the process dimension has a 
set of associated base practices, the performance of which provides an Indication of the extent of 
achievement of the process purpose. Similarly, each process attribute In the capability dimension has 
a set of associated management practices, the performance of which provides an indication of the 
extent of achievement of the attribute in the instantiated process. 

The assessment model is provided as an example of a compatible model. It can be used as the basis 
for conducting an assessment of software process capability. Any assessment model may be a sub- 
set of the reference model. In order for a model to be compatible with the reference model, it must 
address the purposes of the processes as defined in the reference model, and the achievement of the 
process attributes in the capability dimension. 

A base practice is a software engineering or management activity that directly addresses the purpose 
of a particular process and contributes to the creation of its output A process is a statement of 
purpose and an essential set of practices (activities) that address that purpose. A process category is 
a set of processes addressing the same general area of activity. 

A process attribute is a set of management practices that address an aspect of process 
implementation or management A capability level is a set of process attribute that works together to 
provide a major enhancement in the capability to perform a process. 

ý 

I 
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2.2 Assessment process using SPICE 

In conducting the assessment, individual Instances of process are examined, and the adequacy of the 
practices defined in the standard Is evaluated, using pre-defined Indicator (recorded in the 
assessment instrument) as the basis for judgement The adequacy of the base practices In the 
process Is evaluated, to determine the completeness of the process; then the management practices 
are assessed for the process as a whole, giving an assessment of overall capability. The ratings for 
process capability are arrived at by simple aggregation of the ratings for individual practices. Overall 
process ratings are similarly determined by aggregating results for separate process Instance. 

The results of an assessment formally comprise a set of process attribute ratings for each process In 
the assessment scope. The set of process attribute ratings Is tensed the process profile. Additional 
Information on the context of the assessment and of the processes assessed must also be recorded 
as part of the assessment record; requirements for recording the assessment outputs are contained In 
part 2 of the document Attribute ratings may be used to calculate a capability level rating for the 
assessed process. 

3 The possibility application of SPICE In VSEs of VSO 

The trend towards a virtual software process induced by the changes in the social and economical 
environment of software engineering increases the magnitude of the problems to be addressed. There 
are significant benefits from using Teleworking Software Engineers, such as economies in resources 
and competencies, and as a result the number of VSOs is increasing (4,7,13]. The communication 
technology and tools used in supporting the new way of working, across distance or national 
boundaries, are maturing; but also significant problems have appeared within the VSEs (5,14,15]. 
Management in a distributed environment is different from that in a centralised environment (2,3,16). 
The major problem identified is the coherent management of the cooperative efforts of many 
individuals who are working in geographically distributed software environments 114,6]. Some more 
details of the discussion can be found in [20]. For this new paradigm to succeed, this problem must be 
solved. A suggested solution is to modify the traditional management method, and combine this with 
an effective management tool to manage the new working pattern . 

In an attempt to identify a useful management model for VSEs, SPICE was Identified as a potential 
candidate. The logic of applying SPICE in the VSEs of a VSO will now be explored. 

1) SPICE possesses advantages, such as: 

- SPICE (ISO 15504 (TR)) is going to become an international standard, developed and maintained 
by ISO. There are many benefits of standardisation as previously indicated. 

" The aim of the SPICE standard is to harmonize the numerous efforts around the world to manage 
and improve the software process [1]. The successful completion of this project was brought about 
by the extensive worldwide contributions. So it is a scientific work produced by collective human 
wisdom. 
It has combined the experience and improved understanding gained in developing the CMM, 

Trillium, BOOTSTRAP and other models. So it has the most advantages in structure and principle. 
- The characteristics of SPICE, such as managing by process, the rating by staged capability, the 

capture data by objective indicator, the predictability of results, and the support towards continual 
improvement, enhance the model. It is suggested that a feasible and objective model in conducting 
assessment and may be used as a management model. 

2) The structure of the SPICE framework for process assessment is based on encouraging the use of 
the technique as a routing management tool In software engineering. The focus of SPICE is on the 
assessing capability of individual processes rather than organizational capability, the methodology of 
SPICE is assessing the set of processes that are the fundamental software engineering and 
management practices. The process assessment and rating frameworks are based upon assessing a 
specific process instance. A process instance in SPICE is a singular Instantiation of a process that is 
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uniquely identifiable and about which Information can be gathered In a repeatable manner. Each 
process instance has a set of nine process attribute ratings that constitute the process profile for the 
Instance. The fundamental assessment output, therefore, consists of a set of nine process attribute 
ratings for each process Instance assessed. 

3) Most Improvement programmes to date have emphasised process or technology and not people. 
The SPICE standards focus on management practices, technology, customer support software 
development and maintenance practices, and quality process Issues but also concerns with people (in 
IS015504 TR as extended process) 

Clearly, the quality of a software product Is highly dependent on the quality of the process used to 
develop it, however the software process Is dependent on the quality of the people who Implement IL 
Talented and experienced skilled people are the most important element In any software organization. 
The crucial initial step is thus to get the best people available. The better and more experienced they 
are, the better the chance of producing first-class results (17]. 

Attracting and retaining the best people is vital, but it Is also essential to support them with an 
effectively managed software process. Although the SPICE model provides excellent guidance on 
improving the management of the software process, it provides little guidance on Improving the human 
element factor. A modification of SPICE must be made to address the characteristics of distributed 
development environments in VSO. 

The literature shows many studies which demonstrate the extraordinary productivity results when 
people are placed in self-managed teams in highly constrained environments. 

To provide individual software engineers with a way to improve the quality, predictability, and 
productivity of their work in the VSEs, a recommended 'driver' would be the effective guidance for 
managing the TSE in VSEs of VSO, which Is self-management building upon Humphrey's Personal 
Software Process model (PSP) [181 which defines self-disciplined software engineering processes 
[19j. 

4) Standards for the quality and the registration systems, such as ISO 9001, have been supporting 
the demonstration of compliance, providing a system through which customers can be assured of their 
suppliers meeting a minimum set of requirements for around two decades. ISO 9001 certification Is 
more attractive to the small software organisation because it is internationally recognised and often a 
prerequisite for doing business. However, SPICE has more competitive advantage because it-enables 
process improvement to. be measured and scored numerically instead of applying just threshold 
levels. 

Based on the advantages described, the indications can now be made: to improve software quality by 
improving the software process though assessing and determining the current process capability, 
SPICE is possibly the best reference model to be used in VSEs in VSOs as a process management 
method. 

4 Discussion ! 

The need for supporting distributed development of software in VSOs is a great challenge for project 
management and requires new techniques for project coordination, process collaboration, document 
management and communication. 

Although SPICE and other process methods are good tool to manage software processes towards 
improving product quality, they are all designed for centralised development environment of 
organisation. It is common that most software development activities are undertaken by software 
developers individually. That means that most sub-tasks are carried out asynchronously, but 
interdependent, I. e. the outcome of a sub-task of one software developer is often the input to other 
sub-tasks of other software developers. However, some sub-tasks are shared, Le. they involve 
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software developers working together synchronously to complete the activity. Particularly, for the 
processes of VSEs, the performance of an action and the interactions of the process actors mean 
that often one action at one site requires as a consequence several related actions to take place at 
other sites. The effective management of synchronous team collaboration Is becoming more important 
and requisite for VSOs. 

As activities spread across distance, cooperation and communication becomes significant and 
difficult The critical relevance to process management and improvement In VSEs In VSO Identified by 
a considerable part of current research, Include co-ordination, operation and lnfonnation/data 
exchange management within TSEs. 

-. From these points of view, the coverage of processes specified in SPICE Is lacking. Therefore to 
use the SPICE structure as a management model In VSEs would lead to problems. However, with the 
global computer network in place and given the exposure of advance In Information technology, there 
is a significant impact on distributed software process support which can be beneficial to many 
software project managers and developers. 
During the last decade, a number of tools and mechanisms has been developed to support automated 
coordination, information/tool sharing as well as shared workspaces In an asynchronous manner, for 
example, Real-time distributed cooperative editing systems allow physically dispersed people to view 
and edit shared textual/graphical documents at the same time[21]. There are very useful facilities In 
the rapidly expanding area of groupware and CSCW (Computer-Supported Cooperative Work) 
applications, such as electronic conference/meeting and collaborative documentation systems. 
Equally, they can be used In the software development context. [6,5,14]. 

-. As the next step of our project, a case study, which is designed in the purpose of Identifying the 
difference between the practical processes used by conventional software developers and TSE, and 
the key issues of successful software process practice In VSEs In IT industry, Is being taken by the 
project team. The possible approach to manage the quality and process improvement In VSEs in 
VSO is going to be generated based on the results of the case study and our further research. 

5 Conclusion 

The structure our society Is changing. Induced by the astonishing growth of Information Technology, 
not only the world Is becoming more accessible and the distance becoming less Importance, but also 
the patterns of social Interaction, the method, style and location of our working is undergoing gradual 
change. Based on these changes, the concept of TSE, VSEs and VSO is a practical reality, firms in IT 
industry are already taking advantage of the competitive edge offered by this novel managerial 
approach. Its further development must be one non-avoidable trend in the future. 

In this paper, we have first Introduced the new development trend of software process assessment 
and improvement method. The importance of a suitable model to support the specific requirement of 
software process management and improvement towards improving software quality for VSEs of VSO 
is addressed. From analysis of the SPICE model, a possible extension of SPICE Into VSO Is 
indicated, a new management model can be developed on the basis of SPICE, also a number of 
proposed modifications must be made to overcome the lack of coverage in SPICE. 

A case study is being carried to investigate the best software process practice and identify some of 
the specific problems appeared in VSEs in VSO, in which the development team Is geographically 
distributed. The suitable approach to manage process and improving software quality In VSEs of VSO 
is going to be generated based on the results of the case study and further research. 

The analysis shows that there Is no effective management model for Virtual Software Environments, 
so it is an urgent matter to develop an effective software process management and quality assurance 
model for VSEs in software engineering. The new model should includes following items: 
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1. Manage TSE by Self-management 
2. Manage by process towards continuous improvement 
3. New technique extension and application. 
4. Manage by building Self-disciplined software engineering. 
5. Manage by enhancing cooperation and coordination. 
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Abstract 

With CMM and SPICE two different process methods 
have been dominated the market since about a decade. 
An European process assessment and improvement 

methodology, namely BOOTSTRAP, was initially 
developed by an ESPRIT project together with European 
industry, and further developed by a European Economic 
Interest Group called BOOTSTRAP Institute. 
BOOTSTRAP 3.0 was released with new features to 
compliant with the PDTR version of ISO 15504, the 
emerging standard on software engineering. 

The aims of this paper are to introduce a latest 
development in software engineering and to provide the 
framework of the most well known process improvement 

models, CMM, SPICE, with major focus on the analysis 
of the methodology of the latest version of the 
BOOTSTRAP model A comparative analysis of the 

relationship between the three models, with respect to 
identification of the key features of each model, is also 
conducted. 

1 Introduction: Software Process, Process Assessment 

and Improvement, SPI model 

Much existing research in software engineering has 

addressed modelling the software development process, 
evaluation of the individual software development 

organisation's process, development of programmes and 

methods of process improvement [1]. The software 

process is a set of empirical practices in software 
development, organisation and management. It can be 

defined as a set of activities, methods, practices, and 
transformations that people use to develop, maintain 

software and the associated products; the objectives of 

software process manage-ment are to produce products 

according to plan while simultaneously improving the 

organisation's capability to produce better products [2]. 

As a consequence of this research, process oriented 

software quality management and improvement has 

become an established specialise within software 

engineering. A number of process models and tools are 

currently available to support work on software 

modelling, evaluation and improvement [3]. 

The case for devoting resources to process improvement 

is based on the premise that product quality is highly 

dependent upon the processes used in its creation. It has 

been widely recognised among academics and 
ý 

practitioner that software organisations can significantly 
improve the quality of their output if they follow 
systematically a defined and disciplined software process 
and management system, together with the appropriate 
techniques and tools to measure its effectiveness. 
Without a defined process it is impossible to measure 
success or focus on how development capability can be 
enhanced [6]. 

Software process assessment has a wide variety of 
definitions in the literature. ISO documentation defines 
process assessment as 'the disciplined examination of the 
processes used by an organisation against a set of criteria 
to determine the capability of those processes to perform 
within quality, cost, and schedule goals'. The goal of 
software process assessment has been defined as 'to 
characterise current practice, identifying strengths - and 
weaknesses and the ability of the process to control or 
avoid significant causes of poor quality, cost, and 
schedule performance (ISO/IEC TTC1/SC7,1992). The 
assessment helps software organisations improve 
themselves by identifying their critical problems and 
establishing improvement priorities. It can be applied 
during the improvement cycles or after the improvements 
activities have been implemented in order to confirm the 
improvements. 

Taking the lead in Software Process Improvement (SPI) 
was Watts Humphrey and the Software Engineering 
Institute (SEI) of Carnegie Mellon University. A basic 
principle set out early by Humphrey is the need to treat 
the entire software task as a process that can be 
controlled, measured, repeated and improved [2]. The 
process assessment and improvement methodologies 
have come to the forefront of discussion throughout the 
software industry since SEI published its Maturity 
Framework for software process capability determination 
in 1987 [4], which further evolved into the Capability 
Maturity Model (CMM) [5,8]. Since then, the software 
process movement has been gaining momentum and 
increasing popularity that influences the whole software 
industry. 

By the early 1990s, with the increasing number of 
Software Process Improvement methods available, an 
international consensus soon began to emerge on the 
urgent need for a public domain standard for software 
process assessment. This was driven by the prospect of 
being able to compare the outputs of different methods. 
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A working group, in which experts were participating 
from all continents, has now establish an international 
standard for the evaluation of software process in which 
taking current international standards like ISO 9000 and 
ISO 12207 into account. The project originally carried 
the acronym SPICE - Software Process Improvement 
and Capability dEtermination. The outcome of the 
SPICE project is an international standard (ISO/IEC 
15504) [7] that will guide organisation all over the world 
shaping their software development processes. 

With CMM and SPICE two different process methods 
have been dominated the market since about a decade. A 
European process assessment and improvement model 
called BOOTSTRAP was initially developed by an 
ESPRIT project together with European industry, and 
further developed by a European Economic Interest 
Group called BOOTSTRAP Institute. BOOTSTRAP 3.0 
[21] was released with new features to compliant with 
the PDTR version of ISO/IEC 15504, the emerging 
standard on Software Engineering. 

Over the last ten years, software process assessment and 
improvement approaches have played a momentous role 
in achieving, assessing, maintaining and improving 

software quality for organisations developing software. 
The process models have contributed efficiently to a 
fundamental awareness of the concepts and the 
importance of adopting a defined and disciplined 

software process and management system, both at 
organisational and individual level in software industry. 
The process models represented the state-of-the-art 
practice [7] for software engineering. They provide a set 
of defined basic practices that should be followed by 

software organisations, and present a staged or continued 
sequence of process 
improvements. Generally, all the 
existing process methods require 
an initial assessment of current 
practices in order to identify 

whether certain good practices 
are used or - not, and the 

assessment is used as the basis 
for improvement generation. The 

recommended process 
improvements consist of the 

good practices not currently 
being adopted. 

The purpose of this paper is to 
introduce the latest development 
in software engineering and to 

Staged improvement 
for the wont 
organization 's 

processes 

analysis of the methodology of the latest version of the 
European's software process assessment and improvement methodology - BOOTSTRAP. A 
comparative analysis of the relationship between the 
three models, with respect to identification of the key 
features of each model, is also conducted. 

2 CMM - Capability Maturity Model 
Capability Maturity Model for Software (CMM") (8) 
was developed by the Software Engineering Institute 
(SEI), a Federally Funded Research and Development 
Centre (FFRDC), at Carnegie Mellon University in US. 
CMM is the first method for modelling software process 
system together with evaluation of process capability; it 
provides a common-sense application of process 
management and quality improvement concepts to 
software development and maintenance. 
The CMM model includes process assessment methods, 
software capability evaluation methods, and a maturity 
questionnaire. CMM was designed to guide software 
organisations in selecting process improvement strategies 
by determining current process maturity and identifying 
the few issues most critical to software quality and 
process improvement. By focusing on limited set of 
activities and working aggressively to achieve them, an 
organisation can steadily improve its organisation-wide 
software process to enable continuous and lasting gains 
in software process capability [8]. It thus provides 
software organisations with guidance on how to gain 
control of their processes for developing and maintaining 
software and how to evolve toward a culture of software 
engineering and management excellence. 

Level 5: Optimlzing 

Level 4: Managed 

r-�) 
Defect pvienion 

Technology change management 
Process change management 

uantimuve process -&=ci t 
Software quality management 

_J Transition process Cocut 
Organisation process definition 

Training program 
Integrated software management 

Software product engineering 
Intergroup co-ordination 

Pea reviews 

Requitemeats management 
Software project Pig 

Level 3: Defined 

Level 2: Repeatable 

Software project tracking and oversight 
Software subcontract management Software 

quality assurance 
Software configuration management provide the framework of Level 1: Initial 

probably the most important and 
well known process 
improvement models, CMM, 
SPICE, with emphasis on the 

Figure 1 The architecture of the CMM model 
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The key features of the CMM model are 1) it defines a 
software process system for a software development 
organisation with the emphasis on organisation, project 
management and process management; 2) the processes 
defined is grouped into five levels that forms an ordinal 
scale for measuring the maturity or the capability of an 
organisation's software process; 3) each process is pre- 
allocated at one of the five levels; 4) CMM adopts only 
one dimension to evaluate the capability maturity at one 
of the five levels specified in [8][9]; 5) the capability 
maturity level to be determined is presented at the 
organisational level as a whole; 6) the process maturity 
questionnaire (with yes/no answer) associated with 
CMM is used as a tool to provide organisations with a 
way to characterise the maturity of their software 
processes; 7) improving the maturity of their software 
process is achieved through an evolutionary path from ad 
hoc (level 1), chaotic to mature, disciplined (level 5), 
which is carried out continually on the basis of the five 
staged levels. 

As shown in figure 1, the five level in CMM is designed 
so that capabilities at lower stages provide progressively 
stronger foundations for the higher stages. Each 
development stage or maturity level distinguishes an 
organization's software process capability. Before a 
particular level can be achieved by an organisation, all 
the requirements of the lower maturity levels must be 
met. Each level is composed of a set of Key Process 
Areas (KPAs), which each KPA is in turn composed of a 
set of key practices. They are the 
requirements for achieving a maturity level 

Key process areas identify the issues that 
must be addressed to achieve a maturity 
level, and the set of key practices indicate if 
the implementation and institutionalisation 

of that area is effective, repeatable, and 
lasting [10]. For convenience, the key 

practices in each key process area are 
organised by the five common features. The 

common features specify the key practices 
that when collectively addressed, 
accomplish the goals of the key process 
area. 
The staged structure of the CMM provides a 
way for organisations developing software 
to improve their process step by step. 
Continuous process improvement is based 

on many small, evolutionary steps rather 
than revolutionary innovations [11]. The 
CMM provides framework for organising 

PROCESS DIMENSION 

Process Categories 
Processes 

(with definition of 
process P-Pose) 

Indicators of 
process Pafocmaac 

- Base praetioes 
(Claws) 

- wort Practioa & 
WP Charaderkda 
(Amiexe A& C) 

Figure 2 SPICE framework 

these evolutionary steps into five maturity levels that lay 

successive foundations for continuous process 
improvement. It guides . advancement and identifies 
deficiencies in the organisation [8]. CMM therefore 
established a project management and engineering 

foundation for quantitative control of the software 
process, which is the basis for continuous process 

meat model developed later, e. g. SPICE that we 
are now tam to describe. 

3 SPICE - ISO/IEC 15504 

ISO/IEC 15504 is emerging international standard for 
software process assessment, capability determination 
and improvement It has been currently published as a 
Technical Report (Type 2) under the SPICE project by 
ISO in 1998. The project was established in 1991, and 
developed by Wording Group 10 of ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7. 
The publication of ISO/IEC 15504 as an International 
Standard is planned by 2001. 

The aim of SPICE project is to harmonise the numerous 
efforts around the world to manage and improve the 
software process. The result of this effort is build upon 
the best attributes of each existing software process 
assessment methods and models, most notably CMM, 
BOOTSTRAP, Trillium, and the Software Technology 
Diagnostic [12]. A key feature in developing such project 
has been the conduct of user trials to ensure the emerging 
standard meets the needs of its users. Two phrases out of 
the three scheduled trials have been completed. Such an 
activity is unprecedented in the software engineering 

[7] and also has been set up outside normal 
ISO stnictures. 

ASSESSMENT MODEL 
(Part S) 

REFERENCE 
MODEL 
(Part 2) 

CAPABILITY DLMENSION 

Capability levels 
Process Attributes 

Assessment 
indicators 

Indicators of process 
capability : 

-Management practices 
(Clause 6) 

- Practices performance 
Characteristics (Annexe B) 

- Resource & Infrastructure 
Characteristics (Annexe B) 

The SPICE model consists of nine parts in which include 
two models: reference model and assessment model. The 
core is the process assessment that forms essential base 
and leads to process capability determination and process 
improvement. The reference model provides a set of 
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universal software engineering processes and activities 
that are fundamental to good software engineezing, and a 
framework for evaluating the capability of the processes. 
It forms the basis for any model to be used for the 
purpose of process assessment. The assessment model is 
created as a complete model for the assessment of 
software process capability. It expands the reference 
model by adding the definition and use of 
indicators. The framework of SPICE is illustrated in 
figure 2. 

The specific characteristics of SPICE are 1) it provides 
the universal definition of f mdammtal software 
processes and activities that should be implemented by 
software organisations; 2) it adopt two dimensions 
(process dimension and capability dimension) to measare 
processes along two 
aspects, whether a 
process is performed 
and how capable that 
process is; 3) The 

capability of process to 
be measured is focused 

on the capability of 
individual processes 
level rather than an 
organisational (in 
CMM); 4) each process 
is assessed based on the 
common rating 

1989 

BOO&TRAP 
- kick- 

oS 

regnitýts and guidelines for assessment methods. A 
central concept of the ISO/IEC 15504 assessment is the 
concept of a eonfasmant assessment An assessment 
method based on and consistent with these requirements 
will be considered as ISO/IEC 15504 conformant. The 
intent of conformance is to maximise the objectivity of 
the assessment process, and thereby to ensure the 
repeatability and comparability of the assessment results. 
The process profiles will be used as basis for developing 
an improvement plan or determining capability and 
associated rissk as appropriate. More detailed analysis of 
SPICE is presented in [13]. 

4 BOOTSTRAP 
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framework in which include four items to be considered: 
indicators, process instance, process attributes, and the 
five capability levels; 5) the determination of a process 
capability is supported by the objective evidence called 
indicators provided in the assessment model, the 
indicators are used to judge and measure the 
achievement of the performance and the capability of 
implemented process; 6) evolving process capability in 
SPICE is expressed in terms of process attributes 
grouped into capability levels, in which enables 
capability to be assessed from the bottom of the scale, 
Incomplete, through to the top end of the scale, 
Optimising. The scale therefore defines a well-defined 
route for improvement, which is similar to CMM but 

with different focus: each individual process level in 
SPICE while organisational process lever in CMM. 

The output from a process assessment is a set of process 
profiles in which each process profile consists of a set of 
the nine actual process attribute ratings, one for each 
instance of each process within the scope of the 

assessment The process attribute ratings may be used to 

provide a process capability level rating and a capability 

profile. 

As in the case of any standard, ISO/IEC TR 15504 is not 

an assessment method as such. Rather it is a set of 

Bootstrap methodology is the most well known European 
process assessment and improvement approach [14], 
developed by a European consortium partially funded by 
the European Commission within the ESPRIT program 
(ESPRIT Project 5441) [15]. This project ran from 1989 
to February 1993, with mission to study investments in 
technology upgrades and lay the groundwork for 
European technology transfer standards and common 
practices. The main goal was to speed up the application 
of software engineering technology in the European 
software industry. 

The original objective of the BOOTSTRAP project was 
to act as a lead-in and preparation project for the 
European System and Software Initiative (ESSI 
program) that began in March 1993 [16]. ESSI is a 
technology - transfer program proposed for the 
Commission of European Countries (CEC) to help 
software producers and users introduce new methods and 
tools for software development and maintenance. The 
project team formed from a consortium of industrial 
companies and research institutes from Austria, Belgium, 
Finland, Germany, and Italy. The development 
background of the project described in detail in [17] and 
[15]. Figure 3 shows the milestone events in the history 
of the Bootstrap's development and evolution. 
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The purpose of the Bootstrap methodology is to provide 
a European approach for assessment based software 
process improvement. The goal of the improvements is 
to apply good software engineering principles in the 
software process. In executing this goal, BOOTSTRAP 
includes both CMM and the IS09000 standards as its 

SEI'87 II Bootstrap 1.0 
ISO 9001 (main parts) 
ISO 9000-3 (main pats) 
ESA-PSS-005 

CbIIVl 1.0 

CMM 1.1 

Phase I Expoicnca 
Rocky Molmtain 
SQPA 

Bootstrap 1.0 

ISO 9001 
ISO 9000-3 
SPICE (pardy) 

1 Bootstrap 23 

ISO (IR) 15504 
ISO 12207 

Bootstrap 3.0 

Figure 4 BOOTSTRAP Methodology version history 

starting points. The original SEI approach [4] was 
adopted as the main initial background model; extended 
with features based on the guidelines from ISO 9000 

quality standards, the ISO 9001 standard for quality 
systems and its application guidelines into software 
production named as ISO 9000-3 in particular, to 

emphasise with organisation, methodology and 
technology aspects, and ESA PSS-01-0 (European Space 
Agency) process model standards [18]. The extensions 
were made in order to fit the methodology into the 
European context, and to attain more detailed capability 
profiles in addition to the five maturity levels, separately 
for both organisations and projects. 

Since the end of the project, the methodology has been 
further developed and marketed by the BOOTSTRAP 
Institute. BOOTSTRAP version 3.0 has been developed 
by BOOTSTRAP Institute in September 1997, through a 

revision of version 2.3 released by the end of 1995. The 

result is to ensure full conformance to ISO 15504, and to 

align to ISO 12207 [19]. Figure 4 illustrate the 
BOOTSTRAP Methodology version history. 

The methodology includes a process model, an 

assessment process, a mechanism to score the process 
and present the results, guidelines on process 
improvement, and assessor training program to guarantee 
that all the assessments will fulfil the same quality 

standards, licensing policy, computer-based tools and a 
database that supports the consultancy activities. The 

Bootstrap Institute maintains a database of assessment 

results mainly from European companies but also from 

others in the rest of the world. 

4-2 Arckhrcawr of BOOTSTRAP 
The BOOTSTRAP methodology supports both software 
process assessment and improvement. It makes an 
assumption that assessment is a part of the improvement 
process and provides assessment results as main input for 
the improvement action planning and as feedback from 
the impro%=ncat activities implemented in the process 
[15]. Three dimensions are adopted in version 3.0 to 
create a single set of best-in-class practices for software 
engine ring utilising existing internationally-recognised 
process assessment methodologies. 
It is worth noting that, in addition to the Process 
dimension and Capability dimension in SPICE, 
BOOTSTRAP contains a Technology dimension; the 
assessment in BOOTSTRAP is performed at two levels: 
the Software Producing Unit (SPU) level, and its 
projects level These features are unique to 
BOOTSTRAP. The SPU level represents the whole 
organisation and addresses the set of policies and 
procedures for software development, whilst the project 
level addresses the implementation of these procedures. 
A SPU can be the software development department or 
group of a company, a software house, or a part of the 
software house. 

" In the process dimension, a set of fundamental 
processes and activities to good software 
engineering are provided. The process dimension 
describes what activities are required, not how they 
are to be implemented. It contains 33 processes 
organised in six clusters, a set of process goals 
describing what objective should be achieved in 
order to accomplish the purpose of the process and 
base practices that characterise performance of 
P- 

" In the capability dimension, the set of process 
attributes applicable to any process that are arranged 
into six capability levels are defined to characterise 
the capability of an implemented process, which is 
fully adopted from the SPICE model As an 
extension and advantage to the CMM and SPICE 
rating framework, the process capability in 
BOOTSTRAP is measured between maturity levels 
on the basis of a quartile scale dividing each 
maturity level into four quartiles. Thus more detailed 
and precise results can be obtained, and the quartiles 
make it possible to compare different assessment 
results inside the same capability level 

" The technology dimension aims to evaluate the 
extent to which the process capability is 
strengthened with adoption of suitable tools for each 
process. However it is indicated in the 
BOOTSTRAP version 3.0 document that the 
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technology rating in an assessment has no influence 
on the overall maturity or capability. 

Similar to the SPICE architecture, the maturity level and 
capability is evaluated for each selected process rather 
than the whole organisation in CMM; the measurement 
is actually determined using two dimensions, measuring 
the process performance and capability achievement in 
terms of the accomplishment of the processes purpose. 

The fundamental elements throughout the BOOTSTRAP 

architecture are the process purpose and process 
attribute. They are the criteria against which an 
assessment is performed. The achievement of the 
performance and the capability of implemented 

processes are judged and measured by objective evidence 
of process implementation and capability achievement 
(see Figure 5). It is believed that the methodology 
explained in figure 5 reflect the principle and 
architecture BOOTSTRAP. 

One major difference to CMM and SPICE is that the 
assessment in Bootstrap is done only by companies' 
external to the client organisation (consultant assessors). 
The BOOTSTRAP methodology does not support or 
offer guidelines for self-assessment activities [ 161. 

4.3 Process =odd of BOOTSTR4P 

The process model is used as basis to perform an 
ass sment It integrates requirements from several 
internationally recognised standards as shown in figure 
4. It thus cant, cross-references to the requirements of 
these standards, allowing evaluation of the assessed 
organisation against the selected reference standard, 
while evaluating process capability. 

The processes in the process model are structured as a 
tree that identifies the following objects: process 
categories, process areas, processes and best practices. 
The process model is fully compatible with the 
requirements of SPICE and also includes definition of 

BOOTSTRAP METHODOLOGY 
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Figure Principle and Architecture 

The methodology not only provides an assessment of the 

current practices, but also provides guidelines for 

transforming the assessment results into an action plan 

and gives guidance on prioritising the actions. Version 

3.0 also supports software process improvement driven 

by the organisation's needs and business goals. 

Output of the ustneot 

the processes, process purpose, and the set of base 
practices and activities that address the same purpose. 
The Bootstrap process architecture is shown in figure 6. 
One of unique features of BOOTSTRAP is that 
Technology support is also addressed in the 
BOOTSTRAP evaluation. 
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BOOTSTRAP Process Architecture 
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4.4 Capability measurement and Rating scale 

Although the processes defined in the BOOTSTRAP 

process architecture is different in its coverage and focus 

from the processes defined in the SPICE reference 

model, BOOTSTRAP 3.0 adopts the same capability 

measurement method and rating scale of the SPICE 

model. Consequently the capability of each process is 

measured based on the same capability levels and 

process attributes defined in the capability dimension of 
SPICE. 

Like SPICE, evolving process capability is expressed in 

terms of process attributes grouped into capability levels. 

It enables capability to be assessed from the bottom of 

the scale, incomplete, through to the top end of the scale, 
optimising. The scale therefore formed a well-defined 

: Dose for continually improvement for each process 
assessed. These are illustrated in Figure 7. 

One of the advantages is to show the capabilities of 
single processes as capability profiles and with quartile 
precision within each level. The capability profile which 
forms the output of the capability determination is 
produced at two levels: the SPU level and the project 
level, that then can be compared with each other. The 
output profiles may also be expressed by the absolute 
maturity level of all the key attributes forming the 
strengths and weaknesses profile of the SPU or project. 
These output profiles are specific to the BOOTSTRAP 
methodology. 

4.5 Process assessment and improvement in Bootstrap 

Process assessment is to determine where an organisation 
stands in terms of process maturity, identifying its 
strengths and weaknesses, and offering improvement 
guidelines. The BOOTSTRAP assessment has three main 
phases` assessment preparation, assessment execution, 
and action plan derivation. The assessment is usually 
conducted by a joint team with members from the 
organisation being assessed plus qualified Bootstrap 
assessors. It is recommended in the BOOTSTRAP model 
that assessments must be performed with assistance from 
an external assessor [20]. 

The assessment is conducted at two levels: the SPU level 
and the project leveL The organisational level assessment 
is done by interviewing the key personnel and by 
evaluating the existing documents, such as the quality 
manual or company procedures manual. The project 
level assessment includes evaluation of software 
processes in practices that are applied in the projects. 
The main objective of the BOOTSTRAP assessment is to 
initiate an action plan generation for a SPU's software 
process improvement The objective of the improvement 
procedure is to derive an action plan for an SPU assessed 
according to a well-defined procedure. The 
BOOTSTRAP process model provides an improvement 
path for each process, but does not provide any 
suggestions on how to prioritise process improvement 
Defining priorities is up to each organisation. The 
BOOTSTRAP methodology provides guidelines to 
identify which processes highly affect achievement of 
the organisation goals; then improvement priorities are 
assigned to each process. Processes with low capability 
but high impact on the organisation's goals are 
prioritised the highest [21]. 

The implementation of the improvement plan in the 
organisation is outside the scope of the BOOTSTRAP 
assessment and will be the responsibility of the 
organisation. The implementation should, however, be 
followed by a second assessment This is necessary in 
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order to determine the progress made, to identify the new 
status, and derive continuous improvement actions [22]. 
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kigure 7 The process capability levels and process attributes 
in Capability Dimension 

S Summary 

5.1 Implementing software process improvement is a 
change program 

The world is changing and software is at the forefront of 
many of these changes. Business success increasingly 
depends on software, and the single most important 

software need in most organisations is getting control of 
software costs, schedules, and quality. To do this, we 
nerd fundamental changes both in how we manage 
software and in the way software engineers do their work 
X23]. The ultimate objective of a software process 
improvement programme is to improve the practices of 
software engineers and project managers, hence it is 

mainly a change programme. 
In determining where to invest time and resources to 
initiate the improvement programme, software managers 
must determine what factors exercise the greatest 
leverage over software productivity and quality. One of 
the best ways to begin is to carry out a process 
assessment which follows the guidelines provided by the 

selected software process model. 

5.2 Potential contribution for software industry 

In this paper, we introduced the fundamentals of 
software process improvement, and discussed the 
framework of probably the three most important process 
models: the SEI's CMM model in the US, the emerging 
international standard in software engineering - ISO 

15504, and the European's software process assessment 
and improvement approach BOOTSTRAP 3.0 which has 

been analysed in more detail. 

The identification of the key features specific to the each 
model together with a comparative analysis with respect 

Level 5: Optlmizlq Prover 
" PA 5.1: Process chme 
" PA S2: Continuous m: provem e 

Level 4: Predictable Process 

" PA 4.1: Process meaaremmt 
" PA 42: Process control 

to the relationship between the models is presented as the 
major foazs of this paper. It is intended to provide 
organisations developing software with a easier and 
quicker way to understand the methodology of the 
existing SPI models, and to benefit project managers 
with guidelines in selecting a suitable model while 
initiating an improvement programme. 
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Process Improvement In Virtual Software Organisation 
with the BOOTSTRAP Methodology 

Hong Guo. Graham King. Margaret Ross, Geoff Staples 
Research Centre for Systems Engineering 
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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to introduce latest development trends in the software industry and to present the initial 
findings in evaluating specific requirements for software process assessment and improvement in Virtual Software 
Environments. Surveys were designed with the purpose of identifying key issues of successful software 
development in Virtual Software Organisations. 

The results of our survey indicate that a suitable process approach for managing and improving the software 
development process is also the most important issue in achieving product quality improvement in distributed 
development environments. This issue has not been addressed by existing software process assessment and 
improvement models. Research suggests that a software process approach for Teleworking software development 

environments may be based on the modification of the existing process models. To provide the necessary 

groundwork in developing such an approach. the focus of this paper is the analysis of the BOOTSTRAP model's 
methodology, with the identification of the issues that are not covered in BOOTSTRAP. As a consequence of this 

study, the possible extensions are suggested. 

Key Words: BOOTSTRAP modeL Teleworking. Virtual Software Environments (VSEs), Virtual Software 
Organisation (VSO). Software Process Improvement (SPI), Software Quality. 

1. Introduction: Teleworking, Urtual Software Environments, 1 irtual Software Organisation 

It is becoming increasingly harder to justify completing a software development project inside company walls [1]. 

As the software communit} begins to appreciate the economy of merging diverse development skills and domain 

expertise, and as communication media become more sophisticated. the cost, time to delivery and competitive 

pressures are pushing more companies toward geographically distributed projects: It is becoming less and less cost- 

effective or competitive to develop a software product within the same building, company, or even country. 
Meanwhile, the structure of society has steadily changed into a new era of Information and Communication 

Technology, which means we are being able to work and live wherever we like. The distance boundary between 

home, organisation, and county. ' is becoming less and less important for everyone in the world. Now work may 

traverse time and space instead of people having to travel. because the power of information technology (IT) 

existing today has made it possible to rectotrh- access information across organisational and national boundaries. 

All of which is therefore allowing groups from different locations and cultures and with different expectations and 

goals to come together as a global software development team. 

The trend towards distributed software development is induced by the changes in the social and economical 

environment of software engineering. The major driver of this trend is the changes in the nature of the software 
industrY- 

Supplt" and Demand. The demand for softwar services has historically outpaced the supply of people who 
perform them [1]. There is a commm recogaition that software development is a very competitive and 
profitable business. Mot: importamiy. software is the enabling force of the changes happening today, and is 
becoming the key element that governs competition at the threshold to the 21st century. As society improves, 

the demand for software with bets quality at lower cost will continues to increase as a faster pace than the 
supply, whilst the software development projects get continually larger and more complicated. Software is now 
a huge global industry %d with a great challenge in attracting and retaining highly skilled software 
professionals. 
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" Cost and Resource: Labour, costs haveesola: ed as companies compete for resources. As equivalent resources 
became available at 'a lower cos[ - espc ally wersezs - work started'to migrate outiide the company. In 
essence, the supply and demand of aoßwrare professioöals was driving costs, -which in turn was driving the 
migration of software development outside company walls. Today, many companies are finding it economically 
attractive-to have'some of their employees working remotely in full or part time, These staff would otherwise 
unavailable to them in bringing togs the son a competencies and resources to 'meet development 
requirements. This is therefore necessitating the ®agaýoe of global distributed software development projects. 

" Global Business and Market. Competition in biciness today has significantly changed. Competitors are now alI 
over the world, Customers may be global as wwdL The rapid development in global networking, with increasing 
power at low-cost nature has not only auk an explosion in e-business and e-commerce activity, which 
creating a paradigm shift in the business iv dd, but also provided organisations with extensive opportunities to 
develop an additional channel for doing business. Putting business "on-line" is opening up a whole new world 
of possibilities such as enhanced service levels, increased efficiency, reduced costs, faster delivery of products 
like software, shorter time-to-market and wider market reach. Meanwhile, computers, especially lower end 
types like PCs, are increasingly less expensive, contain more computing power, and include more features and 
functions than they did even one year ago. AD of this is particularly beneficial for organizations developing 
software and promotes the growing tiormation of Virtual Software Environments and Virtual Software 
Organizations. On the other hand, this mesas new challenges. Organisations will have to keep pace with the rate 
of technology change to remain globally competitive. For those who produce software, this means they can no 
longer pass off a product with poor quality or average performance. It is no longer a seller's market. Customers 
will start demanding software that meets more of their particular need. 

The pace of change is now extraordinary. Not only new kinds of organisation and new ways of organising are being 
fostered, the new way of working - Teleworking, is also developing very rapidly as an increasingly normal way of 
working [2] that can greatly expand the pool of available workforce and improve the quality of human life. The 
product life cycle increasingly takes place within so-called virtual team [3] and virtual organisation [4,5] that 
requires close co-operation across a variety of distributed locations or national boundaries. The number of new 
concepts: Teleworking software engineer, Virtual Software Environments (VSEs); and Virtual Software 
Organisation (VSO) are also being generated as a representation of new way of working and a novel form of 
organisation [6]. 

A characteristic of VSEs and VSO is the intensive use of new technologies to provide support for interactions 
between its members who are operating in geographically distributed locations, whilst Teleworking is the use of 
computers and telecommunications to change the accepted geography of work that is based on or facilitated by the 
world-wide interconnected network technology. The creation of the VSE and VSO is a modern approach to 
economies of scale. It provides the software industry with a great opportunity to exploit highly competent human 

resources all around the world to dramatically increase its global competitive power. 

Competition in business today is fierce. Firms have to change just about everything they do simply to survive. The 
trend towards global or virtual software development is inevitable as practical response to the changes, and increases 
the magnitude of problems to be addressed. For organisations developing software, the most important goals were 
still getting control of software cost, schedules, and quality. However, the problems associated with the poor quality 
software products has not only given a bid name to software organizations, but also increasingly became a rigorous 
obstruction in the way software engineering developing. As such, the problem must be resolved, as a major 
challenge now facing the software industry. Unfortunately, there is no measure that comprehensively represents 
programming quality [7], neither is there a sign of a magic new technology to solve these problems [8]. Probably it 
is because of the nature of software - both finite and iincomplete. Software is a finite and incomplete model of an 
unbounded application in an unbounded operational domain [9]. In order to escape from a continuous software 
crisis, fundamental changes must occur both in how we manage software development processes and in the way 
software engineers do their work. A considerable effort in current software engineering has consequently being 
concerned with Software Process Improvement (SPI) as an alternative to improve software quality. 

Over the last decade, software process assessment and improvement approaches have played a momentous role in 

achieving, evaluating, maintaining and improving software quality in the software industry. A number of process 
models have been developed and contributed efficiently to a fundamental awareness of the concepts and the 
importance of adopting a defined and disciplined software process and management system, both at organisational 
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and individual level in software engineering. A number of methods and tools which, support software process 
modelling, evaluation and improvement are currently available [10]. 

However, the existing process models are only concerned with the 'traditional centralised software development 
environments, little attention has been paid to the support of large distributed projects, and its development 
environments. Given he number of SPI models available, the questions arises as to whether these models can be 
used or which one of them, is the best suited for 'software development in the geographically distributed 
environments'. 'A significant difference is that this kind of software development project and team members spans 
extensive distances-and a numbers of countries of varying culture while still operating as if they are at company 
headquarters. The resulting need for the VSEs and VSO is now a great challenge for project management and 
requires new techniques for project co-ordination, communication and change control. 

The authors explicitly address the problem with the two important issues: software process improvement and 
managerial activities relevant to the VSE of VSO. The attempt is to adopt existing process modelling to take account 
of the circumstances surrounding geographically distributed software environments. In doing this, two surveys have 
been conducted to gain the practical insights into the software industry. The results of the survey revealed that a 
suitable process approach for managing and improving the software development process is also the most important 
issue for VSEs and VSO. The issues of supporting large distributed software projects and their special needs with 
respect to managing and improving the software process have however not been addressed by the existing SPI 
models. More discussion about the surveys can be found in [11.12]. 

To provide the necessary background knowledge in developing such approaches for VSE, a comparative analysis of 
the existing SPI model has been made in terms of its possible application into VSE [13,14]. One of the most 
important existing models, the European software process assessment methodology - BOOTSTRAP, is further 
identified as a potential candidate in the attempt of the development. The primary focus of this paper is to analyze 
the methodology of BOOTSTRAP, with the initial identification of the issues specific to VSEs that are not covered 
in BOOTSTRAP. 

2. The BOOTSTRAP Methodology 

2.1 Background of BOOTSTRAP 

Bootstrap methodology is the most well known European process assessment and improvement approach developed 
by a European consortium partially funded by the European Commission within the ESPRIT program (ESPRIT 
project 5441) [15]. This project ran from 1989 to February 1993, with mission to study investments in technology 
upgrades and lay the groundwork for European technology transfer standards and common practices. The main goal 
was to speed up the application of software engineering technology in the European software industry. 

The purpose of the Bootstrap methodology is to provide a European approach for assessment based software process 
improvement. The goal of the improvements is to apply good software engineering principles in the software 
process. In executing this goal, BOOTSTRAP includes both CIMM and the IS09000 standards, ISO 9000-3 in 

particular, as its starting points. Since the end of the pc ect, the methodology has been further developed and 
marketed by the BOOTSTRAP Institute. The latest version of BOOTSTRAP 3.0 has been developed by 
BOOTSTRAP Institute in September 1997 [16]. The result is to ensure full conformance to ISO 15504, and to align 
to ISO 12207. 

The methodology includes a process model, an assessmrnt process, a mechanism to score the process and present 
the results, guidelines on process improvement, assessor training program, licensing policy. The Bootstrap Institute 
maintains a database of assessment results mainly from European companies but also from others in the rest of the 
world. 

Z2. Architecture of BOOTSTRAP 

The BOOTSTRAP methodology supports both softwa a process assessment and improvement. It makes an 

assumption that assessment is a part of the improvement process and provides assessment results as main input for 

the improvement action planning and as feedback from the improvement activities implemented in the process [ 15]. 

'tree dimensions are adopted in version 3.0 to acute a single set of best-in-class practices for software engineering 
utilising existing internationally-recognised 1°' asscssmmt methodologies. They are: 



" The process dimension provides 'äsetof lim&mental praoasrs and activities associated with good ̀software:, r 
engineering, ti ': _ , ..: .. _ ... 

" The capability dimension provides a rating fiamewark for each process assessed. The capability of each process 
assessed is measured within six maturity levels on the basis of a quartile scale'dividing each maturity level into 
quartiles. Thus more detailed and precise resuhs cat be obtained, and the quartiles make'it possible to compare 
different assessment results inside the same ca bt'ii y level 

" The technology dimension aims to evaluate the ammt to which the process capability is strengthened with 
adoption of suitable tools for each process. 
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Figure 1 BOOTSTRAP Principle and Architecture 

The fundamental elements throughout'the BOOTSTRAP architernar are the process purpose in process dimension 
and process attribute in capability dimension. They are the criteria against which an assessment is performed. The 

achievement of the performance and the capability of implemented processes are judged and measured by objective 
evidence of process implementation and capability achievement (see Figure 1). The methodology not only provides 
an assessment of the current practices, but also provides guidelines for transforming the assessment results into an 
action plan and gives guidance on prioritising the actions. Version 3.0 also supports software process improvement 
driven by the organisation's needs and business goals. - 
One One of'the unique features to BOOTSTRAP is the assessment is performed at two levels: the Software Producing 
Unit (SPU) level and its projects level. One of the advantages is to show the capability of single processes as 
capability profiles and with quartile precision within each level. The output profiles are specific to the 
BOOTSTRAP methodology, it may be expressed by the absolute maturity level of all the key attributes forming the 
strengths and weaknesses profile of the SPU or project. 
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2.3 Process model of BOOTSTRAP 

The process model is used as basis to 
perform an assessment. As shown in figure 
2, the processes in the process model are 
structured as a tree that -identifies the 
following objects: process categories, 
process areas, processes and best präctic es. 

Like other SPI models (e. g. CMM, SPICE), 

a software process is a set of empirical 
practices in software ' development, 

organisation and management. The process 
is defined as a set of activities, methods, 
practices, and transformations that people 
use to develop, maintain software and the 
associated products, whilst the objectives of 
software process management are to 

produce products according to plan while 
simultaneously improving the 
organisation's capability to I*oduce better 

products. 

However, all these processes and practices 
defined are originally concentrated on the 
issues within a single-site development 

environments. Few existing process 
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which a well-defined and managed software 

SUP. I Docu nemation 
SUP. 2 Configuration 

nanagemer t 
SUP3 Quality aaurance 
SUPA Venficatim 
SUPS Validatwn 
SUP. 6 Joan review 
SUP. 7 Audit 
SUP. 8 Problem tetolunon 

Fipare 2 BOOTSTRAP process tree 

process is therefore most crucial as a guarantor of software quality. 

I-- 
Ystomer Y ller 

CUS. I Acquisition 
CUS. 2 Customer need 

management 
CUS. 3 Supply 
CUS. 4 Software operation 
CUS. i Customer support 

Based on the surveys and the research we carried out so far, a number of issues specific to the virtual software 
environments that are not addressed in the existing SPI models were identified [11,12,6]. One of the most important 
aspects that must be considered by the distributed software development process is that it requires facilities to 
support collaboration, communica ion and coordination among software developers. A significant advantage of 
BOOTSTRAP over other models is that it contains the Technology dimension' in evaluating the process capability, 
which is the major reason for its selection. hall unately, the unique feature of BOOTSTRAP also forms its 
weakness, since the technology rating in BOOTSTRAP based assessment is indicated as having no influence on the 
overall maturity or capability in the BOOTSTRAP version 3.0. In the following sections we further describe the 
issues specific to VSEs in additim to the issues ide fled and discussed in [6], with emphasis on investigation of 
the issues relevant to technical support systems. 

3. Issues specific to the distributed software projects and its development environments 
A major requirement for the non and mmoa0213e3t of virtual software projects and virtual organizations is 
distributed project coordination and conummicadm This includes the planning and scheduling of projects, 
execution of projects, coocfiw'an of tasks,, nmohki m of competing objectives, achievement of global coherence, 
change propagaaon, canminic-aiai anass betaogmeow individuals or groups, and maintenance of access to valid 
information Without these 

_aod 
otber sýn7ar func6ow the development process becomes disorganized and the 

goals of improving canpetiti aöd pmduarvity cannot be achieved - 
1,7 
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Coordination has been_ddefined as the-. - nco ýof'ýodividýais'. effects toward: achieving common and explicitly, 
recognised- goaals"-[17] and "the integratrm ac Faking of difli t parts of an organisation-to accomplish a 
collective set of tasks"[18]. In software devdopmeat, it nn that different peciple working an a common project 
agree to a common definition of what they arerbunLcIIg share irrlbrmadon, and mesh their activities. They must have 
a common view, of what the software they are amskuctmg should do, how it should be organised, and how it should 
fit with other software systems' already=in piaoe or- andagoing"parallel development. To build the software 
efficiently, they must share detailed design specifications and iaf+ormation about the progress of software modules. 
Overall, they must coordinate their work so that it gets done and fits together, so that it isn't done redundantly, and 
so that components of the work are handedoffespeditiotedy. '"' 

It is clear that achieving a successful software system requires tight coordination among the various efforts involved 
in the software development cycle. Yet this coordination is difficult to achieve [19] even for the software projects 
developed in a single-site: Coordinating multiple dei'dope: s working on a distributed software development project 
is much more difficult, and gives rise to the following management problems: 

" Developers need specific tasks assigned, which nu be coordinated to ensure a working system results. 
" Developer need to, at times, communicate and collaborate closely, while at other times can independently work 

on parts of the project. ', ". 'ý 
" Software artefacts (code, designs, docammeatatim etc. ) need to be shared and kept consistent. 
" Multiple tools must be used to modify artefacts, with some tools supporting close collaborative editing (e. g. via 

synchronous editing), while others supporting looser collaboration (e. g. via alternate version editing and 
subsequent merging). 

" Progress towards specified goals needs to be tracked, developers need to remain aware of others' work, and 
complex software systems need to be configured from the constituent, distributively developed parts. 

" Developers need to flexibly configure their environments' support for artefact management, communication, 
and work coordination. 

In effect, the efficient management of changes in rat, design, and code documents appears to be one of the 
main problems of software development. Questions that arise are: 

" How can one handle the effects of changes to software artifacts, e. g. to update its internal state to reflect the 
current state of the software development process. 

" How can we constrain the effect one change has to other parts of the software system. 
How can we ensure proper flow of change information, e. g. to notify people involved in the process of the 
changes that concern them. 

All of these aspects have to be taken into account in the software process management activities. Such global 
distribution of software projects drastically increases the need for coordination and communication support. 
Additionally, it adds another dimension to the problem of coordinating such a project: Not only does the project's 
complexity make it hard for people to figure out who to contact when questions come up. In a distributed project 
they cannot just walk over to the person in question. Even picking up the phone and calling the other person might 
not be feasible if the project is distributed over different time zones. Discussions in the style that people are used to, 
i. e. official group meetings, or informal discussions wee same idea on a piece of paper, become impossible. Instead, 
the necessity arises to support asynchronous as well as synchronous collaboration with computer tools. 

Over the last few years, many systems, techniques and tools have been developed which attempt to address these 
issues. Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) systems have been used to aid distributed software 
development (20]. Groupware tools provide support for collaborative work by providing shared workspaces that can 
be accessed from geographically distnlnrted locations; workflow management approaches support the coordination 
of software engineering processes, change impact analysis and change management techniques can be used to send 
notifications to anappropriate set ofusers in order'to assure the timdyconclusionof"a-project"with high-quality 

products, ̀and so on e However, none' of these technologies by themselves are enough to solve the problems posed by 
distributed" software engineenng' [2 t]. ln `orýderto provide useful support for' that complicated' process, methods and 
tools must integrate coordination, cöllabörätien and cornmtmiptiat support, Le: it must integrate, to a degree, all of 
the above technologies, as welt' as provide support for project: monitoring, and configuration management. Since 

6 
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Configuration. Jananägement'"is °a , key' . contnbutor; 'to'successfiil - . software development [22]:: The configuration r, t 
management (CM) is an important fimction on any. software project since it is a communicator that establishes 
relationships -with , all the 'project . activities.; -CM communicates by providing technical information about each. 

cument; man üal, code;, test results; and so forth; provided 1o the specifications do project team. Basically " Software 
Configuration ai agement ensures that changes to tlie-softrvare. äre managed. While Configuration Management a`s4 , 

. gin.... ..., such is necessary as an underpinning of ajcontinuous process: improvement programme, distributed Configuration 
M gement is essential for a. VSEs: 

in a-single-site development environment, it is, considered good- practice to apply established SCM tools and.., 
techniques. A problem arise is the fact that mul '-site projects are much more complex that give rise to unique 
challenges: '. _. 
" How to manage different changes at. different sites as one product. It can be difficult-'to control the changes 

within each' location and coordinate each location's change process with total product development across 
multiple sites_'The changes. at each site must he coordinated according to the schedule for that site, but they . 
must also be viewed in the context of their effect on the total project schedule. . 

" How to apply standards consistently. Maintaining the consistency of standards application - such as enforcing 
when to release software, what documentation format to use, or-how to approve. changes= is more difficult in a 
virtual organisation. Different sites tend to interpret the standards according to their culture and local interests. 
Written expectations should make it clear how standards should be applied so that everyone is working from the 
same interpretation. Wrong assumptions can lead to a misapplication of the standard, which can show up as 
problems during integration and test. This in turn can . delay releasing the product, which hurts all parties. The 
consistent application of standards assures the customer that the software has gone through an acceptable 
process, no matter where it was developed.. ..: 

" How to incorporate changes in a timely manner. Challenges here include how to coordinate changes into 
different software builds, -make different versions work together, 'and ensure that everything follows the process 
in an acceptable timeframe. With changes going through a local software configuration control board, and then 
through additional reviews at the location where the software is integrated. This is much more difficult than in a 
nonvirtual organisation, where changes are managed in one location.. 

" 
in order to address these issues, a stronger configuration 'management process and change control management has 

to be proposed. All these may be addressed through a virtual software configuration management board that reports 
to a centralised software configuration control manager: The virtual SCM board must represent all affected and 
interested functional and organizational parties; to be a single body accepts responsibility for review, approve, or: 
reject 

proposed changes to the software; and ensure that the proper process and documentation exists. Consequently, 

a centralized_ configuration libraryneeds. to be set up to help in configuration control; a version control system is 

need to help track changes and a centralized version control system should automatically. handle. changes from each = 

rmote site. 
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lt. is-believedthät'a strong SCM process will help. overcone. differences in management styles and cultural 
interpretätio is by enforcing oii discnean set of ezpectätions. for documentation and change handling. 
Documentation control is another important SCM task In ä distributed software'project, documentation becomes the Sc 

most Bused means of : communication, like glue'. its holds the"project together: An SCM plan that documents. the. ' 
expectations of all team members is an extremely useful'tool. -As: firsf'step; it-is important-to lay a-solid foundation .. 
for global development and'unite everyone's expectations ibout:. lines"; ofrespönsibility;: chedules;. cost, and other _T 
business and 'technical concerns. -To do this, "a legal document, ä statement of work. identifies what. must'be% 
performed or delivered and aver what timeframe; should be as imambiguöus as possible; Documenting the virtual' 
oganisatiön structure also gives management, each project_team member, and other project stakeholders a sense da 

organisation -, and; a, understanding ion'; individuals. mles andcFresponsibihties;,, Documentatiosjequirements; i 
speeifican ud. plans such ýäsýquality assuraiýceideati ezpectabaas for all team members. before issues cöme -up .- ýý .,., A ýnase, conmsion. a ne rererence, tomamienance;. ana, ownersntv. ýot niese documents. and the henefits . thev nrovi ý-- -" _a. ý... . ý. -" -. rarý. ý. ^ sY. nrý". r,. d+r ' . �T_ .ý-- ^'-" ý ý. ýc: w. rý. ýi7-" a1 rv: -_, " -_ 
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_^ý, eveiybody iavolved; : and tu acnve at heghýýý deSaitiäa. oE the mterfaces'between: compcnents that are- to be-. 1 " w1". 
" 'deveIoped'ät äifferent°srtes. ` This mý täa[ mom" mme`aöd effort needs"tö be spent ür"theearly phases of system 

cequkements, 
ýsystem. 

design,. and' 
4definidoo, 

rather than implementing first and finding. problems only 
'dining system integration aril testmgý In olherwiaiii, the focus of the project has to be moved from implementation 
td earlierphäses. ofthe softwaicengmeernmi ss, thettiyputtinginto action an important software engineering 
parädIgnLr. `? if. r. = aiitýf}- ,. 
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Clearl"yz stronger configuration and drangelmamt are needed to achieve process adaptability.; A central 
feature is the need to automatically inform the äppvpriade U303 

'about a change and'its consequences for their work. ' 
In doing this,. SbftwareConfguraflo i Manag*=mt (SCM) is key in holding a virtual project together. Since a"SCM 

system tracks-both' changes andtheir impact on the whole system, its implementation involves tools an d methods 
unique to cäntrolling softwäie prods. It is thnneoessary to create a virtual configuration management system to ' 
support the: VSE4- and the appioach to sirdt a system must exploit the latest technologies for distributed systems and 
distributed problem solving.::: 

3.3 Effective Communieado>xs Fr 4 rle' i_' 
A virtual, software team. 'or virtual software 
organisation-:, must be -, able :: first r to 

communicate ý in a distributed fashion and 
second to communicate- effectively along the 

spectrum from' real time 'to non-real time. 
When managing software"' development 

projects .' at : distributed .: ' Locations, 

communications methods and tools offer one: 
of the most powerful and effective. ways to 

anther 'and- disseminate ' information and 
control the project. In effective communication, people not only send and receive verbal or text messages, but 
nonverbal indicators make it easier for the receiver to interpret the message's intent and for the sender-to ascertain 
that the message was received and understood.. Figure 3 shows the most popular communication techniques for 
supporting virtual software development with classification from real-time, to non-real time delivery. 

All the communication ' techniques today have increased our ability to communicate meaningfi ly. Cellular 
telephones, -portable telephones; pagers, telephone conferencing have allowed access to instant information, thus 
increasing information frequency. Videoconferenemg and teleconferencing have enabled- groups of individuals 

communicate- instantly in_meetings. without being in the same place- Access to stored information through voice 
mail, e-mail, electronic networking such as Internet or Intranet, bulletin boards and databases that contain common 
project information, such as schedules, problems report, and the shared software and tools in Grotipware packages 
has. increased information bandwidth. Some or all of these technologies must be in place for a virtual software 
development_projectto be successful-.. - ,. 

-' 

However,. there is no substitute for regular face-to-face meetings- Whatever advance in communication technology 
is, the face-to-face meeting is always the most effective method for human interaction at real-time. Since only in this 
type of communication the receiver can most effectively understands both the message and its intent, including 

nonverbal messages- such as body language, gesnaes, eye movements, intonation,. and facial expression- During a 
conversation, 'mussages areyformed, cömnttzwcaLed, 'interpreted, responded to, and clarified. With this -rich 
interaction; cote nimicatörs can grasp themessage'wit6 little mis hdeistandmg. ýº" * ='«,: ý+`ui' ?, `': _`. : i{x :ý 
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In. a: VSEýfäce to-face cmmmtimcation is unfoettaatdy far less freqümtthan in a nonvirtual environment because it 

is costly How ofieädepends on thä company the rc ect'sbudget, and the project management structu It should ". 
bepart. o£th_eproje_ct 

s. läeko ifätäll passöle; and used ion meetings where iris important that a. message must be 

url sentanc : underSt00d- y'. tCtf K; .Ä T` Clearly .: 

, 'Ibenext best85ni mcationiHfl lytöbi videi 6mfaracewhich promises the same type'ofinterfacequality as 
face-fo-face tuieeängs withöirtt t5e cost Theröaly difference--in between is the quality of the communication: ''Iiue 
inhereht trääsätis`siaz''delays betvt^eet 'spetcä- nod= video * makt , video' oonferenc a communications: that' involve 

movement; less. 'erffective thaa'a: face=to-5cc mcetine As tyraosmissiorr"delays- continue iodiminisht this. artificial 
anviroiuinetit villlibpefully tmpiövý The- a'vailibr'iity bf this to hnology is also an 'issue. Iris still' expensive" to - 
purcha a transmission bandwidth ' and the proper equipment- As the'information'superhighway infrastructure 
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continues to build-worldwide; thislype of technology should becomemore widely. availabletvia the. Internet, and 
personal computer vendors will intensify efforts-to add video conference peripherals to PCs. Until these problems 
are addressed on a large scale, however, 

4 
face-to-face: and telephone communications will continue io be more 

t team. 3r: ý -« effective media for the virtual develöpmea ;, +_. r '' 
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So far, we have been discuissing specialised process aippat systems that need to be used for distributed. software 
development. Practically, distributed software development would be much harder, maybe even impossible, without 
the Internets c pabim y of i jizi ly tiansfariag large amants of data from one development' site to another` The 
Internet; more specifically, Intraa is thus the nwst'nnportant enabling factor for distributed software developmen 

w! j ý` : ? 'n-" s- "- G .. 7. 'i°ý : ý' 'iF!. . c' 'x: i 
ins fact, the Intranet also. fiwilitales the - asyndvonoa4.. exchange of messages, allows the- -deployment of.. 
documentation and even software, m central servers for everybody to access, thereby avoiding the necessity to hold 

redundant data at each development site. In addition to data transfer and communication services, distributed 
configuration management and oduW data management can be provided via the Intranet. Also, project management 
and coordination services can be implemented-using the Internet [23] with fairly secure since Intranets usually* 
employ firewalls-to keep out intruders from the outside world. Building on artifact handling services the Internet 

already provides, dependencies between these arms, and between the activities that create the artifacts, will be 
identified and managed. Intranet will create easier channel to deliver computer-based training just in time, capture 
and share their knowledge, learn and innovate: 

Though Groupware has become very popular and has proven its worth in companies worldwide, the problem with 
Groupware is that it's been very expensive and difficult to implement. With the introduction of cheap and easy-to- 
construct intranets [24], that's no longer the rase. Finns can now get the benefits of groupware on their intranet. 

The uses for intranets are almost unlimited. Intranets are just as easy to build as they are to use, so this may be just 

the perfect solution to support distributed software development and share information throughout intranets allow 
the employees to do a better job. These things give organisations a competitive edge. ' Though the Internet today is 

restricted to visual means only, restricting human communication to a serious extent, this problem might be solved 
with growing bandwidth, allowing for audio and video conferences. More introduction of Intranet can be found in 

"; ,... 
4. Extending BOOTSTRAP for VSE of VSO . 
VSEs and VSO have evolved largely because of technology improvements over the last decade. These include 

improved communications structure, increased communication bandwidth, decreased communication cost, better 

price-performance ratio for PCs and contr o las, and better software. Technology has made it easier and more cost- 

effective to manage organisations that are geographically distributed. 

The success of software developing organs heavily depends on the quality of their software products which is 
intrinsically related to the quality of the so fiarare developer mt processes. Since YSEs and VSO are becoming more 

äod improvement models should not only be definable for single- common in softwwaaie indtisiry; process asselIMM 
site development, but also for a dtstrrbutod pröject. In antrast to the single-site, there are significant. differences and 
problems in the distributed development eaviro®mt, as dried above, non of these issues are included in the 
BOOTSTRAP methodology. 'ibereßore a amber of extensions should be made in the BOOTSTRAP methodology 
to achieve process märiagmrnt sncoes faethe VSE and VSO: _. .c 
In addition to the issues died in [6]. the technology &measion in BOOTSTRAP are concerned mostly affected, 
and . the processes in this demon bas to be extended At a high level, the extensions are: " 

Technology support system ziceds 
t° be esublisbed at organisatiönal'and project level. 

The documentation mauagtýmt process nW hco d tu lie added into project management category. "ý l". 

[24]. 
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öf söftwýproducts has become a' highly cooperative and distributed activity involving'working"grocip . at- 
geographically 'distributed locations [251_ These groups show an increasing mobility and a very flexible. 
orgänisatiönäl'structure. Pr6cess methodology and technology have to take such evolutions into account. 
This project is addressing practically the needs of virtual software organisation and its distributed development.. 
environments This is the-, first attempt to apply software process, assessment . and improvement models into the 
virtual software environment In addition to the need fora well defined software process and disciplined process 
management -and' improvement approach, ' distributed`software development strongly requires facilities to'support 
coordination; and communication among software developers. 

This paper. presents-the initial research findings of an evaluation of the specific problems and requirements for 
software . process improvement in VSEs_ The methodology of the BOOTSTRAP approach has been analysed to 
provide the background knowledge, and the suggested extension has been indicated concerning its application into 
distributed software environment. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to introduce a new development trend in software industry and 
to present the initial findings in evaluating specific requirements for software process 
improvement in Virtual Software Environments. Surveys were designed with the 
purpose of identifying key issues of successful software development in Virtual 
Software Organisations. The results of the survey indicate that a suitable process 
approach for managing and improving the software development process is also the 
most important issue in achieving product quality improvement in VSE. This issue has 

not yet been addressed by existing software process models, including ISO/IEC TR 
15504. Research suggests that a software process model for Teleworking software 
development based on the modification of the SPICE process model may be generated. 
To provide the necessary groundwork in developing such a model, the focus of this 
paper is the analysis of the SPICE model's methodology, with the identification of the 
issues that are not covered in SPICE, and the possible extensions are suggested. 

1 Introduction: Teleworking, Virtual Software Environments, 
Virtual Software Organisation 

As the second millennium nears its close, a revolutionary transition is under way as the 
world's industrial society is giving way to an information society. This revolution has 
increasingly brought with it major changes in the daily lives of much of the world's 
population - affecting how we work, learn, entertain, communicate, and interact in 

social groups at all levels. The advent of the information society can be seen as reducing 
the impact of economic, cultural, social and physical difference [1]. 

Teleworking is one manifestation of these changes. Telework is a new way to work [1] 
based on, or facilitated by, the networked technologies of the Information Society. It 

continues to develop very rapidly as an increasingly normal way of working in Europe. 
More than 9 million Europeans now telework on the threshold of the 3' millennium [1]. 

There are many definitions of Teleworking; Homeworking, Telecommuting, 
Networking, Remote working, Flexible working, Virtual working, etc. are all called 
Teleworking. The common element across all aspects of telework is "the use of 
computers and telecommunications to change the accepted geography of work" [2]. As a 
consequence of the revolution, new kinds of organisation and new ways of organising 
are also being fostered. The product life cycle increasingly takes place within so-called 
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virtual organisation [3,4] that requires close co-operation across a variety of distributed 
locations or national boundaries. 

Obviously, the enabling force in supporting this change is software, which is 
increasingly becoming larger, and more complex. Just as Humphrey indicated recently, 
"The world is changing and software is at the forefront of many of these changes. 
Business success increasingly depends on software, and the single most important 

software need in most organisations is getting control of software costs, schedules, and 
quality. " [5]. 

The increasing demand for software products with better quality at lower cost, generates 
the increasing need for skilled software engineers. However, the knowledge and skills 
required in a large project often cannot be found in one location, necessitating the global 
distribution of software projects. Meanwhile, attracting and retaining highly skilled 
software professionals is becoming a great challenge for software industry. A natural 
response to these challenges is the emergence of new concepts: the Teleworking 

software engineer; the Virtual Software Environments (VSE); and the Virtual Software 
Organisation (VSO). All of which represents a new way of working and a novel form of 
organisation. 
A characteristic of VSE and VSO is the intensive use of new technologies to provide 
support for interactions between its members who are operating in geographically 
distributed locations. The creation of the VSE and VSO is a modem approach to 
economies of scale, it brings together scarce competencies and resources to meet 
development requirements [6]. 

The software industry has a tradition of programmers working from home [7], because 

of the benefits e. g.; increasing flexibility and convenience; increasing productivity and 
job satisfaction; reducing costs with less stress, solving transport problems and 
improving the quality of human life. Most governments are committed to the view that 
Teleworking offers a solution to problems of traffic congestion and environmental 
pollution [2,8,9]. In addition to the general benefits, Teleworking can be especially 
beneficial to software organisations. It provides the software industry not only with a 
great opportunity to exploit highly competent human resources all around the world, 
temporarily or permanently, who would otherwise be unavailable, but also other 
potential benefits like savings in staff training; office overheads; improved product 
quality; and shorter time to market; etc. This has led to the increasing demand for the 
formation of VSE and VSO to bring together the necessary key competence and 
resources to increase the competitive power of the organisation. 

On the other hand, distributed software development in VSE of VSO is a great challenge 
for project management and requires new techniques for project coordination, document 

management and communication. Over the last decade, Software Process Improvement 
(SPI) has become an established specialism within software engineering with respect to 
improve software process. A number of SPI models and tools are currently available to 

support work on software process modelling, evaluation and improvement [10]. Yet, 
little attention has been paid to the support of large distributed software projects and 
their special needs with respect to managing and improving the software process. This 
kind of software development project and team members spans extensive distances and 
a numbers of countries of varying culture. We characterize these as Virtual Software 
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Environments (VSE) and Virtual Software Organisation (VSO). There is, therefore, now 
a need for research on process improvement to address a range of issues specific to the 
VSE, and they form the 
principal focus of our 
research project. 

We explicitly address the 
two important issues: 

software process improve- 

ment and managerial 
activities relevant to the 
VSE of a VSO. Two 

surveys have been 

conducted to gain the 
practical insights of 
software industry. The 

results of the surveys have 
been presented and 
discussed in more detail in 
[11,12]. 

In an attempt to develop a 
process approach for VSE, 

an analysis of the existing 
SPI models' methodology 
is necessary to provide the 

ground knowledge. In 
doing this, a comparative 
analysis of the existing 
SPI model has been made 
in terms of its possible 
application into VSE [13, 
23], the emerging standard 
for software process 
assessment, ISO/IEC (TR) 
15504 - SPICE which is 

probably the most 
important one of the 

existing models, is 
identified as a potential 
candidate described below 

2 ISO/IEC 15504 

UK MOD investigative study report issued 
ISO/I EC JTCI/SC7 approves study period 

1991 

ISO/IEC JTCI/SC7 study period report published 
SPICE project organization procedures draped 1992 

1993 I- 
- JTCI approves new work item proposal 
- First meeting of SPICE 'group' 

- SPICE project organization formally established 
- Product and requirements specifications baseline 

Development stage of SPICE project ends 
Trials stage of SPICE project begins 

1994 

Phase I trials conducted; analysis report completed 
- Draft technical reports type 2 released to ISO/IEC 

JTC I /SC7 for review and balloting 
1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

Phase 2 trials begin 

Eight of the nine parts completed the ballot cycle 
(except part 5), forwarded to ISO for acceptance 
as ISO/IEC TR 15504. 

- Phase 2 SPICE trials using the ISO/IEC PDTR 
15504 continue. 
Adoption of ISO 12207 framework into ISO'IEC 
PDTR 15504 as its process framework 

Publication of SPICE book [ 18] 
Publication of Phase 2 Trials Interim Report 
Publication of ISO/IEC TR 15504 (type 2) by ISO 

- The British Standard BS ISO/IEC TR 15504 
published 
Launch of Phase 3 of the SPICE Trials 

Phase 3 of the SPICE Trials using ISO'IEC TR 
15504 begin, planed period is three years 
The amendment of extensions in the reference 
model of ISO/IEC TR 15504 under the SPRITE 
S2 PROBE project proposed 

Figure 1. Milestones & Selected events in the development 
Of SPICE project 

N- 
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process standard 

2.1 Development of ISO/IEC 15504 - SPICE: Software Process 
Improvement and Capability dEtermation model 

ISO/IEC TR 15504 [14] is an emerging international standard for software process 
assessment, capability determination and improvement. It has been published as a 
Technical Report (Type 2) under the SPICE project by ISO in 1998. The project was 
established in 1991, and developed by Working Group 10 of ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7. The 
publication of ISO/IEC 15504 as an International Standard is planned by 2001. 

A key feature of the SPICE project has been the conduct of user trials to ensure the 
emerging standard meets the needs of its users. Two phases out of the three scheduled 
trials have been completed. Such an activity is unprecedented in the software 
engineering community [15] and also has been set up outside normal ISO structures. 
Figure 1 provides a summary of key events and milestones in the development of the 
SPICE project evolution to ISO/IEC 15504. 

The SPICE project is a worldwide cooperative project. A prime motivation for 
developing this prospective standard has been the perceived need for an internationally 

recognised software process assessment framework that pulls together the existing 
public and proprietary models and methods. 

2.2 Components of ISO/IEC TR 15504 

ISO/IEC TR 15504 provides a framework for the assessment of software processes. It 
consists of nine parts [14]. The core is the process assessment which forms essential 
base and leads to process capability determination and process improvement. 

Two models included in ISO/IEC TR 15504: a reference model and assessment model. 
The reference model provides a set of universal software engineering processes and 
activities that are fundamental to good software engineering, and a framework for 
evaluating the capability of the processes. It forms the basis for any model to be used for 
the purpose of process assessment. The assessment model is created as a complete 
model for the assessment of software process capability. It expands the reference model 
by adding the definition and use of assessment indicators. 

2.3 Architecture of ISOIIEC TR 15504 

ISO/IEC TR 15504 adopts two dimensions (Figure 2), process dimension and capability 
dimension to measure processes along two aspects, whether a process is performed and 
how capable that process is. It focuses on the capability of individual processes level 

rather than an organisational. 

. In the process dimension, a set of fundamental processes and activities that should be 
implemented by software organisations are defined. The process dimension describes 
what activities are required, not how they are to be implemented. It includes process 
categories, processes, and base practices that characterise performance of processes. 
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" In the capability dimension, the set of process attributes applicable to any process that 
are arranged into six capability levels are defined to characterise the capability of an 
implemented process. They provide a grouping by measurement scale of process 
capability. 

SPICE Model 
Architecture 

Process Dimension 

consist of 

5 Process Categories 

Grouped by type of activity 

addressed by 

36 Processes 

Focused on Purpose 

capability of each process 
assessed by 

M-ý 
A Set of Process 
Attribotc Rating 

Capability Dimension 

iýý 
6 Staged ('apabilih" I, c%cl 

Against process instance(s) 

of'a process 

1-414 

i Process Profile 

Output of 
the assessment 

achieved 
by 

rating 
based on 

Process 
Improvement 

201 Base Practices 

Unique functional 

activity 

ead to 

f determined by 

rating 
hascd on 

measure 
hascd on 

33 Management 
Practices 

to achieve the 
capahility addressed 
by process attributes ýý-----, r------, 

ýýýr Indicators of Indicators of I 

aý , «, ", i h1 Process I Process 

9 Process Attributes 

,Ii uo ýoI1... .. ti: I:.., 
ýý1 

Work Product 
Characteristics 

--------------- 
Objective Evidence of Process 

----- -------------- ------ ---- ----------------- --1 Performance i Capability 

ý_'! 

 lead 
to 

^_' 

Process Capability 
Determination 

lead to 
-----------_` (" Reliability 

1" Repeatability Results 
1" Comparable 1 
`------------I 

Characteristics 

I 

Figure 2. SPICE architecture and its principle 

The fundamental elements throughout the SPICE architecture are the process purpose 

and process attribute. They are the criteria against which an assessment is performed. 
Associated with the two dimensions, the achievement of the performance and the 

capability of implemented process are judged and measured by objective evidence that 

named as indicator. The indicator is defined as an objective attribute or characteristic of 

a practice or work product that supports the judgement of the performance of. or 

capability of, an implemented process. The SPICE architecture and the flow diagram are 

shown in figure 2. It is believed that the figure reflects the principle and structure of the 
SPICE model. 

assessed 
based on 

Practices 
Irýýýý-ý/ ýýýýý- Performance L 

------------- Characteristics 
Objective Evidence of Process 

I" Resource & 

Performance Capability Infrastructure 

Evaluated on 4 -point ordinal 
scale of achievement 
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2.4 ISO/IEC TR 15504 Process Architecture 

The reference model in ISO/IEC "IR 15504 provides a classification of the processes 
normally undertaken by organisations concerned with the development, maintenance, 
acquisition, supply and operation of software. The processes in the process dimension 

are grouped into three life cycle process groupings which contain five process 
categories, according to the type of activity they address. The process categories and 
processes defined are strongly aligned with those defined in ISO/IFC 12207, but 
introduces some additional processes not included in ISO/IFC 12207. Figure 3 provides 
an overview of the structure of the process architecture in ISO/IEC TR 15504. 

ISO/IEC (TR) 15504 
Process Architecture 

Primary life cycle processes 

Customer-Supplier 

CUS. 1 Acquisition 

. 
4cquisition preparation 
Supplier selection 
Supplier monitoring 
Customer acceptance 

CUS. 2 Supply 
CUS. 3 Requirement elicitation 
CUS. 4 Operation 

Operational use 
Customer support 

Organizational life cycle processes 

Management 

MAN. 1 Management 
MAN. 2 Project management 
MAN. 3 Quality management 
MAN. 4 Risk management 

Engineering 

ENG. 1 Development 

, System requirements analysis and design 
Software requirements analysis 
Software design 
Snfhvare construction 
Sofhvare integration 
Software testing 
System integration and testing' 

ENG. 2 System and software are maintenance 

Organization 

ORG. I Organizational alignment 
ORG. 2 Improvement 

Process establishment 
Process assessment 
Process improvement 

ORG. 3 Human resource management 
ORG. 4 Infrastructure 
ORG. 5 Measurement 
ORG. 6 Reuse 

Figure 3. SPICE Process Architecture 

I Supporting life Cycle processes 

i 
Support 

SUP. I Documentation 
SUP. 2 Configuration management 
SUP. 3 Quality assurance 
SUP. 4 Verification 
SUPS Validation 
SUP. 6 Joint reyie'. v 
SUP. 7 Audit 
SUP. 8 Problem resolution 

2.5 Rating framework, Assessment and Improvement 

To establish a foundation for achieving repeatability and reliability of assessment 

results, a common rating framework is provided in the reference model. It describes how 

to rate the process capability of any of the processes. Four items relate to the rating 
framework: indicators, process instance, process attributes, capability levels. 
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Evolving process capability is expressed in terms of process attributes grouped into 

capability levels. It enables capability to be assessed from the bottom of' the scale. 
Incomplete, through to the top end of the scale, Optimising. The scale therefore defines 

a well-defined route for improvement for each individual process. 'T'hese are illustrated 
in Figure 4. 

Level 5: Optimizing Process 
" PA 5.1: Process change 
" PA 5.2: ('ontinuous improvement 

Level 4: Predictable Process 
" PA 4. I : Process measurement 
" PA 4.2: Process control 

Level 3: Established Process 
" PA3. I : Process definition 

" PA 3.2: Process resource 

Level 2: Managed Process 
" PA 2.1: Performance management 
" PA 2.2: Work product management 

Level I: Performed Process 
0 PA 1.1 : Process performance 

Level 0: Incomplete process 

Figure 4. the pi ocess capability levels urnl prat ess um ihnrý. ý 
in Capability Dimension 

i 

A process capability is 
determined by whether 
the process purpose 
statement has been 
achieved. As shown in 
figure 2, two classes of 
indicators provided in 
the assessment model 
are used during an 
assessment as guides in 
collecting the objective 
evidence that enables an 
assessor to assign ratings 
to process attributes. It 
represents a common 
starting point for 
assessment, increases 
the consistency of 

assessor judgement and enhances the repeatability of the results. 

The assessment approach is based on the principle that the capability of a process can be 

assessed reliably and consistently by demonstrating the achievement of process 
attributes and that assessment indicators support this. Assessment in SPICE identifies 

whether certain good practices are used or not, and thus present a staged sequence of 
process improvements. The recommended process improvements consist of good 
practices not currently being adopted. 

3 The issues are not covered in ISO/IEC TR 15504 and specific 
to VS E 

Software projects that involve people from physically distributed locations are a great 

challenge both for project managers and developers, predominantly through lack of 

experience, shortage of good employment models as well as process management 

approach to follow. In fact, because we are moving into a period of dramatic change in 

the workplace for almost everybody, whether in a traditional office environment or in 

new work situations, everybody will need to learn to work differently in the future. 

utilising different technologies, organising themselves in new ways, and undertaking 
new tasks in new markets. This will be very challenging to the vast majority of people. 

The concept of virtual organisation and virtual working environments is gaining 

acceptance in high technology industries. Becoming a `virtual company' or simply 

allowing some staff to telework is particularly relevant and attractive to software 
industry, and those in which a well-defined and managed software process is of course 
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most crucial as a guarantor of software quality. Without a defined process it is 
impossible to measure success or focus on how development capability can be 
enhanced. However, it is not enough to use the existing process model that are designed 
for a traditional centralised development environment, because of the obvious difference 
in process management, measurement and improvement between the two development 
environments. Based on the results of the surveys and the research we carried out so far, 

a number of issues specific to the virtual software environments, that are not covered in 
ISO/IEC TR 15504 and the existing models, are identified [12]. Some of it, not all due 
to space constraints, are now explored in addition to the issues discussed in [24]. 

3.1 Management methodology in organisation 

3.1.1 Evaluation 

Software engineering projects are in a sense the most challenging case for virtual 
companies that, in general, are dynamic. It's difficult to manage in two totally different 

styles: by presence for in-house employees, and by results with Telework [9]. Rather 
than evaluating an employee's performance based on attendance, managers will have to 
look purely at the results. Results of the work are all that can be observed and all that 

really matter. For example, two computer programmers are assigned the same problem 
to resolve, and one sits at a computer terminal trying out different solutions while the 
other goes for a walk to think about it. Their work methods are different on theirs both 
determining the answer. How to do that evaluate these two employee's performance? 
Managers have to develop a whole new way of thinking about management with 
dynamic flexibility in execution the process. They can no longer see themselves as 
leaders, but have to become a kind of coach for employees. Before, they judged an 
employee efficiency just on whether they were at work or not. Now they have to come 
up with realistic goals and anticipated results to measure performance by Teleworker. 

In all non-routine work like developing software, exceptions arise, and much of the 
work of human organisations consists in finding ways to handle such exceptions in a 
disciplined manner. In the words, flexibility is possible because the handling of an 
exception is guided by awareness of overall goals. 

3.1.2 Management attitude 

Evidence has shown that the single most important barrier to Teleworking is perceived 
as management attitudes (particularly that of trust), for instance, managers used to 
employees operating under the watchful gaze of their supervisors [16], fear that remote 
workers can't be managed effectively, fear that Teleworking will expose weak 
management practices, or the fear of middle managers of a redundant role. 
Essentially, what is required in setting up a virtual organisation or simply allowing some 
staff to telework is to have the correct attitude start from the top management. The first 

priority is to understand the Teleworking arrangement. A company that supports 
telecommuting clearly trusts and empowers its employees [9]. It is important to form 

trust employment relationship toward organisational quality culture achievement. 
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On the other hand, personnel issues are far more crucial to the success or failure of 
Teleworking than anything else. Obviously for a virtual organisation it is essential to 
assess personality traits at the selection. Only those people who have the necessary self- 
discipline, organisational ability and correct mental attitude are put into a virtual or a 
`homeworking' environment. A vital factor for the management effective and business 
success is to having Teleworking software engineers who are trustworthy, dedicated and 
self motivated. 

3.1.3 Self-Management, and the personal disciplined software engineering process 

The software product is created by human working in teams. Human nature therefore is 
the ultimate limitation on our development process, personal attributes and human 

relations activities have by far the largest source of opportunity for improving software 
quality [17]. Yet, engineers do not use effective processes and methods at the present 
[5], unless they are thoroughly trained, properly managed, and professionally coached. 
To substantially improve the business performance of their organisations, especially for 
VSO, professionals need to consistently and naturally use effective methods. In addition 
to the importance of attracting and retaining the best people, it is also essential to 
support them with an effectively managed software process. 

SEI's Personal Software Process (PSP) model [18] and Team Software Process (TSP) 
[19] model address these problems with a radically different software development 

ethic. The principal objective of PSP is to help programmer be a better software 
engineer. It provides software engineers with a way to improve their personal 
performance, through use defined processes, plan and track their work, and focus on 
quality at the beginning of the job. As a consequence of this improvement, the quality, 
predictability, and productivity of their work will be much improved. The PSP model is 

essentially a bottom-up approach where individuals manage and assess their own work. 
It introduces a disciplined way to do software engineering. As such it is of particular 
interest to TSE in VSO where managing large-scale practices can cause difficulties. 

3.2 Managing coordination 

A major requirement for the creation and management of virtual software organisations 
is distributed project coordination [12]. This includes the planning and scheduling of 
projects, execution of projects, coordination of tasks, resolution of competing 
objectives, achievement of global coherence, change propagation, communication 
across heterogeneous groups, and maintenance of access to valid information. Without 

these and other similar functions, the work becomes disorganised and the twin goals of 
time compression and cost reduction cannot be achieved. 

Yet, most existing process models, including ISO/IEC TR 15504, do not address the 
issues that support process measurement and improvement for distributed work. Since 
becoming ̀virtual' is a direction towards which the software industry must proceed, it is 

thus necessary to create a virtual software process approach to support the VSE in VSO, 

and the approach to such a system must exploit the latest computer support systems, 
tools and technologies for distributed systems and distributed problem solving. 
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3.3 Change control management 

Another important requirement for the business success of VSO is the change control 
management and the management of data exchanged between the different development 
sites [12 , 20,21]. Actually, changes occur frequently in the development of software 
projects, this is particularly true in distributed projects, where many of the tasks cannot 
be analysed prior to execution and where the duration of co-operation is typically very 
long. Change management is needed to effectively achieve process adaptability, and 
there is the necessity for dependency tracking and mechanisms that inform the right 
people about changes. 

Change control management plays an essential role in the activities necessary to support 
continuous process improvement in a VSO as it captures the history of changes. Change 
management includes the reduction of undesired changes (e. g., after an erroneous 
decision) as well as an increase in change tolerance of the process by supporting the 
users in their reaction to changes; a central feature is to automatically inform the 
appropriate users about a change and its consequences for their work. To do this, a 
process model, which is based on explicit representations of the processes, product, 
resources, organisational structures, interactions, and negotiation & co-operation 
strategies, would be very useful, because an explicit process model can be seen as an 
electronic process handbook [21] for every member in the project team. 

In fact, many coordination problems result from a lack in notification and change 
propagation support [21]. Electronic access to project-related product and process 
information should be supported. Using the world wide web for this is a sensible choice 
because of its ease of use and the transparent access to information; and in which 
supports on-line collaboration via networked computers or workstations. A 
configuration management system for VSE needs to be employed because it plays an 
essential support in the activities to track both changes and their impact on the whole 
system. 

4 Suggestion of extending the application of ISO/IEC TR 15504 
into VSE in VSO 

The five process categories defined in ISO/IEC TR 15504: CUS, ENG, SUP, MAN and 
ORG, cover all software processes and actions. However, with the distributed 
development processes, the performance of an action and the interactions of the process 
actors mean that often one action at one site requires as a consequence several related 
actions to take place at other sites. Although the ISO/IEC 15504 standard is claimed to 
apply to any size organisation or project in any kind of software sector or application 
domain [22], several issues that are not covered in ISO/IEC TR 15504 are identified and 
discussed in section 3. Using the current SPICE method to guide the improvement in 
VSE would thus leads to problems. This issues have to be carefully concerned and 
appropriately addressed by software engineering community due to the importance in 

the future development of VSE. 

Our proposed solution is to create an extended process model reflecting the working of 
the VSE and the VSO. Our approach intend to build on current work in Teleworking 

management and distributed object management. The existing SPI models, SPICE in 
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particular, will be used as the basis for the definitions of processes and activities. Based 

on the discussion made in last section, our suggestion for the extension in SPICE model 
will now be presented. 

Three process categories in SPICE, ORG, SUP, MAN, are considered relevant to the 
identified issues, the processes in these categories therefore need to be extended. At a 
high level, the extension domain in SPICE are suggested as: 

"A training scheme for the management of remote workers, include project 
management and organisational management; as well as secretarial support for 

virtual team; 

"A training program of Personal Software Process for software programmer to 
improve Self-management skill and capability of producing quality products; 

"A formal arrangement for Teleworking system; for example, an organisational 
policy, procedure and equipment's supply for setting up Teleworking, a quality 
management system on VSE toward fostering an organisational quality culture, a 
explicitly documented set of targets to be performed for each member, etc. 

" In addition to enhance the management activities in configuration, project 
coordination and change control towards more structured and disciplined manner, 
automated computer support systems and tools must be used to support the project 
operating in VSE. 

5. Conclusion 

Teleworking and the virtual company is fast becoming a concept under serious 
consideration by many employers, either for part or all their workforce [4]. Firms in 

software industry are already taking advantage of the competitive edge offered by this 

novel managerial approach. Its further development must be one non-avoidable trend in 

the future. 

This research is addressing the needs of virtual software environment in virtual software 

organisations. It is the first attempt to apply the software process assessment and 
improvement models into virtual software environment. As with any software 
development organisations, virtual software organisations are in need of software 

process approach. In this paper, some of the specific requirements for the creation and 

management of VSOs are identified and discussed, while others being discussed in [24]. 

The principals of ISO/IEC TR 15504 has been explained to provide the necessary 
background knowledge, and a approach based on the suggested modification of SPICE 

concerning the lack of coverage for VSO has been discussed to facilitate virtual 

software process management, assessment and improvement with respect to the 

products quality of the VSE in the VSO. 
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Abstract 

The paper argues that, in the management of software development projects 
involving teleworkers, certain processes and practices need more careful 
management than in projects carried out in the traditional centralised 
development environment. These differences have been identified by 
surveys, by discussions with practitioners and by a survey of the literature. 
A detailed analysis of existing software process assessment models (CMM, 
BOOTSTRAP and SPICE) has shown that these processes and practices are 
not covered in sufficient detail in these models. The development of a 
software assessment model called SPITE is described, based on the ISO 
15504 (SPICE) model, which extends the SPICE model by adding five new 
processes and adding new practices to six of the existing processes. 

1 Introduction 
The appearance of Telework due to the Information Revolution is changing the way 
of work. More and more people are employed in the software industry as teleworkers 
due to advantages such as increasing productivity and worker satisfaction, reducing 
commuting time and transportation-related environmental stress, and decreasing 
corporate overhead expenses etc. Teleworking is becoming an ideal work method for 
software programmers because the quiet home working environment and long 
uninterrupted periods of concentration is more efficient than a noisy office. The 
appearance of telework also enables it possible for the IT companies now to enhance 
their business competition by hiring skilled, talent persons worldwide, who, 
otherwise, would not be available to them. 

As telework is becoming more and more important in IT industry, the problems 
brought by telework cause the deep concern of companies in software engineering, 
because they apparently obstruct the development of IT industry. To ensure and 
control the software product in teleworking software process is more difficult than 
normal software process. However, unfortunately, there no researchs concerning this 
topic, and no investigations have been conducted to check whether or not present 
software process assessment models, such as SPICE, CMM and BOOTSTRAP, can 
be applied in teleworking environments to maintain software product quality. It has 
become an urgent matter for software industry to clear up this problem as many 



companies have employed teleworkers to meet with their business demand. 

A project to develop a suitable model for quality product in telework software 
process, therefore, is described. As many researchers have revealed, the software 
product quality is hard to ensure and even more hard to maintain, because there is no 
precise metric or standard to be used to control it. Consequently, some software 
process assessment (SPA) models, such as SPICE, CMM, and BOOTSTRAP, are 
developed to apply in the software development organisations to improve software 
process quality, but they are inadequate for teleworking environment. These models 
are mostly concerned only with the traditional centralised software development 
environments. Many basic requirements, which are essential for telework software 
development, have not been addressed or properly reflected in these models. 

As the result of project progress, to solve the basic problem and therefore promote 
teleworking in software industry, a Software Process Improvement in Teleworking 
Environment (SPITE) approach has been developed by author with much support 
from both software industry and academia in software engineering. The SPITE 
approach tries to improve the IT acquisition process of organisations involved in the 
acquisition of IT products and system. 

2 Method 
Based on the practical experiences obtained from software industry via world-wide 
surveys [1,2] which concern the difference between distributed and traditional 
centralized development environments and the theoretical study into management 
methodology of teleworking and its special characteristics, a number of specific 
teleworking requirements in software engineering are identified. Although these 
special requirements are not enough to build a software process assessment model, 
they are quite good and sufficient to be added to some existing and matured software 
process models, such as SPICE, CMM and BOOTSTRAP, to form a new process 
approach which is appropriate for telework environments. 

Previous study [3,4,5,6] investigated the applicability and adaptability of three 
existing models in a telework development environment. As the result of the 
comparison between these models, the ISO/IEC TR 15504 appeared to be the most 
suitable choice as the foundation of the SPITE. In general, SPICE, as the emerging 
international standard of software process assessment and improvement, provides 
many benefits to software industry and software users. The special advantages of the 
SPICE model over other models are: 

" It is an innovating model, the SPICE model was built upon and drawn from the 
best existing standards and assess methodologies from around the world e. g. ISO 
9001, ISO 12207, CMM and BOOTSTRAP and so on. 

" There are trials world-wide directed to various organisation (size, culture, 
available material, diverse levels of knowledge from the participants) that allow a 
feedback before stating the definitive model and introducing it in different 
organisations. 



" As an internationally deployed ISO standard, SPICE, will in future have by I*,, Ii- file 
largest user community. Each national body will then support SPl('I, deployment: 
organise training, sensihilization, etc. 

" The resulting international standard will provide it unifying basis for existing and 
future models and methods. Sollware organisations which are competing in 
international markets where today a maturity level against CMM or other model is 
required, will possible migrate earlier or later to file new emerging standards. For 
example, a number of established methods, like BOOTSTRAP and ('MMI 171, 
already use this framework. 

" SPICE is intended to become the future assessment baseline standard. 'T'his 
implies that modifications or extensions to processes, which are special to one or 
the other company, are necessary and wanted. 

" One of the greatest benefits of ISO/IEC 15504 may he to provide the software 
engineering community with a common process assessment/improvement 
vocabulary (in Part 9). It is amazing and somewhat depressing to realize that the 
software engineering discipline does not have a common vocabulary or 
terminology. No wonder software practitioners cannot understand each other, lei 

alone he understood by their customers. In this respect. ISO/IEC 15504 provides a 
valid contribution towards making the field of process assessment/improvement 
better understood by all. 

The foundation, the 
ISO/IEC 15504, has 
been selected for the 
new approach in 
lclcvwrk software 

dcyelopmcnt 
cn\ ironment. In other 
\\ords, substantial 
groundwork has been 
done, then a software 
process assessment 
approach for 
telcwworking software is 

now ready to shape. 
The specific extensions 
for telework software 
process will he 
developed to satisfy the 
compatibility criteria 
defined in the emerging 
standard. The intent 
and structure of SPICI, 
will he maintained. 



Aimed at to meet with the identified requirements for the teleworking software 
environments, five new processes and approximately forty new base practices that 
characterizes the best practices in telework software have been made. SPITE is a 
stand-alone assessment model and contains features that address a critical problem 
facing industry in software engineering. 

As mentioned above, one of the major reasons for selecting ISO 15504 as the baseline 
for the SPITE approach is that the ISO 15504 reference model relies on a common 
framework for software life cycle processes, ISO 12207 [8]. The ISO 15504 
acknowledges related ISO/IEC standards, especially those developed under the 
responsibility of the same JTC1 Subcommittee. The ISO 15504 is now very similar to 
the one of ISO 12207, and a cross reference table on process level, indicating if it is a 
ISO 12207 process, or a new process (named as extended process) that is outside the 
scope of ISO 12207, is provided in ISO 15504-2 [9]. And more importantly, as a 
process assessment standardization efforts, the SPICE model has been created to be as 
general as possible, to be applicable to practically all domains. The exemplar 
assessment model, provided by ISO 15504-5 [10] which may be used as-is in 

performing an assessment and successfully applied in a series of trial assessments, is 
thus taken as a basis to which the new processes and base practices are added. As a 
result of this effort, the process dimension of SPITE has been considerably expanded 
and modified from the exemplar assessment model. Figure 1 describes the 
relationship between the SPITE process model, ISO 15504 and the software life cycle 
defied in ISO 12207. 

3 Architecture of the SPITE approach 
The development of the SPITE approach is based on ISO 15504-conformant method, 
with the process dimension considerably refined to incorporate teleworking software 
practices. In designing the SPITE approach, the SPICE exemplar Assessment Model 
is adopted and the set of special issues identified from previous studies [1,2,5,6] are 
added to adapt the model to telework software process. The capability dimension 
from the assessment model in ISO 15504-5 [10] is adopted without modification or 
addition. In forming the SPITE process dimension, the same structure of the process 
model from the SPICE exemplar Assessment Model is adopted, but the content has 
been considerably modified. The process dimension of SPITE is formed with some 
processes and bases practices adopted as given while others are suggested to be 

removed from the exemplar Assessment Model in [10], according to the importance 

considered for teleworking software. In addition, the process dimension is augmented 
with specific telework processes and base practices, and with an even larger number 
of new notes to enhance the understanding of process descriptions or base practices. 
All of the exemplar Assessment Model work products are adopted and imbedded in 
SPITE, as they are matched with the expected outputs of Teleworking software or, 
where not match is found, remain in SPITE as-is without any modification. The 
resulting SPITE approach takes into account the specific needs of process 
management and improvement surrounding teleworking software development. 
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There are a total of 29+16 processes included in the SPITE process dimension. 
Among them, 5 new processes are defined as extension to the one in SPICE model. 
They are identified as critical important factors for teleworking software 
environments. The other 24 processes arc selected from the process dimension of ISO 
15504, some of which with modification made in hale practices level to address 
telework specific aspects while others with notes added for clarity to reflect activities 
not present in part ol' ISO 15504. The rest of the 16 processes are considered as less 
important but still remaining in SPITE for easy to understand the structure of SPITE. 

The process architecture of the SPITE approach is shown Figure 2. Processes new to 
the SPICE are shaded in light grey. Processes with new base practices added or 



modified are represented by plus symbol (+) and underline. Processes with notes 
added to give additional information to enhance the understanding of process 
descriptions or base practices are displayed in italics. Processes marked with '*' are 
those that are considered as less important but still remaining in SPITE. Figure 2 
shows clearly that enhancements and modifications have been made throughout the 
entire process dimension. Where processes, base practices are added, a reference 
number is assigned higher than any currently found in the ISO 15504 exemplar 
model. Thus assessments using the SPITE approach can easily be compared to other 
assessments using ISO 15504. 

Similar to the one in SPICE, there are five categories included in three life cycles in 
the SPITE approach. Management and organisation categories belong to 
organizational life cycle. Customer-supplier and engineering categories live in 
primary life cycle and support life cycle has only one category called support 
category. 

4 New processes or practices created in SPITE 
It has been found that there are some major difference in software processes between 
telewoking environments and centralised environments. Although the process 
assessment standardisation efforts within the SPICE project have tried to be as 
general as possible, to be applicable to practically all domains, it still does not 
explicitly cover the needs of Telewoking software. A number of requirements are 
identified from the previous study [5,6] which appear to be unique, or which are of 
particular importance of teleworking software process. All teleworking requirements 
not adequately represented within the ISO 15504 assessment model are addressed and 
incorporated into SPITE. 

Table 1 provides the items that have been added to the assessment model from ISO 
15504-5 [10]. It will help organisations that are already using the assessment model 
of SPICE to implement and improve their software process to identify the changes 
and additions necessary to fulfil teleworking requirements. The reason to create these 
new items is discussed in detail and explained in previous study [1,2,5,6]. The new 
base practices are not as simple as their words suggested a new one for the SPICE. 
Some of them may exist in SPICE but have not been presented with proper 
importance or stress on telework and, some others are less relevant to telework. If this 
appears, the corresponding (old) one needs to be deleted before the new one can be 
added to SPITE. 

The new items and their place in SPITE are listed in Table 1. Five new processes and 
approximately 40 base practices are included. 



Table 1 New processes and base practices developed for SPITE approach. 

Number Process 
categories 

New processes New or modified base practices 

I Engineering ENG. 1.5 BPI Develop telework software integration strategy 
2 ENG. I. 5. BP2 Identify telework software integration requirement 

Management MAN. 5 Team 
coordination 
management 

3 MAN. 5. BPI Determine project coordination strategy 
4 MAN5. BP2 Establish communication system 
5 MAN. 5. BP3 Identifteam coordination activities 
6 MAN. 5. BP4 Evaluate feasibility and adaptability of 

team coordination 
7 MAN. 5. BP5 Monitor performance of team coordination 

and take action on performance deviation 
MAN. 6 

Information 
Management 

Process 
8 MAN. 6. BPIIdentify necessary information 
9 MAN6. BP2 Establish information system 
10 MAN6. BP3 Information system availability 
11 MAN. 6. BP4 Maintain and verify information 
12 MAN. 6. BP5 Control access to information 
13 MAN. 6. BP6 Distribute information 
14 MAN6. BP7 Notify users when modifications occur 
15 MANABPR Develop projects' repository 
16 MAN. 6. BP9 Maintain project repository 
17 MAN. 6. BP10 Monitor system performance 

18 Organisation ORG. I. BPI Develop teleworking strategy and set up telework 
environment 

19 ORG. I. BP2 Establish teleworking employment policy 
20 ORG. I. BP4 Define teleworking requirements 
21 ORG. I. BP5 Establish and maintain telework support system 
22 ORG. 3. BP8 Establish telework performance management 
23 ORG. 3. BP9 Maintain trust climate and healthy work environment 
24 RG. 4. BP2 Provide a telework software engineering environment 

ORG. 5 
Training 
Process 

25 ORG. 5. BP1 Identify training requirements for telework 
employees 

26 ORG. 5. BP2 Establish training courses 
27 ORG. 5. BP3 Develop self-management skill 
28 ORG. 5. BP4 Establish PSP (Personal Software Process) training 



Table 1 New processes and base practices developed for SPITE approach. (continued) 

29 Support SUP. I. BP8 Conduct documentation control management 
30 SUP. 2. BPI Establish telework configuration management 

strategy 
31 SUP. 2. BP2 Establish telework configuration management s stem 
32 SUP. 2. BPS Establish telework configuration management board 

SUP. 9 Change 
control 

management 
33 SUP. 9. BPI Develop change control management strategy 
34 SUP. 9. BP2 Establish change control management system 
35 SUP. 9. BP3 Identify change items 
36 SUP. 9. BP4 Control change requests 
37 SUP. 9. BP5 Document change items 
38 SUP. 9. BP6 Maintain change item history 

SUP. 10 
Technical 

support system 
management 

39 SUP. I0. BPI Establish technical support strate 
40 SUP. I0. BP2 Define technical tools requirements 
4l SUP. IO. BP3 Establish technical support system 
42 SUP. ]0. BP4 Maintain technical support system 

5 Tailoring the SPICE process dimension for SPITE 

SPICE models complex decision making during a process assessment. It is criticised 
that the number of process defined and the items to be rated are too many. When 
organisations are not familiar with SPICE or they have not used SPICE, they are not 
willing to use such a complex model. The SPITE only focuses on telework and is not 
so general. Therefore it is desired to be appropriate to use ̀ SPICE like' principle that 
means a scaled down in process dimension. 

In an attempt to reduce the size and therefore improve the simplicity and usability, a 
number of processes in the exemplar assessment model of SPICE, which are 
considered as less important or less relevant to telework software, are proposed to be 
removed in SPITE. However this is just suitable for organizations that do not use 
SPICE and hope to have a simple model. Therefore, these processes are still kept in 
the process dimension of SPITE, but marked with symbol '*' for easy identification 
of the changes made. As shown in figure 2, there are 16 processes marked by '*', 
which are possible to be neglected by telework organisation. These parts are generally 
considered as not so important to affect telework software development. The 
consideration of cutting some processes and the selection of deleted items in SPITE is 
based on the information collected from the series investigations conducted by author. 

In fact, it is difficult to say which process is more important than others. The 
development or definition of the processes in current SPI model is derived from 
practical experience in software industry (e. g. the development of CMM), or based on 
previous experiences in software process modeling and international standards in 
software process and quality (e. g. the development of SPICE, BOOTSTRAP). 



Continuous innovation in those models is made by the feedback and information 
obtained from the model trials in IT industry. It can be claimed that there is no theory 
or detailed argument to explain why these processes are important and why they 
should be applied and followed in software development. 

6 Validation of the modifications made to ISO 15504 

During the development of the SPITE, the information provided by the previous 
surveys [1,2] together with the telework study and methodology analysis of software 
process assessment and improvement models [3,4,5,6] are served as the base of the 
initial process selection. The arguments made in these processes development [11] 
supply a strong theoretical base of the SPITE. 

In attempt to evaluate its feasibility, the SPITE was subsequently reviewed by a 
subset of the experts, those of whom possess familiarity and experience with the 
existing software process models both from software industry and academia, at 
several international conferences in software quality (e. g. Quality Week 2000, SPICE 
2000, World Computer Congress 2000). The modification of SPICE to form SPITE 
(including additions and deletions) consequently revalidated by Interviews with 
International standard bodies (e. g. IVF Centre for Software Engineering, the British 
Computer Society, and SPICE community) and, with industry representative (e. g. 
SYNSPACE AG in Switzerland, GMIT in Ireland, Fukuoka Institute of Technology in 
Japan, etc). 

The feedback and the recommendations provided by these reviewers are deemed 

sufficient to offer constructive inputs to the process selection/tailoring and used as a 
means for validation and finalisation of the approach developed. 

7 The SPITE approach and its components 
Although SPITE has the same architecture with SPICE, their components are 
significant different. In the process dimension, SPITE uses the structure of the 
exemplar Assessment model (ISO 15504 Part 5), and includes most of processes and 
process indicators from ISO 15504 -5 [10]. Telework requirements are matched with 
processes and base practices. The expected outputs of telework requirements are 
associated with work products and work product characteristics. Any required 
telework activities or expected outputs missing in the exemplar Assessment model are 
reflected in new processes, base practices added to the process dimension. These new 
processes and process indicators properly incorporate telework software development 

needs into the SPITE assessment model. In adding the new elements to the process 
dimension, the level of granularity found in the ISO 15504 exemplar Assessment 

model is maintained. 

In the capability dimension, we take as-is the capability dimension from the exemplar 
Assessment model. This consists of the rating mechanism of the ISO 15504 
Reference model (capability levels, process attributes, capability rating scale, and 
rating scale calibration) as well as the set of process capability indicators from the 



Part 5 assessment model (management practices. practice performance characteristics, 
and resource and infrastructure characteristics). In the SI'1'l'l capability dimension, 
nothing is deleted, modified, or added, with respect to ISO 15504-5 1101. 

The rating framework of the approach is same as-is with the one provided in the 
reference model of SPICE. in which a six point ordinal scale is defined to represent an 
increasing capability of the performed process. from level 0 (incomplete 1. to level 5 
(optimising). As illustrated in figure 3. the measure of capability is based upon a set 
of process attributes. Process attributes are used to determine whether a process has 
reached a given capability. leach attribute measures a particular aspect of the process 
capability. 
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8 Compatibility of SPITE with the requirements of 

ISO 15504 
The requirement: for compatihility enable comparison of' outputs Iron assessments 
using different models and methods. Compatibility is essential in order to provide a 
degree of comparability between the results of different assessments by maximizing 
the reliability of deferent approaches and achieving a greater degree of uniformity in 
the reporting of results. 

Since SPITE has been explicitly constructed by adopting the same elements as in the 
ISO 15504 assessment model and is a 'SPICE like' approach created to he a complete 



model for the assessment of teleworking software process capability, it is directly 
compatible with the reference model of SPICE. The compatibility requirement 
explained in ISO 15504-2 [9], clause 7.2,7.3,7.4,7.5, and 7.6, can be satisfied 
straightforward. The premise of SPITE is that the capability of processes can be 
assessed reliably and consistently by judging the indicators of process performance 
and process capability. It is directly compatible with the reference model and thus the 
conformance claim is in fact relatively trivial. 

9 Discussion 
The SPITE approach is developed as a process assessment based improvement 
approach through applying the principles and concepts of state-of-the-art software 
process assessment and improvement methodology, SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504). The 
objective of the SPITE approach created here is to help telework organisations 
improve their software process by the improvement in process management. 

The approach is created as a conformance model of SPICE. It maintains the intent and 
the structure of SPICE. It adopts `SPICE like' principle but scaled down processes, 
and integrated with the specific processes and issues required for teleworking 
environments. 

The theoretical analysis of current process models combining with the analysis of 
these models' strength, weakness, interrelation and adaptability [11] provide the 
foundation of SPITE developing, in which SPICE used as the basis. The SPICE is a 
mature process method and emerging international standard which has been well 
applied in world range for many years. Choosing this model as the foundation enables 
the development of SPITE standing on a stable ground and therefore avoids lots of 
unnecessary work. However, there are still many processes and base practices to be 
required to build SPITE approach upon this foundation, due to the big differences of 
software process between telework and normal centralised work such as management, 
team coordination, communication system and tools etc. 

The new added items mainly come from telework study, management methodology 
analysis [11] and survey analysis [1,2]. These previous researches construct a strong 
theoretical and practical base ground for creating SPITE. The requirements of 
telework are therefore defined and a set of specific processes and base practices are 
derived from these studies. During the initial process tailoring stage, a great number 
of experts, from both IT industry and academia, contributed extensive valuable 
suggestions that SPITE can benefit from. For example, in the conference of SPICE 
2000, the author has a chance to consult many experts from SPICE community and 
obtain many great ideals in form SPITE approach. Nearly all SPICE experts in this 
conference agreed to that the SPITE is good and important approach to be applied in 
telework environments and, the development of such an approach is just the right 
issue addressing the needs of current software community. 

The establishment of the SPITE provides a solution to the problem now faced by 
software industry which hinder the development of software engineering. It is 



expected that the development of SPITE will fill the gap in the software process 
modelling literature and has potential to provide software teleworkers, managers and 
software development organisations with a model-based process framework to aid 
software quality improvement. 
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Questionnaire for Survey (1) 

Teleworking and Software Quality Assurance 

Section 1: Demographic Information 

This section is concerned with the type and size of organisations responding to the survey. 
This information will be treated as STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL and any future 
publications resulting from this survey will only present this information in aggregate form 
and will not identify any participating individual or organisation. 

1.1 Your name: 

1.2 Your job title: 

1.3 Your department: 

1.4 Name and Address of your organisation: 

Postcode: Telephone: 

Email: 

Extension: 

1.5 Please indicate the primary business of your organisation by ticking the appropriate 
box/es (you may tick more than one box): 

Information Technology Department within a non-IT(user) company 
Public Sector [] 
Private Sector [] 

Information Technology Company whose main business interest is information 
technology 
Hardware [] 
Software [] 
Services [] 

1.6 Please indicate the approximate annual budget (IT departments) or annual turnover (IT 

companies) by ticking the appropriate box: 

<£m 5[] £m 5-25 [] £m 25-75 [] >£m75 [] 

1.7 Please indicate the approximate number of people in your organisation by ticking the 
appropriate box: 

. <100 [1 101-500 [] 501-2000 [] >2000 [] 

1 



Questionnaire for Survey (1) 

1.8 Please indicate the approximate number of people in your department or company who 
are employed on the development/maintenance of software. 

1.9 Is your company currently involved in teleworking ? Please ticking the appropriate box: 

No [] Please go to question 1.12 
No at present but expecting to introduce teleworking [] Please go to question 1.12 
Yes [] Please go to question 1.10 

1.10 How many of the staff involved in the development/maintenance of software are: 

OO Teleworker ( >2 days / week working from home) 
© Partial Teleworkers (2 days / week working from home) 

1.11 What percentage of staff, who are not involved in the development/maintenance of 
software are: 

Partial Teleworkers (2 days / week) 
Teleworkers (>2 days / week) 

1.12 Please indicate which type of computing services your department or company primarily 
provides. Please tick the boxes which are most appropriate for the amount of time spent 
(you may tick more than one box): 

Application Development 
Application Maintenance 
Application Support 
Data Preparation 
User Liaison 
Training 
Hardware Support 
Computer Operations 
Other ( please specify ) 

Amount of Time Spent 
Low Medium High 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [l [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
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Questionnaire for Survey (1) 

1.13 For the services indicated in Question 1.12, please indicate the amount of time spent by 
your teleworkers on these types of service. 

Application Development 
Application Maintenance 
Application Support 
Data Preparation 
User Liaison 
Training 
Hardware Support 
Computer Operations 
Other ( please specify ) 

Amount of Time Spent 
Low Medium High 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 

1.14 Please indicate which types of software are developed by your organisation. Please tick 
the boxes which are most appropriate for the types of software (you may tick more than 
one box): 

Business Applications 
Client/Server Systems 
Grouper 
Real-time Applications 
Safety Critical Applications 
Other ( please specify ) 

Amount of Time Spent 
Low Medium High 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [l 
[] [l [l 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 

1.15 For the type of software indicated in question 1.14, please indicate the amount of time 
spent by your teleworkers on these type of software. 

Business Applications 
Client/Server Systems 
Grouper 
Real-time Applications 
Safety Critical Applications 
Other ( please specify ) 

Amount of Time Spent 
Low Medium High 
[l [] [] 
[] [] [l 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [] [] 
[] [l [] 
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Questionnaire for Survey (1) 

Section 2: Quality Assurance 

This section is concerned with the scope of Quality Assurance in software development. 
This information will be treated as STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL and any future 

publications resulting from this survey will only present this information in aggregate form 

and will not identify any participating individual or organisation. 

2.1 Has your company adopted an organisational definition of quality? If so, what is it (attach 
documentation if necessary) ? 

2.2 What is your company's position with regard to (software) quality certification? 
Please tick the appropriate box: 

Already certified [] Please go to Question 2.3 
Certification in progress [] Please go to Question 2.3 
Certification planned [] Please go to Question 2.3 
No plans for certification [] Please go to Question 2.4 
Do not know [] Please go to Question 2.4 

2.3 To which standard are you certified or planning certification ? Please tick the appropriate 
box/es ( you may tick more than one box ): 

ISO 9001 [] 
ISO 9002 [] 
Tick IT [] 
Other ( please specify) [] 

2.4 Has your software development/maintenance operation implemented a formal (software) 
Quality assurance programme ? Please tick the appropriate box: 

Yes [] Please go to Question 2.5 
No [] Please go to Question 2.9 
Do not know [] Please go to Question 2.9 

2.5 Is your software quality assurance programme documented in a (Software) Quality 

manual in some form ? Please tick the appropriate box: 

Yes (paper based) [] 
Yes (on-line) [] 
Yes (paper and on-line) [] 
No [] 
Do not know [] 
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Questionnaire for Survey (1) 

2.6 Does your quality systems require formal Requirement Reviews? Please tick the 
appropriate box. 

Yes [ 
No [ 
Do not know [] 
If yes, how do you involve your teleworkers in such reviews ? 

2.7 Does your quality systems require formal Design Reviews ? Please tick the appropriate 
box. 

Yes [] 
No [l 
Do not know [] 
If yes, how do you involve your teleworkers in such reviews ? 

2.8 Does your quality systems require formal Programming Reviews ? Please tick the 
appropriate box. 

Yes [l 
No [ 
Do not know [] 
If yes, how do you involve your teleworkers in such reviews ? 

2.9 Does your quality systems require formal Documentation Review ? Please tick the 

appropriate box. 

Yes [] 
No [] 
Do not know [] 
If yes, how do you involve your teleworkers in such reviews ? 
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Questionnaire for Survey (1) 

2.10 Does your organisation conduct planned and documented audits of software 
development projects to verify whether quality activities comply with planned 
arrangements ? Please tick the appropriate box: 

Yes [] 
No [] 
Do not know [] 
If yes, how do you involve your teleworkers in such reviews ? 

Section 3: Change Control 

This section is concerned with the control of change during software development. This 
information will be treated as STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL and any future publications 
resulting from this survey will only present this information in aggregate form and will not 
identify any participating individual or organisation. 

3.1 Has your organisation adopted a formal change control procedure (a process for reviewing 
requested changes to documented requirements or designs) ? Please tick the appropriate 
box: 

Yes [] 
No [] 
Do not know [] 

3.2 Arc changes to documented requirements or designs required to undergo some formal 
approval process ? Please tick the appropriate box: 

Yes [] 
No [] 
Do not know [] 

3.3 Does your organisation adopt procedures to identify and control software components 
and to maintain the integrity and tractability of the software configuration (often referred 
to as a configuration management system) ? Please tick the appropriate box: 

Ycs [] 
No [] 
Do not know [] 

3.4 Has your organisation adopted software tools for the configuration management ? Please 
tick the appropriate box: 

Yes [] 
No [] 
Do not know [] 
If `yes', please specify the name/s if you know: 
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Questionnaire for Survey (1) 

3.5 Please could you indicate how the above change control procedures are applied to 
teleworkes. 

3.6 Please indicate problem experienced associated with question 3.5. 

Section 4: Additional Information 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your co-operation is much 
appreciated. 

Please use this space to enter any additional information that you would like to include or to 
clarify some of your responses with respect to the management of your teleworkers with 
further detail. This information will be treated as STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL and any 
future publications resolution from this survey will only present this information in aggregate 
form and will not identify any participating individual or organisation. 

Would you like to have a copy of the final report of this survey? 

Yes [l 
No [] 

Please return the questionnaire to: Mrs Hong Guo 
Systems Engineering Faculty 
Southampton Institute 
East Park Terrace 
Southampton S014 OYN 
U. K. 
Fax: 01703-334441 att. of Hong Guo (Ph. D. student) 
E-mail: guo. hong@solent. ac. uk 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

British Computer Society 
Southampton Institute 

An Investigation of Suitability of Software Engineering 
and Management Processes Used 

in Teleworking Environments in the IT Industry 

Dear Sir, 

The Systems Engineering Research Centre of Southampton Institute, in co-operation with 
the British Computer Society, are carrying out a project to develop a software process 
assessment and process capability determination method for teleworking environments in 
order to improve the software product quality in the software industry. 

As the first step, a survey will be carried out to identify the difference between the 
practical processes used by conventional software developers and teleworking developers in 
IT organisations. 

This is an invitation for you to participate in this project. If you are willing to contribute 
your viewpoint personally or on behalf of your company, please complete the questionnaire 
as soon as possible. Completing the questionnaire should take no more than 30 minutes. 
Please indicate on the survey if you would like a copy of the report, that will include 
identifications of potential problems caused by Teleworking employment as well as 
guidelines for improving your product quality by effective management methods and 
process improvement. 

In return for completing the questionnaire respondents will receive a copy of the final report 
of the survey. Your response will be confidential and used only in this study. Your 
information will be treated as STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL and any future publications 
resulting from this survey will only present this information in aggregate form and will not 
identify any participating individual or organisation. 

Please complete the following questionnaire and return by email to: 
guo. hong@solent. ac. uk. 

Thank you in anticipation of your valuable assistance. 

Yours sincerely, 

Hong Guo 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

Section 1: Demographic Information 

Please fill in the blanks or tick your response by checking the appropriate box. The space lines are provided 
for open questions. 

Your Name: 

Job Title: 

Your Department: 

Name of Your Organisation: 

Telephone: Extension: 

Email: 

Size (in employees) of : 

Total In your company 

Your IT Staff 

IT Staff who are teleworkers (part / full time) / 

Business sectors of your company: 

- 
Software Development 

- 
IT Products and Services 

_ 
Defense 

Telecommunications & Media 
- 

Health and Pharmaceutical 
_ 

Aerospace 

- 
Manufacturing 

- 
Finance, Banking, & Insurance 

_ 
Hardware 

- 
Distribution / Logistics 

- 
Training 

- 
Public Utilities (Gas, Water, Electricity) 

_ 
Other (please specify): 

Certified Standard or Quality Certification of your company 

- 
ISO 9001; 

_ 
ISO 9002; 

_ 
Tick IT; 

_ 
ISO 15504 (TR); 

_ 
CMM 

- 
Other ( please specify ): 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

Section 2: Current Software Engineering Practices Issues. 

Based on good software engineering practice and process management principles, we have defined the 
following processes for software development. The processes are grouped into five process categories, 
according to the type of activity they address. 

The five process categories are: Customer-Supplier, Engineering, Support, Management and Organization. 

As far as is known, different companies have different activities in software development processes. The aim 
of this survey is to identify which activities are established in your company and if these are also used in 
teleworking environments. Answers for the questions include two parts. One is for normal software 
developers, which is on-site. The other is for teleworking software developers, which is off-site. 

Are these processes (activities) existent in your organisation for software development ? Please attempt to 
answer all questions either Y-Yes, N-No, or N. A-Not Applicable, based on your personal or organisational 
viewpoint. 

2.1 Customer-Supplier process category: 

This consists of processes that directly impact the customer, support development and transition of the 

software to the customer, and provide for its correct operation and use of the software product and/or 
service. 

No Question on-site off-site 

I Are the customers needs and goals identified ? (Acquisition 
preparation) Y N N. A Y N N. A 

2 Are there agreed supplier deliverables (when all acceptance conditions 
are satisfied (Customer Acceptance)) ? Y N N. A Y N N. A 

3 Do software products provided to the customer meet the agreed 
requirements? Y N N. A Y N N. A 

4 Is there a procedure to gather, process, and track evolving customer 
needs and requirements throughout the life of the software product so Y N N. A Y N N. A 

as to establish a requirements baseline that serves as the basis for 
defining the needed software work products? (Requirements 
Elicitation) 

5 Is there a procedure to ensure the correct and efficient operation of the 
software product for the duration of its intended usage and in its Y N N. A Y N N. A 
installed environment? 

6 Is there a sustained acceptable level of service to the customer to 
support effective use of the software product? (Operational use) Y N N. A Y N N. A 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

2.2 Engineering process category: 

This consists of processes that directly specify, implement, or maintain the software product, its relation 
to the system and its customer documentation. 

No. Question on-site off-site 
1 Is there identification of which system requirements should be allocated to Y N N. A Y N N. A 

which elements of the system and to which releases? (System requirements 
analysis and design) 

2 Are requirements operations established for the components of the Y N N. A Y N N. A 

system? (software requirements analysis) 

3 Is there a procedure to define a design for the software that implements the Y N N. A Y N N. A 

requirements and can be tested against them? (Software design) 

4 Is there verification that executable software properly reflects the software Y N N. A Y N N. A 
design? (Software construction) 

5 Is there a procedure to combine the software units, producing integrated Y N N. A Y N N. A 

software items and to verify that the integrated software units properly 
reflect the software design? (Software construction) 

6 Is there a procedure to test the integrated software producing a product that Y N N. A Y N N. A 

will satisfy the software requirements? (Software integration) 

7 Is there a procedure to integrate software components with other Y N N. A Y N N. A 

components, such as manual operations or hardware, producing a complete 
system that will satisfy the customers' expectations expressed in the 
system requirements? (System integration and testing) 

g Is there a procedure to manage modification, migration, and retirement of Y N N. A Y N N. A 

system components (such as hardware, software, manual operations, and 
network if any) in response to customer requests? (System and software 
maintenance) 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

2.3 Support Process Category: 
This consists of processes that may be employed by any of the other processes (including other supporting 
processes) at various points in the software life cycle. 

No Question on-site off-site 
1 Are there documents that record information produced by a process or Y N N. A Y N N. A 

activity? (Documentation) 

2 Is there a procedure to establish and maintain the integrity of all the Y N N. A Y N 
work products of a process or project. (Configuration management) N. A 

3 Is assurance that work products and processes of a process or project Y N N. A Y N 
comply with their specified requirements and adhere to their established N. A 
plans provided? (Quality assurance) 

4 Is it confirmed that each software work product of a process or project Y N N. A Y N N. A 
properly reflects the specified requirements? (Verification) 

5 Is it confirmed that the requirements for a specific intended use of the Y N N. A Y N N. A 

software work product are fulfilled? (Validation) 

6 Is there a procedure for maintaining a common understanding (with the Y N N. A Y N N. A 

customer) of the progress against the objectives of the contract ? (Joint 

review 1) 

7 Is it possible to employ a scheme that ensure development of a product Y N N. A Y N N. A 
that satisfies the customer? (Joint review 2) 
Please specify the scheme what should be done: 

8 Is there a procedure to independently determine compliance of selected Y N N. A Y N N. A 

products and processes with the requirements, plans, and contract, as 
appropriate? (Audit) 

g Is there a procedure to ensure that all discovered problems are analyzed Y N N. A Y N N. A 
and resolved and that trends are recognized? (Problem resolution) 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

2.4 Management Process Category: 
This consists of processes that contain practices of a generic nature which may be used by anyone who 
manages any type of project or process within a software life cycle. 

No Question on-site off-site 
1 Is there a procedure to organize, monitor, and control the initiation and Y N N. A Y N N. A 

performance of any processes or functions within the organization to 
achieve their goals and the business goals of the organization in an 
effective manner? (Management) 

2 Is there a procedure to identify, establish, coordinate, and monitor Y N N. A Y N N. A 
activities, tasks, and resources necessary for a project to produce a 
product and/or service meeting the requirements? (Project management) 

3 Is the quality of the project's products and/or services monitored? Y N N. A Y N N. A 
(Quality management) 

4 Are the project risks continuously assessed throughout the life-cycle of a Y N N. A Y N N. A 
project ? (Risk management) 

2.5 Organization Process Category: 

This consists of processes that establish the business goals of the organization and develop process, 

product, and resource assets that, when used by the projects in the organisation, will help the 

organisation achieve its business goals. 

No Question on-site off-site 
I Is a suite of organizational processes established for all software life Y N N. A Y N N. A 

cycle processes as they apply to its business activities? (Process 
establishment) 

2 Is there a procedure to determine the extent to which the organization's Y N N. A Y N N. A 
standard software processes contribute to the achievement of its business 

goals and to help the organization focus on the need for continuous 
process improvement ? (Process assessment) 

3 Is there a procedure to continually improve the effectiveness and Y N N. A Y N N. A 
efficiency of the processes used by the organization in line with the 
business need ? (Process improvement) 

4 Does your organization have enough individuals who possess skills and Y N N. A Y N N. A 
knowledge to perform their roles effectively and work together as a 
cohesive group? (Human resource management) 

5 Is a stable and reliable infrastructure maintained ? (Infrastructure) Y N N. A Y N N. A 

(, Is there a procedure to collect and analyze data relating to the products Y N N. A Y N N. A 
developed and processes implemented within the organizational unit, to 
support effective management of the processes, and to objectively 
demonstrate the quality of the products? (Measurement) 

7 Is there a procedure to promote and facilitate the reuse of new and Y N N. A Y N N. A 

existing software work products from an organizational and 
product/project perspective? (Reuse) 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

Section 3. Issues on teleworking environments in software engineering. 
3.1 There follow are several statements for teleworking environments. Please attempt to select the 
appropriate number for all the questions. 

Please answer by ticking the appropriate box(es): 
( SA - Strongly Agree, A- Agree, D- Disagree, SD - Strongly Disagree, NA - Not Applicable. ) 

No Assertions SA A D SD NA 

1 There is no difference between Teleworking developers and normal 
developers in the software programming process. 

2 There is no difference between Teleworking developer and normal developer 
in the Customer Supplier process category. 

3 The self-management process should be added in the management process 
category for teleworking software environment. 

4 The project management process should be enhanced in the inter co- 
ordination, and co-operation. 

5 There is little need for frequent management contact because of most 
teleworkers are trustworthy, dedicated and self motivated. 

6 The regular reviews of project progress are usually more often for the co- 
operation team in the case of teleworking. 

7 Management formally conduct periodic reviews of the status of software 
project for teleworking development more often than conventional 
development. 

8 A self disciplined software engineering process should be used by teleworkes 
as a method of ensuring the quality of software product. 

9 A procedure for controlling changes to the code and specifications is as 
important for teleworkers as for others. 

3.2 Following are special questions for teleworking management and techniques application. Please 
answer all of them according to the best of your ability. (Please answer by ticking the appropriate 
line) 

3.2.1. What methodologies are used to make all the involved developers aware of potential problems or hidden 
dependencies that might lead to inconsistencies in a software project? 

Regular face to face staff meeting _; 
Process modeling _; 

Explicitly representing project dependencies 
_; 

Enactment support systems _; 
Notifying the involved people when changes occur _. 

Not applicable 
Others (please specify) 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

3.2.2 How often it is requested to have face -to -face meetings in your company for all the staff involved in 
the project? 

Once in two days; 
- 

Once every week; - Daily; 

Once two weeks; - 
Once one month; _Variable; _ 

Not requested. 

3.2.3 When changes occur in the development process, which techniques or methods have been used for 
notifying the people involved who are located in different development sites ? 

Telephone , E-mail Fax Voice Email 

Teleconference 
_, 

Mail Others (please specify) 

3.2.4 In the project management planning, is there an procedure being used for keepings records of data 
exchange between the individuals in different development sites? 

Yes 
_; 

No 
_; 

Not Necessary-. 

3.2.5 For project management, are there any different techniques or methods that have been used in the 
telework development of software versus conventional development ? 

Yes_ Please specify 

No ; 

Not Necessary 

3.2.6. For document management, are there any different techniques or procedures that have been used in the 
teleworking development of software versus conventional development? 

Yes_ Please specify 

No 
_; 

Not Necessary 
_. 

3.2.7. For the tasks that are done synchronously, are there procedures or methods being used to maintain 
project process consistencing ? 

Yes 
_ 

Please specify 

No 
_; 

Not Necessary 
-. 

3.2.8. Which are the main factors that affect the quality of the software product most in distributed 
development environments ? 
(please filling in box by number: 1-most important, 2-important, 3-minor important, 4 -no relation. ) 

F_ac tors: 

_ 
Organization management _ 

Configuration management _ 
Information exchange management 

_ 
Documentation management - 

Human resource management - 
Communication techniques support 

Change control management _ 
Project coordination management 

Others(please specify) 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

3.2.9 What do you consider to be the main problems associated with software production ? (please fill box by 
number: 1- Major problem, 2-Minor problem, 3- Never a problem, 4- Don't know) 

Factors: 

- 
Requirements Specification 

- 
Systems Analysis and Design 

- 
Managing Customer Requirements 

- 
Program Coding 

- 
Software and System Testing 

- 
Software Installation and Support 

_ 
Documentation 

- 
Project Management 

- 
Configuration Management 

_ 
Lack of Standards 

- 
Lack of Quality system Other (please specify): 

3.2.10. What kind of software, groupware or hardware are used to support Cooperative work and meetings in 
the different development locations? (please tick the appropriate box) 

By providing shared workspaces 

Others (please specify ) 

3.2.11 How do you manage the data exchanged between individuals on different development sites? (any 
special management tool or methods used by manager) 

Please explain 

3.2.12 Are there any specific techniques that have been used as Coordination mechanisms for synchronous and 
asynchronous working between individuals in different development locations? ( please tick the appropriate 
box) 

Yes 
_ 

Please specify 
No 

_; 
Not Necessary 

Your comments please: 

You are most welcome to make copies of this questionnaire and forward them to your colleagues. 
I would be grateful if you would suggest anyone or company who may be interested in participating in the 
Survey. Please give the contact information in details. 

Name: 

Email: 

Telephone: 
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Questionnaire for Survey (2) 

" Would you like to have a copy of Please return the completed questionnaire to: 
the final report of this survey? Mrs Hong Guo 

Systems Engineering Faculty 
Southampton Institute 

Yes [] East Park Terrace 
No [] Southampton S014 OYN 

U. K. 

Fax: 01703-334441 att. of Hong Guo (Ph. D. student) 
E-mail: guo. hong@solent. ac. uk 
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Hong Guýý's PhD Ihrsis 

Appendix D Process Diagram of Project Development 
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